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Calibration and repair gas detectors MSA, HONEYWELL
Our company is equipped with the automatic MSA GALAXY® GX2 e
HONEYWELL MICRODOCK II systems, which offers advanced management
with test and calibration of detectors. Repairs and replacement of sensors.

0

Revisions and repair fall arrest systems.
Qualify certified personnel,
offer annual service and repairs of all devices.

Maintenace breathing apparatus
The self-contained breathing apparatus maintenance service. Is carried out in
compliance with the requirements of the manufacturer’s in-use and maintenance
regulations, by qualified personnel

Shelving inspection
Obligatory assistance service. Regular periodic maintenance of shelving in
establishment. Norm Uni EN 15635, Par. 9.2 , Par. 9.4.2.3).
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Customization
Design and production of catalog products made by
the specific characteristics required by the customer.
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Personalization
Personalizations with print serigraphy or embroider.
Rapid Service 24/48 hour with transfer.
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Hand protection

Hand protection
ART.SC.N2L
LEATHER GLOVE
COWHIDE
“DRIVER STYLE”
EN388 - 4121

ART.LA.ST114B
TOP LEATHER GLOVE
COWHIDE ARAMID
FIBER SEAMS“BRION
TIG”
Glove Cow grain top thickness. 1.3,
elastic wiist. Optimal for use in general handling, tig welding, and operation to heat contact (aramid fiber
seams).

Leather glove cowhide, elastic squeeze inner wrist, beaded wrist. Good
smoothness and dexterity. Uses:
packaging and shipping, handling
wooden cases, cardboard and plastic, handling tools.

Sizes: 9/10.

Sizes: 9/10/11.

Packing: 12/120 pairs.

Packing: 12/120 pairs.

EN388
3121X

EN388
2143X

EN407
41234X

ART.FIP.F002TOP
LEATHER GLOVE
COWHIDE
“PRIME QUALITY”
EN388 - 3132

ART.FIP.F003DC-S
LEATHER GLOVE
COWHIDE
ADJUSTABLE CUFFS
WITH VELCRO

Leather glove cowhide, elastic squeeze inner wrist, ribbed, index and
inch full reinforced , driver model.
Good smoothness and dexterity.
Uses: packaging and shipping ,
handling wooden cases, cardboard
and plastic, handling tools.

Leather glove cowhide, back
cotton , thumb and para leather nails,
adjustable Velcro cuff. Good smoothness and dexterity. Uses: packaging and shipping, handling tools,
general maintenance.
Sizes available: 8/9/10.

(Version: cowhide palm, split leather back, grey, unlined.
Art. FIP.F008 EN 388 - 4121).

Packing: 12/120 pairs.

Sizes: 7/8/9/10/11.
Packing: 12/120 pairs.

EN388
3132

EN388
2122

ART.GS.005AS
SPLIT LEATHER
GLOVES PADDED
WELDING

ART.SC.R9101
“CANADIAN”
GLOVE COWHIDE
SPLIT LEATHER
AND COTTON

Glove Padded cowhide split, red, 15
cm long hose. Applications: foundry
work, welding of metals, manipulation of metallurgical products.

Cowhide split leather glove, reinforced palm. Model: ”Canadian”. Sleeve
and back of the hand in lined cotton
fabric.
Size: 10
Packing: 12/120 pairs.

EN12477
TIPO A
Welding

Size: 10.
Packing: 6/60 paia

EN388
3233X

EN388
3243X
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Protezioni
Hand
protection
delle mani
ART.LA.126A
LEATHER GLOVES
TEGERA 126
“PERFECT FOR TIG
WELDING AND HEAT”

ART.SC.0123
GLOVE FOR
WELDING
“ARGON/TIG/MIG/ARC
Cowhide leather glove and split leather cuff. Kevlar® thread stitching,
split leather cuff cm. 15, total length
35 cm.

Full grain goat Kevlar stitching.
Cowhide split leather cuff, length cm.
33. Elastic band on the back, ideal
for TIG welding. Resistant to contact
heat up to 100 ° C, reinforced seams,
with 180 ° elastic band.

EN12477
TIPO B
Welding
EN388
1121

Fields of use: TIG welding and brazing.
Sizes: 7/8/9/10/11
Packingg: 6/60 pairs.

EN12477
TIPO A
Welding

EN407
412X4X

ART.SC.407
GUANTO WELDER
ATEX “EXCELLENT
FOR WELDING
MIG, ARC, ARGON”

ART.BA.2000042

“GLOVES GREEN
WELDING PLUS”
Glove for all types of welding, arc
and especially those for heavy duty
movements. Split leather palm and
thumb reinforced. Interior lined with
insulating material. Stitched with
Kevlar thread.
Sizes: 8/9/10.

Welding glove made of A-grade split
leather with para-aramid fibre seams known for its high strength- and
flameresistant qualities. This glove
protects against exposure to high
temperatures and other types of
thermal risks, while maintaining user
comfort. A-grade split leather, paraaramid fibre seams, reinforced cuff,
reinforcement on thumb, reinforced
seams. cotton lined interior.
Length: 40 cm.
Applications: steel industry / metallyurgy, industry, work near ovens,
welding.
Size: 10. Packing: 12/60.

EN12477
TIPO A1
Welding

Packing: 10/100 pairs.
EN407
413X4X

EN407
413X4X

EN388
3143X

ART.LA.GL120

ART.IS.7291
GLOVE
“RESISTANT TO HIGH
TEMPERATURES”

GLOVES ERGO MIG
“FOR MIG WELDING
AND HEAT”

EN12477A
Welding
EN407
314X3X
EN388
4243X

Glove aramid fabric resistant to high
temperatures. It resists up to 15 seconds to heat by contact at a temperature of 350 °. Cuff total length cm.
38.

Welding glove for heavy duty reinforced. Products with high quality
cowhide split leather selected; on
thumb; reinforced palm; ergonomically curved fingers; Kevlar seams;
inner lining of cotton jersey; Cotton
sleeves with FR treatment (Flame
Retardant). Length cm. 35. Protected
elastic on the back.

Applications: welding and heat.
Size: 10.
Packing: 5/60 pairs.

Sizes: 9/10.
Packing: 12/60 pairs.

Packing: 10/150 pairs.
ART. BA.2054030 (HONEYWELL)
cowwhite and split leather, with
seems with Kevlar thread stitching,
split leather cuff cm. 20. Sizes:
8/9/10. EN 12477B, EN407 41214X, EN388 - 2132).

EN12477-B
Welding

EN388
4133X

Size: 10

EN407
41XX4X versione best quality:

EN1149-2

EN388
2111X

Applications: TIG welding, brazing.
Generic manipulations, heat contact
operation (aramid fiber stitching).

EN407
43XX4X

EN388
2443
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Protezione
Hand delle
protection
mani
ART.GS.196A
SLEEVE KNIT TUBE
IN WIRE CUTTING
RESISTANT

ART.BA.2100450
POLYURETHANE
COATED GLOVES
“EKO PU BLACK”

Sleeve cm 56. Excellent resistance
to cutting, tearing and ripping. Resistant to contact heat (for short and
quick contacts only). The presence
of the hole for the thumb allows the
sleeve to remain well positioned and
thus better protect the area of the
wrist. The elasticized mesh promotes
adherence and fit then getting a great comfort and dexterity. Food also
certified.

DPI di 2a categoria. Gloves in black,
light, knitted polyamide. Black polyurethane coating. Fine handling in dry
environments. Fields of use: assembly and electrical components, separation of small parts, light laborers.
Exceptional grip and breathability.
Without silicone.
Sizes: 6/7/8/9/10/11.
Packing: 10/100 pairs.

Size: 10

(Version more cheaper: color version white art. FIP.F313 or black
color FIP.FG313N).

Packing: 12/192.
EN407
X1XXXX
EN388
4X4XD

EN388
3121X

ART.BA.2400260
GLOVE COATING
POLYURETHANE
“PERFECT POLY
SKIN”

ART.FIP.F313

GLOVE COATED
POLYURETANE
VENTILATED

Knitted glove polyamide on the back
blue-resistant , coating on the palm
and fingers in gray polyurethane.
Excellent dexterity and feeling like a
second skin.
Excellent breathability.

Nylon glove white with palm and finger in PU. Fine handling in dry conditions.
Type of use: assembling and electric
components, separation of small pieces, light handling.
Great grip and breathability.

Uses: cargo operations, precision
assembly.

Sizes: 7/8/9/10/11.
Packing: 12/240 pairs.

Sizes: 7/8/9/10.

(Available also in black version
art. FIP.FG313N).

Packing: 10/100 pairs.

EN388
3111X

EN388
2131X

ART.FIP.JNS1001
GLOVE BACK
VENTILATED
COATING NITRIL

ART.BA.2232230
GLOVE ”POLITRYL™
BREATHABLE
BACK OF HAND
AERATED

PPE II cat. Glove lightweight polyamide knitted, nitrile coating on the
palm and fingers, elastic wrist, excellent dexterity and sensitivity.

Glove with gray waterproof nitrile
coating, cotton and lycra lining. Oil /
water repellent coating.
Excellent for handling abrasive parts.
Suitable for assembly in metalworking.

Uses: engineering, construction, assembly with greasy parts.
(Available with coating polyuretane ART. FIP.F313)

Sizes: from 7 to 10.
Packing: 10/100 pairs.

Sizes: from 7 to 11.
Packing: 12/240 pairs.

EN388
4121X
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Hand protection
ART.BA.2332663
COATED GLOVE
NITRIL FOAM
“POLITRYL™ Flex”

ART.FIP.FG317BN
GLOVE
NITRIL FOAM
BACK AERATED DOTS

Glove in polyamide mesh resistant,
palm and fingers coated black nitrilic
foam. Great handling, breathability
give an excellent waterproof results
with oils.

Glove in continuous yarn 100% nylon,
with nitrile foam coating. Palm dotted
nitrile for improved grip, breathability,
stretch cuff, ventilated back. Gray /
black color. Best grip in dry and wet
conditions.

Type of use: mechanical assembly,
goods moving, building industry and
public works, touch-screen.

Uses: engineering, construction, assembly with greasy parts.

Sizes: 6/7/8/9/10/11.

Sizes: from 9 to 11.

Packing: 10/100 pairs.

(on request sizes 7/8).
Packing: 12/120 pairs.

EN388
4131X

EN388
4132

ART.BA.2232236
GLOVE
“POLITRYL™ TOP”

ART.BA.2232272
GLOVE
“POLITRYL™ AIR 3/4”
COATED NITRIL

Glove polyamide seamless, fully coated nitrile. Excellent mechanical resistance, ideal for jobs where contact with oils requires a sensitivity to
the socket.

GGlove polyamide seamless, partially coated on the palm and fingers
in black nitrile. Excellent mechanical
resistance, ideal for jobs where
contact with oils requires a sensitivity to the socket.

FULLY COATED NITRIL

Sizes: 7/8/9/10.
Packing: 10/100.

Sizes: 8,9,10,11.
Packing: 10/100.

EN388
4121X

EN388
4121X

ART.BA.T4700P

ART.BA.2094150
GLOVE “DEXGRIP
LIGHT” PROCESSING
PIECES OF SLIPPERY

GUANTO
“SUPERLITE PLUS”
COATED 3/4”
YELLOW NITRIL

Sizes: 9/10

Nitril glove on interlock cotton support. Ventilated back. Knitted wrist. Yellow color. The nitrile coating
combines good chemical properties
with excellent mechanical properties (abrasion). The combined base
and cover offer strong abrasion resistance. It is particularly suitable for
handling oils, greases and hydrocarbons.
(CHEAPER VERSION
ART. FIP.F319).

Packing: 10/100 pairs.

Sizes: 7/8/9/10.

Glove lightweight knit cotton and
polyamide, cool and breathable.
Coated on the palm and fingertips
in rough blue latex. Good tear resistance.
Applications: construction, road
works, mechanical workshops.

Packing: 12/144.

EN388
2121X

6
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Hand protection
ART.FIP.F323
GLOVE NBR
COATED
COMPLETELY

ART.EP.0569
GLOVE NBR COATED
COMPLETELY
TOP QUALITY

Reusable glove in support of 100%
cotton jersey, without seams in the
contact areas. Anatomical (right and
left hand). Synthetic nitrile coating
obtained by complete immersion with
arterial protection safety hose.
Ideal for intensive use in dirty, damp,
greasy and oily environments.

Glove, support 100% cotton jersey,
without stitching in the contact zones. Anatomical (left and right hands). Coating synthetic nitril, obtained
by complete immersion. Safety cuff
protect arteries. .
Ideal for intensive use in dirty, humid,
greasy and oily.

Sizes: 9/10.
Packing: 12/144 pairs.

Sizes: 9/10.

EN388
4221

Packing: 12/144 pairs.

EN388
4122X

ART.BA.RGT15099G
GLOVE “RESISTOP
LONG GRIP” CUTTING
RESISTANT 3 HEAT
MAX 100°

ART.EP.0107
GLOVE RESISTANT
HEAT AND CUT
REALIZED IN
KNITTING
Knitted glove, high abrasion resistance, cut, heat up to 250 °, maximum
dexterity, washable at 40 °. Uses: manipulation of sharp and hot objects,
automotive assembly, polishing, metal
industry. Do not use with a rotating
blade.

Guanto in heavy knit polyamide with
cotton lining. Color: Grey. Long cuff
knit, 15 cm. It offers a sensitivity to
touch. The interior of the glove cotton slows down perspiration, offers
outstanding abrasion and cut resistance.

Sizes: 7/8/9/10.

Ideal metalworking
nies, glass, rubber.

Packingg: min. 10/100 pairs.

compa-

Sizes available: 7/8/9.
EN388
2X4XB

EN407
X2XXXX

Packing: 10/100.

EN407
X1XXXX

EN388
454X

ART.FIP.F19M550
GLOVE CUT
RESISTANT
LEVEL 5

ART.BA.2318768
GLOVE
“VERTIGO GREY PU
5” CUT RESISTANT
LEVEL 5

PPE 2a category. Support in continuous yarn HDPE, stretch cuff.
Polyurethane coated.
Ideal for handling sharp parts in dry
or slightly fat; It offers comfort and
grip.

GGlove knitted Spectra® / polyamide composite fiber. Grey PU
coating on the palm. Knitting tight
fits comfortably in the hand shape,
providing comfort and increased robustness, limits the penetration of
dirt. The ventilated back of the glove
optimizes breathability .

Sizes: 9,10.

Ideal
nies.

Packing: 12/120.

metalworking

compa-

Sizes: 7/8/9/10/11.
Packingg: 10/100 pairs.

EN388
4543C

EN388
4X43
C
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Hand protection
ART.BA.2332247
GLOVE “Perfect Cutting®

ART.LA.GIOK3
GLOVE CUT
RESISTANT LEVEL 3
COMPLETELY
COATED

Diamond Plus”

CUT RESISTENT
LEVEL 5
LONG SLEEVE

Extraordinary repellency to oil and
liquids, excellent grip, this model
offers resistance to the cut 3, two
layers of nitrile coating. It designed
to give maximum grip with “micro
suction pads.”

Knitted glove cut resistant Dyneema
/ Lycra / Polyamide, gray PU
coating. The tight processing mesh
gives the gloves perfect support, limits
the penetration of dirt and is pleasant
to the touch. ventilated back to improve
ventilation.

Great for environments: industry Glass, cutting procedures, cutting tools, presses,
extruders, medium handling,
repair, control.

Ideal metalworking companies.
Lenght sleeve cm. 30.
Sizes: 6/78/9/10/11.

Sizes: 9/10.

Packingg: 10/100 pairs.

Packingg: 10/60 pairs.
EN388
4X42C

EN388
4343

ART.GS.627A
GLOVE “SKELE”
SHOCKPROOF
WATERPROOF
ISOTHERMIC

ART.BA.2332524
GLOVE SKELETON
SHOCKPROOF
CUT RESISTANT
LEVEL “5”

Glove waterproof, shockproof with
thermal insulation. Synthetic leather,
elastane, Neoprene, insulate, pvc,
lycra,TPR.
Type of use: optimal in environmental places where is needed a protection from oils. Give a good resistant
to abrasion and cutting. Rubber
reinforcement provides workers with
protection against the risk of impact.
(back of hands).

GGlove para-aramid fiber, polyamide - black nitrile coating. The nitrile
foam provides optimal grip in wet environments as well as good resistance to abrasion, cutting and heat. The
reinforced rubber offers protection
workers against the risk of impact
(back of the hands). The inside is
knitted, impregnated and stitched in
one piece. Ideal for at-risk highimpact jobs.

Sizes: 9/10.

Sizes: 7/8/9/10/11.
EN388
4X42CP

Packing: 12/72 pairs.

(Available with level cut 3,
Art. BA.2332275).
Packingg: 10/100 pairs.

EN511
221

EN388
3233XX

EN407
X1XXXX

ART.BA.2397201
GLOVE “PICGUARD
URBAN™” RISK OF
PUNCTURE

ART.LA.9180
GUANTO TEGERA
9180
CERTIFIED
ANTIVIBRATION
EN 10819

Glove «all in 1», for the manipulation
of objects with a high risk of puncture. Jersey / viscose lining. Para-aramid internal protection with polyurethane / ceramic coating.
AREAS OF USE: waste from hospitals, clinics, waste with risk of infection. It combines layers of anti-ply
resistance in one glove.

Glove for special use EN ISO 10819
certificate for the reduction of vibrations, built with flexible and resistant
innovative materials (Microthan®,
Vibrothan®). Unique combination of
tactile sensitivity, dexterity and vibration dampening, thanks to revolutionary material with no memory effect.

Sizes: from 6 to 11.

Reinforced index finger.

Packingg: 1/1.

Sizes: 8/9/10/11.
EN10819
EN388
0222
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Packingg: 3/12 pairs.
ASTM
2878

EN388
4X43E
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Hand protection
ART.GS.172A
LEATHER GLOVE
“ARTICO”
THINSULATE®
PADDING

ART.LA.322
GLOVE
“TEGERA 322”
AGAINST THE COLD
“REFRIGERATED
CELLS”

Glove in full-grain cowhide extra edged, inner lining Thinsulate, excellent
resistance to cold and sensitivity.
Ideal for handling applications in
cold environments.

Glove microfiber nylon, fleece lining
cut and sewn. Reinforcement on the
index, elastic wrist.
Great for work in the cold, manipulation of objects where you need
maximum sensitivity and grip.

Size: 10.

Size: 10.

Packingg: 12/96 pairs.

Packingg: 12/60 pairs.

EN388
2131

EN511
X2X

EN388
2142

EN511
01X

ART.BA.NF11HD
GLOVE
“COLD GRIP”
(REFRIGERATED
CELLS)

ART.BA.2299500
GLOVE
“DEEP BLUE” COLD
ENVIRONMENTS
(COLD STORAGE)

Glove knit in blue polyamide coating
3/4 in HPT PVC foam (waterproof
technology) black. Lining in synthetic
fabric gauze seamless, elastic knitted
wrist. Optimal for handling wet parts,
oil or fats in cold environments also in
cold storage.
Ideal for activities in which workers need protection from the cold
without sacrificing comfort and
grip.

Glove polyamide, in blue nitrile coating completely immersed and aligned with inside fleece, regulator wrist
strap. The nitrile coating on all side
gives outstanding abrasion resistance and impermeability to oils, good
grip in any situation. The fleece takes a good cold insulation.
Sizes: 7/8/9/10/11.

Sizes: 9/10/11.
Packingg: 10/100.

Packingg: 12/72 pairs.
EN388
2231X
EN511
X2X

EN511
121
EN388
4221X

EN388
4121

EN511
X1X

ART.BA.2006433
GLOVE
“WINTER PRO”
CHEMICAL
PROTECTION COLD
RESISTANCE

ART.BA.2058685
GLOVE LEATHER
“CRYOGENIC”
PROTECTION
AGAINST LIQUID
GAS AND AZOTE

Glove PVC supporting knitted fabric in
wool sponge seamless. Excellent protection against the cold and chemicals.
Long sleeves for better protection.
Ideal for working in cold environments, road maintenance, machining.

PPE 3a category - Water-repellent
silicone cowhide grain leather glove.
Fully lined with 2 aluminium/fleece
layer. Reinforcement between thumb
and index 200 mm split leather cuff.
Velcro® adjustment strap on side of
the palm.

Sizes: 8/9/10.

Ideal for the handling of liquid nitrogen at 170 °.

Packingg: 5/50 pairs.

Taglie: 9/10.
Packing: 1/120.

EN511
220
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Hand protection
ART.BA.20920 - GLOVE ELECTROSOFT
(DIELECTRIC) WITH MECHANICAL PROTECTION
COMPOSITE gloves provide
electrical and mechanical protection. The hammer symbol on
each glove highlights that it is tested against abrasion, cutting and
wear. Flocked inside (for classes
00 and 0): high density cotton is
pulverized inside the glove to offer
better comfort thanks to the absorption of perspiration. Chlorinated versions are available, easier
to insert and remove. Finishes with
a superficial design, useful for working outdoors. Electric arc protection in the event of a short circuit:
the material structure shows excellent qualities against electric arcs.
The range of use is available for
voltages up to 36,000 V (class
00 to 4).
Norm: EN 60903 - EN 420 EN388 0222
Sizes: from 7 to 11.
Packing: 1/1.

EN374-3

Cotton glove coated in green PVC,
non-slip rough finish. Fineness of 1.6
mm.
Length: 27cm. Special for hydrocarbons offering excellent protection
against oils, alkalis, acids and salt solutions. maintenance in the presence
of petroleum products. Immersion cutting oils, bases and acids.
Excellent resistance to hydrocarbons thanks to European quality
PVC.
Sizes: 8/9/10.
Packingg: 12/72.
EN374-3
AKL

EN388
4121X

ART.BA.2007340
GLOVE
“MAINBIS 40”
DOUBLE PVC
LONG SLEEVE

ART.BA.507620
GLOVE
“FINEDEX 507-620”
CHLORINATED PVC
LENGTH CM 77

Red PVC gloves, length cm. 40,
supported in cotton. Smooth finish.
Cotton lining for strengthen the mechanical strength. The smooth finish
increase dexterity. Ideal for handling
in aggressive environments: oil,
grease, chemicals and hydrocarbons, water treatment, chemical
and pharmaceutical industry.

Gloves in PVC, chlorinated, unsupported 32 cm thick 0.65 mm, and PVC
cuff 45 cm. Smooth finishes. Its PVC
composition has been adapted for
multipurpose and repetitive handling
in an oily atmosphere. Low resistance
to ketones, to aromatic and halogen
hydrocarbons. These gloves have
been tested on various chemicals.
Ideal for industrial cleaning, maintenance. Washing and cleaning in the
food and catering sector.

EN388
2100X

Sizes: 7/8, /9/10, 11/12.
EN388
4121X

ART.BA.830FWG
GLOVE
“TRAWLER KING”
(EXCELLENT FOR
HYDROCARBONS)

Packingg: 10/100 pairs.

EN374/2-3

(Replacement model: BA.R60X)

Sizes: 8,5 /9,5/10,5.
Packing: 25/100.

AKL

ART.LA.GIOG5
GLOVE
“Grip It Oil Gauntlet “
(OPTIMALS FOR
CHEMICAL)

EN388
4542
EN374-3
AKL

Slip coating granular PVC foam on
hand. It provides an excellent grip
and is particularly suitable for oily
conditions. Cut resistant Kevlar®
mesh lining. Resistant to chemicals:
acids, alkalis, oils and fats. Excellent
mechanical strength.
Waterproof even at low temperatures. Heat resistant.
Ideal: glass industry, chemical and
petrochemical.
Sizes: 8/9/10/11.
Packingg: 10/40.

EN407
X1XXXX
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ART.BA.LA132G
NITRIL GLOVE
PPE 3° cat. - Reusable glove, synthetic in acrylonitrile and butadiene,
polymer of anatomic size.
Internal sweat ,internal antibacterial
processing, external trimmed pyramid finish on palm and fingers. Multipurpose Chemical resistant. Excellent for hydrocarbons,oils,grease,ac
idsorganic/inorganic,alkalis,aliphatic
solvents,ether,alcohol.outword
and
EN388 Freon (TF) (Natural rubber latex free)
3101X
Thickness mm.038.
JKL

Sizes: from 7 to 11.
Packingg: 12/144.
EN388 3101X/ EN 374-3 JKL
EN374-2
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Hand protection
EN388
4121X
AJKMN
EN374/1A
EN374/5
EN 1149

ART.LA.GIOG1
NITRIL GLOVE “GRIP
E® OIL IT OIL
GAUNTLET C1”
WITH SMALL
SUCTION CUPS
Double nitrile glove rivestimentoin,
internally lined knit, soft and flexible
forearm. Particularly suitable in oily
environments thanks to its socket
with small suction cups, resistant to
chemicals.
Ideal in the chemical industry,
agriculture, painting, mechanics
and food.

ART.ICO.ND
GLOVE NEOPRENE
PPE di 3a cat. - Reusable glove.
Synthetic polychloroprene, plush inside and anatomical. Anti-bacterial
treatment inside. External finish in
a truncated pyramid on fingers and
palm. Chemical resistance to organic and inorganic acids, alkalis,
aldehydes, ketones, amines, amides, detergents anionic / cationic
concentrated, ozone, oils and mineral fats and plasticizers. (Free
from natural rubber latex).
ABIJ

Thickness. 0,75 mm.
Sizes: dalla 7 alla 10.

Norm: EN388, EN 374/1A, EN374/5,
EN 1149.

Packingg: 10/50 Pairs.

EN388
4110

(Available long sleeve cm. 60.
Art. ICO.ND38).

Sizes: 8/9/10/11.
Packing: min.12/60.

ART.BA.RI560
GLOVE “HEAVY DUTY
LATEX”
LENGHT 60 CM

ART.BA.2095030
GLOVE “POWERCOAT
950-30 NEOFIT”
NEOPRENE

EN374-3

AKL

DPI 3a cat. Glove in neoprene , double immersion. Lining cutted and
seamed in interlock cotton 100%.
Rough finishing. Color: black and
blue. Thickness 1.1 mm. Lenght:30
cm. Diamond finishing for better
handling in dry condition. Resistant
to acidic substances, basic solvents
and industrial adhesives.
Ideals for a wide range of chemical
substances.

DPI 3a cat. Latex glove, rolled edge
stop drops. Internal chlorated smooth
finishing.Good flexibility,the smooth
finish improves the grip.Guarantees
resistance to acids base.To avoid
contacts with oils, grease and hydrocarbons. Extra thickness(1.30 mm)
for a greater protection.The cuff protects most of forearm part. .

EN374-3

Sizes: 10.

AKL

Packingg: 12/48 Pairs.

Sizes: from 7 to 10.
EN388
3121X

Packingg: 10/100 Pairs.

EN388
3XX1

EN 388 3XX1 - EN 374-3 AKL

Norm:
EN 388 3121 - EN 374-3 AKL EN
388 3121X - EN 374-3 AKL

ART.BA.2094432
GLOVE “FINEDEX
944-32” LATEX

EN388
4231X

EN374/2

ART.ICO.MBX
REUSABLE GLOVE
LATEX DOUBLE
IMMERSION
THICKNESS
INCREASED

Latex glove. Smeared on knitted
100% polyamide. finish Rippling.
Thickness: 1.3 mm. Length: 30
cm. knit liner with no seams, makes the ergonomic glove for added
comfort. The textured finish improves
the user’s grip. Elastic wrist. Suitable for mechanical and chemical protection against detergents and liquid products,
heatproof. (Avoid contact with
oils, fats and hydrocarbons).

PPE II cat. Anatomically shaped,
padded internally. Anti-bacterial treatment inside. Excellent elasticity,
good sensibility and grip even in
wet objects. Good mechanical and
chemical resistance to detergents
and cleaners also concentrated and
moderately aggressive products
such acids, ketones, diluted caustics.
Improved insulation from hot or cold
sources. Suitable for short contact
with food.

Sizes: 7/8/9/10/11.
EN407
X2XXXX

Sizes: from S to XL.

Packacing: 10/100 pair.
EN388
1010

Packacing: 50/500.

AKL
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Hand protection
ART.ICO.ESN
PACK 1000 PIECES
DISPOSABLE GLOVES
NITRIL POWDERED

ART.BA.4580195
PACK 50 PIECES
HEAVY WEIGHT
DISPOSABLE
NITRIL
POWDER FREE

EXTRA WEIGHT

Ambidextrous with border, internally
lubricated with biocompatible powder.
High sensitivity, dexterity and comfort.
chemical resistance to cleaning agents
and detergents, hydrocarbons, solvents, ethers and freon (TF). Good mechanical resistance. Long life to protect
the hand and / or the product handled.
High biocompatibility (free from natural
latex). Thickness. 0.09. AQL 1.5.

Nitril glove powder free,
DEXPURE 801-95, nonslip
finish. Suitable for food preparation, cleaning contact
oils and grease, an alternative for people allergic to
latex.

Art.ICO.

Sizes: 7/8/9/10.

(PALLETS REQUEST FOR QUOTES).

Packingg: 1/10.

(Version
ESNS).

powered

free

SIZES: from S to XL.
Packingg: 1/10.
EN374-2

EN455-1/2

ART.ICO.ESMB
PACK 1000 PIECES
DISPOSABLE BLUE
LATEX GLOVE
WITH POWDER

EXTRA WEIGHT

ART.BA.4580130
PACK 50 PIECES
DISPOSABLE LATEX
GLOVE HEAVY
WEIGHT
DEXPURE 801-30
POWDER FREE

Ambidextrous with border. Internally lubricated with vegetable
starch powdered, biocompatible.
Excellent sensibility, dexterity
and comfort. Excellent elasticity
even at low temperatures.
Moderate chemical resistance
to detergents and derivatives.
Spess.0,10. AQL 1.5.

Disposable latex glove 100%, heavy and unlined and without talc.
Relief finishing. Sleeve with border.
Thickness: 0.3 mm. Length: 33cm.
Applications: preparation in product
slightly of oily or non-oily (fruits and
vegetables, white meat). Excellent
mechanical strength.

(PALLETS
QUOTES).

Sizes: 7/8/9/10.

REQUEST

FOR

Sizes: from S to XL.

Packingg: 1/10.

Packingg: 1/10.

EN374-2

EN455-1/2

ART.ICO.TPE
PACK 1000 PIECES
GLOVE
DISPOSABLE TPE
SUITABLE FOR
CONTACT WITH
FOOD MAXIMUM 2
HOURS AT 40 °
PROTEZIONE AL TAGLIO

ART.BA.2012950
TUFFSHIELD
EVOLUTION
CUT PROTECTION
BACTERIOSTATIC

Disposable gloves ambidextrous
in thermoplastic elastomeric copolymer films (TPE). High elastic
properties, heat-sealed, powered
free. High biocompatibility: no
natural rubber latex. High sensitivity, dexterity and comfort, than
a common polyethylene glove.
Thickness. 0.005 mm.
Dirett. CE 89/686, Reg. CE
10/2011.

Seamless. Elasticity of the yarn inside the adhering the glove to the
hand a second skin, without compromising the feel. medium weight
Dyneema material, with glass and
steel, and composite yarn. Optimal:
boning, fruits and vegetables, cattering, slicers cleaning.
SIZES: 6,7,8,9,10,11.
PACKAGING: 1/10 PAIRS.

Sizes: S/M/L/XL
PACKAGING: 1/10 PK.
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Safety footwear

Safety footwear
ART.AL.JALRUN - LOW SHOE WITH NEW
TECNOLOGY J-ENERGY EN20345 - S1P - SRC

Upper in suede leather, reinforcement on the TPU ankle. High breathability, thermoregulating, antibacterial lining. Aluminum toecap, anatomic soft insole with the end
part to the cushioned heel. Non-magnetic anti-perforation midsole. Sole J-Energy
PU foam with elastic memory inserts.
ISO8307.
Sizes: 38 - 48.

ART.GS.2012 LOW SUEDE SHOE “DIADO”

EN20345 S1P SRC HRO

Upper in dark blue and yellow suede leather, with soft instep padding.
Breathable 3D lining.
Rubber sole resistant to heat up to 300 °.
Toe cap and composite midsole.
Sizes: from 37 to 46.
Packing: 1/10.

Packing: 1/10.

ART.GS.2011 - COMPOSITE LOW SHOE
“MICRO” COW LEATHER AND MICROFIBER
EN 20345/11 - S1P SRC

ART.BR.91328-01 LOW SHOE “CUBAN”

EN20345 S1P SRC ESD CL. 3

CLASSE 3

Low shoe in blue smooth leather with mesh inserts. 3D breathable interior. Internal
technical insole. PU foam sole with elastic memory inserts.
Toe cap and composite midsole.
Sizes: 36 / 47.

Microfiber upper. Lining: 3D air circulation. Anti-bacterial soft-fit insole. Aluminum
toe cap. Textile midsole. Hydrotech suede nubuck leather, lining: 3D Air circulation
320 gr., Insole: Soft-Fit. New Stabil Active technology for better support of the heel
and tarsal joints. Sole: PU / PU ESD-plus SRC passed..
Sizes: 36 / 47.
Packing: 1/10.

Packing: 1/10.

ART.BR.91195.03 LOW SHOE

ART.FTG.MUGELLO

LOW SHOE “DUCATI” S1PSRC - ESD

“DANCE” S1PSRC

Upper in thrown suede leather, with holes. High quality. Abrasion resistant breathable lining, dual density PU sole, excellent resistance to oils, non-slip. Interchangeable preformed comfort insole. Aluminum toe cap and composite midsole.
Sizes: 36 / 46.

Smooth leather upper and Safety-Tex fabric. breathable lining, abrasion-resistant,
dual density PU outsole, excellent resistance to oils, slip. Interchangeable insole
preformed. Toecap and composite midosole.
Sizes: 38 - 47.

Packing: 1/10.

Packing: 1/10.
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Safety footwear
ART.FTG.CARVING LOW SHOE “SPORT”
EN20345 - S1P - SRC - TOE CAP: 200 J

Upper blue suede leather with padded storm-cuff. HIGH-TEX inserts. Lining, 100%
honeycomb finished polyester.
Insole, SPORT-LITE, anatomic and antistatic. Sole: double density polyurethane. Toe
cap: non-Metallic thin cap.
Midsole: Non-Metallic HRP INSOLE.
Sizes: 35 - 47.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.AL.JALVEGA LOW SHOE
EN20345 - S1P - SRC - EN 61340-4-3-5-1

Upper gray suede leather, interior lining multistate breathable. Insole antatomica
from 8 mm, and antistatic. TR dual density polyurethane sole with high slip resistance. Plentyfull fit toecap polymeric, midsole non-magnetic and no - metall.
Large Plant.
Sizes: 40 - 47.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.UV.95102 - ELEGANT SHOE FOR OFFICE AND WORK
EN 20345 S1P SRC

ART.FTG.BLUES LOW - LOW SHOE “MUSIC”
EN20345 - S1P - SRC - TOE CAP: 200 J

Elegant shoe in soft quality leather. All the materials of the soles are free of silicones, softeners and other substances that counteract the adhesion of the paint. DUO
polyurethane sole, self-cleaning and light with excellent properties, anti-friction and
shock-absorbing and excellent anti-slip. Lining: breathable honeycomb processing.
Insole HRP insole. Tope cap and midsole metal free.
Sizes: from 38 to 48.
Packing: 1/10.

Uppers reinforced cotton, interior breathable cotton cover (washable at 40 °). The
coated tip offers a good abrasion resistance. Insole ERGO-FIT, anatomic and antistatic. Dual density polyurethane sole. plentyfull fit. Toecap steel, non-magnetic foil
HRP INSOLLE.
Sizes: 35 - 47.
(TO ORDER UPPER LEATHER: 48/49/50).
Packing: 1/10.
(Available high Art. Blues High).

ART.BR. 94387-04L - LOW SHOE “RANDA”
EN20345 - S3 - SRC

ART.GS.2013 - LOW SHOE SPLIT LEATHER

EN 20345/2011 - S1P SRC

CLASSE 3

Low shoe split leather grey with holes. Interno traspirante 3D. Soletta interna ergofix.
3D breathable interior. Ergofix insole. Black polyurethane sole.
Steel toe cap and midsole.

Upper: Drummed Suede Millefori, Lining: Breezy 3D, two-layers combination
Removable insole: Soft-fit Plus ESD, Sole: PU / PU ESD-plus SRC passed
Toe cap: Alu SXT 2.0, Antiperforation: K+ Anti-perforation PLUS metal free.

Sizes: 36 / 46.

Sizes: 40 - 48.

Packing: 1/10.

Packing: 1/10.
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Safety footwear
ART.BR.91328-06L - LOW SHOE “PEAK” COMPOSITE

EN 20345 - S3 SRC ESD CL.3

CLASSE 3

ART.FTG.BASKET LOW - SHOE LOW COMPOSITE

NUBUK - EN 20345 - S3 SRC ESD

CLASSE 3

Low shoe, MicroFiber Suede upper with pro-tech SXT light, MIcroFiber Xtop. 3D Air
circulation lining 320 gr. SRC, interchangeable Soft-Fit insole. PU / PU ESD-plus
SRC two-component sole.Toe cap Alu SXT 2.0 anti-perforation Zero (4K) -Antiperforation, midsole metal free.
Sizes: from 40 / 48.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.BR.94379-03L - LOW SHOE “NEWPORT BOA”
EN20345 - S3 SRC ESD CL.3

Nubuk upper, with malleolus padding, 100% breathable polyester lining. Non-metallic HRP insole, anatomic, antistatic and antibacterial SPORT-LITE insole. Dual
density polyurethane sole resistant to bending and abrasion, oil-proof, non-slip,
ESD. Midsole particularly studied in its density to favor softness to the full advantage of comfort.
(Available high version mod. BASKET HIGHT).
Sizes: 38 / 48. Packing: 1/10.

ART.FTG.CONCORDE
LOW SHOE CLOSER WITH BOA S3 - SRC - ESD

CLASSE 3

CLASSE 3

WRU microfiber upper with high tenacity. 3D air lining. Insole in anatomic and breathable foam. Toe cap Alu and midsole: non-metallic. New Stabil Active technology
for better support of the heel and tarsal joints. “BOA® automatic closing. PU / PU
ESD-plus SRC sole. Excellent resistance to oils, anti-slip.
Size: 38 - 48.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.BR.91253-00 LOW SHOES
“PASITOS” S3 SRC ESD “classe 3”

Upper: nubuk with malleolus padding, 100% polyester lining.
Non-metallic HRP insole, ATOMIC insole. Dual density polyurethane sole resistant
to bending and abrasion, oil-proof, non-slip, ESD. BOA® opening / closing mechanism. Midsole particularly studied in its density to favor softness to the full advantage of comfort. Metal free.
Sizes: 38/46.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.FTG.LE MANS
LOW SHOE “DUCATI” S3 SRC - ESD

CLASSE 3

Upper suede leather nubuck high quality water repellent. Abrasion resistant breathable lining, PU outsole dual density, excellent resistance to oils, slip. Interchangeable
insole preformed comfort. Aluminum toe cap and composite midsole. Orthopedic in
accordance with BRG 191.
(Available in high model version Art. Pasitos Hight).
Sizes: 37 - 46.

Upper leather grain oiled black. TOP LEATHER, lining 100% polyester manufacturing honeycombed. Insole: sports-lite. polyurethane sole bidensità. Composite toe
cap and midsole.
Sizes: 38 - 47.
Packing: 1/10.

Packing: 1/10.
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Safety footwear
ART.GS.2015
LOW SHOE LEATHER EXTRA QUALITY
EN20345 - S3 - HRO - SRC

Upper in tumbled calf leather, lining in three-dimensional fabric. Antiperforation insole. Antibacterial, anatomical and antistatic insole. Sole in EVA and polyurethane
rubber resistant to acids and hydrocarbons. Composite toe cap and midsole.
Sizes: 40/47.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.FTG.LYON - LOW SHOES COMPOSITE

ECO-LEATHER - EN 20345 - S3 SRC

Low shoe in eco-leather inserts high tex, washable at 40 °. Padded ankle lining
EASY AIR. Insole, antistatic, breathable polyurethane sole with bearing SOFT
WALK inside, toe cap and midsole NON METALLIC.
(Hight version mod. FTG.PARIS).
Sizes: 38-48.
Packingg: 1/10.

ART.
FTG.NICE

ART.GS.2014 - COMPOSITE LOW SHOE NUBUK

LEATHER - EN 20345/11 - S3 SRC HRO ESD

SANDAL
EN20345 S1P - SRC

ART.AL.SOPHIE- LOW SHOES WOMAN
EN20345 S1P SRC

ART.BA.6551607 - LOW SHOES WOMAN
“SPICE” EN20345 S1P HI CI SRC

Suede upper i with breathable technical inserts. Neck and padded foot Inner polyamide antibacterial lining. Poliuritano dual density sole and rubber. le: Non-magnetic
Sizes: 35/42.
Packing: 1/10.

LINE MISS

Sandal upper eco leather with hight-tex insert, black color , 100% polyester lining,
Non-Metallic HRP Insole , Light & Soft. Insole antistatic and breathable , polyurethane sole , bending resistant , abrasion resistant, oil resistant , slip resistant, antistatic
with the “little pad” SOFT WALK inside. Plus toe protection PRO CAP. Suggested
sectors of usage Building/Costruction , Servicing, Mechanical Industry, Cooperative
Society.
Sizes: 38 / 48.
Packing: 1/10.

LINE MISS

Low shoe upper in nubuk dark grey color waterproof. Seams light grey. Inner: 3D
breathable. Insole removable shock absorber with inserts. Sole nitrilic rubber resistant up to 300° colour black with white insert.
Non-metallic toe cap and midsole.
Resistant to chemical agents and optimal in the oil and gas sector.
Sizes: 38 / 47.
Packing: 1/10.

Upper in smooth black leather with breathable mesh inserts. Neck and padded foot.
3D lining POROMAX ®. Supplied with two piaia black laces and llilla. Poliuritano
dual density sole and rubber. Toe cap and insole: Non-magnetic.
Sizes: 35/42.
Packing: 1/10.
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Safety footwear
ART.BA.62455451
BOOT RANGER
EN20345/17249
S3 CI HI
WR HRO SRC
CLASS II

ART.BR.95401-01L - LOW SHOES WOMAN “BOMA”
EN 20345 - S3 SRC ESD

LINE MISS

High upper in water-repellent greased leather,
lined with fabric resistant
to chain-saw cuts. Breathable and water-repellent membrane. Flexion
area in the soft rear part.
Flexium insole. Sole: nitrile rubber.
Protection against the
risk of class II chain saw
cuts (EN 17249 chain
speed 24m / s).
Sizes: 39/47.

Drummed suede upper. Treatment: ESD. Breezy 3D lining, two layers combined for
better breathability. Soft-fit Plus ESD insole. Dual-Density SRC PU sole. Toe cap
Alu SXT 2.0. Anti-Drilling K + Anti-perforation PLUS midsole. Sole Double density
polyurethane with TPU inserts: PU 2D Comfort.
Sizes: from 35/42.
Packing: 1/10.

Packing: 1/10.

ART.BR.91373-00
HIGH SHOE
“CUBAN”

ART.AL.JALROCHE
HIGH SHOE WATER
RESISTANT EN 20345
S3 CI HI WR HRO
SRC

CLASSE 3

Suitable for all terrains, for every
situation and frequent changes
of environment. Waterproof grain
leather upper, pull-up finish,
abrasion resistant leather toe
cap. Double GORE-TEX® lining,
highly breathable and waterproof. Ensures perfect insulation
and allows moisture to escape
outside.
Reinforced heel, for better heel
support, with shock absorber.
Metal free toe and midsole. Kompact VIBRAM® heat-resistant
sole for contact at 300 °, with
shock-absorbing effect, to protect the back and joints.
Sizes: 38/47.

EN 20345 - S3 SRC
ESD CL.3

High microfiber shoe.
Lining: 3D air circulation. Anti-bacterial softfit insole. Aluminum toe
cap.
Textile
midsole.
Hydrotech suede nubuck
leather, lining: 3D Air circulation 320 gr., Insole:
Soft-Fit. New Stabil Active technology to improve
heel support and tarsal
joints.
Sole: PU / PU ESD-plus
SRC passed.
ESD class 3, electrical insulation between 0.1 and
100 mῼ.
Sizes: 40/46.

Packing: 1/10.

Packing: 1/10.

ART.BR.8014300 HIGH SHOE WELDING
WITH SOFT TARSUS COVER EN 20345 S3 HRO SRC

ART.BA.6200672 - HIGHT SHOE “LINCE”
IDEAL FOR WELDING EN20345 - S3 CI SRC

Upper: Soft Full Grain Leather, lining: 3D Air circulation 320 gr., removable insole: Flyfit. Sole: PU-Rubber VIBRAM®-HRO-SRC. Toe cap: C.T.C. - Composite Toe
Cap. Antiperforation: ZERO (k) ANTIPERFORATION metal free.
Sizes: dalla 40 alla 46.

Upper: water repellent black leather, amagnetic toe cap and midsole. Lining: 3D
breathable quick-drying. Insole: anatomical. Sole: polyurethane dual density. Tongue against the sparks. Belt and velcro closure.

Packing: 1/10.

Sizes: dalla 40 alla 47.
Packing: 1/10.
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Safety footwear
ART.GS.2014H - HIGH SHOE COMPOSITE

LEATHER NUBUK - EN 20345/2011 - S3 SRC HRO

ART.FTG.LEGEND
HIGH SHOE

EN20345 S3 SRC

Hight shoe, upper black
smooth grain leather
with padded storm-cuff.
HIGH-TEX inserts. Lining 100% honeycomb
finished polyester.
Insole: LIGHT & SOFT,
antistatic and brethable.
Sole: translucid double
density polyurethane.
Toe cap and midsole: metal free HRP
INSOLE.
High shoe, upper in dark-gray water-repellent nubuk leather. Light gray stitching. 3D
breathable interior. Removable shock absorber insole. Nitrile rubber sole withstands
300 ° black with white insert.
Toe cap, midsole metal free.
Sizes: 38 / 47.

(Also available in the
low version FTG.Piper).

Packing: 1/10.

Packing:1/10.

Sizes: 35 - 47.

ART.FTG.PARIS - HIGH SHOE COMPOSITE
CROME FREE - EN20345 - S3 SRC WRU

ART.BR. 9440302L HIGH SHOE “GRINDER”
EN20345/2011 - S3 - SRC
Upper: Drummed Suede
Millefori, Lining: Breezy
3D, two-layers combination
Removable insole: Softfit Plus ESD, Sole: PU /
PU ESD-plus SRC passed
Toe cap: Alu SXT 2.0, Antiperforation: K+ Anti-perforation PLUS metal free.
Sizes: 38-48.
Packing: 1/10.

Upper eco leather with HIGH-TEX inserts, colour black. Lining: 100% honeycomb
finished polyester. Insole antistatic and breathable. Sole, polyurethane. Toe cap
and midsole metal free. Chrome Free. Excellent resistance to oils, non-slip. Washable at 40°.
Sizes: 38 - 48.
Packing:1/10.

ART.FTG.
BASKET
HIGH

ART.BR.9128900
HIGH SHOE
“PASITOS”

HIGH SHOE

CLASSE 3

COMPOSITE

EN20345
S3SRC

NUBUK
EN 20345
S3 SRC
ESD

CLASSE 3

Upper in safety-nubuk, with malleolus padding, 100% polyester lining, HRP nonmetallic insole, anatomic, antistatic and antibacterial SPORT-LITE insole, dual-density polyurethane sole resistant to bending and abrasion, oil-proof, non-slip, ESD.
Midsole particularly studied in its density to favor softness to the full advantage of
comfort.
(Also available in the low version BASKET LOW model).
Sizes: 40 / 48.
Packing: 1/10.

Hydrotech suede nubuck leather upper, lining: 3D Air circulation 320 gr., Insole: SoftFit. Sole: PU / PU ESD-plus SRC passed.
Toe cap: ALU SXT, metal free anti-perforation midsol. Metal free.
Sizes: 39/46.
Packing: 1/10.
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Safety footwear
ART.FTG.EOLO

HIGH SHOE
LEATHER

EN20345 - S3 HRO CI
WR SRC

High shoe in Eco Leather, black color, WATER-STOP MEMBRANE lining, non-metallic
insole lining. HRP INSOLE , THERMO-PLUS
insole with high thermal
isolation, bi-component
sole (rubber-polyurethane) abrasion resistant,
oil resistant, antistatic
and heat resistant , with
the “little pad” SOFT
WALK inside. Plus toe
protection PRO CAP.Toe
cap and midsole: metal
free.
Sizes: from 38 to 48.

ART.FTG.KHIONE BOOT ANCKLE
WATERPROOF
EN20345 - S3 HRO CI
WR SRC

UPPER: in smooth black
grain leather with inexact
HIGHT-TEX, side closing
zip WATERPROOF.
Lining with Water-Stop
membrane, high thermal
insulation.
Non-magnetic toe cap
and metal freee midsole.
Rubber / polyurethane
sole.
Sizes: from 40 to 48.
Packing: 1/10.

Packing: 1/10.

ART.
AL.JALASKA

BOOT GRAIN
LEATHER
EN20345/2011
S3-SRC

Boot, in natural leather.
Hydro-oleo repellent.
Resistant to penetration
of water and oils. Anatomic, antistatic insole with
shock-absorber tallanto.
Toe cap and midsole
steel.
Dual density polyurethane sole.
Sizes: from 36 to 48.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.
AE.KL121FG
BOOT
NUBUCK
LEATHER

EN20345 S3 HRO CI HI SRC

Boot, water-repellent uppers oiled nubuck. Breathable, moisture-resistant 3D interior. Molded
polymer toe cap. Thermal insulation. Kevlar
antiperforation midsole.
Dual-density PU / RUBBER sole. Resistant to
oils and hydrocarbons
to heat.
Ideal: in the Oil and Gas,
engineering sectors etc.
Sizes: from 37 to 47.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.BR.81156-00
BOOT
“MONTANA”
FULL GRAIN
LEATHER
EN20345 - S3 SRC

Upper full Grain-Anilina
Leather-Hydrotech. Removable insole: Dual
insulation.
Sole: PU Dual-Density
SRC passed. Toe cap:
composite
antiperforation:
ZERO
(k).Oil and hydrocarbon
resistant. Warm heat resistance up to 120 ° C.
Sizes: from 37 to 48.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.CO.TYPHOON
BOOT FOR
CONSTRUCTION
WORK
HIGH QUALITY
EN20345 - S5

Boot with erg / nitrile Pvc
compound, extremely stable tread even on the most
untouched terrain. Removable and absorbent inner
padding lined with fabric.
Steel toe cap and midsole. High visibility reflex insert. Knurled spur to facilitate the extraction of the
foot. Particularly suitable
for construction work and
agriculture.
Sizes: from 36 to 48.
Packing: 1/5.
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Safety footwear
ART.CO.THERMIC
BLACK
COLD INSULATION
BOOT
EN20345 - S5 CI HRO SRC

Resistant to -25 ° C boots,
anatomical and perfumed footbed. The thermal comfort
inside the footwear is afforded
thanks to the special PU compound designed to give high
insulation.
Sole: Nitrile rubber
Midsole: not metallic.
Toe cap: non-metallic TOP
RETURN, 100% METAL
FREE.
Particularly suitable for refineries, road works.
Sizes: from 39 to 48.
Packing: 1/6.

ART.NO.MEGAJAN

BOOT RESISTANT TO
CHEMICAL MATERIALS
GREEN COLOUR
EN20345 - S5-SRC

Special upper composed of copolymers and plastic injection
agents. Resistant to animal
fat, vegetable oils, hydrocarbons and chemicals. Rear spur
to facilitate the extraction from the
foot without risk of tearing. Internal
rampers to hold the fabric of trousers
and suits. Midsole: In heat-insulating
foam material. Sole: “Time Stopper”,
symmetrical tread design, gives traction on dry and wet surfaces. Slabs
for water and mud spill. Antitorsion
insert for maximum foot stability. Toe
cap and midsole: steel.
Sizes: from 40 to 46.

ART.CO.SAFEST GR
ULTRALIGHT
BOOT
EN20345 - S5 CI SRC

Boots with anatomical and
perfumed plantar. Knurled
spur to facilitate the extraction of the foot. Sole and leg:
Polyurethane coated with anti-slip membrane. Midsole: not
metallic. Toe cap: non-metallic
TOP RETURN, 100% METAL
FREE.
Particularly suitable for refineries, road works. (Hydrocarbon-resistant sole, inorganic
acids, organic acids, alcohols,
alkaline salts, heterogeneous
mixtures, ketone aldehydes,
organic esters)
(AVAILABLE ALSO IN THE
VERSION WITH THERMAL
INSULATION)

Sizes: from 38 to 48.
Packing: 1/6.

ART.GS.17WF
SAFETY BOOT
FULL LEG
EN20345 - S5 - SRC
Boots

all over waterproof.
Black Colour. Support leg to
hook to the belt. Thermal seals to ensure waterproofness.
Adjustable elastic straps.
Sole: PVC / nitrile rubber.
Midsole: steel.
Toe cap: steel.
Particularly suitable for refineries, road works.

Sizes: from 37 to 47.
Packing: 1/6.

Packing: 1/6.

ART.CO.FINLAND
THERMAL INSOLE
SOCK FOR BOOTS

ART.BA.MB6270510
BOOT DIELECTRIC
CLASS 0
EN50321 - EN 20347 =
OBE HRO SRC

R Internal coating in THERMO-DRY, hollow fiber with
high thermal insulation power.
The layer in contact with the
foot absorbs and sweats the
sweat, keeping the heat-insulating interior. The bandwidth
of reflective material guarantees high visibility.

Electrically insulating boot for
work under voltage. Class 0,
protection up to 1000V in alternating current. Made with
a mixture of natural rubber.
Individually tested; 10 kV leak
test, 20 kV perforation test.

(To combine with the rubber
boots).

Sizes: from 37 to 50.

Sizes: from 36 to 48.

Packing: 1/1.

Packing: 1/1.
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Safety footwear
ART.FOR.SC198N
TOE CAP FOR VISITOR EN 20345

ART.NO.IVORY
WHITE BOOT
FOOD INDUSTRY
EN20345 - S4 - SRC

Upper made with “PRPro”
compound, special blend
(PVC) and plasticizers resistant to acids, manures and
fertilizers. Soft and flexible
even at low temperatures.
Anatomical design for greater
comfort of the leg and the foot.
Special PVC sole, with very
good tread, suitable for friable
and oily surfaces. Shock absorption. Antibacterial polyester foam lining.
Toe cap: steel.
Toe cap for visitors, made of cow leather, with elastic band with heel reinforcement. Tested 200J with steel. Weight for pair gr. approximately 430.
Sizes:
S (35/39)
M (40/44)
L (45/48).

(Avaible
col.
yellow
S5SRA - Art.NO.GOREX).
Sizes: from 36 to 47.
Packing: 1/6.

Packing: 1/5 pair.

ART.GS.28WF - FOOTWEAR SABOT FOOD INDUSTRY
EN20345 - S2 - SRC

ART.BA.6246127 - MOCASSIN SHOE “PRO CLEAN” WHITE
EN ISO 20345 - S2 SRC - “TOP QUALITY”

Sandal with steel tip. Breathable, water repellent microfiber upper with strap elastic. Sole in anti-static and non-slip polyurethane foam injected directly into the
upper. Dual density. Indicated in the following processes: meat, dairy, food, pharmaceutical.
Sizes: from 36 to 47.
Packing: 1/10.
(model cheaper art.T.AND on order)

Upper in white microfiber for easy cleaning. No seams to reduce forefoot
minimizing the risk of contamination. Toe cap: metal free. Sole: Bacou OriginaL
PU2D. Highly anti-slip and durable for intensive use.
Resistant to acids and bases.

ART.AE.7201W - MOCASSIN SHOE WHITE
EN20345 - S2 - SRC - TOE CAP COMPOSITE

ART.FTG.SWING LOW - LOW FOOTWEAR

Sizes: from 35 to 49.
Packing: 1/10.

FOOD INDUSTRY

Microfiber white moccasin, 200J durable composite toe cap, water repellent upper,
breathable inner lining, removable insole, polyurethane sole, oil and hydrocarbon
resistant, with heel energy absorption.

Low waterproof white shoe with toe cap, microfiber upper. Polyurethane sole.
midsole metal free. Breathable lining. Washable to 40°.
Indicated in the following processes: meat, dairy, food, pharmaceutical.

Sizes: from 37 to 47.

Sizes: from 35 to 47.

Packing: 1/10.

Packing: 1/10.
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EN 20345 - S3 SRC
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Safety footwear
ART.AE.20W LOW SHOE FOOD INDUSTRY
WITH LACES - COMPOSITE TOE CAP EN20345 - S2 - SRC

ART.GS.08WF LOW SHOE FOOD INDUSTRY
WITH LACES EN20345 - S2 - SRC

Low water repellent white shoe. Composite toe cap, microfiber upper. Light polyurethane sole. Removable insole, shock absorber heel, breathable inner lining.
Sizes: from 35 to 47.

Low water repellent white shoe. Toe cap steel, microfiber upper. Light polyurethane sole. Indicated in the following processes: meat, dairy, food, pharmaceuticals,
painters etc. (black color on order).
Sizes: from 35 to 48.

Packing: 300 (on request).

Packing: 1/10.

ART.FTG.SPORTLIT
INSOLE SPORT LITE
ESD

ART.GS.09CF
GEL INSOLE

Preshaped, removable insole,
ESD, washable and antibacterial.

Gel insole, to be adapted to the size
of the footwear.
The gel absorbs the bumps and keeps the foot more relaxed.

High performance in terms of
comfort and energy.

Sizes:
S (37/39)
M (40/44)

Sizes: from 34 to 48.

L (45/47).
Packing: 1/6.

Packing: 1/50.

ART.BR.10006 INSOLE “MODULAR FEET”
BGR191

ART.BR.PEAK
TABLET FOR
INSOLES
BGR 191
Tablet for insole “MODULAR FEET”.
It is used to analyze the
sole of the foot, to match
the most suitable insole,
to the conformation of
the foot.

The semi-orthopedic insole, has been designed to deal with the feet with anatomy.
It helps to bring comfort together with the correct posture while maintaining the
safety features of the shoe.
Green color for flat feet, red for high support, blue for medium support.
Sizes: from 38 to 46.
Packing: 1/10.
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Safety footwear
ORTHOPEDIC SAFETY FOOTWEAR “UVEX MEDICARE”
INDIVIDUALS, CUSTOMIZED ACCORDING TO THE REFERENCE
LEGISLATION EN 20345

AUTHORIZED UVEX CENTER
FOR PLANTAR RELIEF
DGUV 112-191

ART.UV.8514 - LOW SHOE WITH HOLES “TENDED”

ART.UV.6496.3 - LOW SHOE “MOTION”
EN20345 - S3 - SRC - COMPOSITE TOE CAP

Suitable for those who are allergic to chromium, all the materials of the soles are free of
silicones, rapid elastic laces that can be individually adapted.
Standard laces supplied. Dual density PU sole, medial and lateral support for the foot
using side frames. Against twisting at the ankle, stabilization, driving and impact protection, non-metallic midsole, high-tech microvelour upper, without seams to avoid
compressions, custom-made interchangeable insole. Textile midsole.
Also available in the S3 SRC version - Art. UV.8516
Sizes: from 35 to 52.
Packingg: 1/1. Fit: 10/11/12.

Low medicare shoe, practically seamless, widely metal-free collar.
Silicone-free, therapeutic, individually adjustable stabilizing splints. Suitable for
made-to-measure insoles, also adapted for diabetics. Non-perforation non-metallic midsole, 100% metal free, uvex medi-cap tip - compact, anatomically shaped,
safe posture even on scales. Perfect micro climate thanks to the breathable lining
and upper microfibre material, padded collar, padded lining. Custom made product. Also available in a high version.
Sizes: from 35 to 50 Packingg: 1/1.

EN20345 - S1P - SRC - COMPOSITE TOE CAP
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Safety footwear
ART.Z3.01CKASC
SHORT SOCK
MOD. KAISER
cut resistant for
medium seasons
45% cotton, 15% PP, 15% Amicor
Plus, 15% polyamide, 5% elastame, 5% kevlar. Thermoregulating,
breathable sock, specific reinforcements at the friction points with
kevlar (anti-cut ), antimicrobial.
.
Colour : only one.
Sizes:

S (38/40), M (41/43)
L (44/46), XL (47/50)

ART.Z3.01CTUCF
LONG SOCK “TUCSON”
cut resistant
for medium seasons
CComposition: 65% cotton, 29% polyamide, 3% EA Lycra, 3% Kevlar (cut resistent).
Socks for mid seasons, toe and heel in
windshield yarn to prevent breaks at the
most friction points with the footwear.
Colour: grey/black.
Sizes:
S (38/40),
M (41/43),
L (44/46).
Packing: 3/90.

Packing: 3/120.

ART.Z3.ELEK
LONG SOCK “ELECTRO”
WINTER
EN1149

Winter sock, breathable and particularly warm, thermoregulatory, equipped with heel and toe cap (ideal for accident prevention shoes). Antiabrasion
and anti-static, cut resistent.
Composition: 38% Cotton, 20% Wool,
20% PC Acrylic, 11% PA Polyamide,
8% Kevlar, 3% Carbon No-Shock.
Colour: black.
Sizes: XS (35/37), S (38/40), M
(41/43), L (44/46).
Packing: 1/72.

ART.Z3.1228
LONG SOCK
MOD. CARVE SKY
(technical for winter
season - thermoregulated)
55% PL Thermolite, 25% PP Polypropilene, 15% PA Polyamide, 5% EL Elastic.
Anatomical / ergonomic structure with
differentiated compression zones have
a toning anti-stress effect. The use of
thermolite and polypropylene fibers, however, gives the stocking a high breathable and thermoregulatory capacity. Reinforcements placed at high friction points.
Seams Extra finishing.
Colour: like picture.
Sizes:
S (35/38),
M (39/41),
L (42/44),
XL (45/47).

ART.Z3.01CMHRL
LONG SOCK
MOD. MOHAIR
(thermoregulated wool)
35% Wool, 30% Acrylic, 20% Cotton,15
Polyamide.
Thermoregulating, breathable thermal,
specific reinforcements in the most friction points, elasticated bands and special anti-stress fabrics.
Colour: grey/black.
Sizes:
S (38/40),
M (41/43),
L (44/46).
Packing: 3/72.

ART.Z3.01CACTL
LONG SOCK
MOD. ACTION (Scotland
thread massaging)
SUMMER
Summer cotton sock, self-massagging
with differentiated compression tones
and keeps your legs rested, reduces
walking edema and ankles and promotes circulatory flushes, well-known to
those who stay for a long time standing.
Colour: blue.
Sizes:
S (39/40),
M (41/42),
L (43/44),
XL (45/46).
Packing:5/100.

Packing:6/100.
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Safety footwear
ART.Z3.01CACTC
SHORT SOCK
MOD. ACTION
(Scotland thread
massaging)
SUMMER

ART.Z3.01CLOST
CONF.3 PAIRS SOCK
“LOST” TRASPIRANT
Invisible cotton sock with light-density
anatomic structure, anatomical reinforcements at the toe and heel, light and
resistant with breathable front mesh,
anti-torsion elastic band in the foot, soft
anti-stress stabilizing cuff and extra-fine
seam.
Composition: 70% PL Coolmax, 25% PA
Polyamide, 5% EL Elastic.

Summer cotton sock, self-massagging with differentiated compression tones and keeps your legs rested, reduces walking edema and
ankles and promotes circulatory
flushes, well-known to those who
stay for a long time standing.
Colour: blue.

Colour: black.

Sizes:
S (39/40),
M (41/42),
L (43/44),
XL (45/46).

Sizes:
XS (35/37),
S (38/40),
M (41/43),
L (44/46).

Packing: 5/100.

Packing: 3/60.

ART.Z3.1165 - SUMMER SOCK “TOUT COURT”
TOP TECH

ART.Z3.IPYTSOKK
T/SHIRT
LONG SLEEVE
THERMOREGOLATED
TRANSPIRANT
”KODIAK”

60% PA Meryl Skinlife, 30% PA
Polyamide, 10% EA Lycra.

Tessuto 100% poliestere soft.
Gr. 200. Termoreg. e antifreddo,
ideale per chi opera in ambienti
a bassa temperatura ed esterni
in stagione invernale. Felpata
verso l’interno e maglia liscia
verso l’esterno.Tessuto antiodorante. Consigliato per chi svolge
attività intense e costanti a temperature rigide
(da -15°C a +5°C) e a chi svolge
attività di medio bassa intensità
fisica in ambienti a medio basse
temperature constanti (da +0°C
a +15°C).
Colour: black.

The breathable sock, very
fresh.
Colour: like picture.
Sizes:
S (36/39),
M (40/43),
L (44/47).
Packing: 3/120.

Sizes: from M to XXL.
Packing: 3/120.

EN1149

ART.Z3.IPATGL
T/ T/SHIRT LONG
SLEEVE
THERMOREGULATED
TRANSPIRANT
AND ANTISTATIC
Fabbric 96% PP hollow fiber
gr.150, 4% carbon “DRYARN”.
This fabric is thermoreg. antifreeze
for the winter season. It ensures a
high degree of moisture removal
while keeping the skin dry.
Flat and soft stitches (no-stress).
Washable with machine at 30 °.

EN1149

ART.Z3.IPASCZ
UNDER LEG
THERMOREGULATED,
TRANSPIRANT,
ANTISTATIC
Underwear pants made of 96% PP hollow fiber fabric, 150 grams, 4% carbon.
This fabric is thermoregulating, against
cold and antistatic for the winter season.
Guarantees a high removal of body
moisture keeping the skin always dry.
Washable with machine at 30°.
Colour: blue navy.

Colour: blue navy.
Sizes: from S to 4XL.
Packing: 1/31.
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Sizes: from S to 4XL.
Packing: 1/31.
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Caps and hats

Caps and hats
ART.P.501MP

ART.P.801MP

BASEBALL
CAP

BASEBALL CAP
WITH PIPING

Baseball cap, 5 panels,
velcro closure, sweatband,
embroidered eyelets, reinforced frontal, contoured rigid visor. 100% Cotton Drill.

Baseball cap, 5 panels, velcro
closure, sweatband, embroidered eyelets, reinforced frontal, rigid visor with contrasting
piping, 100% cotton drill.

Colour available: blu
navy, royal, white, grey,
orange, red, bordeaux,
black, light blue.

Colour available: orange,
yellow, royal, blue navy,
black, red, light blue, dark
green, white.

Size: universal.

Size: universal.

Packing: 50/200.

Packing: 50/200.

ART.P.201MP
CAP WITH FLAG
“ITALY”

ART.BEC.ATSPSA
CAP METAL
CLAPS CLOSER

Baseball cap, 5 panels,
velcro closure, sweatband, embroidered eyelets,
reinforced frontal, contoured rigid visor. 100% Cotton Drill. Embroidered side
Italian flag.

Baseball cap, 6 panels, contrasting piping, sweatband,
embroidered eyelets, reinforced frontal, contoured rigid visor. Closer metal claps
adjustable.

Colour available: light
blue, white, blue navy,
royal.

Colour: grey, blue navy,
black, red, bordeaux, light
grey, royal, red, yellow.

Size: universal.

Size: universal.

Packing: 50/200.

Packing: 24/144 pieces.

ART.BEC.ATWARR
CAP
ARMY
Army cap 100% cotton chino. Military style, embroidered eyelets, unstructured
front panel, curved visor,
completely closed, velcro
closure, garment washed, 1
seam on visor, cotton sweatband, visor tape.
Available colors: black.
(upon request: brown and
olive green)
One size.

ART.BEC.ATHURR - BASEBALL CAP VINTAGE
Siz panel cap in washed
chino cotton with fringed
patches. Closer metal
claps adjustable.
Colour available:
blue, black, brown,
oliv green.
Size: universal.
Packing: 24/144.

Packingg: 24/144.

ART.BEC.BUPO
HAT
ADJUSTABLE
WATERPROOF
Fabric: 100% waterproof
rip-stop polyester. Completely closed. Sweatband. Reversible and
resealable.
Colour: blue/grey.
Size: universal.
Packing: 24/144 pieces.
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ART.P.091MP
PACK. 100
PIECES

Light bandana. Fabbric:
terital/cotton
20/80.
Colour
available:
white, blue, black,
red, yellow.
Size: universal.
Packing: 1/4.
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Caps and hats
ART.GS.02SC

BALACLAVA
FLEECE

ART.BEC.ATTEFL

CAP WATERPROOF
INSIDE FLEECE

Size: universal.

It equipped with retractable
ear flaps, this technical hat in
Nylon Supplex with Teflon®
anti-stain and rainproof treatment. Inside in soft polar
fleece. Practical drawstring
and stopper closure.

Packing: 20/120.

Colour available: blue navy.

Balaclava fleece 100%. Gr.190.
Colour available: blue (to order
colour: black, orange, yelllow).

Size: universal.
Packing: 12/72.

ART.P.291MP
HAT
“TRAINING PLUS”
HAT with label printable,
weight: 55 gr., 100% acrilic.
Colour: blue navy.
(on request: royal, grey,
black, green emerald).
Size: universal.
Packing: 50/200.

ART.BEC.TAPUPP
FLEECE CAP
CCap 100% fleece gr. 230.
Dedicated to building industry, warehouse , industry,
free time.

Colour : blue navy
(on request: red, grey,
black).
Size: universal.
Packing: 24/144.

ART.P.202MP
NECK WARMER
FLEECE
Neckwarmer, fleece hadcap antipiling,
printing label. Fabric: 100% polyester
280 gr.
Colours available: blue navy. (on request: grey,black,red, royal, military
green).
Size: universal.
Packing: 1/200.
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ART.P.791MP
RIBBED CAP

Ribbed cap, Fabric: acrillic 100%
gr.70.
Colours: blue navy.
(on request: military green,
black, blu royal, red).
Size: universal.
Packing: 50/200.

ART.BEC.B447
THINSULATE
CAP

Cap 100% acrylic with
thinsulate. Dedicated: building, warehouse, industry,
free time.
Colours: beige, blue.
(on request: another colors).
.
Size: universal.
Packing: 12/144.

ART.BEC.B240

FLEECE BAND
STRETCHED
BACK
Fleece anti-pilling gr. 300, 100%
polyester. Fabric hemmed in the
perimeter .
Colours available: blue (on request black).
Size: universal.
Packing: 25/300.
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Summer knitwear

Summer knitwear
ART.P.533MP

T-SHIRT HALF
SLEEVE GR. 140
T-shirt combed cotton, half
sleeve, ribbed crew neck
reinforced, double needle
riveting on the neck, sleeves and hem, internal reinforcing tape.
Colours available: white.

ART.P.033MP

T-SHIRT HALF
SLEEVE GR. 140
T-shirt combed cotton, half
sleeve, ribbed crew neck
reinforced, double needle
riveting on the neck, sleeves and hem, internal reinforcing tape.
Colours available: orange, red,yellow,grey, royal,
green, blu navy, black,
light blue.

Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 10/100.

ART.BEC.TU002

T-SHIRT HALF
SLEEVE GR. 150
T/shirt crew-neck half sleeve, 100% twisted cotton
worked on rings tubolar
fabric. Oeko Tex 100% certifiied for fabrics.
Colours available: white,
black, blue navy, red,
grey melange, green
bottle,yellow,orange,blue
royal, medium grey, dark
grey.

Packing: 10/100.

ART.BEC.TU004
T/SHIRT EXACT
HALF SLEEVE
TOP QUALITY
Crew-neck half sleeve t-shirt,
100% twisted cotton worked on
rings tubolar fabric. Gr.190.
Sweat band in the neck. Double sewing in the armholes and
neck.
Colours: bordeaux, green bottle, yellow, lightblue, violet,
orange , dark grey, light grey,
royal, light green.

Sizes: from XS to 2XL.

Sizes: from XS to 2XL.

(standard colours:
3XL/4XL/5XL).

(standard colours:
3XL/4XL/5XL).

Packing: 10/100.
Packing: 10/100.

ART.BEC.TU006

T-SHIRT NECK “V”
HALF SLEEVE
CLASSIC
T-shirt short sleeve, tubolar manufacturing two layers neck “V”
rib worked with elastame. Bottom
and heam sleeve, with double top
quality seam. Oeko Tex. 100%
certified for Fabrics.
Gr. 145. 100% Prewashed cotton
on ring, single jersey.

ART.BEC.TM042

T-SHIRT INSPIRE
ORGANIC COTTON
GR. 150
HALF SLEEVE

Sizes: from S to 2XL.

100% ring-spun organic cotton. Short sleeves, thin crewneck, reinforced seams on
the neck and shoulders, soft
to the touch, structure with
side seams, no label.
Fabric: ring-spun 100% organic cotton.
Organic cotton is made
from GOTS certified crops
(with natural fibers).
Color: dark gray, white,
light green, purple, royal,
red, orange, navy blue, yellow, black etc ..

Packing: 10/100.

Sizes: from S to XXXL.

Colours available: dark grey,
black, grey melange, blue
royal, red, blue navy, white.

Packingg: 10/50.
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Summer knitwear
ART.P.023MP
T-SHIRT WITH
BUTTON
NECK DESIGN
“V”

ART.CO.TASMANIA
T/SHIRT “MODAL”
FABRIC NATURAL
FIBER CREW-NECK
HALF SLEEVE

T/ shirt in combed cotton, 4
button, and one button additional. Double needle riveting on the neck, sleeves
and hem side seams, reinforcing tape inside in the
same color. 150 gr. 100%
combed cotton.

Crew-neck T-shirt gr. 200.
70% modal, short sleeve (natural fiber with high performance over cotton as resistance
and softness), 30% cotton.Rib
fabric, side slits, twisting band
in the neck, double stitching.

Colours:
black, blue
navy, red, military green.
Sizes: from S to 2XL.
Packing: 10/60.

ART.
CO.CARIBBEAN
T/SHIRT
CREW-NECK
COOLDRY®

Colours: orange, blue navy,
arancio, navy, brown, black.
Sizes: from S to 4XL.
Packing: 1/12.

ART.P.422MP
T-SHIRT
CREW-NECK
WOMAN
GR.155

Fully breathable, quick
drying; Made of 100%
cooldry® fabric. Contrasting color in under
the
sleeves.Reinforced edging collar and
shoulder. Side splits.

T-shirt woman combed
cotton, ribbed crew neck
reinforced, double needle
riveting on the neck,
sleeves and hem, internal
reinforcing tape. 100%
combed cotton gr. 155.

Colour
available:
Blue navy/antracite.

Colours: blue navy, grey,
black, white, fuxia, red.

(On request: light
blue/black,
Khaky/
black, brown/ black).

Sizes: XS/S, M, L/XL.
Packing: 10/60.

Sizes: froma S to
4XL.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.CAR.30070U
POLO SHIRT
“SPORT”
JERSEY
Polo
“sport”,
made
of
lightweight fabric such as a
t-shirt, two-button opening,
neck strap and shoulder
straps, contrasting side pads.
Fabric: 100% cotton Jersey
gr.160.
Colours available: blue
navy with white strip, white
with stripe blu, light blue
with stripe white, grey melange with stripe blu, red
with stripe white.
Sizes: from S to 2XL.
Packing: 5/30.
(Available plain color art.
CAR.30071U).
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ART.SO.E045

POLO SHIRT
EXTRA QUALITY
BICOLOR
GR. 150
100% Polo shirt, 100% cotton slub jersey, 150 g / m2.
Closing collar with two-tone
buttons. Sleeve edge in rib
with stripes in relief in a contrasting color.
Side splits on the bottom with
internal fabric in a contrasting
color.
Fabbric: Jersey
100% cotton.

gr.

150

Colour: dark grey with insert yellow/light blue.
Sizes: from S to XXXL.
Packing: 12/24.
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Summer knitwear
ART.BEC.JN990
POLO SHIRT
“DENIM”
JERSEY
Polo shirt realizeded soft piqué with sporty Jean inserts
and so offers the ultimate
comfort for the office and leisure in pairs with fashionable
elements. Collar and buttons
with 3 buttons, chest pocket.
Outer fabric (150 g / m²):
100% cotton.
Colours available: light
grey/denim, dark grey/denim.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/50.

ART.SO.E044
POLO SHIRT
WITH INSERT
HALF SLEEVES
Polo shirt half sleeve with
two buttons the same colour. Embroidery on neck
and sleeves and hem. Breathable insert in the neck,
side opening.
Material: 100% cotton piquet gr.180.
Colour: dark grey insert
royal blue.
(To order: royal with insert green).
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/24.

ART.CAR.30022U
POLO SHIRT
HALF SLEEVES
100% PIQUET

ART.VA.SESILU
POLO HALF
SLEEVE WITH
BUTTONS “ECO”

Half sleeve polo shirt, three buttons. Reinforced
armholes and neck rib
band. Duplicating needle
on neck, sleeves and hem.
Reinforced shoulders with
double stitching, side opening. Gr.180 combed cotton piquet.

Half sleeve polo, neck and
tricot sleeve hem. Shoulders and armholes seams.
2 buttons in color. Pocket
included ready to sew. Azo
free.
Fabbric: 50/50 piquet/
polyester gr.180.

Colours: navy, royal,
white, grey, orange, red,
light blue, green, yellow,
black.

Colour: Blue navy.
Sizes: from S to 2XL.
Packing: 250 pieces.

Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/30 pieces for
colour.

ART.CAR.30009U
POLO SHIRT
HALF SLEEVES
“MASTER
PREMIUM”
GR. 200 PIQUET
“Master” short-sleeved polo
shirt, three-button opening,
reinforcement tape on the
neck and shoulders. 100%
cotton pique from gr. 200.
Available colors: black,
gray, white, navy blue,
royal, light blue, green,
yellow, orange, red, burgundy, turquoise.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packingg: 5/30.
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ART.CAR.30033U
POLO POLO SHIRT
HALF SLEEVES
BICOLOR “PREMIUM”
Short sleeve polo bicolor “MASTER PREMIUM”, 3 buttons.
Internal reinforcing tape on the
neck and shoulder.
Neck and shoulder with contrast
colour.
Side opening.
Fabbric: 100% combed cotton
piquet gr. 200..
Colours available: Blue navy/
white, black/white, white/blue
navy, royal/white, light bleu/
blue navy, orange/white, red/
white, green/white.
Sizes: from S to 2XL.
Packing: 5/30.
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Summer knitwear
ART.P.553MP

ART.BEC.PMD30
POLO SHIRT HALF
SLEEVES “DENIM”

Short sleeve polo, 3 buttons, double needle riveting on the neck,
sleeves and hem.
Internal reinforcing tape. External
pocket on the heart side.
Neck and armholes ribbed reinforced. Side opening.
Button additional.
Resistant to high temperature
washing.
Fabbric: 65% polyester 35% cotton gr. 200.

Half sleeve polo shirt, two
buttons. Gr. 180 combed cotton piquet.
Denim collar and button with
two antique brass buttons.
Denim contrasting seams and
side opening.

POLO SHIRT WITH
POCKET GR.200
EXTRA SOFT

Colours available
black, navy, red.

:

white,

Colour available: blue.
Sizes: from S to 2XL.
Packing: 5/25.

Sizes: from S to XXL.
Packing: 5/20.

ART.SO.E047
POLO SHIRT
“ITALY”
TOP QUALITY
Polo shirt two printed buttons
with Italian flag gr. 180 fabric
piquet 100% combed cotton.
Embroided on the sleeve and
bottom, showing the national
colours. Lateral opening.
Colours: blue navy.
(to order: black,white,
royal).
Sizes: from XS to 3XL.
Packing : 1/24.

ART.
CO.MARTINIQUE
POLO SHIRT
COOLDRY®
BREATHABLE
Polo shirt half sleeve cooldry® gr.190, 65% combed cotton 35% polyester.
Neck and armholes with
contrast colour.
Chest front pocket, side
opening.
Colours: khaky/black,
light blue/blue, celestial/
blue.
Sizes: from S to 4XL.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.VA.FLOG
POLO SHIRT
HALF SLEEVE
GR.220 WITH ZIP
Half sleeve polo shirt with
zip, sleeve, neck and edge
tricot. With contrasting lines
in the neck and sleeves.
Double seams on shoulders and armholes. Pocket
included ready to sew. Side
opening. Azo free.
Composition : 100% combed cotton ring spun. Fabric piquet 220 gr/m2.
Colours available:
blue navy/grey, grey/blue
navy.

ART.CAR.30060D
POLO SHIRT
HALF SLEEVE
WOMAN GR.180
Two button closure women’s polo. Composition :
100% piquet cotton gr.180.
Colours available:
light blue, turquuoise,
blue navy, black, white,
pink, red, bordeaux.
Sizes: from S to XL.
Packing: 12/36.

Sizes: from S to 2XL.
Packing: 5/50.
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Winter knitwear
ART.VA.NIL

ART.VA.ALA

SWEATSHIRT
CREW-NECK
GR.295

SWEATSHIRT
CREW-NECK GR.295
100% COTTON

Sweatshirt with lined interior
295 gr / m2. gauzed. Ribbed
armholes,neck, sleeve and
bottom. Double seams on
shoulders and armholes.
Material: 50% cotton 50%
polyester.

Crew-neck sweatshirt,100%
cotton. Inside fabric
gauzed 295 gr/m2. Ribbed
neck,cuffs,sleeves and bottom
Double seams on the shoulder
and armholes.

Colour: blue navy.
(on request 24 colours: grey
anthracite, white, orange,
yellow, black, graphite etc.).

Colour: blue navy.
Sizes: from S to XXL.
(TG.3XL EXTRA PRICE).

Sizes: from S to XXL.
Packing: 1/40.

Packing: 1/40.

ART.P.844MP

SWEATSHIRT
CREW NECK

“CONTRASTO”
Crewneck sweatshirt.
Elasticized neck with line
contrast elasticized cuffs
and waist. Double needle
riveting on the neck, sleeves and hem reinforcing
tape inside shoulder to
shoulder.
Fabbric:
Gr. 300 (35/65 cot./pol.).
Colours: blue navy, royal.
Sizes: from S to 2XL.
Packing: 10/20.

Crew-neck sweatshirt with
contrast insert, straight bottom
with cuffs. Fabric 100% natural fiber, gives softness the
sweater with an excellent cold
insulation (antibatteric, protection U V).47% cotton,24%
soy, 5 spandex®, 5% mo-

dal®.

Colours: red/navy, navy/
orange, mud/black, anthracite/black.
Sizes: from S to 4XL.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.GS.64070
SWEATSHIRT
HALF ZIP
100% GAUZED
COTTON

Half zip sweatshirt gr. 280,
(100% gauzed stabilized
cotton) ribbed at the cuffs,
and at the bottom. Reinforced seams, bright colors.
Raglan sleeves.
Available colors:
blue, dark gray.

ART.CO.DENMARK
SWEATSHIRT
CREW NECK
GR. 350 WITH
INSERT

navy

Available sizes:
from S to 4XL.

ART.SO.00205
SWEATSHIRT HALF
ZIP “ANTHRACITE”
Sweatshirt with zip collar,stretch
ribbed bottom and cuffs , design
and functionality.
Fabbric: Cot/Pol.35/65 gr. 280.
Colour:anthracite.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/20.

(CREW NECK MODEL
ART. 64069 / CO).
Packingg: 5/30.
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ART.P.264MP

ART.SO.08105

Turtleneck sweatshirt. Short
zipper with removable slider.
Elasticized cuffs and waist with
line contrast, double needle riveting on the neck, sleeves and
hem. Reinforcing tape inside
shoulder to shoulder.
Fabbric: Cot/Pol.35/65 gr. 300.

Half-zip sweatshirt with inner
sweatband, bicolor. Cuffs and
bottom in stretch jersey.
Weight: Gr. 280 65/35 cotton
/ polyester.

SWEATSHIRT
HALF ZIP
“CONTRASTO”

Colour: blue navy.
Sizes: from S to 2XL.
Packing: 10/20.

ART.CAR.64072U/CO

SWEATSHIRT
HALF ZIP
BICOLOR

Available colors:
dark gray with black inserts.
Available sizes:
from XS to 3XL.
Packing: 1/24.

ART. P.084MP

SWEATSHIRT
FULL ZIP
BEST QUALITY
100% cotton

SWEATSHIRT
“CONTRASTO”
LONG ZIPPER
DOUBLE CURSOR

Sweatshirt with full zip “Best
Quality” with two side pockets
Stabilized Cotton 100% ,
double seams, stretched jersey
bottom and cuffs. Bright coulors.
Gr. 280.

Turtleneck sweatshirt and line in
contrast. Long zipper with double removable slider, elasticized
cuffs and waist. 2 pockets with
zipper. Double needle riveting
on the neck, sleeves and hem
reinforcing tape inside shoulder
to shoulder.
Fabbric: Cot/Pol.35/65 gr. 300.

Colours available: blue, white,
black, grey, royal, orange, red,
yellow.
Sizes:
from XS to 3XL.

Colori available: Blue navy/
white, royal/blue.
Sizes: from S to 2XL.

Packing: 1/30.
Packing: 1/20.

ART.SO.0190E
SWEATSHIRT
FULL ZIP BICOLOR
Sweatshirt with full zip closure, 2 side pockets with zip,
collar, cuffs and rib bottom
with contrasting stripes. Contrast stitching on shoulders
and armhole.

ART.CAR.64024U

SWEATSHIRT FULL
ZIP WITH INSERT
MADE IN ITALY
Full zip sweatshirt gr. 330
100% stabilized cotton, two
side pockets, full zip, bottom,
collar, knit cuffs.

Fabbric: 80% cotton, 20%
polyester gr.300.

Colours available:
medium grey with
blue.

Colours available: royal (on
request colore blue navy).

Sizes: from M to 2XL.

Sizes:
from XS to 3XL.

insert

Packing: 1/30.

Packing: 1/24.
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ART.SO.0150E

SWEATSHIRT FULL
ZIP WITH HOOD
Full zip hooded sweatshirt. 2 side
pockets, double rib at the cuffs
and waist, hood with drawstring.
Material:
65% cotton, 35% polyester,
280 g / m2.

ART.CO.CAROLINA

SWEATSHIRT FULL
ZIP
“WOMAN”
Full zip women’s sweatshirt, gr.
280. 80/20 cotton / polyester.
Complete with 2 large front pockets, knitted bottom and cuffs.
COLOR:
Colors: navy blue with black
inserts.

Available sizes: XS to 3XL.

Available sizes: from S to 2XL.

Available colors: navy blue /
white.

Packing: 1/20.

(On request: black, royal, red,
purple / white).
Packing: 1/24.

ART.BEC.ST5020
LIGHT FLEECE
HALF ZIP GR.170
Anti-pilling, micro fleece, Half
zip, 2 front pockets, bottom
cap.

Colours available:
grey, black, red.

dark

ART.PEP.GGX27300
LIGHT FLEECE
HALF ZIP

Microfleece 200 gr / mq with contrast stitching and short zip color
fluorescent.
Material: 100% polyester.
Colour: blue with lime green
contrast, gray with orange
contrasts.

Sizes: from S to 2XL.

Sizes: from S to 3XL.

Packing: 6/24.

NORMA: EN13688/2013.
Packing: 1/20.

ART.BEC.FU704

ART.CAR.66361U
FLEECE ANTIPILLING FULL ZIP,
WITH TWO
POCKETS

Half zip fleece with tone-ontone zip, two side pockets,
elastic drawstring at the bottom hem, with adjuster.
Material: 100% antipilling fleece gr.300.

Fleece antipilling full zip, with
two cargo pockets zip clouser.
100% polyester, gr. 280.

FLEECE
ANITIPILLING
HALF ZIP

Colours available: blue
navy.
(on request: black, grey,
red).
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(Available
with
half
zip, many colours, art.
CAR.66360U).
Colours: red, anthracite,
grey melange light, blue
navy, green.

Sizes: from XS to 3XL.

Sizes: from S to 2XL.

Packing: 5/15.

Packing: 1/18.
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Winter knitwear
ART.BEC.FU703

ART.SI.LINDAU

FLEECE FULL ZIP
POCKET/ HINGE

FLEECE
FULL ZIP

EN14058
1XXXX

Full zip stack, 2 side pockets with
zip closure. Elasticated cord at the
bottom of the jacket with stopper
and “easy-to-pull rings”.
Weight: gr. 300.

Fleece (
2 layer), breathable, “to be combined with waterproof jacket ILS” ,
anti-pilling
treatment.
Reinforced
seams.
Straight collar, zip closure, 2 pockets with zip
closure, round insert
sleeves, elastic cuffs,
elastic hem in elastic.

Colour: blue navy.
(on request: red, grey, black).
Sizes: from XS to 2XL.
Packing: 5/15.

Material: fleece 2 layer
gr. 285.
Colour available:
blue navy.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.BEC.JN762
FLEECE JACKET
TWO LAYERS
“MAN”

ART.BEC.JN761
FLEECE
JACKET
TWO LAYERS
“WOMAN”

Two-layer fleece jacket, exterior: 100% polyester, interior:
soft fleece. Side pockets with
zip, contrast lining on sleeves
and cuffs, pocket on zip.

Two-layer fleece jacket:
100% polyester, inside:
soft fleece. Side pockets
with zip, contrast lining on
sleeves and cuffs, pocket
on zip.
Weight: 280g / m2.

Weight: 280g / m2.
Colour: dark grey/nelange,
royal/melange.

Colour: dark grey.

Sizes: from S to XXL.

Sizes: from S to 2XL.

Packing: 1/30.

ART.SI.MERIDA

EN14058
1XXXX

FLEECE FULL ZIP
(TWO LAYER) GR.285
“MERIDA”
Fleece (2 layer), breathable “to
be combined with waterproof jacket ILS mod.Tornhill/Cumbria”,anti-pilling
treatment. Straight collar, YKK
zip closure, 2 pockets with zip
closure. Hem finished with elastic fabric. Drawstring at the
bottom of the head. Sleeves
with elastic.
Material: fleece two layers
100% polyester gr. 285.
Colour available: grey.
(on request colours: red, blue
navy, black).
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing:1/10.
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Packing: 1/30.

EN14058
1XXXX

ART.SI.DURANGO

FLEECE FULL ZIP
(TWO LAYER) GR.285
“DURANGO”
Fleece (
2 layer), breathable
“to be combined with waterproof jacket ILS mod.
Cuczo/Tornhill”,anti-pilling
treatment. Straight collar, YKK
zip closure, 3 pockets with zip
closure, contrast insert. Elasticated hem. Windbreaker lining
in front and back. One inside
pocket.
Material: fleece two layers
100% polyester gr. 285.

Colour: black/grey.
Sizes: from XS to 3XL.
Packing: 1/5.
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ART.VA.ECRA
CARDIGAN
FULL ZIP
BICOLOR
Full zip collar cardigan. Renforced with twill cotton on elbows. Left pocket with zip. 2
side pockets. 100% acrylic.
Fabric big knit 525 gr / m2.
Colour:
dark grey/grey.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.

ART.CAR.70053U
GILET FLEECE
FULL ZIP

Gilet fleece full zip,two pockets with closeure with zipper. 100% polyester gr. 280.

Colour: Anthracite, light
grey, navy, green bottle,
red.
Sizes available:
from S to 2XL.

Packing: 1/20.
Packing: 1/20.

ART.CO.BUCAREST

ART.CO.EASY

JEANS SHIRT
STRETCHING
FABRIC

SHIRT LONG
SLEEVE WITH
PIPING

Long sleeve shirt, 1 left arm
pocket, 2 chest pockets, good
washing resistance, good
abrasion
resistance,
side
pads, elastic fabric.

Shirt long sleeve with piping. Chest two pockets
closed with button.
Fabbric: cotton gr. 190.

COMPOSITION: 70% Cotton 27% Polyester - 3% Elastane.
Gr. 230 g / m².
NOT DETECTABLE BY METAL DETECTORS.
Sizes: from S to 4XL.

Colour: Grey
(on request: ecrù, light
blue).
Sizes: from S to 4XL.
Packing: 1/15.

Packing: 1/30.
Taglie: dalla S alla 4XL.
(AVAILABLE: LIGHT VERSION ART. PEL. ARUBA).

ART.CO.BAHIA
LONG SLEEVE
SHIRT VELVET

Long sleeve shirt in cotton
and lycra velvet (97/3%),
double chest pocket with
one flap closure and one
with concealed zip, side
opening, sweatband.
Gr. 265.
Colours avaiilable: Blue
navy (on request: ecrù,
grey).

ART.CAR.32358U

LONG SLEEVE SHIRT
POPELINE
Popeline long sleeve shirt 100%
cotton gr. 120. Button collar. Light
buttons. One chest pocket.
Colours: black, white, navy,
royal, light blue.
Sizes: from S to 2XL.
Packing: 4/24.

Sizes: from S to 4XL.
Packing: 1/30.
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ART.PEL.2019L
LONG SLEEVE
SHIRT POPELINE
Long sleeve shirt with collar buttons, chest front pocket. Fabric
fil to fil 100% cotton gr.107.
Colours available: white, light
blue.
Sizes: from S to XXL.
Packing: 1/10.
(Available also version half sleeve).

ART.BEC.JN633
WOMAN SHIRT
WITH ELASTAME
Long slleve shirt, internal neck
and cuffs design with strips in
contrast. Manifactured ideal
for woman. Pince on front and
back, cuffs complete of double
button.
Fabbric: popeline 95% cotton,
5% elastane. Gr. 120 gr/m2.
Colour: navy/redwhite,
red/navywhite,
blue/navywhite, graphite/red-white.
Sizes: from XS to 2XL.
Packing: 5/20.

ART.CAR.32258U
SHIRT HALF
SLEEVE
POPELINE

Popelin half sleeve shirt
100% cotton gr. 120. Button
collar, one chest pocket.
Light buttons.
Colours available: black,
white, blue navy, royal,
light blue.

ART.CAR.30050U
POLO LONG SLEEVE
GR 200
(100% COT. PIQUET)
Long sleeve polo, three button buttonhole opening, reinforcing tape
on neck and shoulders. 100% cotton piquet gr. 200 .
Colours available: blue navy.
(on request: black, royal, green,
red, orange, white, grey melange
con extra price).
Sizes: from S to 2XL.

Sizes: from S to 2XL.

Packing: 1/24.

Packing: 4/24.

ART.BEC.JE710M
PULLOVER WITH
NECK “V”
V-neck pullover, sleeve cuffs
and waistband, round sleeve.
Washable at 40 °, resistant to
the dryer. Fabric: 50 cotton / 50
acrylic. gr. 275.
Colours available: blue, black.

ART.BEC.JN658

PULLOVER WOMAN
NECK “V”
Women’s V-neck light weight.
Machine washable gr.260, 100%
cotton fabric.
Colour: anthracite, grey, navy,
black.

Sizes: from S to XXL.

Sizes: from S to 2XL.

Packing: 1/12.

Packing: 1/30.
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Winter clothing, Rainproof, Isothermic, Refrigerated cells
ART.IG.PM229

ART. CAR.70150U
PADDED BODYWARMER

Multipocket bodywarmer, waistcoat, breathable microfiber, zip closure with automatic buttons with flap. Elastic in the armhole. Various front pockets and an inside
pocket. Material: 65 polyester, 35 cotton. Padded lining.

100% nylon padded waistcoat, hood inserted in the neck, elastic inside armholes
Zip closure with 2 zipped side pockets. Internal neck and pockets in fleece.

MULTIPOCKET PADDED BODYWARMER

Colour: blue navy.

Colours available: blue navy, Blue royal, green, red, white, black.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.

Size available: from M to 2XL.

Packing: 1/24.

Packing: 20/100.

ART.VA.RED

ART.GS.514S
BODYWARMER “CLASSIC” PADDED - WATERPROOF

Exterior 65% polyester, 35% cotton. twill fabric 200 gr / m2. Padding: 100% polyester 220 gr / m2. Left side pocket with zip. Total zip-up collar. With waist regulator on
the sides. 1 internal pocket. Various external pockets. Behind rounded and longer.
Windbreak on the armhole. pen compartments. 1 chest pocket on the cell phone
holder. Windbreak on the armhole.
Colour: blue navy/grigio.
(on request: grey/orange).
Sizes: from S to 2XL. Packing: 1/20.

Padded waistcoat central closure with zipper covered by flaps and snap buttons.
Various external pockets, mobile phone pocket, bottom bottom drawstring, handwarmer pockets.
Material: 100% polyester PVC coated, polyester padding, nylon lining. Waterproof.
Colours available: blue navy (on request: grey, black).
Sizes: from XS to 4XL.

BODYWARMER BICOLOR POLYESTER/COTTON

Packing: 1/18.
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ART.SO.5030I
BODYWARMER PADDED “BICOLOR”

ART.SO.0530I
BODYWARMER PADDED WITH HOOD DETACHABLE

Bodywarmer waterproof with zip center closure, two zippered side pockets, detachable hood with zip. Elastic in the armholes and bottom.
Material: PU coated polyester with padding.
Colours: blue navy/inside grey. (on request: black/red, Brown/black, Red/
blue, militar green/ochre, royal/orange.
Sizes: from S to 2XL.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.GS.065S

BODYWARMER RIP STOP BREATHABLE WATERPROOF

Padded bodywarmer, zip closure covered with flap, coluisse at the waist, side vents
with zip, various front pockets, inner lining in nylon, collar with fleece. Piping silver
in the edges of the pockets.
Colorurs avalable: brown / blue navy.
Sizes: from M to 3XL.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.PEP.GGXV8300
BODYWARMER PADDED PONGEE WATERPROOF

EN343

100% polyester rip stop, water repellent, horizontal quilting, polyester padding,
polyester lining, reflective edge on the chest, phone pocket, various front pockets,
zip closure covered with flap and automatic closure. elastic waistband.
DPI 1a category.
Colour: grey/black.
Sizes: from S to 2XL.
Packing: 1/24.
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Sleeveless gilet, double padding, 1 chest pocket closed with zip, 2 lower pocket
zip closure, drawstring with strap on the edge, reflective edge on shoulders, elasticized armholes. Fabric: 50 D polyester pongee with spreading AC, lining 210 T
polyester.Padding polyester 280 gr./mq. Waterproof.
Colours available: grey (on request: blue navy, black).
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/18.
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ART.SO.0664
BODYWARMER
PADDED
“TASLON”
Padded waistcoat with central
zip closure, two side pockets
with zip, Rib knit at the collar and waist, elastic in the
armhole, inside pocket with
zip and mobile phone holder.
Material: PU-coated polyester,
tasclon nylon, padding gr. 200,
100% polyester, nylon lining.

ART.EP.NEWBOUNTY
BODYWARMER
PADDED
RIP STOP
WATERPROOF

Sizes: from S to 2XL.

Bodywarmer waterproof, taped seams. Closed zipper
with pressure buttons and flap.
Sleeve with windproof elastic
insert. Neckline with fleece lining. Piping reflects in various
positions. Elasticated base.
adjusted by lateral elastics. Various pockets and brady rings.
1 internal pocket for mobile
phone. Material: 100% polyester ripstop.

Packing: 1/10.

Colour available: blue/black.

Colour: grey.

Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.GS.414F

BODYWARMER
PADDED
STRIPS REFLECTABLE
Waistcoat 65/35 Poly / cotton
padding in polyester. Reflective
bands for better visibility. Multifunction pockets, radio ring, visible /
hidden, holder pen pocket etc ...
Colours available: blue navy.
Sizes: from S to 2XL.
Packing: 1/18.

ART.SI.INGA

BODYWARMER PADDED
“INGA”
COLDWEATHER
RIP STOP
Bodywarmer padded, zip closure
under flap, with press studs.
1 patch pocket on the chest, 2
patch pockets with velcro closure,
1 cellphone pocket, 1 pen pocket, 1
horizontal pocket with zipper closure. Internally quilted lining with an
inside pocket. Zip and flap closure
with buttons. Fabric: 100% Ripstop
with PVC coating.
Suitable for use even in rainy weather.
EN13688.
Colour available: black.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.VA.CIT

BODYWARMER FOR
FOOD INDUSTRY
PADDED
Exterior 100% nylon. 100% polyester padding 220 gr / m2. Inner
lining, 100% polyester. 2 front pockets with zip. Left pocket with zip.
Inner left pocket. Full zip, Flap velcro closure. Armholes windbreak.
EN 13688 DPI 1a category.
Sizes: from XS to 2XL.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.SO.0864

BODYWARMER
PADDED
COLDWEATHER
RIP STOP
Bodywarmer padded, visible zip
closure. Rib at the neck and at
the waist.
2 side pockets with velcro and
flap, chest pocket with velcro
closure and flap. Equipped with
a badge pocket. Armholes with
windbreak elastic, gray inner lining on the back. Fabric: 100%
polyester rip stop (breathable) PU
coated.
Suitable for use even in rainy weather.
Colour available: blu navy.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/10.
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Winter clothing, Rainproof, Isothermic, Refrigerated cells
ART.FIP.IN503A
JACKET
“INDY” WITH
DETACHABLE
SLEEVE

ART.SI.BURMA
PARKA 4 USE
INSIDE SOFTSHELL

EN14058
1XXXX

Exterior: 100% waterproof,
windproof, breathable. Taped seams with high tear
resistance. Concealed hood
in the collar, zip fastening
under flap. Various pockets,
elasticated cuff, drawstring
waist. Fabric: SIOPOR ®
Ultra: 100% polyester fabric
with 100% PU coating; ± 195
g / m². Inside: Softshell with
detectable sleeves, various
pockets, elasticated cuffs lined with fleece inside.

Multitasking jacket 65/35
polyester / cotton, gr.200.
Inside padded. Piping
in silver fluo, zip closure
with hinges and buttons,
pocket badge on chest ,
various outer pockets and
two inside pockets.
EN13688 DPI 1a category.
Colori: dark grey.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.

Colour: grey/black.
(on request blue/black)

Packing: 1/10.

Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/5.
EN343
3.3

EN14058
1XXXX

ART.SI.SHERWOOD
JACKET MESH
WITH FLEECE 3
LAYERS LINING

ART.SI.CLOVERFIELD

Winter jacket in sporty
style, extremely warm. Zip
closure with chin protection, 3 external pockets closed by zip. Cuffs and bottom in elastic knit. Inside
pocket. Material: 3 layers,
100% polyester fleece +
PU sponge + 100% polyester interlock mesh; ± 350
g / m².
Colour: anthracite (On request: light grey).

Rainproof exterior, detachable interior, with the possibility of becoming
a vest (the sleeves can be removed). Exterior: concealed hood in
the collar, zip closure under flap 2
inside pockets, 1 Napoleon pocket,
1 small pocket, sleeves with adjustable elastic cuff. Interior: jacket
with detachable sleeves, 1 inside
pocket, removable neck warmer, 2
inside pockets. Fixed quilted lining.
100% polyester fabric with 100%
PU coating.
EN 340, EN 343 Classe 3-3
EN 14058 - 22XXX.
Colour: blue royal, grey.
(on request: grey/black, red/
black).
Sizes: from S to 4XL.
Packing: 1/5.

JACKET 4 USE
FOR ALL YEAR

Sizes: from XS to 3XL.
Packing: 1/5.
EN343

EN13688-EN14058
CL.1XXXX.

EN14058
1XXXX

ART.SI.624Z
JACKET
“TORREON”
IN SOFTSHELL
DETECTABLE
SLEEVE

Bonded Softshell jacket
(2 layers) with detachable
sleeves. Long zip for maximum comfort during zipper
opening. Outside: zip closure with chin protection,
chest pocket, 2 side pockets
with zip. Padded fleece interior with a pocket. Weight:
gr. 250. Can be combined
with the “Polleras, Durango” fleece.
DPI di 1a categoria
EN 14058 - 1 xxxx
Colour available: grey/
black.
(on request: red/black,
royal/black).

3.3

EN14058
22XXX

EN343
3.3

ART.CO.CYCLONE
JACKET
WINDPROOF
WATERPROOF
Jacket gr. 200 polyurethane coated polyester,
padded, internally lined.
Bands reflecting 3M. No.4
chest pockets, inner hood,
lining inner with fleece
shoulder, adjustable cuffs,
YKK® zip, 2 front pockets,
2 inner pockets.
EN13688 - EN 343/3 3.
Colour: blue.
(grey anthracite on request).
Sizes: from S to 4XL.
Packing: 1/10.

Sizes: XS to 3XL.
Packing: 1/5.
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EN343
3.3

ART.CO.ICEBERG
PILOT JACKET
WATERPROOF
WINDPROOF
“Iceberg” Pilot with reflectable insert gr.200,
exterior 100% polyester,
padded polyester, poliamide lining.
Thermolayer on efforts
point, 5 internal pocket
included mobile pocket
with “E-CARE” system
n.2 inner pockets.

ART.SO.00505
JACKET SOFTSHELL
EXTERNAL SWEATER
Softshell jacket with outer sweater, waterproof, breathable TPU
membrane, fleece interior. Detachable hood, 3 outer pockets
with zipper, stretched waistband
and cuffs. Material: 65/35 poly /
cotton, TPU membrane, inner:
100% polyester. gr.310.
Colour available: grey/black.
Sizes: from S to 2XL.

Colour: blue.

Packing: 1/10.

(grey anthracite on request).

EN 13688

Sizes: from S to 4XL.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.SI.PALMER
EN14058
1XXXX

PARKA
THERMAL
WATERPROOF

GWaterproof, windproof
jacket. Taped seams.
Detachable hood. Zip
closure covered with flap
and press buttons. Five
pockets, elastic sleeve
bottom with regulator
and drawstring at the
waist and at the bottom
of the head. Inner fleece
lining with two pockets.
Material: ripstop with
PVC coating.
Colour avalable:
grey/black.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/5.

ART.SI.027A
PILOT “JACKET”
THERMOINSULATING
Winter jacket with padding and
detachable sleeves. Multifunction with detachable fur sleeves
and padding. Detachable synthetic fur collar. Mobile phone
pocket, Left sleeve pocket with
zip closure, 2 chest pockets, 2
side pockets.
100% fleece interior, with a pocket.
Fabrics: 60% polyamide - 40%
cotton (280gr / m2).
Colour: Blue navy.
(on request: grey, green, red).
Sizes: from S to XXXL
Packing: 1/5.
EN14058

ART.VA.TOOCS
PILOT “RIP
STOP”
DETACHABLE
SLEEVE

Polyester outer fabric RIP
STOP, padding 100%
polyester 220 gr / m2.
100% polyester inner lining. Right hand pocket
with mobile phone holder
and pen holder. Left pocket with zip. Reinforced
double stitching. Pipping
high visibility on the chest
and sleeves. Detachable
sleeve with zip. 2 kangaroo pocket kits. Inner left
pocket.
EN13688.
Sizes: from S/3XL.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.CO.DONCASTER

BOMBER
RIP-STOP
DETACHABLE SLEEVE
Short jacket, external: gr. 75
100% coated PU, internal gr. 160
polyester. Nr.1 chest pocket with
velcro, 2 large snap front pockets,
retractable hood, stretched bottom and cuffs, zippered inner
pocket. DETACHABLE SLEEVE.
EN 13688.
Colour available: grey anthracite, (on request blue navy).
Sizes: from S to XXXL.
Packing: 1/10.

EN13688-EN14058 CL.1XXXX.

1XXXX
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ART.SO.1010I
JACKET
WITH DETACHABLE
SLEEVE INTERNAL
HOOD

ART.PEP.GGXZ1300

Giaccone multitasche in ripstop traspirante ed impermeabile, piping fluo nel giro
tasche, chiusura centrale con
cerniera e bottoni.

Padded jacket, hood with
regulator, colored front zip,2
lower pocket closed with colored zip,1 internal pocket, cuffs
and bottom elasticized wrap.
External fabric: 75 D polyester micro peach ristop with
PU spreading. Lining: 210 T
polyester. Padding: polyester
160 gr/mq.

PILOT JACKET
PADDED
WATERPROOF

EN13688 DPI di 1a categoria.
Colour: blue navy.
Sizes: from M to 3XL.

Colour: grey (on request
blue navy).

Packing: 1/10.

Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/12.

ART.PEP.GGXBA300
SOFT SHELL
WITH INTERNAL
HOOD

ART.CAR.74061U
PILOT JACKET
BICOLOR FLEECE
INSIDE

Softshell 3 layer shell waterproof, breathable, central zip closure, chin guard, windshield cuffs,
armholes front and rear . Nylon
hood folded and hidden.

Short jacket with cuffs and bottom in white grey stretch knit.
Two side pockets, chest pocket
with zippered badge holder.
Fleece interior, 100% nylon taslon exterior.

EN 13688.

Colour: blue navy. (inside fleece grey).

Colour: blue navy.

Colour: cocoa with colour cuff
grey/white/black (on order).

Sizes: from S to 3XL.

Sizes: from XS to 2XL.
Packing: 1 /12.

Packing: 1/15.

Available in plain color
Art.CAR.74060U
model
as
above in the colors: navy blue,
black, red.

ART.SO.0630I

ART.SI.TORNHILL
JACKET WINDPROOF
WATERPROOF

JACKET SLIM FIT
PADDED
WITH HOOD
(ALSO AVAILABLE
IN WOMEN’S
VERSION)

Waterproof, breathable jacket,
taped seams, high tear resistance. Detachable hood, double zip
closure with pressure buttons.
Various outer and inner pockets.
Zip closure (waterproof). Elasticated cuff with shrinking. Axillary ventilation, drawstring at the
waist and head bottom. Inner lining in knit with various pockets.
Tessuto:SIOPOR®
Extra: (100% polyester (taslon)/
laminate PU; ± 205 g / m².

Short Jacket “slim fit”, central
closure with central zipper with
visible zip.
2 side pockets with zipper. Elastic waist and wrists. Fabric:
100% NYLON. Padding: 140 g
/ m2. Suitable for outdoor
work.

Combined with fleece “Merida,
Durango,
Germo,
Sherwood”.
Colours
available:
blue
royal/black, red/black, green/black, grey/black.

(Version
woman
art.
SO.0930I - Sizes: from
XS to XL)
Colour: blue navy.
Sizes: XS to 2XL.
Packing: 1/10.
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Sizes: from XS to 3XL.
EN343
3.3

Packing: 1/5.
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Winter clothing, Rainproof, Isothermic, Refrigerated cells
ART.SC.ARTU

ART.CO.FROZEN

NEW SOFTSHELL WITH INSERTS
IN THE JERSEY EXTERNALLY

TROUSER,
COLDWEATHERWATERPROOF RIP STOP

Softshell jacket external in
wool with softshell inserts,
TPU 8000 mm / 800mvp
EN13688
membrane,
windproof,
water repellent and breathable. Central zip closure, two external zippered
pockets. Anti-pilling treatment. (Suitable for use
even in rain). Very soft
and comfortable garment
during work.
Colour: dark grey with
insert soft shell black.

Isothermal, exterior: PU coated, padded polyester, 100% polyamide lining.
Reflective inserts, reinforced knee
patches, zipped front pockets, double
back pocket with side skirt, side pocket,
reinforced trousers bottom, zip opening
on the bottom and waterproof knee
pad., adjustable waist with velcro.
Wear to the Jacket mod.
CO.ICESTORM to take certicate
EN342.
EN13688

Colour: blue navy, black, dark grey.
Sizes: from 44 to 64.

Sizes: S to 3XL.
EN343
33

Packing: 1 /10.

Packing: 1/10.

EN342
0,435 (B)X2X

ART.SI.NIBAS
COLD STORAGE
BOMBER JACKET

EN342
2X

Bomber jacket with fleece lined
collar. Hood can be combined
separately. Front closure with
covered zip. 1 chest pocket,
2 inside pockets, 1 sleeve pocket with pen holder. Sleeves
rounded shrinking to the touch
and close closure. Shoulder
reinforcement,
elasticated
waist with adjustable buttons
on the sides of the waist. Rear
stretched. Fixed quilted lining.
Sleeveless knit cuffs with
thumb hole, 1 inside pocket.
Material 100% polyamide; ±
185 g / m² PES ± 220 g / m².
Hi-vis Cordura: 100% polyester ± 210 g / m². Colour: Blue
navy put insert yellow. EN
13688. EN 342: 2017 / Classe
2 x / lcler = 0,344 m² K / W (B).
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1 /5.

ART.SI.ARBUS
COLD STORAGE
BIB AND BRACE
Double front zip closure. 2
inside pockets. Braces with
buckle. Head bottom adjustable by touch and close
closure. Knee reinforcement.
Zip closure under the flap and
leg closure
Adjustable hem at the end of
the leg with press studs. Fixed internal. Material: 100%
polyamide; ± 185 g / m² + HV
- 100% PES ± 220 g / m² - Hivis Cordura: 100% polyester
± 210 g / m².
Colour: Blue navy with yellow insert.
EN 13688 EN EN 342 : 2017
/ Class 2 x / lcler=0,344 m²
K/W (B)
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
EN342
2

Packing: 1 /5.

ART.EP.3675
PILOT “ICE”
COLD STORAGE

ART. CO.RAINFALL
COMPLETE
WATERPROOF

EN340/343 - 3.1

Cold protection up to 45 ° C (Rct = 0.480 m² K /
W). Waistcoat jacket with elastic waistband, central closure
with zipper cover and automatic button closure. Adjustable
Velcro cuffs. Various outer
pockets. Equipped with detachable hood. Outside material:
Polies./cot. , Padded polyester
lining.
Join
the
mod.
BIB
EP.4675 becomes EN342.

Full waterproof gr.170, polyurethane, coated polyester stretch. Thermoset seams that guarantee water
resistance to penetration. Wind-resistant elasticized fabric. Jacket:
with retractable hood, waistband,
adjustable cuffs, large front pockets
with flaps. Trouser: waistband and
bottom adjustable waistband, two
front pockets. Optimum for intense
work and exposed to climate risk.
Colouri: blue navy.

Colour: Blue navy with piping.
EN 13688 EN 342 2.XIcl,r=0,480 m² K/W.

EN 13688 EN 343 3.1
Sizes: from S to 4XL.
Packing: 5/10

Sizes: from S to 3XL.
EN342
2X

Packing: 1/10.
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Winter clothing, Rainproof, Isothermic, Refrigerated cells
ART.SI.4265
RAIN JACKET
“BIELEFIELD”

ART.SI.6620
RAIN JACKET
“BANDUNG”

EN343
3.1

Jacket windproof and waterproof
Flexotane Esssential innovative
technical fabric elastic, anti-sweat,
fully welded. Outside: hood in collar, zip closure under flap with
snap buttons, 2 pockets. Raglan
sleeves, sleeve shrinkage of
press studs. Rear with ventilation.
Fabric: Flexothane ® Essential:
100% polyester knit with PU coating; ± 170 g / m².

Bib and brace trouser, 100% waterproof, windproof, Flexotane Essential
innovative elastic, anti-blemish, fully
welded seams and coated polyurethane fabric. Exterior: elastic braces
with buttons and adjustable pvc fibbies. Leg adjustable by pressure buttons. Fabric: Flexothane ® Essential:
100% Polyester mesh PU jacket; ±
170 g / m².
Colour: blue navy (on request: yellow, green).

Colour: blue navy (on request:
yellow, green).
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/15.

Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/20.

EN343
3.1

ART.GS.618S

ART.GS585S

COVERALL FOR EXTERNAL
“PADDED” GR.445

ISOTHERMIC COVERALL COLD PROTECTION
AND BAD WEATHER

EN342
X 2X

EN343
31

EN342
X32

Coverall esterior: Poly-cotton outer cover gr. 245, interior: polyester padded gr.200. Cold protection up to - 40 ° C (Rct = 0.503 m² K / W). Coverall, with zip
Front zip closure, zippered pockets, waist elastic, phone pocket, back pocket, pocket closure and flap with buttons, resealable hood, reflective bands at the bottom of the
leg and arms, knee reinforcements, multiple pockets.
meter. UPF50 certified UV ray.
Exterior: breathable 300 D polyester oxford, polyester padding, polyester lining.
Gr. 420.
CE EN 13688 - 1° CAT.
Colour: Blue navy con piping.
CE EN342 - X2X. cl,r=0,311 m² K/W.
EN 13688 - EN 342 2.X- Icl, r=0,503 m²K/W, - EN 343 3:1
Colour: blue navy.
Sizes: from S to 2XL.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/8.
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Packing: 1/12.
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Technical, Cotton clothing
ART. GS.783C
TROUSER WITH
THERMAL LINING

ART. CAR.41318U

TROUSER MULTIPOCKET
TWILL HEAVY

Fabric: external: 190gr. (65/35 pol./
cot.). Inside: brushed thermal lining
gr. 100. Complete with various
multi-use pockets, a gusseted pocket on the leg, pockets for knee
pads, waist with belt loops and elastic. Double stitching at the points
of greatest effort. Washable fabric
at 60 °, UPF50 certified against UV
rays.

Multi-pocket trousers, heavy twill gr. 400.
Nr.2 front pockets, 2 back with zip closure,
2 pockets on the leg.

EN 13688.

Sizes: from 40 to 64.

Colour: blue night.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.

Packing: 3 /15.

Packing: 1/24.

(Available light version
ART.CAR.41369U).

(Available without internal
lining gr.245 Art.GS.788S).

ART.CO.NEWCASTLE
WINTER PLUSH
TROUSER
GR. 350
97% cotton, 3% elastane with light
inner fleece. 2 large front pockets,
elastic waistband, loop holder, side
pocket with gusset, meter pocket,
1 back pocket with velcro closure.
Double stitching at the points of
greatest effort. Washable at 40 °.
EN 13688.

CE EN 13688 - 1° CAT.
Colours available: black, blue.
(on request grey, military green)

gr.250

ART.CO.WALKLANDER

LONG TROUSER GR.290
TO WASHING UP TO 85°
Front closure with covered zipper and
button, ADJUSTABLE LIFE, ergonomic
cut of legs and knees, reinforced horse,
large front pockets, coin pocket, double
back pocket, side pocket, meter pocket.
Fabbric:
Gr. 290 (60/40 cotton, polyester).
CE EN 13688 - 1° CAT.

Colour: grey anthracite, blue.

Colour: anthracite.

Sizes: from 44 to 64.

Sizes: from S to 4XL.

Packing: 1 /10.

Packing: 1/12.

(Available light version
ART.GS.DRILLING.

gr.245

(Available colour blue woman art.
CO.WALKWOMAN).

ART.CO.DOTHAN
WINTER TROUSER
STRETCHING GR. 330

ART.PEP.FUS02101
TROUSER FUSTIAN
(INSIDE SWEATER)

Trouser with meter pocket, 1 back pocket
with velcro, 2 front pockets, reinfoced
horse, waist stretching, pen insert,
adjusting ham strip. Ergonomic fit leg
and Knee, left side pocket with flap, back
pocket with velcro.
Stretching fabric zip YKK®.

Trouser 100% cottom fustian massaua
weight 350 gr/mq (inside sweater). Closure with button covered. Front two cargo pocket. One back pocket clouse with
button. Meter pocket. Double stitching
at the most stressful points.

Fabbric: 35% cotton - 63% polyester 2% elastan gr. 330.

EN13688 - 1° CAT.

CE EN 13688 - 1° CAT.

Colour: dark grey
(on request navy blue).
NOT DETAILED FROM METAL
DETECTOR.

Colour: blue navy.
(on request grey, green).
Sizes: from 44 to 64.
Packing: 1/12.

Sizes: from 44 to 64.
Packing: 1/12.
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ART. GS.788S
TROUSER “ACTION”
Fabric: 245g (65/35 pol./cot.),
Complete with various multi-use
pockets, a bellows pocket on the
leg, pockets for knee pads, waist
with belt loops. Double stitching at
the points of greatest effort. Washable fabric at 60 °, UPF50 certified against UV rays. V.
EN 13688.
Colori: blue night.

ART. CAR.41369U

TROUSER MULTIPOCKET
LIGHT TWILL
Multitask trousers, light twill gr. 250.
Nr.2 front cargo pockets, 2 back with velcro clouser covered by flap, 2 pockets on
the leg coverd by flap.
CE EN 13688 - 1° CAT.
Colour: blue night.
(on order: grey, black, beige).

Sizes: from XS to 5XL.
Packing: 1/24.
(on order: red, olive green, royal,
grey, law green, black).

Sizes: from 40 to 58.
(Oversize: 60/62/64)
Packing: 3 /15.

(Avaible with lined thermic
Art.GS.788C).

ART.GS.DRILLING

ART.VA.RESTAC
TROUSER MULTIPOCKET
POLY/COTTON

LONG TROUSER SUITABLE
WASHING UP TO 85°

Multi-pocket trousers, with waist with
belt loops. Two cargo pockets, two side
pockets with velcro closure, one back
pocket, front zip closure and buttons
covered with flap.

Front closure with zip covered by flap and
button hole. ADJUSTABLE WAIST, ergonomic cut of legs and knees, reinforced
horse, large front pockets, coin pocket,
back double pocket, side pocket, meter
pocket.

Fabric: gr.210 - 65/35 pol./cot.
EN13688 - 1° CAT.

Fabbric: Gr. 245 (60/40 cot/pol.).
CE EN 13688 - 1° CAT.

Colori: blue night.
(on order: 20 differt colours).

Colours: dark grey, blue navy.

Sizes: from S to 4XL.

Sizes: from 44 to 64.
Packing: 1 /10.

Packing: 1/20.

ART.CO.CARPENTER
TROUSERS WITH
TWO POCKETS
RETRACTABLE
External tool pockets, cordura
knees, knee pads, reinforced
crotch, 4 front pockets, side pocket, ruler, double back pockets,
adjustable waist hammer loop.
Gr. 245 (60/40 cotton / polyester).
NORM: EN 13688.
Available colors: khaki/black,
(on request: blue navy/black).

ART.GS.MEIRA
TROUSER “STRETCHING”
Trouser with meter pocket, 1 velcro back
pocket, 2 large front pockets, reinforced
horse, elastic waist, pen holder insert,
adjustable hammer strip, ergonomic
legs and knee , left side pocket with
velcro strip, velcro back pocket, fabric
stretching, zip YKK®.
Fabbrc: 58% cotton - 39% polyester 3% elastan gr. 240.
CE EN 13688 - 1° CAT.
Colori:dark anthracite.

Sizes: from 44 to 64.

(on request: navy blue art. Limeira).

Packing: 1/10.

DO NOT RELEVABLE FROM METAL DETECTOR.
Taglie: dalla 44 alla 64.
Imballo: 1/12.
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ART. PEP.BGL02110
TROUSER
SLIM GR. 245

ART. PEP.202203
TROUSER
LINE 002 GR. 260

Front clousure with button and zip
covered. Stitching in contrast color.
Elastic waistband, two front cargo
pockets, two back pockets. Side
bigger pocket lateral closed with
flap and automatic button. Double stitching at the most stressful
points.

Fabric: Drill 60% cotton 40% polyester 260 gr /mq. Casual cut, with
central zip closure, multi-pocket
model with two side pockets and
mobile phone pocket. Back two
pockets with automatic. Waist with
elastic in the side parts. Double seams in the points of greatest effort.

Fabbric: p/c 65/35 245 gr/mq

EN 13688.

UNI EN ISO 13688:2013 CE.

Colors: tobacco / navy blue.

Colours: grey/blue navy.

Sizes: from S to 2XL.

Sizes: from S to 2XL.

Packingg: 1/12.

Packing: 1/12.

ART.CAR.41306U

ART.CO.BARCELONA
JEANS WITH POCKETS
SPANDEX

JEANS TROUSER
CLASSIC

Jeans trouser classic with five pockets.
Fabric: Denim stonewashed.

Nr. 2 pockets on the front, 2 pockets on
the back, 1 pocket tool holder on the left
leg, pocket ring, adjustable waist with
velcro, triple stitching at extra stresses,
elasticized fabric for better comfort.

CE EN 13688 - 1° CAT.

Fabbric:
Gr. 330 (70% cotton, 27% polyester,
3% spandex).

Sizes: from 44 to 60.
Packing: 1/12.

CE EN 13688 - 1° CAT.

Colour: blue.
Sizes: from 44 to 64.
Packing: 1/12.

ART. GS.STX2101
TROUSER MASSAUA
BLUE NAVY
Fabric: 100% sanforized drill massaua cotton, weight 260 gr / sqm
Central closure with buttons covered
by flap. Two front welt pockets. An
applied back pocket closed with a
button. Meter pocket. Belt passers.
Double stitching at the points of greatest effort.
100% massaua gr. 260.
CE EN 13688
Colors: navy blue.
Sizes: from 42 to 64.
Packing: 1/20.

ART.PEP.LIB02203
TROUSER “LIBERTY”
GR.270
Profiles and rugs in orange contrast
Black nylon pockets on the pockets and
knees, elastic on the sides, left nylon
strap holder. Velcro waist for attaching
tool bag and hook. Front zip closure with
zip and button, 2 front pockets with velcro closure, 2 back pockets with velcro
fastened pocket, 1 meter pocket black
nylon on the right, 1 pocket with orange
colored left hand pockets, velcro fastener
. Black nylon reinforced hinged grips with
locking inserts. Double stitching at the
most stressful points.
Fabric: polyester 65%, cotton 35%,
canvas 270 gr/mq.
CE EN 13688 - 1° CAT.
Colour:orange, black, grey.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/12.
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ART.PEP.WOK02101
TROUSER WORKER 2.0
100% COTTON GR. 260
SUPERMASSAUA

ART.PEP.STX43101
TROUSER HIGH
VISIBILITY MASSAUA
WITH POCKETS BIGGER

Front closure with covered zipper and
button. Elastic in the back, two front welt
pockets with contrasting edges, a back
patch pocket closed with flap and Velcro,
ruler pocket, side pocket with bellows flap
with Velcro closure. Double seams in the
points of greatest effort. Fabric: 100% cotton massaua.

Fabric: 100% Cotton massaua drill,
weight 260 gr / mq, flap closure with covered buttons, elastic waist, two cargo
front pockets, a buttoned back pocket
with button closure, two side pockets
closed with velcro. Two tape reflect in
the leg.
Fabbric: GR. 260 cotton massaua.

CE EN 13688 - 1° CAT.

NORM: EN 13688.

Colors: blue with gray inserts.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.

Colors available: blue navy.
(product only on request).

Packingg: 1/15.

Sizes: from XS to 2XL.
Packing: 1/15.

ART.CO.HAVANA

ART.CO.BISSAU

JEANS SHORT TROUSER

SHORT TROUSER CANVAS
GR.245

Jeans shorts equipped with: 1 pocket
for tools on the left leg, 2 large pockets
on the back, 2 pockets on the front,
ring-holder ring, ruler pocket, YKK®
zip. DO NOT BE DETECTED BY METAL DETECTOR.

Front closure with covered zipper and
button, elastic on the sides, two front
welt pockets, a back pocket with velcro
closure, large pocket on the leg, loop
holder. Double stitching at the points of
greatest effort.
Fabbric: gr.245 - polyester/cotton.

Fabric: 70% cotton, 27% polyester,
3% elastane. Gr. 330 g / m².

CE EN 13688 - 1° CAT.

CE EN 13688 - 1st CAT.

Colour: grey anthracite.
(on request: blue, black, green).

Colors: Jeans.

Sizes: from S to 4XL.

Sizes: from 44 to 64.

Packing: 1/12.

Packingg: 1/12.

ART.EP.BELT
ADJUSTABLE BELT

ART.GS.03PK
GEL INJECTION KNEE PAD ADJUSTABLE

Ultra-resistant fabric belt. Metal buckle. Length cm. 120, height cm. 4.
Colors: black.
Packingg: 1/100.

Knee brace with gel injection to absorb and disperse the pressure; light, abrasion
resistant. Adjustable with Velcro.
Colors: unique as an image.

(Available ART.CO.WAREGEM, NOT DETECTED BY METAL DETECTOR
LENGTH CM. 125).

Packingg: 1/36.
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ART.PEP.MUL07109
VEST “MULTI”
COLOR BLUE
NAVY
Waistcoat with zip closure. Various pockets.
Fabric: 200 gr / m2 twill.
CE EN 13688 - 1° CAT.
Colori: blu navy.
(altri colori a richiesta).
Taglie: dalla S alla XXXL.
Imballo: 1/24.

ART.PEP. WOK05101
JACKET WORKER 2.0 GR.260 COTTON MASSAUA
Shirt collar. Front closure
with covered buttons. Contrasting piping. Two chest
pockets with bellows. Elastic cuffs and cuffs, elasticated hips. Double seams in
the points of greatest effort.
CE EN 13688 - 1° CAT.
Colour: Blue with insert
grey and red.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 8/15.

ART.PEP.205203
WORK JACKET
LINEA 002
GR.260

ART.PEP.LIB05203
WORK JACKET
“LIBERTY”

Profiles and bellows in contrasting orange, orange inserts
in the back yoke, black nylon
reinforcements on the shoulders, elbows and pockets. Shirt
collar closed with velcro. Opening with zipper and breathable
mesh under the armpits. Front
closure with covered zipper
and velcro, 2 chest pockets
with phone holder 2 open front
pockets with flap pockets with
Velcro closure. Cuffs with elastic knit bottom with elastic on
the sides double stitching at the
points of greatest effort.
CE EN 13688 - 1° CAT.
Fabbric: polyester 65%, cotton 35%, canvas da 270 gr/
mq.
Colour: orange, black, grey.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing:1/12.

Sizes: from S to 2XL.
Packaging: 1/12.

ART.PEP.LIB04203
BIB AND BRACE
“LIBERTY”

ART.PEP.WOR04101
BIB AND BRACE
BICOLOR BLUE/GREY

Profiles and bellows in orange contrast,
black nylon reinforcements on the pockets and knees, rear elastic. Front zip
closure, side opening with buttons, elastic
straps, 2 front pockets with velcro closure, 2 back pockets with closed flap with
velcro, 1 black nylon ruler pocket on the
right, 1 pocket with closed flap with velcro
on the right , central chest pocket with
cell phone holder and black nylon storage
pocket, reinforced nylon rack holder with
opening for protection insertion, double
stitching at the points of greatest effort.

Flap closure with buttons, elastic waist, side opening with two buttons. Two
front welt pockets with contrasting color
profiles. A chest pocket closed with flap
and velcro. A back pocket applied. Measurement pocket. Pocket with contrasting
bellows on the closed leg with flap and
velcro. Braces with elastic bands and plastic buckles
Double stitching at the points of greatest
effort.

Fabbric: Gr. 270: 65/35 cotton/polyester.
CE EN 13688 - 1° CAT.
Colour: orange, black, dark grey.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/10.
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Closed shirt collar with
snap button. Front closure with covered zip. Two
chest pockets closed with
flap and Velcro, two side
pockets closed with velcro. Sleeve cuffs closed
with press studs. Elastic
at the hips. Double seams
in the points of greatest
effort.
Fabbric: 60% cotton,
40% polyester.
CE EN 13688 - 1st CAT.
Colors: tobacco / navy
blue.

Fabbric: Gr. 280 super massaua 100%
cotton.
CE EN 13688 - 1° CAT..
Color: blue with insert grey.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/12.
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Technical, Cotton clothing
ART.GS.999S

COVERALL
EXTRA LIGHT
GR. 210

Poly/cotton lining gr. 210.
Front button closure covered by a flap, a back pocket,
elasticated waist. Two chest
pockets, two pockets cargo
lateral, meter pocket.
Fabric UPF50 certified UV
rays.
Fabric: gr.210 polycotton.
CE EN 13688 - 1° CAT.

Colours: blue navy, royal,
red, bottle green.
Sizes: from XS to 5XL.
Packing: 1/24.

ART.PEP.LIB06203

COVERALL
“LIBERTY 2.0”
GR.270

Profile and bellow in contrast
to orange. Black nylon reinforcements on pockets and
knees.
Orange color profiles in the
behind and in front.
Neck shirt closed with velcro.
Hinged opening and breathable mesh under the armpits.
Front closure with velcro zipper and 2 zipped pockets with
handset and double pocket
2 lower pockets with velcro
closure. Elastic waistband with
elastic waistband Front and
back waist Nylon left pocket
2 front pockets with velcro fastening pocket 1 pocket black
nylon pocket on the right, 1
pocket with orange colored left
hand pockets, velcro closure.
Black nylon reinforced hinges.
Double stitching at the most
stressful points.
Fabric: polyester 65%,
cotton 35%, canvas da 270
gr/mq.
CE EN 13688 - 1° CAT.
Colour: grey/orange/black.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Paacking: 1/8.

ART.PEP.STC6101C
COVERALL
“GREY”
GR. 260 COTTON
MASSAUA
Shirt collar. Front zipper closure.
Back elastic at the waist. Two
chest pockets closed with flap
and button. Two front pockets
applied. An applied back pocket
closed with button, ruler pocket.
Double stitching at the points of
greatest effort.
Fabric: 100% sanforized drill
massaua cotton, weight 260
gr / sqm.
CE EN 13688 - 1st CAT.
Colors: dark gray.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.PEP.PUB.
AN203
COVERALL
“ESTORIL”
BICOLOR
GR. 240
(65/35 POLI/
TWILL COTONE)
Coverall with neck korean, elastic cuffs, front zip closure with
double slider. Elasticated waistband in Carrè and sleeves
in contrast color. Two front pockets with velcro closure, Two
front pockets with contrasting
profiles. Double stitching at the
most stressful points.
Fabbric: polyester 65% cotton 35% twill 2/1, weight 240
gr/mq.
CE EN 13688 - 1° CAT.
Colour: medium grey, dark
grey, royal blue.
Sizes: from M to 3XL.
Packing: 1/10.
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Food industry and Lab clothing

Food industry and Lab clothing
ART.GS.02WL

CLASSIC
TUNIC WOMAN
BICOLOR

Fabric polyester
ton gr. 210, hold
pocket,front zip
den ,back action,
fitting .

cotpen
hiddry

Colours; light blue,
navy, white.

ART.PEP.STA0110

FOOD LONG COAT
WITH INTERNAL
POCKET
(poly/cotton)
Neck collar, an front cest pocket,
stretching cuffs, mid velcro closure.
EN 13688.
Sizes:from S to 2XL.
Packing : 1/20.

Sizes: from XS to
XXL.
Packing : 1/24.

ART.PEP.STX01104

ART.PEP.STX99101

WHITE LONG COAT IN
LIGHT CANVAS COTTON
150 GR.

TROUSER GR. 190
WHITE FOR FOOD
INDUSTRY

100% Reinforces massaua cotton
drill sanfor gr. 150, front closure with
covered buttons, collar jacket, two
lower pockets and small pocket .
Full back without martingale, double
stitching at the most stressful points.

White trousers cotton gr.190.Waist
stretching with coulisse, two front
pocket. Double stitching at the
most stressful points.

EN 13688.

Sizes: from M to XXL.

(Available also in antistatic
version EN1149/5 - ESD).

Packing: 10/20.

EN 13688.

Sizes: from S to XXL.
Packing: 1/20.

ART.VA.LEX

FOOD TROUSER
WITH ELASTIC

ART.D.C2121
FOOD TROUSER

Certificate: EN 13688

Trouser 100% cotton, 165
gsm, green food. Fabric rip
resistant .
Two side cargo pocket zip
closure.Back stretching waist
belt strip. front closure zip
and automatic metal button.

Colori: bianco.

EN 13688/2013

(On request: black, lightblue, pink,
orange, yellow, medical green, spring
green).

Colour: medical green.

65% polyester, 35% cotton. Fabric
twill 190 gr/m2. 1 back pocket. waist
stretching. Zip and button closure .

Sizes: from XS to 3XL.
Packing: 1/25.

Sizes: from XS to 2XL.
Packing: 30.
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Food industry and Lab clothing
ART.GS.698S

CAPS WITH GRID AND SHADE COLLECTING HAIRS

Cap cotton 100% with grid and
shade colllecting hairs.Back
stretching.
EN 13688.

ART.PEP.R001

HEADSET WITH NETWORK COVER PACK. 50 PCS
Pack. 50 pieces.Cap with
cotton front , grid cap, nape
stretching. Fabric: poplin, 100%
shrinkproof cotton, weight 140 g
/ m2 with grid 100% polyester.

Size: universal.

EN 13688.

Packing: 24/144.

Size: universal.
Packing: 50/500.

ART.TEX020

APRON WITH FRONT
CEST POLYURETHANE
FOR FOOD
Apron for food industry, blue color.
Dimensions 90x125. gr.230
Withstands temperatures of 80 °.
Contains no phthalate, silicon (and
derivatives) or bisphenols.
Monoblock cut. (Reflects the
HACCP guidelines).
Standards: art. 33 regulations
REACH n. 1907/2006 on products
containing SVHC and subsequent
amendments.
Packaging: 10/100.

ART.SI.8042

APRON
“BRATISLAVA”
Apron with pectoral 90x120, without
electro-welded neck seams, adjustable at the waist, in “duotex” 100%
polyester fabric with 100% / ± 300 g /
m² PVC coating.
Colours: white, green.
Size: universal.
Packing :1/50.

(For higher requirements, request a
quote).
(AVAILABLE: Art.PEP.APX09104:
100% cotton canvas from gr / mq
170, dimensions 70x90 cm., Without
pockets, fabric laces in one size white color).

ART.SI.NANTOU

ANTI-CUTS APRON
SUITABLE FOR
CONTACT WITH FOOD
AND CHEMICAL
Apron 100% waterproof, tearproof, silent, elastic. Washable at 95 °,
length cm. 120. Front with double
reinforcement layer. Fabric: Flexothane®: 100% polyamide 6.6 mesh
with PU coating; ± 170 g / m².
EN 1935: 2004, EN 14605: + A1
2005: 2009 Tipo PB (4), EN13688.

ART.SI.LAVRION

APRON FIREPROOF
CHEMICAL RISK
ANTISTATICS
Apron 100% waterproof. ripstop,
noiseless, elasticized. Washable at
30° ,length cm.120.Fabric chemflex
knitted 100% polyester coated PVC/
PU. Chemiflex shield from chemical
substances, oils ,grease..
EN 14116, EN 14605: + A1 2005:
2009 Tipo PB (4), EN 1149-5.
Color: Green.

Colour: white, royal.

Size: universal 90x120.

Sizes Available: Unique.

Packing: 1/50.

Packing: 1/20.
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Chemical protective clothing

Chemical protective clothing
ART.SI.ZURICH

ART.SI.CORK

WATERPROOF SLEEVE CHEMICAL RISK
Pair of waterproof, chemical-resistant sleeves. High frequency
welding. Flexothane® Classic:
100% polyamide mesh with PU
coating; ± 180 g / m².
EN 13688, EN14605 PB (4).
Size : universal.
Packing : 1/50.
Colour: green, white.
Packing: 1/50.
Available with the same
material leggings:
Art.SI.AUCKLAND
ONE SIZE.

COVERALL FLAME
RETARDANT - CHEMICAL
RISK, PROTECTION 3/4
Coated with a perfect blend of PVC
and PU Chemflex gr. 390, offers excellent protection against chemicals, oils
and greases, it is also flame retardant
and anti-static extremely flushable and
confortable to wear. Elasticated and
non-toxic fabric. Fitted cap, double zip,
covered with flap. Raglan sleeves, knee
reinforcement, elastic waistband. Sleeve
and ankle bottom with velcro regulator.
Welded to high demand.
EN 14116, EN 1149-5, EN 14605 Tipo 3
e tipo 4, EN 343 Classe 3-1
Colour: green.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.SI.FAVIK

ART.SI.MAVERIC

JACKET WATERPROOF
CHEMICAL RISK ANTISPRAY

BIB & BRACE TROUSER
WATERPROOF CHEMICAL
RISK, ANTI-SPRAY

100% waterproof, windproof, tearproof, silent. Hood, zip closure with
double flap, snap buttons, raglan
sleeves with adjustable buttons, underarm ventilation, high-frequency
stitching.Washable at 40 °

100% waterproof, windproof, tearproof,
silent, breathable. Braces with buckle,
leg bottom with button regulator. High
frequency stitching. Washable at 40 °

Fabric: 100% polyamide mesh with
PU coating; ± 180 g / m².
Norme: EN 14605 Tipo PB (4), EN
14786, EN 343 Classe 3-1.

Fabric: 100% polyamide mesh with PU
coating; ± 180 g / m².
Norme: EN 14605 Tipo PB (4), EN
14786, EN 343 Classe 3-1.
Colour: green.

Colouri: green.

Sizes: from S to 3XL.

Sizes: from S to 3XL.

Packing: 1/20.

Packing: 1/20.

ART.SI.4391

JACKET “MORGAT”
FLEXOTHANE
Flexothane Kleen jacket, tearproof, elasticized. Fixed hood
with elastic, Zip closure under
flap with press studs, Ventilation under underarm, Adjustable sleeves with elastic. High
frequency heat-sealed seams.
100% waterproof / windproof,
washable at 95 °. Gr. 170 100% Polyamide.
Can be combined with the
Falkenberg model (combined
I get insulation in the cold and
rain).

ART.SI.6639

BIB & BRACE
“KILLYBEG”
Bib and brace, 100% waterproof,
windproof, elasticized, noisefree, tear-proof. Washable at 95 ° C. Taped
seams. Elastic straps with buckles on
the front and back, adjustable bottom
buttons. Flexothane KLEEN: 100%
Polyamide 6.6 Knitted with PU coating / ± 170 g / m².
Color: white, blue.
EN 14605 EN 343 - 3.1.
Sizes: from S to 2XL.
Packing: 1/20.

Color: white, royal blue.
EN 340 EN 343 - 3.1.
Sizes: from S to 2XL.
Packing: 1/20.
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High Visibility clothing

High Visibility clothing
ART.CO.ALERT
T/SHIRT HIGH
VISIBILITY
(COTTON ON THE
SKIN)

EN 20471
CL.2

ART.PEP.AVX11301
POLO SHIRT
HI - VIS
Polyester fabric gr.200. Closed collar with two buttons.
Neck and armholes in gray
color. Garment made with 3M
bands.

T / shirt gr. 185, 100%
cotton inside, fluorescent
polyester exterior. Crew
neck model with double
horizontal and vertical
band. Side vents. 3M bands.
STANDARD: EN 13688,
EN 20471 CLASS 2.

Norm: EN13688 / 20471 2°
category.
Available colors: orange.
Sizes: from M to 3XL.

Available colors: yellow (on
orange orders).

Packaging: 1/15.

Sizes: from S to 4XL.

EN 13688

Packaging: 1/15.
EN 20471
CL. 2

EN 20471
CL.1

ART.SI.LEVANE
POLO SHIRT HIGH
VISIBILITY WITH
TECHNICAL
FABRIC

ART.VA.BUI
POLO SHIRT
HI - VIS
100% polYester. Fabric: breathable, move-dry 170 gr/
m2. Tapes reflectable seams.
Closer with 2 button.

Polo H.V. technical, antisweat, machine washable.
Short sleeves, reinforced
seams, extensible reflective
tape. Fabric:
Basic Line: 100% polyester
(Birds Eye); ± 140 g / m².

Norm: EN13688,
20471 Classe 1.
Colours: orange.

NORM: EN 13688, EN
20471 CLASSE 2, GO/RT
3279 only for fluor orange.
Colour: grey/ orange.

Sizes: from S to 2XL.
Packing: 1/30.
(Available other article art
FIP.ATHENS bicolour polo
shirt HI - VIS orange / blue).

EN 20471
2

Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.SI.BRESSO
T/SHIRT HI VIS
LONG SLEEVES

ART.PEP.AVX11110
POLO SHIRT
HI VIS
100% COTTON

T-shirt with mesh inserts under
the arms for maximum ventilation. Technical fabric: the sweat
is absorbed and transported
outside. The skin continues
to breathe, without the sticky
feeling. Soft and comfortable.
Exterior: V-neck and knit cuffs.

Fabric: cotton piqué gr. 200.
Closed collar with two buttons.
Contrast collar in gray and
armholes. Garment made with
3M 8910 bands.
NORM: EN 13688, EN 20471
CLASSE 2.

Fabric gr.185: exterior: 100%
polyester / interior: 50% Viloft +
50% polyester.

Colour: yellow.
Sizes: from M to 2XL.

NORM: EN 13688, EN 20471
CLASSE 3, GO/RT 3279.

Packing: 8/15.

Colours: orange.
(on request yellow).

EN 20471
CL.2

Sizes: from S to 2XL.
EN
20471
3
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High Visibility clothing
ART.CO.SUN
POLO SHIRT LONG
SLEEVE HI-VIS COTTON
ON THE SKIN

ART.SI.BINDAL
SWEATSHIRT
HI VIS
HALF ZIP

Long sleeve polo shirt in technical fabric gr. 220 (50% cotton, 50% polyester). The internal contact surface on
the skin is made of cotton. Chest pocket, sweatband inside the collar.

Sweatshirt in smooth and soft
fabric on the skin. The high visibility bands are elastic in order to
make sure you can move freely
and there is nothing to hold you
back. High collar with hidden zip.
Knitted cuffs against the wind.
Fabric: 71% polyester + 25%
viscose + 4% elastane / ± 280
gr / m².
STANDARD: EN 20471,
CLASS 3.
Available colors: orange (custom yellow).

NORMA: EN 20471 CLASSE 2.
Colour available: orange.
(on request yellow).
Sizes: from S to 4XL.
Packing: 1/15.

Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/10.

EN20471
2

EN20471
2

ART.SI.REIMS
FLEECE HI VIS
EXTRA QUALITY

ART.FIP.IS800LN
FLEECE
HI VIS
FULL ZIP

It has a high resistance to pilling and
can be combined with the rain jacket
(132Z). Full zip closure, 3 front pockets closed by zip. Elastic at the
bottom of the sleeve, drawstring at
the bottom.
Fabric: 100% polyester double-sided sides; ± 285 g / mq.

High visibility full zip fleece, 2 side welt pockets
with zip. Reflective bands
sewn.
Fabric: fleece gr. 300.
NORM: EN 13688, EN
20471 CL. 2.

Norm: EN 20471 Classe 3, GO / RT
3279 only orange, EN 14058 Classe 1 xxxx

Colour: orange.

Colours: orange (on request yellow).

Sizes: from S to 2XL.
Packing: 1/10.

Sizes: from XS to 3XL.
Packing: 1/5.
EN20471
3

ART.SI.MONTEREY
LIGH-FLEECE
HI VIS
HALF ZIP
High collar with zip protection for the chin. 1 chest pocket insert with zip closure.
Sleeves round insert. Elastic at the end of the sleeves, elastic reflective tape.
Fabric: double sided gr.
160.
Combined
with
the
rainproof art. SI.BELVILL.
WASHABLE AT 40 °.

EN20471
3

EN14058
1XXXX

EN 20471
1

EN14058
1XXXX

ART.GS.694C
VEST HI VIS
ZIP CLOSURE
Vest high visibility with reflective bands, central zip closure.
Two large front pockets, pen
/ cell phone pocket, two-way
badge pocket. D-ring and loop
for badg, radio, gas detector.
Fabric: mesh upper part for
greater breathability, lower
polyester, weight gr. 110.
EN 20471-1 standard.
EN 13688.

NORM: EN13688, 20471
CL. 2, EN 14058 1XXXX

Available colors: orange.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
(on request: yellow color)

Colour available:orange/
blue.

Packaging: 1/60.

Sizes: from S to 3XL.

(Also
available
items).

cheaper

Packing:1/5.
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High Visibility clothing
ART.SI.LOXTON
VEST HI - VIS
CLASS 3

EN20471
2

Exterior: V-neck, front zip closure under flap, back length 76
cm (L).
Fabric: 100% polyester mesh; ±
120 g/m².

NORM: EN ISO 20471 Class 3
RIS 3279 TOM 2016 only for
Hi-Vis orange, CE, EN ISO
13688, GO / RT 3279.

ART. PEP.AVB02110
TROUSER BICOLOR
HI-VIS 100% COTTON
Fabric : Fluor 100% cotton gr. 270, bicolour yellow/blue.Zipper closure covered
by flap. Two front cargo pocketto,one
back pocket covered with velcro. Elastic waist band, meter pocket. Double
seams at the most stressful points.
Wear made with tape 3M® 8910.
(to be combined to jacket art.PEP.
AVB05110).
EN 13688, EN 20471 CLASSE 2.

Colour: orange (on request
yellow).

Colour: yellow/blue.

Sizes: from L to 2XL.

Sizes: from S to XXL.

Packing: 1/50.

Packing: 1/18.

EN20471
3

ART.VA.RAI
TROUSER HI-VIS

ART.PEP.AVC02204
TROUSER HI-VIS

High visibility trouser, with two side cargo pocket, one back pocket, two side
pockets stretching waist..Front closure
with zip and button.
Fabbric: gr. 210 twill 65/35.

Fabric: polycotton 210 gr / mq.
Flap closure with covered buttons,
two front welt pockets, one back
pocket applied with button closure, ruler pocket, double stitching at
the points of greatest effort.

EN20471 CL.1.

NORMA: EN 13688, EN 20471
CLASSE 2.

Colour: orange (on request other
colours: red, green, bordeaux
etc.).

EN 20471
1

EN 20471
2

Colour available: orange.
(on request: yellow).
Sizes: from S to 2XL.

Sizes: from S to XXXL.

Packing: 1/18.

Packing: 1/20.

Winter fustian version: Art.
PEP.AVC2205.
Also available with 3M
bands.

ART.CO.VISIBLE
SHORT TROUSER
HIGH VISIBILITY

ART.PEP.AVC06204
COVERALL
HI VIS

High visibility trousers, 2 large
back pockets, large front pockets, belt loop holder, ruler pocket, YKK® zip.
NOT DETECTABLE FROM METAL DETECTOR, reflective profiles.
EN20471 CL.1.
Fabric: gr. 240 (60% cotton 40% polyester).

Color: orange / blue
(product to order).
Size: from 44 to 64.
EN 20471
1
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Packing: 1/10.

EN
20471
2

Fluorescent fabric: 35% polyester,
65% cotton, 210 g / sqm. Shirt collar,
front closure with zip. Elastic back at
the waist, two chest pockets closed
with flap and button. Two front pockets
applied. A back pocket applied closed
with button. Ruler pocket. Reflective
stripes, double stitching at the points
of greatest effort.
NORM: EN 13688, EN 20471 CLASSE 2.
Colour: orange
(on request yellow).
Sizes: from S to 2XL.
Packing: 1/10.
Winter fustian version:
Art.PEP.AVC6205.
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High Visibility clothing
ART.SI.CAMPBELL
BOMBER WITH
SLEEVE AND
INTERNAL
DETACHABLE

ART.SI.SKOLLFIELD
JACKET 4 USE
HI-VIS
Multifunction , 100% waterproof,
windproof, highly breathable,
water repellent, flexible, high
tear resistance. Taped seams.
Outside: straight collar, convertible hood, zip closure under
flap, various pockets. Inside:
Detachable vest with detachable
sleeves, various pockets, fixed
quilted lining.

Multifunctional, with detachable sleeves and internal liner
detachable fleece flame retardant. Foldaway hood in the
collar. Various inner and outer
pockets. Ring holder badges. Velcro adjustable bottom
sleeve, elastic bottom wear.
Waterproof,tear-resistant.

Material: Siopor Ultra: 100%
polyester fabric with 100% / + /
- 195 g / m² PU coating.

Fabric SIOPOR® Ultra: 100%
polyester coating PU 100%; ±
195 g / mq.

Norm:EN343-3.3 - 20471 -3.2/
EN14058 - 23XXX.

Norm:EN20471-3, EN 14058
1XXXX, EN 343 3.3. EN
13688.
Colour:orange/blue.

Colour: orange/blue.
EN343
33

EN20471
3.2

EN14058
23xxx

Sizes: from S to 4XL.
Packing: 1/5.

EN343
33

EN20471
3

EN14058
1XXXX

Sizes: from XS to 4XL.
Packing: 1/5.

ART.PEP.GGXA7414
SOFT SHELL
WITH HOOD IN THE
COLLAR

ART.SI.029A
PILOT 3 USE
WITH SLEEVES
AND INTERNAL
DETACHABLE

3-layer soft shell jacket, waterproof and breathable, detachable hood integrated in the collar,
waterproof zippers, windproof
adjustable cuffs with velcro,
adjustable drawstring at the waist, 2 lower pockets closed with
zipper, 1 chest pocket closed
with zipper, 2 handwarmer pockets covered with flap, 1 pen
pocket on the sleeve, 3 inside
pockets + inside phone holder
pocket.
(Art.with sleeves detachable
SI.MALDEN - EN 20471 CLASSE 3).

Multifunctional padded, with
detachable sleeves and removable fleece lining. Collar with
interior fleece detechable, zip
closure, 4 front pockets plus
phone holder and pen holder,
1 badge hook . Cuffs and
waist stretching wool 1 Internal pocket. Fabric: 80/20%
poly / cotton. Norm: 20471/ 3,
14058 1XXXX.
Colour available: orange.
On request: yellow
Sizes: from S to 4XL.
Packing: 1/5.

EN343
33
EN 20471
2

Colour: orange/blue.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/12.

EN 20471
3

ART.GS.667S
PARKA PADDED
5 USE HI - VIS
Parka to use in 5 ways.
Water repellent and breathable with taped seams.
Exterior with hood that can
be folded back into the collar.
Quilted interior with detachable sleeves, to be used both
as a rain jacket, jacket, vest
etc. Various pockets.
Composition: 100% polyester
coated 300D Oxford.
EN ISO 13688:2013
EN 20471:2013 cl.3
EN 343 CLASSE 3-1
EN 342 (0,421MQ.K/W (B)
X3X).

EN343
31

EN20471
3

EN342
0,416(B)X2X

Colour available: orange/
ble navy.
EN343
31

EN342
0,421(B)X3X

Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/12.
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ART.CO.SAFE
PADDED TROUSER
HI-VIS
RAINPROOF
Bands and inserts reflex 3M, heattaping, knee reinforcement patches,
large front pockets with zip closure,
double front pocket with flap, side pocket, zip opening on the bottom and
waterproof gaiters, adjustable waist.
Exterior: 100% PU coated polyester 200 g / sqm, polyester padding,
polyamide lining.
NORM:
EN ISO 13688
EN 20471:2013 cl.3
EN 343 CLASSE 3-1
EN 342 (0,416 (B) X2X).
Available colors: orange.
(on request yellow)
Sizes: from 44 to 64.
Packing: 1/10
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High Visibility clothing
EN20471
3

EN343
31

ART.FIP.IS300
HIGH VISIBILITY
RAINSUIT

ART.SI.5616
HI VIS WINTER RAIN
COVERALL
Built with high frequency welding
for better waterproofing. Concealed
hood, zip closure and snaps,
4 pockets, zip closure at the bottom of the leg, elasticated waist at
the back. Inside: fixed quilted lining.
Windproof knit cuffs inside. Material:
Flexothane with PU coating / ± 180
g / m².

Sizes: from S to 2XL.

Jacket with foldable hood in
the collar, sleeves with ventilation valves to improve breathability, phone pocket and
badge holder, pen holder on
the sleeve. Zip closure and
press studs. Two covered pockets, reflective stripes, taped
reinforcements. Trousers with
elasticated waist and two pockets.
Norm: EN343- 3.3,
20471 CL. 3.
Colour: orange.

Packing: 1/10.

(on request: yellow).

Norm: 20471 - 3, EN343 3.1,
EN 14058.
Colour: orange.

EN 20471
3

EN343
33

ART.SI.NORVILL
HIGH VISIBILITY
RAINPROOF TROUSERS

EN343
33

Packing: 1/10.

ART.SI.BELVILL
RAIN JACKET
HI VIS

Outer fabric 100% waterproof,
windproof, highly breathable, water
repellent. Taped seams, elasticated
waist, adjustable leg bottom with
snaps. Inside: polyamide lining. Material:
Siopor regular: 100% polyester fabric
(canvas weave) with 100% PU coating / ± 155g / m².

100% waterproof, windproof, highly breathable. Taped seams.
Retractable hood in collar, zip
and snap fasteners, 2 pockets.
Elastic sleeve bottom with adjuster. Interior lined with mesh.
Siopor regular: 100% polyester
fabric (canvas weave) with 100%
PU coating / ± 155g / m².

Norm: EN343/3.3, 20471 CLASS 1,
EN 13688.

Norm:
EN343/3.3,
CLASS 3, EN 13688.

Colour: orange/blue.

Colour: orange/blue.

Sizes: from S to 3XL.

Sizes: from S to 3XL.

EN343
33

ART.BA.4509446
COVERALL SINGLE USE
“NE-HON™6”
CERTIFICATE HI-VIS
CHEMICAL PROTECTION
Singol use coverall hi-vis protective.
Particularly useful for limiting the number of
wash and turnover of high visibility reusable
garments. Unisex. Weight. 90 g / m², polyester. . It does not protect against microrganisms (viruses, bacteria, etc.) Never use the
outerwear near the fire or near heat sources.
Life cycle a year.
EN20471 CL.3, EN 13034/TYPE 6, EN13688.
SIZES: XL.
(on request: L/XXL)

20471

Packing: 1/10.

Packing: 1/10.
EN 20471
1

EN13034

Sizes: from S to 3XL.

EN 20471
3

ART.EP.RA7
CAP
HI - VIS
WITH EARS
PROTECTION
Hat with visor with ear protection, which can also be
positioned internally. Adjustable with drawstring.
Fabric: fleece 250 gr.

Available colors: orange.
One size.
Packaging: 1/100.

Packing: 1/25.
EN 20471
3
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Flame Retardant, Antistatic,
Multinorm clothing

Flame Retardant, Antistatic, Multinorm clothing
ART.GS.GAMMA - BOMBER 3 IN 1
FIREPROOF, ANTI-STATIC, CHEMICAL RISK,
RAINPROOF
DETACHABLE SLEEVES,
FOLDING HOOD INSIDE THE NECK
Jacket: 100% waterproof, windproof, highly breathable.
Fleece lining for better dexterity and excellent thermal insulation. High tear
resistance, taped seams. Bands with 50mm flame retardant reflective tape.
Front: straight collar, zipper with double opening, covered by a flap with
5-point Velcro closure. Nr. 1 chest pocket closed by a velcro flap, two lower
pockets with flap and velcro closure, two loops for badge or gas detector.
nr. 1 inside pocket with velcro closure.
Front bottom with elastic waist and side adjustment buttons.
DETACHABLE SLEEVES with elastic and adjustable velcro cuff.
Back: hood folding inside in the collar, closed by 3 Velcro points. Adjustable elongated end part.
Fabric: gr. 420. Exterior: two-layer cotton and polyester, carbon fiber, polyurethane and PTFE breathable membrane. Interior: fleece.
NORM:
EN11612 (A1/B1/C1/E1/F1), EN11611 CL.1/A1, EN14116, EN1149/5,
EN13034 TYPE 6, EN343 - 3.3, EN14058, EN61482 CL.1.
Sizes: from S to 5XL.
Packing: 1/10.

UNIQUE FOR
CERTIFICATIONS
AND
DESIGN

ART.GS.GAMMAHV - BOMBER 3 IN 1
HI - VIS
FIREPROOF, ANTI-STATIC, CHEMICAL RISK, RAINPROOF
DETACHABLE SLEEVES,
FOLDING HOOD INSIDE THE NECK
Jacket high visibility: 100% waterproof, windproof, highly breathable.
Fleece lining for better dexterity and excellent thermal insulation. High tear resistance,
taped seams. Bands with 50mm flame retardant reflective tape. Front: straight collar,
zipper with double opening, covered by a flap with 5-point Velcro closure. Nr. 1 chest
pocket closed by a velcro flap, two lower pockets with flap and velcro closure, two loops
for badge or gas detector. nr. 1 inside pocket with velcro closure.
Front bottom with elastic waist and side adjustment buttons.
DETACHABLE SLEEVES with elastic and adjustable velcro cuff.
Back: hood folding inside in the collar, closed by 3 Velcro points. Adjustable elongated
end part.
Fabric: gr. 420. Exterior: two-layer cotton and polyester, carbon fiber, polyurethane and
PTFE breathable membrane. Interior: fleece.
NORM:
EN11612 (A1/B1/C1/E1/F1), EN11611 CL.1/A1, EN14116, EN1149/5, EN13034 TYPE 6,
EN343 - 3.3, EN14058, EN61482 CL.1, EN20471 CLASSE 3.
Sizes: from S to 5XL.
Packing: 1/10.
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Flame Retardant, Antistatic, Multinorm clothing
ART.SI.7361 - BOMBER, FLAME RETARDANT,
ANTI-STATIC, CHEMICAL RISK, (Detachable lining)

ART.SI.BELARTO
FLAME RETARDANT, ANTI-STATIC SOFTSHELL
WITH DETACHABLE SLEEVES

100% waterproof, windproof, highly breathable, water repellent. Taped seams,
straight collar, concealed hood in the collar, zip closure, 3 pockets, adjustable sleeve with snap buttons, drawstring, elastic bottom. Interior complete with a pocket.
Fireproof fleece lining (detachable).
Gr. 250. 100% polyester fabric with 100% FR PU + AST;
NORM: EN14116, EN 1149-5, EN 13034 Type PB [6], EN 343 Class 3-3, EN
13688
Detachable lining: EN 14116, EN 14058 Class 1 x x x
Sizes: from S to XXXL.
Packing: 1/10.

Lightweight, high performance, windproof, breathable, water repellent fabric. Good
protection against the cold. Straight collar, Concealed zip closure, 1 chest pocket
with zip closure, 2 pockets with side zip closure. Adjustable sleeves bottom with
velcro. Nr.1 internal pocket. Composition: polyester + breathable FR PU + inherent
FR fleece; softshell 3 layers ± 400 g / sqm. NORM: EN ISO 11612 (A1 B1 C2 F1),
ISO 14116, ISO 11611 (Class 2 - A1), EN 1149-5, EN 13034 Type PB (6) without
sleeves, EN 14058 Class 1 x x x, EN 13688. .
Color: blue.
Sizes: from S to 3XL. Packing: 1/5.

ART.SI.CARDINIA - SOFTSHELL JACKET FLAME
RETARDANT CERTIFICATE ARC PROTECTION CLASS 1

ART.SI.OREGON FLAME RETARDANT, ANTI-STATIC
HI-VIS BOMBER JACKET WITH DETACHABLE SLEEVES

Softshell, windproof, highly breathable, external fabric water repellent, good cold
protection. Under flap zip closure with touch & closure, zip closure pocket, 2 side
pockets, 1 foldaway badge ring. Sleeve bottom with adjustable closure. Inside: 1
internal pocket. Fabric: 3 layers softshell: breathable polyester fabric + FR PU +
inherent FR pile; ± 400 g / mq).
Norm: EN61482-2 class 1, EN11612/ A1 B1 C2 F1, EN ISO 14116, EN11611 :
Class 2 - A1, EN 1149-5, EN 13034 Type PB [6], EN 14058 Class 1 x x x x, EN
13688. (to combined art. I.L.S. - Glenroy/Falcon).
Sizes: from S to XXXL. Packing: 1/5.

Bomber with detachable sleeves, waterproof, , windproof, breathable. Exterior:
zip closure, 2 pockets, 1 badge ring, elasticated cuffs, bottom drawstring. Interior:
flameproof cotton lining, 1 pocket.
Fabric: SIOPOR ® FR AST: 100% polyester fabric with 100% FR PU + AST coating; ± 250 g / m².
Norm: EN 14116, EN 1149-5, EN 13034 Type PB [6], EN 20471 Class 3, EN
14058 Class 3 x x x, EN 13688.
Colour: yellow/blue navy.
Sizes: from S to 3XL. - Packing: 1/5.
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Flame Retardant, Antistatic, Multinorm clothing
ART.SI.DELANO - BOMBER JACKET HI - VIS FLAME
RETARDANT MULTINORM “DETACHABLE INSIDE”

100% waterproof, windproof, highly breathable, water repellent. Stitched seams,
straight collar, foldaway collar hood, zip closure, 3 pockets, adjustable sleeve with
press buttons, drawstring bottom.Internal complete of a pocket. Flame retardant
lining (detachable). Gr. 250.
Fabric: 100% polyester fabric with 100% FR PU coating + AST; ± 250 g/m².
Norm: EN14116, EN 1149-5, EN 13034 Type PB [6], EN 343 Class 3-3, EN
20471 Class 3, EN 13688, EN 14058 Class 1 x x x.
Gr. 250. Colour: yellow/blue navy.
Sizes: from S to XXXL. Packing : 1/5.

ART.SI.TALBOT + HEFLIN - BOMBER JACKET HI - VIS
FLAME RETARDANT, ANTI-STATIC, RAINPROOF
(Detachable lining)

Fabric outer: 3-layer in Dobby ripstop polyester, breathable, 300 g / m². Short model with elasticated back stretched waist. Taped seams. Various external and internal pockets, adjustable velcro cuffs, central zip closure and cover with press studs.
Fireproof fleece lining (detachable).
Norm: EN 11612- A1 A2 B1 C1 E1 F1 W33, EN 14116- Index 3/30H/40, EN
11611- Class 1 - A1 A2, EN 1149-5, EN 13034 Type PB (6), EN 20471 Class 3,
EN 343 Class 3-3. EN ISO 13688, EN 14116 - 1XXXX, EN14058.
Colour: yellow and orange.
Sizes: from S to XXXL.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.SI.HEATHERTON - FLAME RETARDANT, ANTI-STATIC,
HI-VIS CLASS 3, SOFTSHELL,
WITH DETACHABLE SLEEVES

ART.SI.KELFORD - HI-VIS BOMBER JACKET
WITH ARC PROTECTION (Cl 2)

Lightweight, high performance, windproof, breathable, water repellent fabric. Good
protection against the cold. Straight leg, Concealed zip closure, 1 chest pocket with
zip closure, 2 pockets with side zip closure. Adjustable sleeves bottom with velcro.
Nr.1 internal pocket. Composition: polyester + breathable FR PU + inherent FR
fleece; softshell 3 layers ± 400 g / sqm. EN ISO 11612 (A1 B1 C2 F1), ISO 14116,
ISO 11611 (Class 2 - A1), EN 1149-5, EN 13034 Type PB (6) without sleeves, EN
14058 Class 1 x x x x, EN 13688, EN20471 CL.3.
Colour: orange/blue, yellow/blue.
Sizes: from S to XXXL.
Packing 1/5.

Straight collar, zip closure under flap and velcro. nr. 2 patch pockets, 1 Napoleon
pocket, 2 rings for gas detectors. Adjustment of the sleeves and at the end of the
head. Elongated rear tail. Internally lined in fireproof cotton, 1 inside pocket with
zip closure, inside pocket for storing the hood. (combinable with art. I.L.S. - “Tobado” pile). Fabric: 2-layer laminated, 60% FR modacrylic + 40% cotton FR (and
AST) ripstop with polyurethane laminate; ± 310 g / m². Norm: EN 61482-2 class
2, EN 11612 / A1 B2 C2 E3 F2, EN 14116, EN 11611 Class 2 - A1, EN 1149-5, EN
13034 Type PB [6], EN 20471 Class 3, EN 343 Class 3 -3, EN 13688.
Colour: yellow / blue. Sizes: from S to XXXL.
Packaging: 1/5.
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Flame Retardant, Antistatic, Multinorm clothing
ART.SI.2578 BODY WARMER
EN11612, EN14116, EN13034, EN1149/5, EN14058

ART.GS64RF - WATERPROOF JACKET MULTINORM

Body warmer padded, zip closure, 2 flap-patched pockets with touch & closure. 2
rings for gas detectors, bottom drawstring. complete with reflective tape (50 mm).
Inside: fixed quilted fireproof cotton lining, 1 inside pocket. 100% polyester fabric
with 100% FR PU + AST coating; ± 250 g /mq. Combinable with rainproof: Glenroy
etcc.
Norm: EN 14116, EN 1149-5, EN 13034 Type PB [6], EN 13688. Con giacca: EN
14058 Class 3 x x x.
Colour: blue navy. Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/5. (Available HI-VIS ART. SI:BRAVONE).

Rain Jacket PU coated, highly resistant, coated interior. Hood for added protection,
welded seams to prevent water infiltration. Adjustable cuffs for a secure fit, two-way
zip, windproof, breathable, water repellent.
Norm: EN14116, EN1149/5, EN13034, EN343 CLASS 3.1 EN 13688.
Gr. 260.
Colour: blue navy.
Sizes: from S to XXXL.
Packing: 1/24.

ART.SI.GLENROY JACKET FLAME RETARDANT, ANTISTATIC, RAINPROOF

ART.SI.DURANT
WATERPROOF JACKET MULTINORM
(COMBINABLE WITH OTHER CLOTHING)

Waterproof anti-static, fireproof, breathable, water repellent waterproof jacket.
High tear resistance. Taped seams. Zip closure under flap with touch & and closure, various pockets. Adjustable sleeves, drawstring at the waist. Inside: fixed
cotton retardant flame. 100% polyester fabric with 100% FR PU + AST coating;
± 250 g / mq.
NORM: EN11612, EN343, 1149/5, EN13034, EN 14116.
(Combineted to agli art. I.L.S. - fleece “Desado/Tobago”).
Colour: blue navy.
Sizes: from XS to 3XL. Packing: 1/5

100% waterproof, windproof, highly breathable. High tear resistance, taped seams,
reflective band. Straight collar, zip closure under flap with touch, 1 patch chest pocket, 2 side pockets, 1 Napoleon pocket, 2 rings for gas detectors, elastic cuff with
shrinkage with touch and and closure. Internally 2 internal pockets. Composition:
3-layer fabric: ripstop Breathable Dobby FR PU + inherent FR knitwear / ± 270 g.
Norm: EN ISO 11612 / A1 A2 B1 C1 E1 F1, EN 14116, EN 11611 Class 1 - A1 A2,
EN 1149-5, EN 13034 Type PB [6], EN 343 Class 3-3, EN 13688. Colour: blue
navy with reflectable tape . Sizes: from S to 3XL. Packing: 1/5.
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Flame Retardant, Antistatic, Multinorm clothing
ART.SI.TOLEDO
FLAME RETARDANT, ANTI-STATIC, RAIN TROUSERS

100% waterproof, windproof, highly breathable, water repellent. High tear resistance, taped seams, flame retardant reflective tape. Adjustable leg bottom with snap
buttons, elasticated waist. Breathable fabric.
Composition: 3-layer fabric: Dobby ripstop polyester fabric (and AST) + breathable
FR PU + inherent FR knitwear / ± 270 g / m²..
NORM: EN 11612,11611, 14116,1149,343, 13034.
Colour: blue navy reflectble tapes.
Sizes: from S to 3XL. Packing: 1/5.

ART.SI.KAMBER
FLAME RETARDANT
ANTISTATIC HI-VIS
RAIN TROUSER
MULTINORM

ART.SI.WELLSFORD FLAME RETARDANT ANTISTATIC
RAIN TROUSERS MULTINORM

Waterproof trousers, internally covered in fire-retardant cotton, exterior in polyester coated polyurethane fabric gr. 250. Highly breathable, taped seams. High tear
resistance given its elasticity. Elasticated waist, adjustable leg bottom.
Fabric: SIO-START FR AST: 100% polyester fabric with 100% FR PU coating +
AST / ± 250 g / m².
Colour: blue navy reflectble tapes.
NORM: EN 14116, EN 1149-5, EN 13034 Type PB [6], EN 343 Class 3-3,
EN 13688. Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.SI.FALCON
JACKET
RAINPROOF MULTINORM HI - VIS
(COMBINED)

Certified fireproof, antistatic,
chemical risk, high visibility,
rainproof. Highly breathable
fabric, high tear resistance, taped seams. Elasticated waist,
adjustable leg hem.
Composition: Fabric gr.270:
ripstop three layers.
NORM: EN 11612/ A1 A2 B1
C1 E1 F1 W33, EN 14116,
EN ISO 11611 Class 1 - A1 A2
EN 1149-5, EN 13034 Type
PB [6], EN 20471 Class 1
EN 343 Class 3-3, EN 13688.
Colour: orange/blue navy.
(on request: yellow/blue).

Sizes: from S to 3XL.

Packing: 1/5.
Flame retardant anti-static, chemical risk, high visibility, water repellent. Highly
breathable fabric, high tear resistance, taped seams. Hood included, six external
pockets, 2 internal pockets. (Combined with I.L.S. - “Desado/Tobago”
becomes a winter jacket).
Fabbric: gr.270: ripstop three layers.
NORM: EN 11612/ A1 A2 B1 C1 E1 F1 W33, EN 14116, EN ISO 11611 Class
1 - A1 A2, EN 1149-5, EN 13034 Type PB [6], EN 20471 Class 1, EN 343 Class
3-3, EN 13688.
Colour: orange/blue navy. (on request yellow/blue).
Sizes: from S to 3XL. Packing: 1/5.
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Flame Retardant, Antistatic, Multinorm clothing
ART.SI.RIVERTON HI-VIS RAIN JACKET MULTINORM
WITH ARC PROTECTION (Cl 2), WELDING

ART.SI.PEDLEY
BIB AND BRACE
RAINPROOF
MULTINORM H.V.
ARC ELETTRIC
CLASS 2
High performance laminated fabric. Highly breathable.
Front pocket with zipper, Nr. 1
side pocket. Zipper covered
with a flap. Adjustable leg bottom, knee reinforcement.
Waistband with elastic on the
back. Adjustable elastic braces.
Cotton on the skin.
Composition: 2-layer laminated
fabric: 60% FR modacrylic +
40% cotton FR (and AST) ripstop with polyurethane laminate; ± 310 g / m.
NORM: EN 61482-2 Class 2,
11612 / A1 B2 C2 E3 F2 W33,
EN 14116, 11611 Classe 2 A1, 1149-5, 13034 Tipo PB [6],
20471 Class 1, 343 Class 3-3,
13688.
Colour: yellow/blue navy.

Zip closure under flap with touch, 1 patch pocket on the chest, 2 flap pockets, 2
rings for gas detectors, 1 Napoleon pocket, 1 pocket on the sleeve + pens. Adjustable sleeve bottom. Elasticated waist in the back. Internally coated with fixed cotton
flame retardant complete with 1 pocket. NORM: EN 61482-2 Classe 2, 11612 / A1
B2 C2 E3 F2 W33, EN 14116, 11611 Classe 2 - A1, 1149-5, 13034 Tipo PB [6],
20471 Class 1, 343 Classe 3-3, 13688.

Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/5.

MATERIAL: 2- layers laminated: 60% modacryl FR + 40% cotton ( AST) ripstop with PU laminated / ± 310 g / m² le).

(combined art. I.L.S. - Desado/Tobado)
Sizes: from S to XXXL. Packing: 1/5.

ART.GS.EIVOR

POLO SHIRT MULTINORM
EXTRA LIGHT,
FIREPROOF CERTIFIED
CHEMICAL RISK, WELDING
Polo shirt, certified to fireproof, antistatic, chemical risk,
weldind.
Highly breathable due to the very light and comfortable
jersey-like fabric. Shirt collar complete with 3 buttons
covered with flap, contrasting stitching, long sleeves,
backside extended hem. Embroidered pictograms on the
sleeve. Ideal for: oil and gas, welding, fuel transporters.
Fabbric gr.210: 98% cotton jersey, 2% antistatic fiber.
NORM: EN 11612 - A1-B1-C1-E1-F1,11611 CLASS A1/A2, EN
14116, 1149/5, EN 13034 Tipo PB [6], EN 13688.
Colour: blue navy with blue finishes.
Sizes: from S to 4XL. Packing: 1/40.

THE FIRST POLO SHIRT CERTICATED IN THE WORLD
FIREPROOF, CHEMICAL RISK, WELDING
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Flame Retardant, Antistatic, Multinorm clothing
ART.CO.ARICA POLO SHIRT
LONG SLEEVE
FIRE RESISTENT
ANTISTATIC
Polo shirt gr. 210 60% modacrylic, 40% cotton. Side opening
with buttons covered by flap.
Side splits.
NORM: EN 11612, EN 11611,
EN 1149/5.

ART.SI.POLTON
POLO SHIRT JERSEY
FIRE RESISTENT
GR.180
Polo shirt long sleves, jersey
fire resistent , confortable, anti
microbial, Good moisture regulating properties.
Closure with buttons coveredby
fla, Stitched seams sleeves and
bottom.

Sizes: from S to XXXL.

Fabric : Jersey: 60% Protex +
39% Viloft + 1% AST; ± 180.
NORME: EN 11612- A1 B1
C1 F1, EN 14116 Indice 3, EN
1149-5, EN 13688.

Packing: 1/10.

Color: grey anthracite.

Colour: blue navy.

Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.SI.ELTOW
POLO SHIRT LONG
SLEEVE FIRE
RESIS. ANTISTATIC
HI-VIS

ART.GS.01RF
POLO SHIRT
LONG SLEEVE
FIRE RESISTENT
ANTISTATIC
ARC ELETTRIC

A soft touch, high moisture wicking, anti-microbial, our Eltow
has all the characteristics a top
quality polo should have. And
more. Despite its nimble appearance, it is in accordance
with the most recent FR and
heat resistance standards.
Perfect as a base layer or to
be protected even in warmer
weather. Eltow also offers an
excellent visibility and the FR
reflective striping is perforated
for an optimal ventilation. Also
offers UV protection. GR.180
NORM: EN 11612, EN 14116,
EN 1149-5, EN 20471 CL.3
EN 13758-2+A1
Colour: yellow. Sizes: from
S alla 3XL. Packing: 1/10.

Polo shirt long sleeve gr. 200,
60% acrylic fiber, 39% cotton,
1% carbon fiber. Closure with
three buttons, knitted cuffs and
collar.

ART.SI.ARDVA
HI - VIS POLO-SHIRT
LONG SLEEVES
MULTINORM
ARC ELECTRIC
CLASS 1
Long sleeve light, fireproof, antistatic, high visibility, electric
arc. Produced with a highly breathable technical fabric. Bands
welded with segmented product.
Fabric: gr. 220, 54,5 modacrillic, 44,5
cotton, 1% fiber antistatic.

NORM: EN 11612, EN 61482/
CL.1, EN 1149/5, EN 20471
CL.2.
Colore: blue navy /yellow.
Sizes: from XS to 3XL.
Packing: 1/10.
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NORM: EN 11612, EN 61482,
EN 1149/5.
Colour: blue navy.
Sizes: from XS to 5XL.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.A.1703 MULTINORM SHIRT
FIRE RESISTANT,
ANTISTATIC,
CHEMICAL RISK,
WELDING
Fireproof, antistatic, chemical
risk, also suitable for welding.
Long light sleeve. Shirt collar,
round sleeve, closed cuffs with
buttonholes and buttons. Central closure with buttonholes and
covered buttons. Pockets with
flap stopped by Velcro. Composition: 80% cotton, 1% antistatic
fiber, 19 polyester. Weight only:
150g.
NORM: EN 11612(A1,B1C1),
EN11611, EN 1149/5, EN13034.
Colour: lightblue.
Sizes: from S to 5XL.
Packing: 1/50.
(on request: colour grey
ART. 1703.1)
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Flame Retardant, Antistatic, Multinorm clothing
ART.SI.KENDAL
MULTINORM SHIRT
WITH ARC PROTECTION

Multinorm shirt, fireproof, antistatic,
chimical risk, ARC protection Cl.1.
Lay-flat collar, closure with hidden
press studs under flap, 2 patched
chest pockets with flap closed by
concealed press studs, 1 loop for
gas detector, round inset sleeves,
sleeve narrowing by press studs.
Fabric: 54% modacrylic + 44% cotton + 2% AST; ± 180 g/m ²
Norm: IEC 61482-2 : 2009 class 1
EN 11612:2015 / A1A2B1C1F1
EN 1149-5 : 2008
EN 13034:2005+A1:2009 Type
PB [6]
EN ISO 13688 : 2013
Colour: black
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.GS.17RF
VEST HI-VIS FLAME
RETARDANT
ANTISTATIC
Vest with two horizontal reflective bands and one vertical. Velcro closure.
Composition: 98% polyester, 2%
anti-static. Weight: gr.120.
NORM: EN 14116, EN 1149,
EN20471 CL.2.
Colour: yellow.
Sizes: universal.
Packing: 1/60.

ART.PEP.IGN95545 T/SHIRT FIRERESISTANT AND
ANTISTATIC
LONG SLEEVE
T-shirt fire resistent long sleeve,
antistatic gr.170
Fabric composition: modacrylic, fire resistent cotton , antistatic.
NORM: EN 11612, EN 1149.
Colour: blue navy.
Sizes: from S to XXXL.
Packing: 1/25.

ART.SI.HELLISAN
FLAME RETARDANT
AND ANTI-STATIC
HI-VIS
WAISTCOAT
Vest with reflective bands mm
50, velcro closure. Flame retardant, antistatic.
Composition: 100% polyester,
internal polyurethane with cotton.
NORM: EN 14116, EN 1149-5,
EN ISO 20471 Class 2, RIS
3279 only for orange.
Colour: orange.
(on request yellow and red).
Sizes: from S to XXXL.
Packing: 1/20.

ART.SI.CORATO
WAISTCOAT
HI-VIS CLASS 2 FIRE RESISTENT,
ANTISTATIC,
CHEMICAL RISK

ART.GS.21RF
SWEATSHIRT
CREW-NECK
MULTINORM,
ANTISTATIC,
ARC PROTECTION

Vest V-neck, velcro closure, 1
patch pocket on the chest with
flap, 2 patch pockets with flap, 2
rings for gas detectors, 50 mm FR
bands.
Composition: 50% cotton, 39%
modacrylate, 10% viscose. Gr.
170.
NORM: EN ISO 11612/ A1, A2,
B1, C1, EN 1149-5, EN 13034
Type PB [6], EN 20471 Class 2
EN 13688.

Sweatshirt crew-neck knitted
cuffs and bottom. Realized fabric Modaflame gr. 300.
NORM: EN 11612 a1-b1-c1f1, EN1149-5, 61482 cl.1.
Colour: blue navy.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/24.

Colour: yellow.
Sizes: from S to XXXL.
Packing: 1/20.
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Flame Retardant, Antistatic, Multinorm clothing
ART.GS.18RF
SWEATSHIRT
FIRE RES. ARC
PROTECTION
ANTISTATIC
WITH HOOD
Sweatshirt with hood flame retardant with two side pocket. Mid zip
closure. Knitted cuffs and bottom
. gr. 300, 60% acryllic fiber, 39%
cotton, 1% carbon fiber.
NORM: EN 11612, EN 61482
CL.1, EN 1149.

ART.SI.URBINO
FLEECE SWEATER
HALF ZIP,
FLAME RETARDANT
ANTISTATIC
ARC PROTECTION
Soft fleece material,good cold
protection , breathable. Antipilling treatment
Hidden zip closure, Elastic at
end of sleeves,elasticated hem,
stitched seams
Fabric: composition 55% Protex
- 37% FR cotone - 4% poliestere
- 2% Ast / ± 310 g / m².
NORM: EN 111612, EN 1149,
EN14116, EN14058,EN61482.

Color: blue.
Sizes: from M to 5XL.

Colour : blue.

Packing: 1/24.

Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.SI.TOBADO FLEECE JACKET FULL
ZIP FIREPROOF
ARC PROTECTION
Fleece soft antistatic gr. 300,
breathable. Anti-pilling treatment,
straight collar, zip closure covered with flap. 2 inside pockets
with zip, elastic cuffs, bottom hem
drawstring, 1 inside pocket.
Fabric: Double sided fleece: 54%
Protex + 34,2% FR cotton + 10%
nylon + 1,8% AST; ± 310 g/m².
NORM: EN 11612, EN 14116,
1149-5, 61482 CL.1, 14058
-1XXXX.

ART.A.1801.4
SUMMER JACKET MULTINORM, FIREPROOF
ANTISTATIC, CHEMICAL RISK, WELDING
Trivalent jacket gr.250, bottom with elastic, one turn of
high visibility fireproof band
in the back and arms back,
three pockets on the front,
closure with snap buttons.
Fabric: 75% cotton, 24%
polyester, 1% carbon fiber.
Norm:
EN11611/11612/11495/13034.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/12.

Colore: blue navy.
(TO BE COMBINED TO ART.
“I.L.S.”).
Sizes: from S to XXXL.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.A.1800.5
WINTER TROUSER
MULTIPOCKET
MULTINORM
FIREPROOF, ANTISTATIC,
CHEMICAL RISK, WELDING

ART.A.1800.4
SUMMER TROUSER MULTI
POCKET MULTINORM
FIREPROOF, ANTISTATIC
CHEMICAL RISK,
WELDING

Trousers multinorm, with multi-pocket gr.350
with elastic waistband, a high visibility band
around fire-proof leg bottom.

Trousers multinorm, with multi-pocket
gr.250 with elastic waistband, a high visibility band around fire-proof leg bottom.

Fabric: 80% cotton, 19% polyester, 1%
carbon fiber.
Norm: EN11612(A1/A2/B1/C1/E1/F1),
EN14116, EN 11611 /A1+A2), /1149/5,
13034.

Fabric: 80% cotton, 19% polyester, 1%
carbon fiber.
Norm: EN11612(A1/A2/B1/C1/E1/F1),
EN14116, EN 11611 /A1+A2), /1149/5,
13034.

Sizes :from S to 5XL.

Sizes :from S to 5XL.
Packing: 1/10.

Packing: 1/10.
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Flame Retardant, Antistatic, Multinorm clothing
ART.GS.GAMMA3 -

SWEETSHIRT MULTINORM
WITH REFLECTABLE TAPE
FLAME RESISTANT
CHEMICAL RISK
Full zip sweatshirt, fireproof, antistatic, chemical
risk, welding. Central closure with zip covered with
a flap with Velcro closure. Two side pockets with
flaps closed with Velcro. Adjustable bottom sleeves
with velcro. Reflective fireproof central band.
Optimal alternative to the jacket, for better dexterity
during processing.
Indicated: in the oil and gas companies,
engineering, welding, fuel transport etc.
Fabric: gr. 300. Composition: 99% F.R. cotton, 1%
aramidic fiber.
NORM:
EN11612, EN11611, EN14116, EN1149/5, EN13034
TYPE 6.
Sizes: from S to 4XL.
Packing: 1/20.

THE FIRST SWEETSHIRT AT THE WORLD
CERTIFIED CHEMICAL RISK, ANTISTATIC, FIRERESISTANT, WELDING
ART.GS.GAMMA2 -

SWEETSHIRT - MULTINORM
FLAME RESISTANT
CHEMICAL RISK
Full zip sweatshirt, fireproof, antistatic, chemical risk, welding. Central closure with zip covered with a flap with Velcro
closure. Two side pockets with flaps closed with Velcro. Adjustable bottom sleeves with velcro.
Optimal alternative to the jacket, for better dexterity during
processing.
Indicated: in the oil and gas companies, engineering, welding, fuel transport etc.
Fabric: gr. 300. Composition: 99% F.R. cotton, 1% aramidic
fiber.
NORM:
EN11612, EN11611, EN14116, EN1149/5, EN13034 TYPE 6.
Sizes: from S to 4XL.
Packing: 1/20.
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Flame Retardant, Antistatic, Multinorm clothing
ART.SI.CORINTO
TROUSER MULTINOM ARC
PROTECTION GR. 350
CERT. INDUSTR. WASHING
Multinormal trousers, with front zip closure with copripatta and button, elastic waistband back, knee-pads, two side pockets
with windproof thread, 1 back pocket with
flap and two automatic, side pocket and automatic closure. Reflective fireproof band.
Double stitching at the points of greatest
effort.
Norm: IEC 61482-2 Class 1, ATPV 15.2
cal/cm², EN 11612/ A1 A2 B1 C1 E3 F1,
EN 11611/ Class 1 - A1 A2, EN 1149-5, EN
13034 Type 6, ISO 15.797 Procedure 8.
Colour: grey (on request royal, navy).

ART.SI.MONTERO
MULTINORM JACKET ARC PROTECTION GR. 350
CClosure with foldaway
button under the flap, 2
rings for gas detectors,
various outer and intern
pockets. 1 pocket. Sleeves
adjustable by pressure
buttons.
Norm: IEC 61482-2 Class
1, ATPV 15.2 cal/cm²,
EN 11612/ A1 A2 B1 C1
E3 F1, EN 11611/ Class
1 - A1 A2, EN 1149-5, EN
13034 Type 6, ISO 15.797
Procedure 8.

Sizes :from 44 to 64.

Colour: grey (on request
royal, navy).

Packing 1/10.

Sizes :from 44 to 64.
Packing 1/10.

ART.SI.ARUDY
TROUSER MULTINORM ARC
ELETTRIC GR. 320
HI- VIS’

Multinorm trouser, with front zip closure with
button cover and button, elastic waistband,
knee pad holder, two side windproof welt
pockets, 1 back pocket with flap and two
automatic pockets, side meter pocket and
automatic phone closure, nr . 1 side pocket
closed by flap with automatic button. Double
reflective fireproof bands. Double seams in
the points of greatest effort. Certified for industrial washing. Fabric: light, breathable,
soft and elastic, intrinsically fireproof. Harmless to the skin, excellent pilling resistance.
Fabric: 31% polyester + 28% modacrylic +
20% aramid + 20% viscose FR + 1% AST;
± 320 g/m².
Norm: EN 61482-2 class 1, EN 11612/
A1 B1 C1 E1 F1, EN 11611 Class 1 - A1,
EN 1149-5, EN 13034 Type 6, EN 20471
Class 2, EN 13688, ISO 15.797 Procedure 8.
Colour: orange/blue.
Sizes: from 44 to 64.

ART.GS.62VM
TROUSER MULTINORM
CERTIFICATE HI-VIS

Trouser multi pockets, blue,yellow gr.
280.
Fabric : composition 60% modacrylic,
39% cotton, 1% carbon fiber.
NORM: EN 11612, EN 11611, EN 11495, EN 20471 class 1, 61482 class 1.
(also the jacket is assorted Art.
GS.52VM)

ART.SI.LARRAU JACKET MULTINORM ARC ELETTRIC
GR. 320 - HI - VIS
Collo dritto, chiusura con zip sotto patta con bottoni automatici
nascosti. 2 tasche applicate sul
petto con patta chiusa da bottoni
automatici nascosti. 2 tasche oblique rattoppate con patta chiusa
da bottoni automatici nascosti. 2
anelli per rilevatori di gas. Fondo
manica regolabile. Retro allungato. Banda riflettente ignifuga. Nr.
1 tasca interna. Tessuto: leggero,
traspirante, morbido ed elastico,
intrinsecamente ignifugo. Innocuo
alla pelle, eccellente resistenza
al pilling. Fabric: 31% polyester +
28% modacrylic + 20% aramid +
20% viscose FR + 1% AST; ± 320
g / m².
Norm: EN 61482-2 class 1, EN
11612/ A1 B1 C1 E1 F1, EN 11611
Class 1 - A1, EN 1149-5, EN
13034 Type 6, EN 20471 Class 2,
EN 13688, ISO 15.797 Procedure
8. Colour: orange/blue.
Sizes: from 44 to 64.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.PEP.IGN2128
TROUSER
FIREPROOF FOR WELDING

100% fireproof cotton gr. 295. Flap closure
with covered buttons. Two front welt pockets, one back pocket with velcro closure. Reinforcement inside the horse double
stitching at the points of greatest effort.
(the jacket is also assorted).
Norm: EN11611/11612.

Sizes: from S to 4XL.

(THE JACKET IS ALSO ASSORTED ART. PEP.IGN5128, COVERALL art. PEP.IGN6128).

Packing: 1/12.

Colour: green.

Colour: blue/yellow.

Sizes: from 44 to 64.
Packing: 1/12.
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Flame Retardant, Antistatic, Multinorm clothing
ART.SI.HANFELD
TROUSER MULTINORM
ARC ELETTRIC CL.2
Trousers multinorm, with front zip closure,
cover and hidden button, elastic waistband,
two side pockets with flap and snap button,
1 back pocket with flap and button closure,
side meter pocket and automatic phone closure, 1 patch pocket on the leg with flaps
and hidden press studs. Double seams in
the points of greatest effort. Breathable and
hypoallergenic fabric. Fabric: 65% Lenzing
FR - 22% AR - 12% PA - 1% AST; ± 250 g
/ m² - 64% viscose FR, 35% aramide, 1%
AST; ± 150 g / m²
Norm:EN 61482-2 class 2, EN 11612/ A1
A2 B1 C1 E1 F1, EN 11611 Class 1 - A1
A2, EN 1149-5, EN 13034 Tipo PB [6], EN
13688, ISO 15.797 Procedure 8.
Colour: blue navy.
Sizes: From 44 to 64.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.SI.KARDEN
TROUSER MULTINORM
ARCO ELETTRIC CL.2
HI-VIS

Front closure with 1 hidden button, covered
zip. 2 internal pockets with flap and snap
button, 1 back pocket with flap closed by
hidden snap buttons. 1 patch pocket on the
thigh with flap closed by hidden press studs,
1 meter pocket closed by flaps and hidden
press studs. Elasticated waist. Belt with belt
loops. Double reflective fireproof bands.
Double seams in the points of greatest effort. Certified for industrial washing. Fabric:
light, breathable, soft and elastic, intrinsically fireproof. Harmless to the skin, excellent
pilling resistance. Fabric: 65% Lenzing FR
- 22% AR - 12% PA - 1% AST; ± 250 g / m²
- 64% viscose FR, 35% aramide, 1% AST;
± 150 g / m²
Norm: EN 61482 cl. 2, EN 11612/ A1 A2
B1 C1 E1 F1, EN 11611 Cl.1 - A1 A2, EN
1149-5, EN 13034 tipo PB [6], EN 20471:
Cl. 2, EN 13688, ISO 15.797 Procedure 8.
Colour: yellow/blue navy.
Sizes: form 44 to 64.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.SI.GULIA
TROUSER MULTINORM
PROTECTION AGAINST
MOLTEN METAL
Trousers, front closure with 1 hidden
button and zip. 2 inside pockets with
flap, 1 back pocket with flap closed by
hidden snap buttons, 1 patch pocket on
the thigh with flap closed by hidden snap
buttons, 1 meter pocket with flap closed
by hidden press studs. Elasticated waist.
Knee pockets for knee pads. Waist with
belt loops. Fabric: 54% Lenzing FR 20% wool - 20% polyamide - 5% Aramid
+ AST; gr.375. Fabric with excellent
resistance to molten aluminum and
molten steel, soft and flexible, intrinsically fireproof. Reinforced seams.
Abrasion resistance.
NORM: EN 11612/ A1 A2 B1 C1 D3
E3 F1, EN 11611 Classe 2 - A1 A2, EN
1149-5, EN 13688.
Colori: red/navy.
Sizes: from 44 to 64.
Packing:50.
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ART.SI.GODERN
JACKET MULTINORM ARC ELETTRIC CLASS 2
Straight collar, zip closure
under flap, with hidden press
studs, 2 slant pockets with
flap closed by hidden snap
buttons. Adjustable sleeve
bottom with press studs.
Extended back. Double seams
in the points of greatest effort.
Breathable and hypoallergenic
fabric. Fabric: 65% Lenzing
FR - 22% AR - 12% PA - 1%
AST; ± 250 g / m² - 64% viscose FR, 35% aramide, 1% AST;
± 150 g / m².
Norm: EN 61482-2 class 2,
EN 11612/ A1 A2 B1 C1 E1
F1, EN 11611 Cl. 1 - A1 A2,
EN 1149-5, EN 13034 Tipo
PB [6], EN 13688, ISO 15.797
Procedure 8.
Colour: blue navy.
Sizes: From 44 to 64.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.SI.LOBAU JACKET MULTINORM
ARC ELETTRIC CLASS 2 - HI-VIS
Straight collar, zip closure under
flap with hidden press studs. 2
patch pockets on the chest with flap
closed by hidden snap buttons. 2
slanted patched pockets with flap
closed by hidden snap buttons. 2
rings for gas detectors. Adjustable
sleeve bottom. Stretched back.
Fireproof reflective band. Fabric:
light, breathable, soft and elastic,
intrinsically fireproof. Harmless to
the skin, excellent pilling resistance. Fabric: 65% Lenzing FR - 22%
AR - 12% PA - 1% AST; ± 250 g /
m² - 64% viscose FR, 35% aramide, 1% AST; ± 150 g.
Norm: EN 61482-2 class 2, EN
11612/ A1 A2 B1 C1 E1 F1 EN
11611 Class 1 - A1/A2, EN 11495, EN 13034 Type 6, EN 20471
Class 2, EN 13688, ISO 15.797
Procedure 8.
Colour: yellow/blue navy.
Sizes: form 44 to 64.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.SI.LONIC
JACKET MULTINORM PROTECTION AGAINST
MOLTEN METAL
Straight collar, snap fastening hidden under the flap.
2 patch pockets on the chest with
flap closed by hidden snap buttons. 2 inside pockets with flap
and press stud. Fund adjustable
sleeve with press studs.
Fabric: 54% Lenzing FR - 20%
wool - 20% polyamide - 5% Aramid + AST; gr.375. Fabric with
excellent resistance to molten
aluminum and molten steel, soft
and flexible, intrinsically fireproof. Reinforced seams.
Abrasion resistance.
NORM: EN 11612/ A1 A2 B1 C1
D3 E3 F1, EN 11611 Classe 2 A1 A2, EN 1149-5, EN 13688.
Colori: red/navy.
Sizes: from 44 to 64.
Packing:50.
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Flame Retardant, Antistatic, Multinorm clothing
ART.GS.T0723
COVERALL
MULTINORM
HI - VIS, CHEMICAL
RISK
Suit with zipper covered with a
flap, back elastic at the waist and
at the cuffs.
Two pockets and two front pockets and one back pocket closed with flap and button.
Two needle stitching with reinforcement.
Two reflective bands at the waist, on the sleeves and ankles.
Fabric: GR. 270, 75% cotton, 24
polyester, 1 dissipative fiber.

Packing: 1/10.
Colour: navy blue/ yellow.
Norm: EN 20471 CL.2,
EN11612/A1 B1 C1 E2 F1,
EN11611 CL. 1 A1, EN1149/5,
EN13034.

ART.SI.COUVIN
COVERALL MULTINORM
ARC ELETTRIC GR. 300
Made in SIO-SAFE ™ Extra .Very
good moisture management properties, Non-allergenic and harmless
to the skin . Reinforced seams for
an increased durability and longer
lifetime. Higher abrasion resistance,
dimensionally stable, excellent pilling resistance. Test up to 100 washing (75° grade). Optimal for chemical industry,energy and buildingi.
Is equipped of double zipper closure
under flap complete of press buttons.
4 pockets on the front and 3 on the
back, elastic waist. Fabric: 54%
Modacryl, 45% viscose + 1% AST;
Twill 2.1. Norm: EN 61482-2 class
1 - ATPV 8.8 cal/cm², EN 11612 / A1
A2 B1 C1 E3 F1, EN 11611 Class 1
- A1 A2, EN 1149-5, EN 13034 Type
6, EN 13688. Colour: blue, (on request orange).
Sizes: from 44 to 64.
Packing: 1/5.

ART.GS.35FA COVERALL
FIREPROOF ANTISTATIC
“SUPER LIGHT” GR.150
Made of 150 gr. Fabric. Front closure with
covered zip, two front chest pockets with
zip, 2 back pockets, ruler pocket, sleeve pocket, radio ring. Adjustable cuff with velcro,
pockets for knee pads. Triple stitching with
fireproof aramid fiber. Resistant to industrial
washing.
Fabric 93% meta-aramidic, 5% para-aramidic, 2% carbon fiber.

Colour : orange, blue navy
Sizes:from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/18.

Made of 220g fabric. Front covered
zip closure with two zipped front cest
pockets, 2 back pockets, meter pocket,
sleeve pocket, radio holder ring. Adjustable cuff with velcro, knee pockets.
Triple stitching with aramid flame retardant fiber. Resistant to industrial washing. Fabric 93% meta-aramidic, 5%
paraaramide, 2% carbon fiber.
Norm: EN11612, EN1149-5,
EN11611, EN 61482 CL.1.
Colour: orange.

Sizes: from 42 to 64.

Norm: EN11612, EN1149-5.

ART.GS.22FA COVERALL
FIREPROOF ANTISTATIC
ARC PROTECTION
GR.220

Sizes: from M to 3XL.
Packing: 1/18.

ART.GS.05RF
WELDING COVERALL
GR.350
FIREPROOF ARC
PROTECTION ANTISTATIC
Made of 350 gr. Fabric. Front zip closure,
two zipped front pockets, 2 back pockets,
meter pocket, sleeve pocket, radio holder
ring. Adjustable cuff with velcro, knee pockets. Triple stitching with aramid fiber fireproof. Resistant to industrial washing.
Fabric : 99% cotton, 1% carbon fiber
Norm: EN11611, EN11612, EN1149-5,
GOST-R, 61482.
Colour: Orange with flame retardant
tapes.
(on request: other colours)
Sizes: from XS to 5XL.
Packing: 1/12.

ART.GS.12RF
COVERALL FIREPROOF,
ANTISTATIC
“SUPER LIGHT” GR.210
Made of 210 gr. Fabric. Front closure with covered zip, two front chest
pockets with zip, 2 back pockets, ruler pocket, sleeve pocket, radio ring.
Adjustable cuff with velcro, pockets
for knee pads. Triple stitching with
fireproof aramid fiber. Resistant to
industrial washing.
Fabric :99% cotton, 1% carbon fiber.
NORM: EN11611, EN11612, EN
1149-5, GOST-R.
Colour: orange, blue navy, blue
royal, red with flame retardant
tape.
Sizes: from XS to 4XL.
Packing: 1/18.
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Flame Retardant, Antistatic, Multinorm clothing
ART.A.GAMMA3
COVERALL MULTINORM
GR.250

ART.A.GAMMA 2
COVERALL MULTINORM
GR.280

Made in fabric gr. 250.Front closure
with covered zip by flap with press
buttons redio ring holder,adjustable
cuffs with button,pocket holder
knee,two back pocket, meter pocket.

Fabric from 280 gr .. Full dress with tapes, two chest pockets. 2 front pockets
with velcro closure. 1 velcro back pocket
closure. Back elasticated waist.radio
holder ring.
Fabric: 79% cotton, 20 polyester, 1%
aramid fiber.

Norm: EN 11611,11612, 1149/5, EN
13034, EN13688, EN 61482

NORM : EN11611, EN11612, EN11495, EN 13034.

Colour : orange with refletable
tapes.

Colour: blue navy.

Sizes: from XS to 3XL.

Sizes: from S to 4XL.

Packing: 50/250.

Packing: 1/12.

ART.PEP.IGN6500
COVERALL MULTISAFE
FIREPROOF
ARC PROTECTION
ANTISTATIC GR.260

ART.SI.AVERSA
COVERALL TOP QUALITY
GR.340 FIREPROOF
ANTISTATIC
INDUSTRIAL WASHING
RESISTANT UP TO 75°

Coverall fireproof, antistatic, arc protection.Front covered zipper closure,
stritched waist, cuffs and ankles.two
cest pocket closed with flap and buttom.
Two front inserted pocket.
Double stitching at the most stressful
points.

Coverall, fireproof, antistatic. It is equipped with a double closure, 4 pockets
on the front and 3 on the back, elastic
waistband. Closure with snap buttons
covered with flap.

NORM: EN 11611,EN 11612,EN 614822,EN 1149-5.
Colour : blue.
Sizes: from S to 2XL.
Packing: 4/8.
(AVAIBLE THE SAME TIPOLOGY :
TROUSER AND JACKET).

ART.SI.CARLOW
COVERALL TOP QUALITY
MULTINORM CHEMICAL
RISK GR. 350

Coverall fireproof, antistatic, chemical
risk. Equipped of double closure,.4
front pocket, 3 on the back, elasticized waist.
Fabric anallaergic: 79% FR cotton
+ 20% PES + 1% AST ; Satin 4.1 ±
350 g/m2.
NORM: EN 11611,11612,1149/5,
13034, 61482 ISO 15.797 (50 industrial washing 75°, procedure 8).
Colour: orange, blu marine, grey,
red.
Sizes: from 44 to 64.
Packing: 1/5.

Fabric hypoallergenic: 99% FR-Cotton
+ 1% AST; Twill 3.1; ± 340 g / m2.
EN 11611,11612,1149/5, ISO 15.797
(50 industrial washing 75°).
Colour: orange, blue navy, blue marine, grey,red.
Sizes: from 44 to 64.
Packing: 1/5.

ART.SI.SAVONA
COVERALL MULTINORM
CHEMICAL RISK
ARC ELETTRIC CL.1
GR. 300
Fireproof, antistatic, chemical risk,
electric arc. Equipped with double
zip closure under flap with hidden
press studs, 4 front pockets, 2 rings
for gas detectors, 1 meter holder with
flap closed by snaps. 1 back pocket,
1 patch pocket on the thigh. Sleeves
with double closure, 1 inside pocket,
elasticated waist. Double seams in
the points of greatest effort. Hypoallergenic elastic fabric, breathable:
54% modacrylic + 45% viscose + 1%
AST.
EN 61482-2: cl.1 - ATPV 8,8 cal / cm²
EN 11612/ A1 A2 B1 C1 E3 F1, EN
11611/ Classe 1 - A1 A2, EN 1149-5,
EN 13034 Tipo 6, EN 13688, 15797
(industrial washing).
Colour: blue, royal, grey.
Sizes: from 44 to 64.
Packing: 1/5.
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Flame Retardant, Antistatic, Multinorm clothing
ART.GS.25RF COVERALL
FIREPROOF ANTISTATIC
“PADDED” GR.620

ART.BA.KITSK40PLT “SALISBURY” KIT PRO-WEAR® Arc
Flash Kit 40 cal / cm2 ATPV CLASS 4

Fabric from 520 gr. With covered zip,
two front zipper pockets , 2 back pockets, meter pocket, sleeve pocket, radio holder ring. Adjustable cuff with velcro, knee pockets. Triple stitching with
aramid fiber fireproof.
Fabric 99% cotton, 1% carbon fiber, flame retardant polyester padding, cotton
lining.
.
NORM: EN 11611, EN11612, EN11495, GOST-R.
Colour : orange, blue navy.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/8.
The kit includes material PRO WEAR ™ ATPV: 40 cal / cm2, CL.4: hood,
jacket,bib, elmet, eyewear complete of transport knapsack.
Materiale: Double layer: 54% Protex + 34,2% FR cotton + 10% nylon + 1,8% AST;
± 270 g / m².
NORM : EN 11612, ASTM F 1506-10a, NFPA 70E-15 CLASS. 4
ATPV 40 CAL/CM2.
Colour: green.

ART.SI. NEPTUNE 150 WELDERS - RESCUE LIFE JACKET
FOR WELDERS
This life jacket is lightweight
and comfortable with Panotex® Aluminum Cover, protecting from molten metal
spurt. This lifejacket has a
FR touch to close the fixing
cover. Whistle marine grade,
approved oral blowing tube
SOLAS reflectable tape.
Blowing system. CO2 gassing system 33 g.
NORM : EN407: Level
EN367, 6942- 4, EN348,
EN373, ISO11612, ISO9151
ISO6942,
ISO15025,
ISO14116, ISO15025

ART.GS.21ZB
HOOD
MULTISAFE
Hood with cloak. Adjustable
opening.
NORM: EN 11612, EN 11611,
GOST.
Color: blue.
Sizes: universal.
Packing: 1/50.

ART. BA.4101813 - HOOD WITH CAPE FLAMEPRO I FIREPROOF PROBAN GR. 340
Hood with cloaked jacket,
lined. Velcro adjustable front
opening. Elasticized back.
Kevlar® aluminum foil inserts for ears protection

NORM : EN 11611-1, EN
11612.
Colour :green.
Sizes: universal
Packing: 1/20.

ART.GS.90RF
BALACLAVA
FIREPROOF /
ANTISTATIC
ARC ELECTRIC
Balaclava, fireproof, antistatic, arc
electric. Fabbric: 60% Modacrilic, 39% Cotton, 1% carbon fiber,
280g.
NORM:ASTM F1959/1959M-12
NONE (ATPV 16 CAL/CM2 (HAF
86%), EN ISO 11612 NONE (A1,
B1, C1, F1), IEC 61482-2 IEC
61482-1-2 Class 1, EN 1149 -5.
Color: blue.
Sizes: universal.
Packing: 1/50.
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Flame Retardant, Antistatic, Multinorm clothing
ART.LA.V1805 - COTTON CAP FIREPROOF

ART.EP.NBPSM8
BALACLAVA
FIREPROOF GR.220

Cap for welding, fabric cotton fireproof PROBAN

Balaclava gr.220. Fabric: 60%
modacrilic, 38% cotton, 2% antistatic fiber.

CE Class 1.
EN 11612.

NORM: EN 11612 A1-B1-C1-F1,
EN1149/5, EN 13688.

Colour:green.

Color: blue.

Sizes: universal.

Sizes: universal.

Packing: 1/12.

Packing:1/30.

ART.SI.ARTIG
NECK PROTECTION
FIREPROOF FLEECE

ART.SI.HERON
FLEECE CAP
FIREPROOF ARC
PROTECTION
Cap in soft fleece,breathable,
anti-pilling processing and cold
insulation.

Fireproof fleece, antistatic, antipilling cap. Optimal for cold
insulation.

Fabric : Doubleside fleece: 54%
Protex + 34,2% FR cotton + 10%
nylon + 1,8% AST; ± 310 g / m²

Fabric: 60% Modacryl + 38%
cotton + 2% AST. Gr. 220
NORM: EN ISO 14116 IND. 3
EN 1149-5, EN 13688

NORM: IEC 61.482-2, EN 11612
(A1, B1, C2, F1), EN 14116 Index 3, EN 1149-5, Arc symbol.

Color: blue.

Colour: blue.

Size : Universal

Size: universal.
Packing: 1/50

Packing: 1/50.

ART.EP.55475
WELDING JACKET
EN ISO
11611

Crust jacket, split cow. Front
closure with press buttons, airy
back,Korean collar vellcro closure. Chest front pocket, elasticated cuffs. Certified with new ISO
standards.

ART.EP.00665
WELDING APRON
EN ISO
11611

NORM: EN 11611 classe 2 A1,
EN 13688.
Sizes: universal
Packing: 1/10.
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Crust apron, cow split. Complete
necklace and waistbelt.Certified
with new norm ISO.
Dimensions: cm: 90X60.
NORM: EN 11611 CLASS 2 A1,
EN 13688.
Packing: 1/25.
(Available pair of split leather
sleeves item EP.04575).
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Flame Retardant, Antistatic, Multinorm clothing
ART.MD419219
COVER BOOTS
ALU - PRO
Manufactured in 100% aramid carbon (515 g / m2). Fabric suitable
for thermal protection and tear and
tensile strength. The Velcro closure
on the back facilitates correct and
simple positioning of the boot covers. Smooth design that prevents
the return of two red-hot materials
from depositing. Elastic rubber on
the sole for a better grip. Suitable for
industrial activities where the user is
subject to: Short contact with small
flames (A1), Convective heat reflectors with power less than or equal to
80 Kw / m² (B1), radiant heat reflectors of power less than or equal to
20 Kw / m² (C3), splashes of molten
aluminum (D2), small splashes of
molten iron (E3), contact heat (at a
temperature of 250 ºC) (F1).
Norm: EN11612 (A1B1C3E3D2F1).
Size: universal
Packing: 1/12

Fabric Aratex 100% para-aramide gr.
450 g/mq. Double layer aluminum for
double protection. Adjustable elastic
end. Suitable for short contact with
flames, convective heat, molten aluminum, cast iron.
NORM: EN 11612 (A1B1C4D3E3F2)
Colour: aluminium.
Sizes: universal.
Imballo: 1/1.

ART.MD.202019
ALU-PRO APRON

ART.MD.819219
JACKET ALU - PRO

Apron with adjustable necklace and
waist.Practical and confortable.designed belts 100% cotton fireproof
cotton with plastic adjusting buckles.
Thickness 465 gr./m2.Lengh
cm.100.
Composition: 100% aluminized
para-aramid. aramide seams string.
Against warming and flame protection clothing. A: limit flame propagation. B:protection against constrictive heat C:Thermic protection
radiant. D: restistance alumimium
molten spary. E: Resistance cast
iron splash. F: Convective heat.
NORM : EN 11612: 2008 (A1-B1C3-D3-E3-F1)
Color: aluminium.
Sizes: universal.
Packing: 1/1.

Jacket with korean collar and adjustable elastic sleeves. Fabricated in 100%
aramid carbon (515 g / m2). Suitable for
thermal protection and tear and tensile
strength. Closing on the front by means
of a closure system with hooks and
Velcro. Suitable for industrial activities
where the user is subject to: short contact with small flames (A1), convective
heat reflectors of lower power or same
to 80 Kw/m² (B1), riflector of radiant
heat with power less than or equal to 20
Kw / m² (C3), splashes of molten aluminum (D3), small splashes of molten iron
(E2), contact heat (at a temperature of
250 ºC) (F1 ).
NORM: EN 11611 (A1/B1/C3/D3/E2/
F1). EN 13688.
Size: from S to 2XL
Packing: 1/25.
(In the assortment also articles
with higher certifications).

ART.MD.598219
TROUSER “ALU-PRO”
THERMIC PROTECTION
Manufactured in 100% aramid carbon (515
g / m2). Fabric suitable for thermal protection and tear and tensile strength. Incorporate straps for a better fit. Suitable for industrial activities where the user is subject to:
Short contact with small flames (A1) Convective heat reflectors of less than or equal
to 80 Kw / m² (B1) Radiant heat reflectors
with a power less than or equal to 20 Kw /
m² (C3) Splashes of iron and molten aluminum (D2) Small splashes of molten metal
(E3) Contact heat (at a temperature of 250
ºC) (F1)
Norm: EN11612 (A1B1C3E3D2F1).
Size:from S to 2XL.
Packing: 1/12.
(In the assortment also articles
with higher certifications).
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ART.MD.302019
SLEEVES
ALUMINIUM
Lenght. cm 32

ART.BA.4100004
COVERALL ALUMINIUM
CROSSING FIRE
TYPE B4
Coverall designed for emergencies
in fire event in the presence of free
flame. Certified B4 can be used for
the whole period of self-breathing autonomy. Certificate B4 cab be used
for all the respirator time autonomy.
Equipped with a back pocket for the
self-breathing housing + cylinders.
Integrated cap, golden screen, gloves, quick-release shoe. Weight only
11 KG. DPI III CATEGORY
NORM: EN1486, ISO 15025, EN367
- 80 KW7MQ, ISO6942 KW 40, ISO
17493 - 255°, EN 702 300°.
Sizes: from S to 3XL.
Packing: 1/1.
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Forestry clothing

Forestry clothing
ART.CO.SAWBRAKE
CHAINSAW JACKET
EN381 CL.1

ART.CO.SECURECUT
CHAINSAW BIB
EN381 CL.1

Central zip opening, reinforced
collar, two large pockect on bottom closure flaps with velcro, fluor
fabric insert,refletable insert, protection material on shoulder, arm
and upper chest, cuff snap adjustable, stich adjusting waist,f ront
and back aeration system,internal
pocket.
Composition: 65% polyester,
35% cotton. GR.260 g/m².
NORM: EN 381/11 CLASSE 120 m/s.
Colour: green/orange.
Sizes: from S to 4XL.
Packing: 1/1.

1 back velcro pocket, large front pocket with zipper, back opening zipped
pocket for areation, adjustable braces
with click closure system, stretching
waist, fluor insert fabric, covered zip
protective material, side pocket with
velcro closed flap,
meter pocket, zipped pocket on bib.
Composition: 65% polyester - 35%
cotton gr.260.
NORM: EN 13688, EN 381
CL.1 - 20 m/s.
Colour: green/orange.
Sizes: from S to 4XL.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.GS.11HC
CHAINSAW
TROUSER

ART.SP.1RJ1
CHAINSAW
JACKET

Trouser for chainsaw complete
of streteching waist and belt stiches.
External fabric 65% polyester,
35% Cotton 245g., resistant and
waterproof. Certified of 9 layers
of protective material in front of
each leg.
Fabric lining: 43% poyiester, 57%
Polypropylene 120g.

Anti-cut jacket made of polyester / cotton fabric. Live colors
for better visibility. Korean collar, zip closure, 1 flap pocket.
Adjustable sleeve bottom with
press studs. Posterior ventilation. Elongated rear part. External water repellent fabric 65%
polyester - 35% cotton ± 210 g /
m2. 8-layer protection on arms,
shoulders and chest.

NORM: EN 381-5 CL.1 20M/S.

NORM: EN381-11 CL.1 20 m/s.

Sizes: from S to XXL.

Size: from S to 4XL.

Packing: 1/12.

Packing: 1/5.

ART.SP.1SIA
CHAINSAW JACKET
WITH BELLY
PROTECTION
Anti-cut jacket with 8-layer protection on arms, shoulders, chest
and BELLY-PROTECTION. Ventilation on the back and underarms
through hinges. Zip closure, 1
vertical chest pocket, 1 permeable pocket, 2 internal zip pockets,
1 smartphone pocket with zip closure. A harness can be worn under this jacket, improving comfort
while working on a maintenance platform. High performance
water-repellent and dirt-repellent
fabric with TeXXion full stretch
Teflon ™ (86% Cordura® - 14%
elasthane ± 240g / m2). High visibility water repellent outer fabric.
NORM: EN 381-11 CL.1 20M/S.
EN 13758-2 UPF 50+.
Size : from S to 3XL.
Packing:1/5.
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ART.SP.1RP1
CHAINSAW TROUSER
Chainsaw trouser made of robust
polyester / cotton fabric. Front closure
with zip covered with flap and button, 2
welt pockets, 1 back pocket with zip
closure, 1 meter pocket. Elasticated
waist with belt loops and velcro loops
for suspenders. Triple stitching at the
points of greatest effort. 85g / m² polyester / cotton interior with 6-layer front
protective insert. External water repellent fabric 65% polyester - 35% cotton
± 210 g / m²
NORM: EN 381-5 CL.1 20 m/s type A.
Size:from XS to 4XL.
Packing: 1/5.
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Forestry clothing
ART.SP.1RQ3
CHAINSAW
TROUSER HI-VIS

ART.SP.1SQ5
BRUSH CUTTING TROUSER
HI-VIS

Chainsaw trousers CLASS 3 (28 m
/s) with high visibility. Front closure
with zip covered with flap and button, 2 welt pockets, 1 back pocket
with zip closure, 1 meter pocket.
Elastic waist with belt loops and
Velcro straps for braces. Triple
stitching at the points of greatest effort. Interior in 65% polyester - 35%
cotton, 85 g / m² with 9-layer front
protective insert. Water repellent
outer fabric 80% polyester - 20%
cotton ± 200 g / m² .

Waterproof and breathable, ultra-front reinforcement. Easy to clean, wash the dirt.
High-density fabric, impact-resistant foam
removable.
Central zip closure, 2 side pockets, loops
for the belt, 1 back pocket with flap closed
by hidden snap buttons, ruler pocket.
Elastic waistband with belt loops, buttons
for straps. Bib behind with buttons for
straps, triple stitching. Interior: high-density
removable shock-absorbing foam 6mm.
Outer fabric: water repellent 67% polyester,
33% cotton 33% ± 250g / m 2, 100% polyester fabric with 100% PU coating; ± 195 g
/ mq.
NORM: 20471 cl. 2, EN 13688.
Sizes: from XS to 3XL.
Packing: 1/10.

NORM: EN 381-5 Class 3 (28 m/s)
type A - EN 20471 Cl.2
Sizes: from XS to 4XL.
Packing: 1/5.

ART.SP.1XT2
CHAINSAW
LEGGINGS

ART.SP.1ST9
CHAINSAW HI-VIS
LEGGINGS

Leggings traditional chainsaw. Design
offers greater ventilation. Elastic belt
closure and buckle. Possibility to expand by 9 cm. the dimension. Inside:
Polyester - cotton coating (65% polyester - 35% cotton 85g / m2) with 8 inlay
protective layers. Fabric: Water-repellent 65% Polyester - 35% cotton outer
fabric ± 245g / m2 ².
NORM: EN 381-5 CLASS 1- 20 m/s.
EN 13688.
Colour: green.
Sizes: universal.
Packing:1/5.

Zip (down to close) on the back of the
legs. Loops for the belt.
Inside: polyester - cotton lining (65%
polyester - 35% cotton 85 g / m²), 8 inlaid
front protective layers. Robust polyester /
cotton outer fabric. Easy to wear and easy
to remove, greater ventilation.
FABRIC: Water-repellent 67% polyester 33% ± 250g / m 2 cotton outer fabric.
NORM: EN20471 Cl. 2, EN 381-5 / Class
1 - 20 m / s type A, EN 3688.
Colour: yellow / orange.
Size: universal
Packing: 1/5.

ART.SP.1SX1
CHAINSAW
SLEEVES PAIR

ART.SP.2XD3
CHAINSAW GLOVES
(BOTH HANDS)

360 ° chainsaw sleeves, 360 ° midsole around the arms, elastic around the
elbow and around the wrists.
EXTERNAL: tension the elastic over
the elbow. INSIDE: 360 degree protective midsole around the forearm.
FABRIC: Water-repellent 65% Polyester - 35% cotton outer fabric ± 245
g / m2.
Norm: EN 13688.
Sizes: universal.
Packing: 1/20.

Cut resistant gloves with protection on both hands. Anti-fly rubber reinforcement
on palm and fingers, elastic cuff with Velcro adjustment, breathable polyamide /
mid insert on the upper part of the hand. Materials: back in synthetic leather (60%
polyamide - 40% polyurethane ± 310 g / m2); palm in PVC / PU coated polyester.
NORM: EN 381-7 Cl.1 (BOTH HANDS) - EN 388:2016 3.1.3.1
Size: from 8 to 12
Packing: 1/20.
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Disposable workwear

Disposable workwear
ART. T.101401TLA
COVERALL DISPOSABLE
EXTRA QUALITY
CONF. 50 PIECES
CAT. III TYPE 5/6

ART.GS.03TS
COVERALL DISPOSABLE
WHITE WITH HOOD
TYPE 5 & 6 CAT. III
PACK 50 PIECES
Textile SMS
SMS, compete with a hood
hood.
Water-repellent, anti-static breathable,
reinforced seams. Suitable for prolonged
use. NO SILICONE, excellent for painting, in contact with chemicals. 55 gr /
VTP&XႇVZDLVWHODVWLFL]HGDQNOHV

Disposable coverall with hood, laminated
fabric gr.65, waterproof, breathable,
antistatic. Stitched seams, knit cuffs,
elasticated waist, flap and adhesive flap.
ABSENCE OF SILICONE. Suitable also for
prolonged use. Excellent for painting, in
contact with chemicals and microbiological,
toxic, asbestos.

EN13034 tipo 6 /13982-1 tipo 5 /1149,
EN 1073.2, ANSI/ISEA 101.

NORM:
EN 13688:2013 - EN 13982-1:2011 Type 5B
EN 13034:2009 Type 6B
EN 1073-2:2003 CLASS 2
EN 14126:2004 - EN 1149-5:2018
EN 14325:2005

Sizes: from S to XXXL.
Packing: 1/10.

Sizes: from M to XXL.
Packing: 1/10.

ART 3M.4530
PACK 20 PIECES COVERALL
DISPOSABLE 3M CAT. 5 & 6
TIPO III

FR

3URWHFWLYHVXLWFHUWL¿HGLQWKHWKLUGFDWHJRU\
Suitable for contact work by solid particles
and chemical splashes. Excellent for painting work. Double reinforcement stitching,
white patch in the breathable back. Flame
retardant.
EN13034 Type 6, EN13982 Typo 5, EN 1149,
En1073 (radioactive particulate Class 1), en
14116 indice 1.
Sizes available: M/L/XL/XXL.
Packing: 1/10.

EN14605

EN13982
type 5

EN13034

EN1073-2

EN14126

ART.BA.4506000/1
COVERALL SPACEL®
CONFORT MEDIUM CAT.III
TYPE 3/4/5/6B
HIGH CHEMICAL
N
Non-woven
polypropylene
l
l
laminate
l i t with
ith
SRO\HWK\OHQH ¿OP :HLJKW  J  P
:HOGHG VHDPV 'RXEOH ÀDS DQG GRXEOH ]LSSHU IRU RSWLPDO SURWHFWLRQ .QHH
SDGV H[WHUQDO DGKHVLYH ÀDS +RUVH GHsign resistant to tearing and penetration
of liquids. Excellent visibility. Wrists and
ankles with elastic. Hood with elastic in 3
parts: for a better adaptation. Double zipper. Without silicone and latex. Applications: Chemical / petrochemical industry,
decontamination etc..
Colour available: orange.
Sizes: XL/XXL.

EN1149-1/5 (on request box of 25 pieces/sizes:

S/M/L/3XL)

ART.BA.4503000 COVERALL SPACEL® 3000
RA/EBJ CAT. 3 TYPE 3B/4/5/6
Li id
Liquid-resistant
i t t suitit designed
d i
d to
t protect
t t
workers from chemicals. The new ergonoPLFVRႇHUVDEHWWHU¿WDQGSURWHFWLRQ0Rdel with elastic wrists and ankles, double
DGKHVLYHÀDSDQGZHOGHG]LSSHU([FHOOHQW
resistance to abrasion, tearing and perforation Watertight due to “Spaseal” welding,
an exclusive process by Honeywell Safety
3URGXFW 7KUHHOD\HU SRO\HWK\OHQH ¿OP LQ
\HOORZ 7KLFNQHVV ȝ ([FHOOHQW UHVLstance to liquids. High chemical resistance
EN13034 Elongation up to 400% Double adhesive
ÀDS
8VH FKHPLFDO RLO RQVKRUH  RႇVKRUH
industrial maintenance, pharmaceutical,
EN13982
transport of hazardous materials, waste
disposal.
NORM: EN13034 type 6, 13982-1 type 5,
EN14126 14605 type 3/4 EN 14126.
Sizes: from S alla XXL.
Packing: 1/25.

ART.BA.4507000
COVERALL SPACEL®
COMFORT HEAVY EX TYM F CAT. 3 TYPE
EN14605 Disposable overalls in non-woven
non woven laminalamina

WHGJUZLWKJUD\(YRKSRO\HWK\OHQH¿OP
:HOGHGVHDPVGRXEOHÀDSGRXEOH]LSSHU
EN13982 $GKHVLYH H[WHUQDO ÀDS GRXEOH VWLWFKLQJ
FXႇVDQNOHVDQGHODVWLFDWHGKRRG:LWKRXW
silicone and latex. Particularly indicated:
nuclear industry, pharmaceutical chemistry,
EN13034 painting, petrochemistry, etc.

EN1149-5

EN14126

EN13034 tipo 6B, 13982-1/14605/1149-5
1073-2, 14126.
Sizes: XL/XXL.
(on order S/M/L/3XL).
Packing: 1/10.

EN1073-2

Packing:1/25 pz.
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Disposable workwear
ART.BA.EASYCHEM COVERALL CAT. 3 FOR
SERIOUS AND DEATH
RISKS WITH AUTONOMOUS
BREATHERS

ART.BA.CC9480
“HAPICHEM™” VENTILATED
SUIT FOR AREAS
PHARMACEUTICAL /
CHEMICAL

Easychem1B-F: gas tightness according
to EN 943-1 standard, external selfcontained breathing apparatus (SCBA).
Good mechanical and chemical resistance thanks to the 350 g / m2 orange
reinforced polyester Fennec. Sealing boots and interchangeable gloves. Medium
protection factor due to the high pressure
inside the garment.DPI cat 3. Weight 4.5
kg. Suitable for use in the Chemical Industry, Oil & Gas, Pharmaceutical Sector
WEIGHT: 6,5 kg according to size.
Standards: Abrasion EN 530 Cl.6, perforation EN 863 Cl.4, flame resistance
EN 13274-4: PASS, chemical resistance EN374-3: NaOh (50%) 6/6, Methanol
4/6, HCl (37% ) 6/6, Acetonitryl 2/6, Trichlorethylene 1/6.

Innovative ventilated overalls designed to
protect the most powerful active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) such as HPAPI *.
Chemi-resistant and antistatic.
Suitable for use in areas where air is polluted by solid particles and full and respiratory protection is required. Specification for
low pressure breathing air networks. Can
be used in Atex areas (areas with powders
class 21 and 22) for versions with dissipating soles. Disposable protection against
dust and contaminants: at least 25 times
more than a traditional one.
EN 14605: 2005 / A1: 2009 type 3/4, EN
1073-1 against radioactive contamination: Class 5 protection ≥ 50 000. EN
1149-5, ELECTROSTATIC-INERIS: IIIA,
IIIB, IIIC, areas with powders type 21 and
22 .

ART.BA.CC8481214
OVERHALL MURUROA
V4F1 T04 CE DPI III

ART.BA.CC85278339AP
VENTILATED HOOD GRIDEL AP DPI III CAT.

Disposable respiratory protection device powered by compressed air. Very high
protection factor> 130 000 (class 5 according to EN 1073-1) regardless of the user.
360 ° field of view. Comfortable and light. Adjustable air flow. Various fittings available. Recommended: Chemical, oild and gas, pharmaceutical, nuclear industries.
Airborne particles, contamination. Meets the essential requirements EN 143, EN
146, EN 270, Pr. EN 1073, Pr. NEL 1835. M1-NFP92507-EN14594.
Universal size
Packing: 1/20.
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Suit for applications in the sectors:
nuclear, chemical and pharmaceutical industries in areas where
air is polluted by solid particles
and respiratory protection is recommended. Ergonomics: Simple
and convenient air, adjustable air
flow with a valve. 360 ° field of
view. Low noise level. Integrated
ventilation. Class 5 protection
factor (> 50,000) Quick and safe
removal with removal tag. Visual
warning of reduced air flow (option). Double hermetic seal on the
back. Flame retardant materials
Use: Disposable, 20/100 ° PVC
fireproof pink. Materials compliant
with EN ISO 14116 use on
undergarments.
Size: S/ XXL
Packing: 10/10.

ART.BA.4560000
PACK 100
OVERBOOTS
FOR CHEMICAL
WITH SOLE

ART.BA.4550000
PACK 100 PAIRS
OVERBOOTS
Mutex®
Light WITH SOLE

Overcoat in 80 g / m² laminated
polypropylene, anti-static in orange
color. Anti-slip sole, gray antistatic.
Elastic in the calf 4 adjustable laces.
DIMENSIONS: Height: 57cm.
Suitable for safety footwear up to
size 45 (11).
Benefits: Antistatic, non-slip soles,
liquid tightness, high resistance.

Composition:
Non-woven
polypropylene laminated white
with microporous film. Weight: 65
g / m2 - antistatic. Non-slip sole
- antistatic. Suitable for safety
footwear up to 45, antistatic, antislip, elastic on the calves, 4 adjustable laces for better adaptation.
Length cm.32 wide sole 13 cm.

Size: universal

Size: universal.

Packing: 1/10.

Packing: 1/10.
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Disposable workwear
ART. GS.211D
PACK. 10000 PIECES
PPL COVERBEARD

ART. GS.001D
PACK.3000 PIECES - PPL BLUE CAP WITH CLIP
Polypropylene cap in
blue with a round and
elastic shape around
the perimeter of the cap.
Excellent breathability of
the fabric.
Color: blue or white.

Polyethylene coverbeard.
Colour: white.

(Available non-clip at lower prices)

(blue: on request)
Size: universal.

CE certified 1.
Packing: 1/10.

Packing: 1/10.

AVAILABLE ALSO
IN DETECTABLE
VERSION
ART. GS.201D

ART. T.504030WW
PACK. 100 PIECES
DISPOSABLE LAB
COAT PPL CLOUSURE
WITH VELCRO

Lab coat polypropylene, 30 gr./mq.
Velcro closure, two internal pocket
stretched cuffs.
Colour: white.
(lightblue on request)

ART. T.APR40B
PACK. 500 PIECES
POLYETHYLENE APRONS
BLUE COLOR

Apron disposable fabric with Polyetilene
40 micron blue. Back fastening.
Dimesion: 70x120
Certificate CE.
(Availables even 20 micron).

Sizes: M/L/XL/XXL.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.T.302403CPE
PACK. 2000 PIECES
OVERSHOES BLUE

Shoe cover in polyethylene
material CPE blue color gr.3,2
conf. From 2000 pieces. Suitable for food companies.
CE certified 1.

Packing: 1/10.

ART.T302414TLA
PACK. 300 PIECES
LAMINATED SLEEVES
COVER
Sleeve cover laminated.
Lenght: 46cm.
Colour: white, weight 63g./m2.
Certificate CE.
Colour: white.
Size: universal.

Packing: 1/10.
Packing: 1/10.
AVAILABLE
also
in
polyethylene blue color 20
micron cm 40
ART.ICO.XMANB
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Respiratory protection

Respiratory protection
ART. 3M4251
HALF MASK FOR
PAINTING
FFA1P2
Paint mask with exhalation
valve. Maintenance free. Main
applications: spray painting, galvanic baths, solvent and resin
working, battery maintenance.
NORM: EN 405:2001.

Packing: 1/10.

ART.MD.506219
HALF MASK FOR
PAINTING (EX4251)
FFA1P2 R D

Pre-assembled mask, ready to
use without maintenance. Made
of extra soft, hypoallergenic
thermoplastic material (TPR).
Allows perfect compatibility with
other PPE. It has a universal
harness attached to the head.
Automatic opening and closing
system at the nape by means of
clips. Designed for a comfortable and quick adjustment.
Main applications: spray painting, galvanic baths, solvent
and resin working, battery maintenance.
NORM: EN 405/2001 + A1 / 2009

Packing: 3/20.

ART.BA.N65770016
HALF MASK SINGLE
FILTER “N7700”
CONNECTION RD40

ART.BA.1001573
HALF MASK
WILLSON®
VALUAIR PLUS

Half mask in hypoallergenic silicone, light. Monofiltration system, 4-point harness, well balanced adheres perfectly to the
head providing a high comfort.
DIN threaded connection for
class 2 filters. Ideal for laboratories, pharmaceutical industries,
oil & gas, chemical handling.

Soft and comfortable, silicone-free, triple seal. Improved
hygiene and safety. It is characterized by a low point of
support on the nose and a
practical and easily adjustable
harness. Extra light only 109
gr. Can mount filters with bayonet fitting. (Separate filters).
Ideal for mechanical, chemical, etc...

NORM: CE EN 140.

Packing: 1/12.

NORM: CE EN 140.

Packing: 1/20.

ART. BA.1715021
FULLFACE MASK
WILLSON®
OPTIFIT
Excellent hold, exceptional vision and comfort, anatomic
shape, silicone structure, wide
screen, integrated phonic membrane for easy communication,
exhalation valve in front position,
standardized fitting. Easy replacement of spare parts.
NORM: EN 136 CLASSE 2.
Packing: 1/10.
(AVAILABLE ALSO WITH TWO
FILTERS ART. BA.1725251).
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ART.BA.1013206 MASK
SUPERONE 3206 FFP2 WITH VALVE
Filtering facial mask, can be
used in environments containing solid and / or liquid
aerosols in concentrations
up to 12 x OEL * (according
to EN 149: 2001) - 10 x OEL
* in GB. It is possible to apply
restrictions or limits in case of
specific contaminants. Please
refer to the health and safety
regulations.
Excellent: for textile, mining,
construction, iron and steel industries, automotive industry,
wood industry.
Norm: EN 149:01 TESTING WITH
DOLOMITE POWDERS.

Packing: 20/200.
(Available in assortment
Art. BA.1013204 SUPERONE MASK 3204
(EX8812) - FFP1 WITH
VALVE).
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Respiratory protection
ART. BA.1005614 - MASK 4211 - FFP2 NRD
WITH FOLDING VALVE - PREMIUM

ART. BA.1005586 MASK WILLSON® 5211
(EX8822)
FFP2 WITH VALVE (PREMIUM)

SINGLE PACKED

Boomerang seal gaskets, with
valve, for solid and liquid aerosols
in concentrations at 12 x TLV. Suitable for protection against dusts,
fumes, aerosols with low and medium toxicity, calcium carbonate,
clay, kaolin, cellulose, cotton, ferrous metals, cement, sodium silicate. glass fibers, carbon, plastic,
aluminum.

NORM: EN 149:01 TESTING WITH
DOLOMITE POWDERS.

Protects from dusts, mists and
fumes containing calcium carbonate, clay, kaolin, cellulose,
cotton, flour, ferrous metals,
cement, sodium silicate, sulfur,
glass and plastic fibers, wood,
coal, quartz, non-ferrous metals, copper , etc ... Maximum
level of use: in environments
containing solid aerosols and
/ or liquids in concentrations
up to 12. Foldable, ultra-soft
hypoallergenic Willtech ™
adjustable nose seal. Elastic,
highly flexible and resistant.
No latex, no silicone, no PVC.
NORM: EN 149:01 TESTING WITH
DOLOMITE POWDERS.

Packing: 20/200.

Packing: 10/100.

ART.BA.1031594
FOLDING MASK 2311 - FFP3 NR D WITH VALVE
SINGLE PACKED

Low profile forming: wide field of
view. Enveloping shape: increase of the filtration surface and
greater comfort. No staples: no
risk of irritation. Colored nose
clip: perfect adjustment and immediate identification of the level
of protection. Willtech gasket:
hypoallargenic, antiperspirant,
more comfortable. Individual
reusable case: protects the
face before use and during
breaks. Absence of PVC, silicone, latex and staples: more
ecological.
NORM:
EN
149:2001+A1:2009
TESTING
WITH
DOLOMITE
POWDERS.

ART. BA.1032502 MASK
3208 - FFP3D WITH VALVE (PACK.200 PIECES)
Filtering face, in hypoallergenic material. Without preformed
nose clip to use without any
adjustment. Its concave shape
widens the field of vision and allows you to wear safety glasses
comfortably. Double elastic fixed
with staples.
Suitable for steel, pharmaceutical, mechanical and textile industries.
EN 149:2001+A1:2009.

Packing: 20/200.

Packing: 20/320.

ART. BA.1015635 MASK WITH VALVE
5311- FFP3D NR D - PACK 100 PCS.

ART. BA.1005122 WELDING MASK
FFP2DOV - 5251 (EX 9928)

Boomerang sealing gasket, with
valve, suitable for Toxic powder,
fiber, organic base aerosol. Anallergic, latex, pvc and sylicon. Suitable for steel, pharmaceutical,
mechanical, textile industries.
NORM: EN 149:01 TESTING WITH
DOLOMITE POWDERS.

Packing: 1/10.

FFP2D-OV activated carbon
mask. Protection against
dust, fumes and aerosols at
low and medium toxicity. The
filtering facepiece is also suitable in case of exposure to
levels of organic gases and
vapors below 12TLV: the filtering face mask alleviates
the annoyance of the odors
generated by them.
Pole sealing gaskets, adjustable elastics; with valve.
Suitable for welding work. A
NORM: EN 149:01

Packing: 5/50.
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Respiratory protection
ART.BA.1728570 - HALF MASK EVACUATION
“EVAMASQUE” FOR HAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENTS
CHEMICAL AUTONOMY 15 MINUTES

ART.BA.1728806 - EVACUATION HOOD “OPENGO”
CHEMICAL RISK ENVIRONMENT
The hood OPENGO ABEK1 P3.
Consisting of: hood in coated
fabric, panoramic visor, filter
for organic vapors (solvents),
inorganic gases (chlorine and
hydrogen sulphide, ammonia,
powders). Complete with bag
to adapt to the belt. Neck seal
in flexible elastomer. The maximum storage time is 10 years,
if stored in original packaging
without damage. Keep the
cap away from direct light and
dust by keeping it in its original
packaging or sealed.

Shaped half-mask in black
EPDM, elastomer harness,
silicone and neoprene valves,
ABEK protection. Packaged
in rigid, sealed case. Practical and simple: safe to use,
easily attachable to the belt.
Storage up to 12 years: (4
years without maintenance).
Fields of use: evacuation in
case of accidental spills of liquids, chemical industry and
petrochemicals.
DIN 58647 - 7.
Packing: 1/1.

EN140 - EN 14387
Paking: 1/1.

ART.DP.00073344 - HALF MASK EVACUATION “BL10”
CHEMICAL RISK ENVIRONMENT
AUTONOMY 10 MINUTES

ART.DP.44390300
ESCAPE DEVICE
MONOXIDE CARBON
AUTONOMY 15 MINUTE
Made of a thin polyimide film highly
resistant to heat, high temperatures
and flame. High impact resistance.
Equipped with nozzle and nose clip,
which allow a high degree of isolation
of the respiratory tract of the user,
with respect to the external environment. Indicated against dusts, gases and vapors, acrolein, HCl, HCN
and carbon monoxide for even very
high concentrations (up to 10000ppm
CO). Furthermore, the device consists of a combined filter with a class
P2 dustproof module.

Preserved in its original packaging has a six-year expiration from the date of production. The use is simple , break the seal and open the case, remove the BL 10,
place the mouthpiece, put the string, breath through the mouth. It can be fixed in
belt or carried in pocket. Type ABEK
NORM : DIN 58647 - 7.
Packing: 1/1.

EN 407.

Packing: 1 pz.

ART.BA.1815732 “BIO-S-CAPE”
AUTONOMOUS RESPIRATOR FOR EVACUATION

ART.BA.1919315
SELF EVACUATOR RESPIRATOR
CLOSED CIRCUIT “OXY - PRO”
DURATION 35 MINUTES
It is a device, which operation is based
on potassium peroxide (KO2), which regenerates the exhaled air. Recommended for evacuation from hazardous environments, such as water treatment and
works in confined spaces. Outdoor colored permanent control vacuum gauge,
which guarantees immediate visual
control. Respiratory protection since the
first inhalation, is activated minimizing the
risk of inhaling toxic gases. 6 liter antistatic breathing bag. Worn around the belt,
it offers total freedom of movement: once
opened, the casing remains attached to
the belt. No maintenance up to 10 years.
EN 13794 tipo K 30-S.

Dimension: 20x20,8x10,8.
Weight: kg.2,3.
Packing: 1 pz.

BIO-S-CAPE it is an emergency compressed air device, intended for evacuation
in toxic or insufficient oxygen environments. Hood with a wide field of view, adaptable to all shapes. Manometer always visible. The positive pressure of the hood
eliminates any risk of inhalation of toxic gases. Resistant to temperatures -15 ° / +
60 ° C. 3 LT air cylinder. 200 bar. (15 MINUTES).
EN 1146, ISO 23269, SOLAS, MSC, MED, IMO.
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Respiratory protection
ART.SA.B1260006
RESPIRATOR WITH EXTERNAL
AIR INLET

ART.BA.1823231
OPEN-CIRCUIT
BREATHING APPARATUS
“AERIS CONFORT
TYPE2”

“Turbo-Flo” respirator, with external air intake. It
supplies the operator with fresh air, taken from
the outside of the hazardous environment with
or without the assistance of an electric fan. In
the version without electric fan, the user can use
a pipe with a maximum length of 18 m; while with
an electric fan it is possible to use a pipe up to
54 m long.
The electric fans are available for all applications
in the 12 V, 110 V or 240 V versions
The presented model is complete with 3S mask,
corrugated tube, belt with connector, 9 mt tube.

Aeris Confort type 2 consists of a high
/ medium pressure reducer (HP / MP),
a comfortable 5-point harness with
aramid fiber straps, a full face mask,
a positive pressure demand valve and
an acoustic signal integrated into the
handle of the high pressure manometer.
Complete with 6.9L 300 bar composite air cylinder. (duration 20 years).

EN 138.
EN 137 type 2, SOLAS, MED, IMO, MSC.
ATEX II 1 G c IIC T6
EN 136 class III.

Packing: 1/1.

Packing: 1 pz.

ART.BA.1762984
”MC95” AIR SUPPLY
RESPIRATOR
COMPLETE WITH 10
MT TUBE.

ROOMS OF

DECONTAMINATION

FOR CONFINED
SPACES

Honeywell offers a complete
range of products for works in
confined spaces:
• Decontamination chambers
to work in confined spaces
• Air production unit to supply
aerated equipment
• Disposal bags to collect contaminated products
• Adhesive tapes for gaskets /
markings in contaminated environments
• All types of surface protection films.

Compressed air respirator, provides a continuous flow of air (from
120 to 300 l / min) to the MC95
mask, complete with 10 m. Adduction tube, a rotary RD40 x
1/7 “connection that connects
the regulator to the belt , an air
flow regulator, which ensures a
continuous flow of air. It is also
equipped with a safety valve to
limit exhalation effort, pressure
gauge and regulator. It can only
be used in well-ventilated areas where the minimum volume
of oxygen is 17%.
EN 139, EN136, EN 14594, EN 148-1.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.UB20 ATEX
“ATEX VENTILATOR FOR CONFINED SPACES”
For use in explosive atmospheres or environments, fans are available that meet the standards specified by the ATEX directive 94/97 / EC, with electric power supply, also available in the pneumatic version (AF series) Intrinsically safe fan for use in the most disparate
conditions of dangerous atmospheres, suitable for spaces up to 70 m3 Compact and light.
Sturdy antistatic frame in double layer polymers, resistant to atmospheric
agents, chemicals and dents. Double adapter for spiral hose (ventilation / suction), ultra-quiet operation, 9 meter power cable, DN 200 ventilation section. It
can be equipped with hose holder extension with integrated ventilation pipe.
quickly to the fan. Practical to carry and use the extension is also convenient to store, protecting the tube from tears, tears and dust.
It is available with DN200 spiraled pipe in lengths of 4.6 and 7.6 meters.
Packing: 1/1.
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ART.BA.1013939
KIT AIRVISOR 2MV DMAK - 0023
AIR SUPPLY FOR PAINTING

ART.BA.A133230-00
SANDBLASTING HELMET
“COMMANDER”

Kit composed of: a visor with acetate
screen, 2 midslips, a non-woven seal,
a non-woven fabric neck cap and a belt
with flow regulator and activated carbon
filter.
Use of the product: in the chemical industry, where the respirator is used without
being connected to a compressed air tool
or a spray gun; or for painting operations,
for example, in the automotive industry
(especially with the use of isocyanate
paints) and in furniture factories. Possibility of use also in the chemical industry.
(Also available in the welding /
grinding version art. BA.1013987).

“Commander” air blasting helmet with
a bisonyl cape. Rubber coated to reduce noise and wear. Equipped with
flow meter with indicator for greater
safety. Protection of shoulders, back
and chest thanks to the cape.
Disposable visor: protects the main
visor. Metal mesh screen. Adjustable head harness. Suitable for use
in sandblasting work. Focused visual
field (145 x 90 mm). Weight 2 kg (including tube and regulator).
EN 14594.

Packing: 1/10.

Packing: 1 pz.

ART.CHEMICAL CA2F + KIT HEAD GX2
AUTONOMOUS FILTERING UNIT WITH
INTERCHANGEABLE FILTERS FOR DECONTAMINATION
AND PAINTING ENVIRONMENTS

ART.CHEMICAL CA2F + KIT HEAD CA4
UNIT SELF FILTERING INTERCHANGEABLE
PROTECTION HEAD - HEARING

The electronic system introduces a constant flow of air at 160 l / min. Unique locking
system, prevents unwanted contamination from solid particles when changing filters.
Easily replaceable lithium ion battery provides run time for charge up to 10 hours.
Version with full face mask GX-02. IP65, high protection NPF 2000.
Norm: EN 12941 TH2 / TH3, TM3 EN12942, EN136.
Packing: 1/1.

The electronic system introduces a constant flow of air at 160 l / min. A single
locking system prevents unwanted contamination from solid particles when changing filters. Easily replaceable lithium-ion battery, provides execution time per
charge up to 10 hours. Version with helmet and headphones. Ideal for heavy industrial environments, surface finishing operations, building industry.
Norm: EN 12941 TH2 / TH3, TM3 EN12942, EN 12941 Th1 / Th2, EN
14594 2A / 3A, EN 166, EN 397. Packing: 1/1.

ART.LA.CR16S4
SELF FILTERING SYSTEM “AIRKOS S4”

“auto darkening four sensor”

SUITABLE FOR WELDING - GRINDING

Self heating system kit “suitable for welding and grinding”; It is made
of a filtering belt unit, complete with lithium battery (10 hours autonomy), battery charger, TH2PSL filter, belt, flame retardant hose /
mask connection. Panorama viewer at 180 °, speed of darkening 0.2
m / sec. Adjusting to DIN 4-9 / 13. The filter group can also be used
for other types of masks.
NORM: EN 12941, CE 00196/379, CE DIN EN379/175B/166B.
Packing: 1/1.
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ART.CE.R23FUVNKIT
KIT CONCEPT AIR
FOR PAINTING
ASSISTED
VENTILATION

ART.CE.R23CHFUVKIT
KIT CONCEPT AIR ASSISTED VENTILATION

Complete kit of protection system respiratory tract with visor lightweight
flip-up polycarbonat for maxim the
vision at 360 grade and the covering
of the head. 200 liter of filtered air for
minute New battery light Li-ion , with
a type of utilizationof 8 hours before
the recharge.complete of particolate
filter TH2PSL. It weighs only kg. 4.2.
The use of this instrument offers great advantages in terms of movement,
having only the supply of air at the
belt, which is always clear, the inside
of the mask with fresh air circulation
keeps the person always in excellent
condition. work without sweating.
NORM: EN 12941 TH2P,
EN 166 1B93.
Packing: 1

The kit consists of a case containing: helmet complete with headphones and adjustable anti-fog visor, battery and battery charger with 4 types of plugs, 7.4V light
lithium ions, 200 liters of filtered air per minute, TH2PSL particulate filter and 5
prefilters lasting 8/10 hours. Use of the product: without being connected to a compressed air tool or a spray gun, for example, in the demolition construction industry.
Possibility of use even where there is noise and requires the use of a helm.
Weight only kg. 4.8
NORM: EN 12941, 397, 166(1B39), 352 SNR30DB.
Packing: 1 pz.

ART.LA.AM5033
FILTERING SYSTEM AIRMAX WH30 ALBATROS double
screen for welding and grinding

Self heating system kit “suitable for welding and grinding”; It is made of a filtering
belt unit, complete with lithium battery (8/10 hours), battery charger, TH2PSL fi
lter, belt, proban connecting hose to the mask. transparent protection visor with tip
up front visor with adiactinic glass DIN 10 dim. 110x90mm. Simple movement for
alternating welding or grinding. The filtrant assembly can also be used for other
types of masks.
NORM: EN 12941, CE 00196/379, CE DIN EN379/175/166. Packing: 1/1.

ART.OP.4500202G - AUTONOMOUS FILTERING UNIT
Optrel Clearmaxx Helmet

Helmet kit + assisted ventilation apparatus with filtered air and adjustable purifier for distribution with three settings of 150/250 nl / min, using a switch can be used to power 20%
of the air that cools the front area. This avoids direct air in the eyes. The easy-to-change
DIN5 front cover lens expands the system to the perfect protection for efficient plasma cutting. It weighs only 495 gr. Ideal for: grinding, metal industry, food industry, sandblasting,
wood processing, agriculture. Safety class (TH3) from smoke, aerosol and dust. Increased
productivity. An efficient battery anagement system with operating times of up to 20 hours
offers uninterrupted workflow over two shifts, thus increasing the effective welding time of
the welder. The system of filtering it consists of a particulate filter. The large particle filter
reduces the speed clogging of the filter. Together with the sophisticated concept of change
of filter, this helps customers optimize operating costs.
Norm: EN 12941, TH3, EN 379.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.OP.4550500G
ASSISTED AUTONOMOUS FILTERING
SYSTEM PANORAMAXX
auto darkening with five sensors”
IDEAL FOR WELDING AND GRINDING
Autonomous filter system kit “ideal for welding and grinding”; is composed of the
Optrel panoramaxx mask with autopilot. Adaptive adjustment of protection level
DIN 2.5 / 5-12, with e3000 respiratory protection system. RTW e3000 green fan
breathing protection 20h and panoramaxx fresh air helmet. (Including battery
e3000 - 20h). Field of view 6 times wider than standard helmets. Fully automatic protection level adjustment, color view, 2.5 protection level in idle state. New
energy concept with batteries. Maximum safety class (TH3), Better comfort (from
150 to 250 nl / min). Faster operational readiness thanks to the integrated air
function test. Increased productivity (battery life up to 20 hours). Lower operating
costs thanks to the sophisticated filter system Suitable for MIG / MAG / TIG / PLASMA, GAS, GRINDING welding.
NORM:EN 12941, DIN EN379/175B/166B.
Packing: 1/1.
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ART.OP.1010000

ART.BA.1013987 KIT AIRVISOR 2 SERIE W
SUPPLIED AIR RESPIRATORS FOR WELDING
Airvisor 2 W Series
for welding, complete
with: High temperature resistant mask,
110 x 90 screen, internal visor with PC
screen, flame retardant fabric lining, belt
with filter (DAVW1003E) with alarm
and bag for storage.
FPN2000, FPO 40.
NORM: EN 14594,
Packing: 1/1.

ART.
LA.710C8000
MASK
AUTO
DARKENING
WH50 TL MV
390 GRAPHITE

180 ° panoramic view with UV IR5 side inserts, DIN 3-9 / 12 degree of protection,
adjustable return time from 0.1 / 1, adjustable sensitivity, speed 0.04 m / sec.,
Power supply 2 AAA batteries, display dim. 110x90 mm, 2 independent sensors.
Excellent frontal and lateral coverage, attenuation to 10 db roll, wide chin guard.
NORM: CE 00196/379, CE DIN EN379/175/166.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.LA.J8019
MASK AUTO
DARKENING
WH30 SCORPION
“suitable to
alternate
grinding and
welding”
Sturdy and lightweight helmet, suitable for all processes, battery powered and 2
sensors, dimming time 0.3
ms, manually adjustable
sensitivity, two independent
sensors. Visual area size
90x40 mm. DIN (external
regulation) 4-9 / 13 variable.
NORM: CE DIN EN
166/175/379.
Packing: 1/1.
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AUTO
DARKENING
WELDING
HELMET
PANORAMAXX
5/12
WITH LARGE
VISUAL FIELD
6 TIMES
COMPARED TO
AN ADF

It offers an unprecedented visual environment for the welder. A nose piece in the
auto-darkening filter (ADF) brings the lens closer to the eyes, enlarging the field of
view 6 times compared to a standard ADF. Together with a state of world record light
of 2.5, the True Color view, automated autopilot function (with manual adjustable
option) completely shadow level adjustments during welding. No. 5 sensors, return
to the clear 0.90 ms, with its rechargeable battery, it is no longer necessary to replace the batteries. weight gr. 550. Suitable for MIG / MAG / TIG / PLASMA, GAS
welding. Norm: EN379, CE, ANSI Z87.1.
Packing: 1/1

ART.LA.PL16S2
MASK
AUTO
DARKENING
“RACING
BLUE S2”

Compact helmet, not bulky and close to the face, powered by solar cells, external
protection more resistant 1.5 mm thick, 120m / sec, optical class 1 1 1 2, two independent sensors, adjustable DIN 4/9 -13, delay adjustable, adjustable sensitivity,
dimming speed 0.3m / sec.
NORM: CE DIN EN 166B, 175B, EN379.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.LA.J5032
MASK
INACTINIC
“ALBATROS
WH30”
suitable to
alternate
grinding and
welding

Optimal inattinic mask to alternate grinding and welding with a simple movement.
Clear protective visor (160x180mm) with drop-leaf front panel with inattinic glass
DIN 10 - 110x90 mm.
NORM: CE EN 166/175. Packing: 1/1.
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ART.OP.1008000
WELDCAP
FOR WELDING
“WELDCAP RC 3/9-12”
FOR ELECTRODE MIG,
MAG, TIG, PLASMA
It is a self-darkening welder cap thatcombines the comfort of a hood and the
advantages of a complete welding
helmet. It is made of plastic and fabric parts. It is soft where it must be
comfortable and rigid where it must be
hard. The fabric part is easily detachable and washable, it is fireproof and
completely hygienic. Darkening levels
cover most welding applications. Wide
field of view. It weighs less than a kilo.
Socket for attachment to belt. Adjustable with GRIND mode. Utilizes 2 LI 3v
batteries (CR2032), battery life 1,000
hours, low battery warning LED. 2 year
warranty. NORM: EN 379/175/166/AS/
NZS1337.1, ANSI Z87.1. EN11611/ EN
11612 A/B/C1/E3/
Packing. 1/1.

ART.MD.1
WELDING
MASK PASSIVE
“TYPE
LAMADOR”
WITH GLASS
DIN 10

Compact design in thermoplastic material; lightness and high resistance. It is a material that protects the welder from slag and high temperatures up to about 400 ° C.
Including 108x50 mm slide, DIN 10 and glass covers.
NORM: EN 175 - EN 166.
Packing: 1/50.

ART.SB.181
HAND SCREEN
FOR WELDING

ART.SB.182
HELMET
SCREEN

Welding inclined mask (without glass) To be completed with glass
dimensions: 75 x 98 mm.
NORM: EN 175.
Packing: 1/20.

Protective mask with fiberglass cap for welders (without glass) To be completed with
glass art. 183 and 184 (Size 75 x 98 mm).
NORM: EN 175. Packing: 1/20.

ART.LA.80671

ART.LA.
PROTECTION
SCREEN
FOR AREAS
OF WELDING
STRIPED
CUSTOMIZED
MODULAR

Modular shielding in thermoplastic material, for an optimization of the spaces. The
modularity of the system allows extremely flexible workstations.
NORM: EN 1598.
Packing: 1/1.

PROTECTION
SCREEN
WELDING
AREA
STRIPS

Modular screen with orange curtain strips. Allow to realize portable protective barrier
enable the operators to move. The screen provided in the kit for installation. Made of
painted steel hose, can be used to build boxes for welding operations thanks to the
joining feet. Dimensions cm 200 x 190 h. Thickness mm 0.4.m.
NORM: EN 1598. Packing: 1/1.
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ART.LA2020600 - THERMO BLANKET FOR WELDING

ART.LARM - PIPELINE COVER

Heat-resistant
fiberglass
blanket,
medium-wide weave,
2mm thick, weight
1155g / m². Sand color.
Serving temperature
450 ° C, limit 600 ° C.
Dim./cm. 200x200.
(to order also rolls).
NORM:
EN4102-1,
DIN EN 13501-1,

Packing: 1/1.
Special protection cover for controlled cooling of pipe welds. Prevents from thermal shock and protects the welding cord from external agents. Quick coupling and
release system with belt and fixing buckle.
Covered externally in water-repellent polyurethane, internal fabric resistant up to
600 ° C. Standard width 300mm, variable diameters from 200 up to 1400mm.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.LA.J188. COMPASS “RADIUS MARKER”

ART.LA.J1904
UNIVERSAL LEVEL
It is equipped with a 360 degree
adjustable goniometer that ensures
perfect alignment. It allows to set
the desired degree of inclination and
to perfectly align perforated flanges.
Two magnets with a capacity of 0.8
kg., Ensure a strong seal on all ferrous surfaces, beams and beams.
This means working with hands free
and having help in difficult situations.
The level is supplied with two bolts,
two nuts, and two self leveling bevel
separators. For their shape they are
suitable for any type of 5.6-cm hole.
and 20 cm., allow the flanges to be
oriented for each different size of the
tube.

Very practical and versatile entirely in aluminum. It has a frictioned joint to maintain
rigidity and stability in the workings; light and handy, practical and easy to store in
your pocket. Draw the diameter using a steatite chalk (included). Four compasses
to mark diameters up to 2 meters (20 cm., 50 cm., 60 cm., 100 cm.).
Packing: 1 pz.

ART.LA.J1856..70
BANDWIDTH METER
“WRAP - A - ROUND”

Packing: 1 pz.

ART.LA.J1880
CENTRAL ENGRAVER “CENTERING HEAD JUMBO”

Band-type measuring device, indispensable for determining the cutting
angles of the tubes or for cross-cutting net cuts. Made of flexible material
with excellent resistance to heat and
cold, available in 5 sizes, gray up to
288 ° C, black in 6 sizes up to 177 ° C.
Available in different diameters. Each
band is printed with a ruler in inches,
a degree detector, a tracer of tangents and other useful meters.
Packing: 1 pz.

The central engraver is used for tubes starting from diameter of cm. 2.5 and over.
In the engraver there is an adjustable stop rod and a protractor with bubble. After
having extracted it to the stop point and after having leveled the engraver, release
the rod by pressing the locking spring. The pressure exerted on the rod will strongly
hit the tube marking the center. Packing: 1 pz.
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ART.BW.44370085
SINGLE GAS DETECTOR
GASALERTCLIP
EXTREME “CO”
24 MONTHS

ART.BW.44370369
DETECTOR
MICROCLIP XL
(4 GAS)

Single-gas detector. It does not require
calibration, sensor replacement and maintenance. GasAlertClip Extreme is compatible with the automatic MicroDock II control
station; its simplicity, together with minimal
training needs and irrelevant maintenance
costs, makes it one of the most convenient
protection tools for both internal staff and
external collaborators. Large LCD display,
displays alarm displays, peaks encountered
on request, daily self-test activated by the
user, internal vibration alarm for high-noise
environments, transmits gas alarm events.
Dimensions: 2.8 x 5.0 x 8.1 c. Weight: 76 g.
Evaluations: EMI / RFI:
According to directive 89/336 / CEE IP
66/67.
AVAIBLE FOR H2S, CO, O2.
Packing: 1/10

Simple, with just one button, standard
data logger (16 hours) and event logging
(10 events). Thanks to the addition of IntelliFlashTM, it offers a continuous visual
confirmation of its operating conditions
and efficiency. Anti-shock protection
shell. Continuous LCD screen shows
simultaneous gas concentrations for
H2S, CO, O2 and fuels (0-100% LEL).
Powered by lithium battery (usually 18
hours of operation, charging in less than
5 hours). Alarm ring at 100 dB and wide
light alarm bars (typical), vibrating internal alarm for very noisy areas. Fully
compatible with MicroDock automatic
test. Automatic integrity test for: circuit
integrity, battery, sensor and audible /
visual alarms.
Dimensions: 10,8x6x2,7 cm (H x W x D).

ART.BW.CLIPHB-CASE: HIBERNATION SHELL FOR
GASALERTCLIP EXTREME
“H2S-CO”

Norm: ATEX / -20° A +58°. IP 67.

Packing: 1/10

Gas detector calibration and repair center
ART.BW.MC5PID
DETECTOR MULTIGAS
“GASALERTMICRO
5 PID” (VOLATILE
ORGANIC CHEMICALS)
Unmatched in its versatility, it can monitor
and display up to 5 potential gases in the
atmosphere. Simplicity of use and calibration, automatic test of control. Robust housing and anti-shock. Three types of alarm
(audible, visual and vibrating). Four levels of
alarm: Low, High, TWA and STEL. Equipped
with a 95 dB alarm ring tone and two large
light alarm bars. Backlit LCD display with
backlight option. Water-resistant. Powered
by a rechargeable battery kit, including battery charger. Dimensions (H x W x D) 14.5
x 7.4 x 3.8 cm.
Norm: II 1G Ex ia IIC T4, -20°C to +50°C,
IP67 (Zone 0), II 2G Ex ia d IIC T4, -40°C to
+60°C, IP66/67 (Zone 1)
Packing: 1/1

ART.BW.44370080
DETECTOR GASALERT
MAX XTII With
integrated sampling
pump and datalogger
Multigas detector with integrated sampling
pump, can reliably and safely control up to
four hazardous gases and combines simple
one-button operation. Compact, lightweight
and water resistant, it activates visual,
acoustic and vibration alarms in LOW,
HIGH, TWA or STEL alarm conditions with
alarm set points for all the sensors that can
be defined by the user. The new integrated
pump makes access to confined spaces
and remote sampling, simple as never before, equipped with standard sampling tube
of mt. 3 (on request it is possible to supply
the pipe up to a length of 20 meters). It is
equipped with rechargeable NiMH batteries.
Dimensions: 13.1 x 7 x 5.2 cm (H x W x D).
Weight: 316 g.
Norm: ATEX Ex -20 +50°C / IP 66/67.
Packing: 1/1

ART.GC.SGC
DETECTOR
MONOGAS
“24 MONTHS”
H2S-CO-02
Unmatched sensor reliability for H2S,
CO or O2. Adjustable alarm set points
and real-time gas reading capability. Resolution of 0.1 ppm for sensor and H2S
display. Two-way IR communications
for event downloads, bump tests and
updates. Individual identification of the
programmable detector. Simple to use
with a single button, confirmation / identification “Bump Check”. No hidden service costs or maintenance costs. Light and
resistant, clip for attachment. Records 25
events: the most recent ones replace the
previous events. Autotest with functionality complete with activation and every
20 hours. Continuous automatic battery
tests Dimensions: 85.5 x 48 x 29 mm.
Norm: ATEX: II 1 G T4 Ex ia IIC T4 IECEx:
EX ia IIC T4, IP67, InMetro: IEx 15.0058 Ex
ia IIC T4 Ga(-40˚C (H2S,CO) / -35˚C (O2)
Packing: 1/100
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ART.GC.MGCP
DETECTOR MULTI GAS
(4 GAS) 02,CO,H2S,LEL
Simple one-button operation, standard datalogger, nr. 30 event recording. It offers
continuous visual confirmation of its operating and efficiency conditions. Shock-proof
protection. Continuous LCD display shows
the concurrent gas concentrations for H2S,
CO, O2 and fuels (0-100% LEL). Powered by lithium battery (generally 25 hours
of operation; recharging in less than 4/6
hours). Alarm bell and large light alarm bars
(typical), vibrating internal alarm for very
noisy areas. Fully compatible with automatic
docking station test. Automatic integrity test
for: circuit, battery, sensor and audible / visual alarm integrity. Dimensions: 11.8x6.1x3
cm (H x L x P).
Standards: IECEx: Ex ia IIC T4 Ga (-20˚C
≤ Ta ≤ + 50˚C), EN60079-0: 2012, 6007911: 2012, 60079-26: 2006, ATEX: CE Sira
14ATEX2013 (-20˚ C ≤ Ta ≤ + 50˚C), ll 1 G
Ex ia llC T4 Ga (-20˚C ≤ Ta ≤ + 50˚C). IP67.
Optional: sampling pump, and case with
IR kit, and accessories for the calibration.
Packing: 1/100
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ART.GS.WP4
MEN DOWN ALARM
(as required by law)
This device integrates the extended
“Ground man” function capable of
automatically sending an alarm signal, together with the GPS position
(if outdoor), in the event of a fall (loss
of verticality), prolonged immobility
or when the SOS button is pressed ,
using SMS, GSM and GPRS carriers.
It uses RFID reading technology to
manage location in a simple way (as
if it were an access control). To readings in memory, the alarm will include the last visited positions, so as to
speed up searches. Finally, the instrument is also a GSM phone, capable
of dialing numbers (quick or from the
phone book) and be called, with a filter being received.
Packing: 1 pcs.

ART.GS.TMT250841
MAN DOWN ALARM
INTEGRATED GPS/GSM
Autonomous Personal tracker with GNSS,
GSM and Bluetooth connectivity. Function
man on the ground for single workers who
work and can have problems, monitoring the
vertical and horizontal position without pressing any button, immediately gives the alarm.
The large alarm button in the middle of the device sends immediate notifications in case of
emergency. The alarm can be sent via GPRS /
SMS or activate a voice call. Designed for people, cars, employee control, sporting events,
etc. The IP67 waterproof case guarantees
outdoor use. Hands-free updating, firmware
and configuration via integrated Bluetooth
allows you to use the wireless headset to
keep your hands free. IP67 certified housing
(optional). Dimensions only 44x43x20 mm.
TECHNICAL DETAILS: GSM / GPRS functionality, Quad-band 900/1800 MHz; SMS (text
/ data), voice calls via Bluetooth, acoustic signals, 33/99 acquisition channels -165 dBM
sensitivity. USB magnetic cable, 2 configurable buttons, 50 Geofence One zones - voice
communication path.
(Belt case separately: art.GS.08800228

Packing: 1 pcs.

ART.CHALLENGER 2.0
ATEX MOBILE PHONE
GSM - IP68
FOR CONFINED SPACES

ART. HT953Ex
ATEX II2G - EEx ib IIC T4
RADIO ATEX
TRANSCEIVER

Mobile phone with basic equipment,
reinforced, loudspeaker and powerful
2W LED flashlight. Challenger 2.0 is
a very robust against dust and water.
It is perfect for use in extreme conditions.
Ease of use and a long battery 600 h.
Double SIM.
ATEX Zone 2/22
II 3G Ex ic IIC T4 Gc IP54
II 3D Ex IIIB II T135 ° C Dc IP54
Dimensions 126 x 58 x 23 mm.
Weight 170 g.

Professional
without
license
(PMR446), intended for use in ATEX
hazardous areas. Certified according
to European standards, complying
with MIL STD810CDEF and watertight with an IP68 protection rating.
1800mAh Lithium battery, large display, ergonomic controls designed
for use with gloves. Battery charge
indicator. Integrated Voice Scrambler
activated by pressing a button, this
function ensures privacy. 15 hours of
autonomy (standard cycle). Just press
a button to instantly contact one, ten,
a hundred people, without expensive
subscription fees.
Operating temperature from -20ºC to
+ 50ºC
Dimensions: (H x W x D): 130 x 59.5 x
37 mm. Weight 277 g.
Sound power 660 mW RMS.

Packing: 1/1.

ART.IS310.2
ATEX MOBILE PHONE
GSM / 3G - IP68
FOR CONFINED SPACES
The IS310.2 is the performance of the
mobile phone with Android operating
system Zone 2/22. The robust button cell phone offers many technical
advantages: WiFi, Android, NFC, dual
SIM, LED flashlight, large battery,
loud speakers and SOS button.
AndroidTM 4.2 Jelly Bean 3G, Bluetooth 4.0
Near Field Communication, 2,4” Display (6,1 cm). 2 telecamere Slot per
schede Micro SD fino a 32GB.
ATEX Zona 2/22
II 3G Ex ic IIC T4 Gc IP54
II 3D Ex ic IIIB T135 ° C Dc IP54
IECEx EX-Zone 2/22
Ex ic IIC T4 Gc IP54
Ex ic IIIB T135 ° C Dc IP54 g.
Dimension: 63 x 140 x 26 mm

SERVICES:
CALIBRATION
OF GAS
DETECTOR
MSA AND
HONEYWELL
AND REPAIR
SERVICE
(CHANGE
SENSORS
ETC...)

Packing: 1/1.
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ART.NO.VSN4-LT-IT
4 ZONES CONVENTIONAL FIRE DETECTION PANEL

ART.NO.SD-851EA
OPTICAL DETECTOR

Optical smoke detector consisting of
an optical chamber sensitive to light
diffusion. Programmable sensitivity
with external equipment. Prepared
for testing by laser remote control.
Alarm display LED. Output for alarm
repetition. Possibility of addressing
via additional module. CPR certificate according to EN54 regulation part
7. Power supply 8-30Vcc. Operating
temperature from - 20 to + 60 ° C.
Relative humidity up to 95% without
condensation.

Conventional 4-Zone Control Unit designed for the installation of small and medium-sized fire detection systems. Material: Painted steel container, Dimensions
(mm): 315mm (A) x380mm (L) x 100mm (P), Weight: about 3Kg (without batteries),
Operating temperature -5 to 45 ° C (recommended +5 to 35 ° C) C), Humidity: 5
÷ 95% (without condensation), Degree of protection: IP 30, Voltage: 27Vcc ± 7%.

ART.NO.FD-851RE
RATE - OFF - RISE
THERMAL DETECTOR
Thermovelocimetric detector consisting of a double thermistor. Intervention at 58 ° C. Prepared for testing by
laser remote control. Alarm display
LED. Output for alarm repetition. Possibility of addressing via additional
module. CPR certificate according to
EN54 regulation part 5. Power supply
8-30Vcc. Operating temperature from
- 20 to + 60 ° C. Relative humidity up
to 95% without condensation.

ART.NO.40/40U
FLAME DETECTOR
CERTIFICATE
ATEX E CPR
Optical flame detector sensitive to
ultraviolet radiation. Equipped with
alarm relay, fault relay and auxiliary
relay. 4-20 mA and RS485 output.
Alarm signal within 3 seconds with a
flame of only 0.1 square meters using
ethane. Activation time can be delayed up to 30 seconds. Power supply
18-32 VDC with consumption of 150
mA at rest and 200 mA in alarm. Heated case. ATEX and CPR certificate
according to EN 54-10. Operating
temperature from -55 ° C to + 75 ° C.
ATEX Ex II 2GD case. IP67 protection
rating.
Packing: 1/1.
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ART.NO.RT-XMST26SCM
SPECIAL THERMAL
DETECTOR
ATEX CERTIFICATE

Thermal detector of the mechanical
type of maximum temperature, suitable for industrial applications where it is necessary to use equipment
with a high degree of protection, with
ADPE container and with regulation
of the intervention temperature, programmed at the factory with a range
between -20 and i + 190 ° C (brass
version up to 150 ° C). The programmed intervention temperature must
normally be between 10 and 35 ° C
above that normally present in the
environment. ATEX certificate. Operating voltage up to 48 Vdc. Relative
humidity 98% without condensation.

ART.NO.CWSS-RR-S5
OPTICAL / ACOUSTIC
SIGNAL WITH RED LED
EN54-3 / 23
Red siren with red LED flashing light.
Complete with standard base. Ideal for
applications where a double alarm signal is required. The new sirens have
been designed with a new design that
includes: a folded trumpet, a high performance LED, an advanced optics
and an innovative lens. These features allow the device to have excellent
sound quality, an extraordinary omnidirectional light coverage and a very
low impact on current consumption,
ensuring quality reliability and long life.
CPR certified according to EN 54-3 /
23. Operating voltage: 12 to 29Vcc.
Average absorption: 49mA @ 29Vdc
Class W tone 7. Sound output power:
max. 107dB (A) @ 1m (tone 23). Number of tones: 32. Volume setting: medium or high. Cable termination: 0.52.5mm2. Body material: ABS. Lens
Material: PC.
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Fire prevention systems
ART.NO.AM1000
CENTRAL ANALOGIC FIRE-FIGHTING 1 LOOP

ART.BA.FLUKE
FLUKE 568 EX
TEMPERATURE
DETECTOR FOR ATEX
ZONES 1/0
Laser Pointer 1-beam, saves up to
99 measurements, including time and
date. 4 hours of continuous operation.
Infrared temperature range -40 ° C to
+800 ° C (-104 ° F to +1.472 ° F), Display 0.1 ° C / 0.1 ° F. Response time
for infrared <500 ms
Distance from the measured point
dimension (D: S) 50: 1. Archiving: up
to 99 points with time and date. Min /
Max / Average / Diff Yes. Digital output adjustment, from 0.1 to 1.00, with
0.01 shots. Accuracy> 0 ° C ± 1 ° C or
1% always the highest value. Ambient
temperature: From ± 0 ° C to +50 °
C (from +32 ° F to +122 ° F). 2x AAA
power supply, approved type
Weight: about 365 gr.
Packing: 1

Addressed type, each line of the AM1000 control panel allows the connection of 99 detectors
and 99 modules, it includes controlled siren output and relay outputs for general alarm and fault.
Equipped with a serial output for download / upload programming or for printer, Graphic LCD
display with 8 lines of 20 characters each, possibility to program written 16 characters per point
and 16 characters per zone, management of 50 zones, 100 groups with logical operators (AND,
OR, DEL, etc.). Archive capacity of 500 events. The am1000 fire alarm control panel also allows
self-programming of lines with double address recognition and a system to signal maintenance
needs for the detectors. CPR certified in accordance with EN-54 parts 2 and 4, Dimensions 366
x 265 x 111, Power supply from 230 Vac mains, Standard power supply 1,8A, Auxiliary current at
24Vcc of 1A, Recharge of two 12Vcc 7 Ah batteries

ART.NO.LCD6000N
DISPLAY LCD REPAY
FOR CENTRALS
AM2000N - AM4000 AM6000N

ART.NO.NFXI-OPT
OPTICAL DETECTOR

Repeating remote panel for addressed control units of the AM series.
Graphic LCD display 320 x 240. It allows the recognition of the alarm and
also the acknowledgment of outputs
and the reset of the alarms with code
complying with EN54-2. Power supply
10-30Vcc. Absorption at rest of 30mA
and in alarm of 80mA.
Dimensions: 180 x 168 x 55.

Addressed analog optical detector
consisting of an optical chamber sensitive to light diffusion. Equipped with
advanced digital protocol that guarantees greater management possibilities, capacity and flexibility. Double
tricolor LED (red, green and yellow)
for flashing or fixed programmable
360 ° visualization. Addressing by rotating selectors.
Equipped with a short-circuit isolator.
CPR certificate according to EN54 regulations part 7 and 17. Power supply
15-32VDC. Operating temperature
from -30 to + 70 ° C. Relative humidity up to 93% without condensation.
Height 52 mm and diameter of 102
mm with installed base.

ART.NO.NFXI-TDIFF
RATE - OFF - RISE
THERMAL DETECTOR

ART.NO.VGS.AD-PR
DETECTOR PROPANE
BOX CONTAINER EEx-d

Indirect analogue thermovelocimetric
detector consisting of a double thermistor. Intervention with fast temperature increase (10 ° C per minute) or
at 58 ° C. Equipped with advanced
digital protocol that guarantees greater management possibilities, capacity and flexibility. Double tricolor LED
(red, green and yellow) for flashing or
fixed programmable 360 ° visualization. Addressing by rotating selectors.
Equipped with a short-circuit isolator.
CPR certificate according to EN54
regulations, part 5 and 17. Power
supply 15-32VDC. Operating temperature from -30 to + 70 ° C. Relative
humidity
up to 93% without condensation.
Height 61 mm and diameter of 102
with installed base.
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Propane detector in ADPE container.
The catalytic type sensor guarantees
alarm signals via a 4-20 mA proportional output. Connectable on central
units addressed through a specific
module. Possible use with relay board on double threshold control panels with 10 mA pre-alarm and 20 mA
alarm. Operating voltage 12-24VDC.
Absorption 90 mA. Operating temperature from -10 ° C to + 55 ° C. Relative humidity up to 90%. CESI ATEX
certification for AD detectors.
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Eye and Face protection

Eye and Face protection
ART.BA.1015369
EYEWEAR “A 800’”
CLEAR LENS ANTI-FOG

ART.BA.1015367
EYEWEAR “A 800’”
GREY LENS TSR ANTI-FOG

Polycarbonate lens, 9 points of curvature (they offer a visual field at 180 ° without
distortion). The temples integrate with the side guards. Soft nose pad and non-slip
temples lining. Ultralight design only 22g. Employment: services, general and mechanical industry. UV protection.

Polycarbonate lens, 9 bending points (offer 180 ° field of view without distortion).
Astines with integrated side guards. Soft nose pad and non-slip temples lining. Ultralight designe only 22g. Employment: services, general and mechanical industry.
UV protection.

Lens marking: 2C-1.2 B-D 1F. EN 166/170/172. Packing: 1/10.

Lens Marking: 5-2.5 B-D 1F. EN 166/170/172. Packing: 1/10.

ART.BA.1928860 EYEWEAR “SVP200” CLEAR LENS
DIELECTRIC, SCRATCHPROOF

ART.BA.1928862 EYEWEAR “SVP200” GREY LENS
DIELECTRIC, SCRATCHPROOF

Elegant glasses with a thin and very light profile offer maximum comfort throughout
the day. Ideal in all industrial sectors. Envelope lenses in polycarbonate, base 10
and dielectric. The ends of the temples are flexible and comfortable, with a shaped
nose piece. EU 1907/2006 (REACH). HC 2C-1.2 1F

Elegant grey lens glasses with a slim and very light profile offer maximum comfort
throughout the day. Ideal in all industrial sectors. Envelope lenses in polycarbonate, base 10 and dielectric. The ends of the temples are flexible and comfortable,
with a shaped nose piece. EU 1907/2006 (REACH). HC. Lens marking 5-2.5 1F.
EN 166. Packing: 1/10.

Lens marking: EN 166. Packing: 1/10

ART.BA.1032175
EYEWEAR “MILLENIA® 2G” CLEAR LENS
Polycarbonate
wraparound
lens; with anti-scratch treatment. Dielectric design, soft
nose pads, wide field of view.
Cover the eyes and the parts
above the cheekbones and
eyebrows for protection against
moving particles; impact resistance test. Suitable for protection against mechanical risk,
eg: grinding, turning, milling,
woodworking, and wherever
there is a risk of shocks or
splinter projection. Complete
with adjustable lanyard
supplied. Lens marking: 2C1.2 HON 1 FT K. EN 166 FT
CE.

ART.BA.1032176
EYEWEAR “MILLENIA® 2G” GREY LENS
Polycarbonate wraparound lens;
with anti-scratch hardening treatment for mechanical protection.
Dielectric design, soft nose pads,
wide field of view. Cover the eyes
and the parts above the cheekbones
and eyebrows for protection against
moving particles; impact resistance test. Suitable for protection: eg:
grinding, turning, milling, woodworking, and wherever there is a risk of
shocks or splinter projection. Complete with adjustable lanyard
supplied.
Lens Marking: 2C2.5/5-2.5 HON 1 FT K. EN 166 FT
CE/170/172.
Packing:1/10.

Packing: 1/10.
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Eye and Face protection
ART.BA.1032181 EYEWEAR “MILLENIA® 2G”
YELLOW LENS FOG-BAN

ART.GS.03WP
EYEWEAR VISITOR SAFETY TYPE

Soft polycarbonate lens offers great adaptability, wraparound upper arch, to better
adhere to the face, ultralight design only 27g, non-slip elastomer nosepiece, padded
temples. Sporty design. Employment: services, general and mechanical industry.
UV protection. Complete with adjustable lanyard supplied. Lens marking 2C-1.2 HON 1 FT K N. EN 166/170/172.

Printed with a frontal protection, they have protections and holes for ventilation. Antifog polycarbonate lenses. They can be used as glasses and also on eyeglasses.
CE EN 166 1F AS.
Packing: 1/12.

Packing: 1/10.

ART.UV.566
EYEWEAR FOR WELDING

ART.BA.1011380
EYEWEAR CLEANING DISPENSER

Glasses cleaning dispenser,
suitable for cleaning the lenses, without damaging them.
No alcohol No silicone. Complete with 500 ml spray and
1500 wipes.
It can be hung on the wall.
Packing: 1/10.

Black frame, 5 DIN green lenses in scratch-resistant polycarbonate with side protections. Protects against impacts, UV rays, infrared rays (IR) and glare generated
by welding processes.
Applications: gas welding, oxygen cutting
Lens filter: EN 169 - EN 175.
Packing: 1/10

ART.BA.1011410 INSERT“RX” FOR EYEWEAR XC
COMBINABLE CORRECTIVE LENS

ART.BA.1726602
DETERGENT SAFETY BOX WITHOUT
ALCOHOL

Box of 100 alcohol-free wipes.
Pack individually. Excellent
for disinfect glasses and facial
masks.
Packing: 1/10.

Thanks to these new Rx inserts, to be combined with the XC series, for those who
need corrective lenses. They adhere securely to eyeglass lenses. Designed to accommodate various types of corrective lenses In case of serious risks or frequent
mechanical splashes, the inner insert of the glasses. CE: EC1144.
Packing: 1/10.
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Eye and Face protection
ART.BA.1010950
EYEWEAR “XC™” CLEAR LENS

ART.BA.1011026
EYEWEAR “XC™” GREY LENS

Polycarbonate lens wraparound with 9 points of curvature; with anti-scratch treatment. Adjustable temples. Soft hake. Arcade equipped with a soft seal to ensure
perfect adherence. Ideal for protection against mechanical risk, for example: grinding, turning, milling, woodworking, etc. UV protection.
Lens Marking: 2C-1.2 B-D 1FT N. EN 166.

Wraparound lens 9 of curvature points; with anti-scratch treatment. For protection
against moving particles; impact resistance test. Suitable for protection against mechanical risk as: grinding, turning, milling, woodworking, and wherever there is a risk
of shocks or splinter projection.
Lens Marking: 5-2.5 B-D 1FT. EN 166/172/170.

Packing: 1/10.

Packing: 1/10.

ART.BA.1012877 EYEWEAR “XC™” POLYCARBONATE
LENS GREEN IR 1.7 FOR WELDING

ART.BA.1012901 EYEWEAR “XC” POLYCARBONATE
LENS GREEN IR 4.0 FOR WELDING

Wrap-around lens with 9 points of curvature, with anti-scratch treatment. For protection against moving particles; impact resistance test. To be used as a support during
welding and brazing work. Suitable for welding assistance work, not suitable for
welding and oxy-fuel work. Lens marking 1.7 B - D 1 FT. EN 166/169/175.

Polycarbonate lens wrapped at 9 bending points; C / antigraphic treatment. Adjustable brackets ,bend and extensible. Suitable for: Gas welding: Acetilene flow <70
liters / hour, Oxygen flow <900 liters / hour, Arc welding: Flow <6 A, Microplasma
welding: Flow <6 A. Lens marking 4 B - D 1 FT . EN 166/169/175
NORM: EN 166/169/175

Packing: 1/10.

Packing : 1/10

ART.BA.1011020 EYEWEAR “XC” LENS
POLYCARBONATE GREEN IR 5
FOR WELDING

Polycarbonate lens wrapped at 9 bending points; With anti-scratch treatment. Impact resistance test. Suitable for mechanical protection, eg grinding, turning, milling, woodworking, and wherever there is a risk of shock or splinting. Gas welding:
Acetylene, Oxidation, Arch welding, Microplasma welding.
Lens marking: shade 5 HC.
NORM : EN 166,EN 169.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.BA.1028640 EYEWEAR CLEAR LENS
SP1000 DOUBLE USE

It offers exceptional protection against impacts, wind, dust and slag.
Double treatment of anti-fog lenses inside and anti-scratch on the outside. Soft padding around the lenses. Double use with an earpiece and with elastic.
Lens Marking: 2c-1.2 D B FT KN. EN 166.
Packing: 1/10.
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Eye and Face protection
ART.BA.1111001
SUB-ZERO GOGGLE FOR PROTECTION
AGAINST EXTREME ENVIRONMENTS

ART.BA.1017750
EYEWEAR PANORAMIC “DURAMAXX’” ELASTIC

The HydroShield treatment guarantees high anti-fog, even after wearing the glasses
for a long time and after repeatedly cleaning them. They are also highly scratchresistant, thus keeping the lens clean and workers safe. Sealing gasket in soft foam
along the entire perimeter of the glasses. EU 1907/2006 (REACH).
Lens marking: 2c-1.2 HON 1 FT / BKN 166 349 FT/BCE. EN 166/172/170.
Packing: 1/1.

Superior technical performance, combined with exceptional comfort; perfectly
overlapping with prescription glasses. The Dura-streme ™ technology, a novelty
of Sperian which consists of a latest generation anti-scratch and anti-fog treatment.
Indirect-lens indirect ventilation. Marking: 2c-1.2 B-D 1 B T KN 34. EN166.

BAND - ideal for sanding (anti-scratch lenses)

Packing: 1/10.

ART.MD.EMER

CORRECTIVE EYEWEAR

MONOFOCAL, BIFOCAL, PROGRESSIVE
CERTIFICATES CE EN 166
Manufactured in Xylex (polycarbonate + polyester): highly impact-resistant material. PrivI of silicone. Glasses without metal components. Upper and lateral protection. Equipped with temples and elastic pocket (interchangeable). Polycarbonate
lenses, anti-scratch, anti-fog, anti-fog. Melal free, weight gr. 35. Size: unique.
WARRANTY: 2 YEARS.
EN 166.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.MD.ZERE

CORRECTIVE EYEWEAR

MONOFOCAL, BIFOCAL, PROGRESSIVE
CERTIFICATES CE EN 166S
Manufactured in propionate, delayed flammability material. Very modern design
that combines comfort, protection and aesthetics. Excellent fit and adherence
thanks to their internal silicone inserts and the universal nose bridge. Lateral protection. Polycarbonate lenses WITH INCREASED MECHANICAL RESISTANCE,
anti-scratch, anti-fog, anti-fog. Weight gr. 24. WARRANTY: 2 YEARS. One size.
EN 166S.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.MD.AGLO

CORRECTIVE EYEWEAR

MONOFOCAL, BIFOCAL, PROGRESSIVE
CERTIFICATES CE EN 166
Metal frame: very light and resistant. Polycarbonate side protectors: high resistance. Temples with flexible pins for greater adaptability and
with plastic ends for greater comfort. Hypoallergenic, removable side protection.
Available in formats from the tg. S to size XL. Polycarbonate lenses with mechanical resistance, anti-scratch, anti-fog, anti-fog.
Weight gr. 22. WARRANTY: 2 YEARS.
EN 166S. Packing: 1/1.
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Eye and Face protection
ART. UNI.605010000 PROTECTIVE FACE SHIELDS

ART.BA.1002297 FACE SHIELDS
“SUPERVIZOR SB600”
harness with adjustable rack

Made of anallergic material, front band in anti-sweat sponge, adjustment upper
band, cranial circumference by rack, 90 ° tipper by means of clutches, Weight gr.
29, Protective by solid particles and chemical splashes.

Made of polycarbonate, complete frontal protection, harness in adjustable neck
polyamide. The materials resist the attack of numerous solvents, acids and alkalis. Fine protection against molten metals and incandescent solids. (Screen art BA
1002307 in acetate - BA.1002308 for electric arc protection).

(visor separately art.GS.29WP). EN166. Packing: 1/60.

Category: 2a. - EN166. Packing: 1/10.

ART. UNI60504000 FACE SHIELDS ARC ELECTRIC

Without metal parts for electric arc protection. Front sweatband in interchangeable
sponge, upper band for adjusting the height of the shell, cranial adjustment through
rack (from 53 to 61 cm), tilting by 90 ° with clutch (screen Art.UNI.69999000 transparent). EN EN 166, EN 167, EN 168, EN 170, EN 175.
Packing: 1/60.

ART.BA.1002341 FACE SHIELDS
“Clearways CB20”
harness with adjustable rack

Rack adjustment to be combined with a screen, for impact protection or chemical
splashes. Low weight and compact dimensions (transparent polycarbonate screen
item BA.1002353 to be ordered separately). CE - EN166. Packing: 1/10.

ART. BA.1011624
VISOR BIONIC
Ideal for grinding
Mask with chin and head protection. Especially long. Panoramic
polycarbonate screen of superior quality, wide field of vision.
Compatible with respirators and
glasses. Tilting and locking mechanism of the screen. Dielectric
design. Possibility of combining
screen covers and helmet adapter.
Screen marking: 2C-1.2 B-D 1
BT 3 9.
Visor marking: B-D 166 3 BT 5.

ART. GS.39WP
FACE SHIELDS WITH MESH VISOR
Face shields with mesh visor for protection against
moving particles at high
speed. Made of PP.
(Replacement viewer item
GS.49WP).
EN166 3B, EN 1731 F.
Packing: 1/24.

Packing: 1/1.
Replacement visor
Art.BA.101627.
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Ear protection

Ear protection
ART.BA.3301105
SINGLEUSE EARPLUG
“LASER LITE®”
PACKING 200 PAIRS

ART.BA.1034522 EARPLUGS INSERT
“TRUSTFIT” SNR 36dB BOX 100 PAIRS
The TrustFit earplugs feature
an ergonomic design and shaped foam pads, so that they
can be inserted and removed
without manipulating them
between the fingers, thus making them a particularly hygienic solution for those who
need to place and remove the
inserts several times during
the day. Made of thermoplastic
elasto-meter material.

Made of super-soft self-regulating
polyurethane foam with a “T” shape for easier insertion.
High noise attenuation. Packed in
a single envelope.
SNR 35 DB.
(Cord version Art. BA.3301106)
EN-24869-1:1993 / EN 352-2:1993

Box 100 pairs (single
envelopes).

Packing: 1/10.

EN-352-2
Packing: 1/10.

ART. BA.1005952
BANDED EARPLUGS BILSOM PERCAP®
PACK. 10 PIECES

ART.BA.1029810
“NEUTRON”
SNR 20 WITH
CORDED
50 PAIR BOX
REUSABLE

Earplug protection, soft foam
fitting (interchangeable),stand
outside of the auditive chanel. The earplug can be wear
above the head, under the
chin and behind the neck.
Lightweight and foldable is the
perfect solution for those who
occasionally need hearing
protection
SNR 24 DB.

Soft elastomer (TPE) and folded flanges for greater comfort
and ease of insertion into the
ear canal. Anatomically shaped
earphones and translucent light
blue color. Detachable cord, in
yellow color to guarantee greater
visibility. Reusable earplugs can
last 2-4 weeks.

EN 352-2:2002.

EN-352-2:2002
Packing: 1/10.
Packing: 1/10.

ART. BA.1013040.2
SPECIAL OFFER
DISPENSER COMPLETE
OF 200 PAIRS “BILSOM 303L”
Earplug dispenser included of 200 pairs earplugs SNR 33 DB. Can be hanging
to the wall or leaning against the desk.
The system delivers the earplugs by rotating the knob.
(Spares art. BA.1006186).

EN 352-2:2002, EN 13819.
Packing: 1/10.
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Ear protection
ART. BA.1011234
FUSION DETECTABLE CORDED REUSABLE
PACK 50 PAIRS - CASE FOR FOOD INDUSTRY
Reusable insert detectable
from metal detector. The soft
dual material gives perfect
comfort. Quadruple soft flange for better conformation of
auditive channel. Rigid rod
for an easy fitting. Detachable
cord, for safety matter (catch).
Practical case. Washable and
riusable for 2-4 weeks. dedicated to food industry
SNR 28 DB.
(available version not detectable ART.BA.1011282).
NORM : EN 352-2:1993.
Packing: 1/10.

Food insert easily detectable
with metal detecor SNR 35
DB. Manufacture adjustable
foam to fit perfectly to auditive channel.
Not ferrous metal with bright
colours.
NORM : EN-24869-1:1993 /
EN 352-2:1993.
PACK: 100 pairs.

Packing: 1/5.

ART. SB.419A
FOLDING SAFETY EARMUFF SNR 30 DB

Folding safety
comfortable.

ART. BA.3301167
DETECTABLE EARPLUG CORDED
LASER TRACK FOR FOOD INDUSTRY

earmuff

SNR 30 DB.
(Excellent value
quality/prices).
EN 352/1

Packing: 1/10.

ART.BA.1011994
SAFETY EARMUFF
LEIGHTNING L1NS
NECKBAND
SNR 29 DB
The Air Flow Control ™
technology delivers good
tone down at all frequencies without increasing the
weight or size of the cups.
The insighfull sound into the
cups, and thanks to a special plate joined to a layer of
non-woven fabric, its filtered
in correct way.The result is a
better tone down across the
spectrum of frequencies, suitable for any kind of noise.
EN-352-1:2002
Packing: 1/20.

ART. BA.1011997
SAFETY EARMUFF
LEIGHTNING L2F - SNR 32 DB.

ART. BA.1013461
SAFETY EARMUFF
LEIGHTNING LON LOF - SNR 25 DB

EN-352-1:2002

The Air Flow Control ™
technology allows optimal
attenuation on all frequencies, without increasing
the weight or the size of
the cups. The sound penetrates into the cups, and
thanks to a special plate
joined to a layer of nonwoven fabric, it is filtered
in a controlled way. The result is a better attenuation
over the whole frequency
spectrum, suitable for any
type of noise.
EN-352-1:2002

Packing: 1/20.

Packing: 1/20.

The Air Flow Control ™
technology allows optimal
attenuation on all frequencies, without increasing the
weight or the size of the
cups. The sound penetrates
into the cups, and thanks to
a special plate joined to a
layer of non-woven fabric,
it is filtered in a controlled
way. The result is a better
attenuation over the whole
frequency spectrum, suitable for any type of noise.
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Ear protection
ART.BA.1011143
CLARITY FOLDING EARMUFF CF1 DIELECTRIC
FILTER OUT HARMFUL NOISE LET PASS THE VOICE

ART. BA.1011145
CLARITY® C2 MULTI-POSITION EARMUFF SNR 30dBFILTER HARMFUL NOISE LEAVE THE VOICE

Improves
communication,
blocks noise. It allows you to
hear voices, signals, alarms
and other sounds with higher
frequencies in a clearer and
more natural way. It does not
isolate the worker from the
surrounding
environment.
Resistant to prolonged use
and protect your workers in
electrical environments. Folding bow quick height asjusting, snap-on bearings. Ideal in electrical environments
and workshops.
SNR 26 dB.

Thanks to the patented Sound
Management sound filtration
technology. They allow the
user to hear the voices of other
workers, alarm signals in a
more natural way, blocking at
the same time the harmful noise. Dielectric version. Snap-on
bearings. The multi-position
headband allows the user to
select the position above or
behind the head or under the
chin.
NORM: EN-352-1:2002
PACKING: 1/10.

NORM: EN-352-1:2002
EN13819.1.2
Packing: 1/10.

ART. BA.1010929
THUNDER® T2s HEADBAND EARMUFF SNR = 33dB

ART. BA.1012533
THUNDER® T1Hs HELMET EARMUFF SNR = 29
Earmuff with Universal
Adapter (for almost all
models on the market).
AIR FLOW CONTROL ™
technology delivers good
tone down at all frequencies without increasing the
weight. Fully without metal
parts , and therefore suitable for work in the presence
of electricity risk.

AIR FLOW CONTROL ™
technology. The sound penetrates into the cups, and
thanks to a special plate
joined to a layer of nonwoven fabric, it is filtered in
a controlled way. The result
is better attenuation. Dielectric suitable for work in the
presence of electricity risk.
Quick adjustment, snap-on
bearings. Extremely light, telescopic adjustment.

PPE 2 Category
NORM: EN-352-3:2002.

PPE 2 Category
NORM: EN-352-1.
European
Directive:89/686EEC

European
DIrective:89/686EEC
Packing: 1/10.

Packing: 1/10.

ART. BA.1011264
CLARITY™ CF1 - HELMET EARMUFF SNR 30 DB
Headphones for helmets
SOUND
FILTRATION
TECHNOLOGY. Improves
communication thanks to
uniform attenuation across
the entire frequency spectrum. Clarity blocks noise
but at the same time allows
you to hear voices, signals,
alarms and other sounds
with higher frequencies in
a clearer and more natural
way without isolating the
worker from the surrounding environment. DIELECTRIC HEADPHONES
The Clarity headphones
are free of metal parts,
and therefore dielectric
QUICK
ADJUSTMENT
IN HEIGHT. ADAPTERS
FOR VARIOUS HELMETS
SUPPLIED.
Norm: EN-352-3:2002
Packing: 1/10.

ART.BA.1030821 - QUIETPRO QP100Ex Intelligent
Hearing protection and comunication in high noises areas.
CERTIFICATE ATEX (suitable for Oil & Gas)
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Catch the voices through the internal
microphone through the conduction
of the air. This eliminates the noise of
the surrounding environment that is
catched with external microphones,
allowing workers to communicate
clearly. Earmuffs are ideal for whom
works in confined spaces. Allows
workers to maintain awareness
of the surrounding environment,
potential threat, and reduce further
exposure to hazardous noises. The
control unit is equipped of control
buttons that allow the user to reduce
or increase the level of surrounding
sounds. Another button allows the
user to control the transmission function of the connected radio.
Certification ATEX Ex ia IIB T4 . Ga
(category 1 approved for zone 0,
group of device 2, gas group IIB,
temperature class T4).
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Ear protection
ART. CUSTOMIZED EARPLUGS
SNR 22/23/28/29 dB.

Detectable version also
for food companies

Made-to-measure silicone caps, eliminates pressure in the ear. Built to measure
for the user’s ear canal and allow verbal communication reducing the feeling of
isolation. The adjustable valve integrated with 4 attenuations, offers the possibility
to let the voice pass and filter passive noise. Complete with cleaning cloth. They
are hypoallergenic and breathable. Maintenance: wash with soap and water, dry,
store in the box provided. The mold must be made by a qualified audiologist
agreement.
Useful life from 3 to 5 years.
Warranty 2 years.
Norm: 352/2
Packing: 1/1.

ART.BA.1034510
SYNC™ WIRELESS EARMUFF
Connect wirelessly, answer calls & stream information
from your mobil phone SNR 32 dB
Connectivity with mobile device via Bluetooth® at the touch of a button, allows
connection to any device with Bluetooth functionality (mainly tested with telephones). Equipped with a microphone with wind protection, it allows the clarity of communication in high-noise environments. USB port for charging / lithium ion battery.
No battery replacement required - 16 hours battery life (communication) - Charge
in 4 hours (via wall charger) - USB cable and wall charger included. Indicator with
flashing colored LEDs to visually indicate different settings. Easy to use, pushbutton panel
Power on - Bluetooth connection, activation, next, precedent.
Norm: EN 352-1 - EN 352-8 - EN 352-6.
European Directive: PPE 89/686/EEC - (Articolo 10)
Packing: 1/5.

ART.BA.1030111
EARMUFF SYNC™ STEREO
SNR 31dB
TO TUNE WITH MOBILE PHONE
Sync models have no controls for volume adjustment, switches to be operated or
batteries to be replaced. The ease of use of the Sync Stereo models is guaranteed by a volume adjustment and an on / off switch made directly via MP3 player,
Blackberry or similar. In addition, the technologically advanced acoustic chamber
of the Sync Stereo headphones improves the serious tones, which are usually
sacrificed in the classic stereo noise protection headphones. The Sync ™ Stereo
VMT ™ technology (Volume Management Technology) manages the volume of the
portable audio devices by limiting it to a safe level.
NORM: EN 352-1 - EN 352-4 - EN 352-6.
European Directive: 89/686/EEC
Packing: 1/2.
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Ear protection
ART. SOUNDEAR®3
MEASURE, MONITOR AND MANAGE NOISE IN MORE POSITIONS
RECEIVE A VISUAL WARNING WHEN YOU PROTECT YOUR HEARING, PROGRAMMABLE ON NEEDED BASIS

With the wireless noise measurement system, you can: measure and monitor noise in multiple positions, monitor noise levels through the included
software. Receive alert notifications via e-mail when noise levels are too high, receive automatic noise reports in an e-mail. You can monitor noise
levels for all devices at the same time, with the included SoundEar Software. Each device transmits noise measurements to your computer directly or
via a cloud service. You can choose between 3 types of automatic data transport: wireless communication, Wi-Fi or LAN, up to 235 different positions,
data transport via wireless. USB dongle. Continuous surveillance up to 6 weeks. All data is automatically organized in a simple calendar system.
Parameters: measures 3 measurements simultaneously LAF; S; LCPeak; Laeq, 1s, Laeq ¼ h, Laeq 1 / 2h, Laeq 1 h. Resolution: 0.1 dB for all parameters. Measurement ranges: RMS: total 30 - 120 dB. Deviation: +/- 0.5 dB. Frequency range: 20 Hz - 20 kHz. Frequency weights: weighting A (RMS),
weighting C (Peak). Time weighting: slow (1S) and fast (125 ms), dynamic range: 90 dB and peak detection. Light setting: full configurability through
Soundear software including nightsetting. 2 outputs: 0-10 V or 4-20 mA, 2 xUSB outputs: Micro USB (power supply and PC), USB OTG (register,
configuration) Display setting: LAeq 1 s., Alarm level and Clock. Power supply: 5VDC (Micro USB) / 24VDC. (Screw terminal) Current consumption:
max 2.5 W. Internal memory: 16 MB (128 Mbit) (about 650 days log time). Real Time Clock: Hi-precision type with backup battery (CR2032).
Microfhone: 20 Hz - 20 kHz.
Misures 300/310: Lenght 256 mm,Width: 205 mm, Height: 45 mm, Weight: 1,5 kg
Misures 320: Lenght: 150 mm, Width: 120 mm, Height: 45 mm, weight: 0,45 kg.
Misures 3XL: Lenght: 595mm, Widht: 412mm, Height: 59mm
Norms: IEC61672-2-2002, type 2, ANSI 51,4
Type 260601-1: Electromedical equipments
Part 1: general requirements for basic safety and essential services. 60601-1-2: Electromedical equipments
Part 1.2: General requirements for basic safety and essential services.
Performance. Connectivity accessories module GSM, 4 G
module for the cloud solutions
Packing 1/1.
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Head protection

Head protection
ART.CE.S16EFMR
HELMET NEXUS
WORKS IN HEIGHT
Technical helmet in ABS ultralight, high quality with rack adjusting complete of underthroat.
Adjustable quick release, indirect airation. Without pick for a
best view.Internal padded lining.
Belt with 4 points quick release
and side adjusting.dielectric restistance from 1000 up tp 1500
Volt.
Size . universal
Color: yellow
Packing: 1/10
NORM: EN 12492, ANSI/ISEA
Z89.1-2009, Class C, LT AS/
NZS 1801:1997. EN 397, LD/
MM, EN 50365

ART.CE.S589
EYEWEAR HELMET
“NEXUS” CLEAR LENS

Replaceable and easy to assemble eyeglasses with anti-scratch / anti-fading lining,
with curtain ascent and descent for the helmet, in combination with the helmet it can
be used in explosive atmospheres as it provides antistatic protection, according to
IEC 60079-32-2: 2015 electrostatic risk tests. These products have been designed
to last up to 5 years. One size. Color: clear.
Standards: EN 170 2C-1,2, EN 166 F1, ANSI / ISEA Z87.1-2015.
Packing: 1/10.
(AVAILABLE ALSO IN GREY VERSION ART.CE.S589SE).

ART.K.997.18A
HELMET “MOUSE
WORK”
GR.385
High quality technical helmets
with rack adjustment, complete
with adjustable self-locking slip,
indirect aeration.Without peak
for a best visual . Ultralight.
Size :Universal(cm 52/63).
(AVAILABLE ALSO IN THE DIELECTRIC VERSION).
NORM: CE - EN397.
Colour: yellow

ART.GS.25SP
HELMET RACK
REGULATOR
LARGE BAND
PP helmet with wide edge
for better protection in the
sun and rain. Textile harness with 4 attachment
points. Rear rack regulator,
anti-sweat band. Impact
resistance up to - 10 ° C +
50 °.
Size: universal.
NORM : CE EN 397 - ANSI/
ISEA Z89.1 TYPE I (Class
E)
Colour: white.
Packing: 1/20.

Packing: 1/6.

ART.CE.S08EFR - HELMET SHORT PEAK
VENTILATED WITH WHEEL RATCHET
Helmet ABS (Acrylonitrile-Butadiene-Styrene). Short, ventilated peak, textile harness
with 6 attachment points.
Rear wheel ratchet regulator,
anti-sweat band. Electrical insulation up to 1000V, Impact
resistance up to - 40 °.
Weight: g 329.
(also available with integrated CE.S10 plus visor).
Size: universal.
CE EN 397:1995+A1
EN 397:2012+A1:2012
EN 50365 - ANSI/ISEA
Z89.1-2009 Type 1
Colours: blue, orange.
Packing: 1/20.
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ART.CE.S03
HELMET WHEEL
RATCHET
REGULATOR
INTERIOR
TEXTILE
Helmet HPDE (High Density Polyethylene). Harness at
6-point,fabric harness. Back
rack control, anti-slip band.
Electrical insulation up to
440V, Impact resistance up
to - 40 °. Helmet duration 5
years from initial use.
Weight: g 365.
Size : universal
NORM : CE EN 397 - ANSI
/ ISEA Z89.1-2009 tipo 1
Classe E
Colour: yellow, blue,white
Packing: 1/20.
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Head protection
ART.CE.S10PLUS
HELMET ”VISION”
WITH INTEGRATED
VISOR

ART.CE.S20R HELMET
“SPECTRUM” WITH
INTEGRATED GLASSES
Made of ABS, ultralight, internal
textile harness with 6-point hook,
complete with sweatband, “Twist”
ratchet adjustment. Peak reduced
to 2 cm. for better visibility, integrated with eyewear that can be used
in overlapping to those from view,
anti-fog. Electrical insulation up to
1000 V, impact resistance up to 40 °. Weight: gr. 440.
Sizes: universal.

High quality ultra-light ABS technical helmet, with wheel ratchet
adjustment, complete with adjustable visor in anti-fog polycarbonate. It can also be worn as
an over-glasses. Short peak for
a wide field of view. Interior with
6 fabric hooking points. Sweat band. Chinstrap on request.
Dielectric strength from 1000 to
2000 Volts. LD / MM.

CE EN 397, 1000V a.c, LD, MM
(1000V a.c - unvented shell only)
EN 50365, ANSI/ISEA Z89.1-2009
Type 1 Class C LT.
Glasses: EN 166 1 B T, EN 170
2C-1,2 and ANSI/ISEA Z87.12010 Z87+. 397 - EN 50365.
Colour: yellow. (On request
other colors).

Size. Universal
Colour:yellow
Norm: EN 397+A1, ANSI/ISEA
Z89.1-2009, CL.1
EN166/EN170 WEIGHT GR. 573
LIFE: 10 YEARS, 5 FROM
UTILIZATION.

Packing: 1/10.

Packing: 1/5

ART.CE. S22760S36 HELMET FOR SMELTING WORKS
COMPLETE OF VISOR AND COVER CAP
Fiberglass helmet, designed to protect workers in the event of high radiant heat. Resistant to radiant temperatures up to 500 ° C. Interior: 6-point Terylene and brushed nylon band. Wheel ratchet adjustment. Complete
with adjustable support in polyetherimide and visor of polycarbonate gold. Aluminized protection for the neck
against splashes of molten metal.
Size: Universal
Color: white.
Certification for helmet:
EN EN 397: 440V a.c, LD, MM, -30°C, GOST: -30°C, +90°C, LD, 2000V a.c. and ANSI/ISEA
Z89.1-2009 Type 1 Class G (2000V a.c.).
Certification for neck protection: EN532, EN407.
Certification for support and visor: EN166 F 1 3 9 T, EN171 4-5,
Packing: 1/10.
AVAILABLE ON ORDER VARIOUS SCREENS: GRAY ACETATE, TRANSPARENT TRIACETATE

ART.BA.1017291
COMPLETE
FORESTRY
HELMET

ART.CE.S38R - “BUMP CAP” SHOCK
PROTECTION WITH WHEEL RATCHET

The kit includes the following components: Leightning L1H SNR 28 dB headphones, helmet in 6-point
textile polyethylene, ventilated, bright orange, metal
mesh visor (Code 10 178
00): flexible, durable and
easy to adjust; detachable
sun visor; integrated rain
cover for protection against
debris and sun / rain.
CE EN 397 - EN 50365 EN1731, EN352
Colour: orange.
Packing: 1/20.
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The AirPro SecurePlus cap / helmet has been designed to offer the best in class
for head retention and maximum comfort with the supply of our innovative ratchet
headband. Breathability has been improved with crown mesh panels on top of the
perforated shell and pad for optimum coolness. Treated with Dupont Teflon fabric
protection, which allows easy removal of dirt and grime.
CE - EN812. Color: blue (on order: black).
Packing: 1/20.
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Head protection
ART.CE.S50FL
“LINING FOR
WINTER FLEECE
HELMET”

ART.CE.S50HVOFC “NECK-THROAT COVER
WINTERLY - RAINPROF ”
Neck cover and inner throat in ripstop polyester outer fleece, orange rainproof. To be combined with
a zipper to the CE.S50FL article.
Restistent at colder temperatures.

It keeps your head, ears and
neck warm. It is inserted
between the support and the
helmet covers for full integration and safety.
Approved to fit all the Centurion helmets listed.

Compliance with EN471 directives.

CE

Packing: 1/5.

Colour: black.
Packing: 1/5.

ART.CE.S30LBCC
LAMP
COUPLING
ON HELMET
CONCEPT AND
VISION

ART.CE.S506S57
POLYCARBONATE
SCREEN ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC ARC
CLASS 2
The system protects against electric
arc risks caused by electrical faults
and tested according to EN 166 and
GS-ET-29. Green ArcPro screens
with anti-fog coating with chin guard
permanently fixed and mounted on
Hi-Tem 300 ArcPro Carrier.
Suitablefor all Centurion helmets.

Clip bracket and accessory
to allow the installation of
lamps to the Concept and
Vision safety helmet.
Color: black.
Packing: 1/1.

NORM. EN166, EN170, GS-ET29
CLASS 2 7KA -

(Fastening for Spectrum
helmet:
art. CE.S30SLBCC)

Color: light grey
(on request: medium grey screen)
Packing: 1/5.

ART. BA.1002302
SUPERVIZOR SA660
Support for
polycarbonate helmet

ART.BA.1031749 “TURBOSHIELD” SUPPORT FOR
HELMET AUTOMATIC RELEASE

Hook with elastic band, adapts
to the most common types of
helmet. The materials resist the
attack of numerous solvents,
acids and alkalis. Impact resistant (120m / s). Suitable in metallurgy, chemical industry, construction. For flame welding jobs
when combined with a darkened
screen. (Screen apart in acetate
ART.1002307, electric arc screen
ART.BA.1002308).
EN: 397.
Packing: 1/10.
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The design places the screen in
the middle of the head when it is
in the raised position, providing
greater field of vision. Integrated flap protection visor (ITEM
BA.1031743),
ensures
total
protection against possible fragments. It allows the use of additional IPR on the helmet. Compatible
with most helmets. Automatic intuitive screen fastening system
for easier and quicker screen
replacement. Suitable with helmets: North, MSA -V-Gard; etc.
Conformity Norm UE 1907/2006
(REACH).
EN 166.
Packing: 1/10.
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Fall protection

Fall protection
ART.BA.1011896
FALL PROTECTION KIT
“TITAN”
3 category PPE death risk
One-point harness
tachment, complete
sorber cord from mt.
biners. excellent for
cariponti etc ...

ART.BA.1011895

ROOFERS KIT MT. 10
“TITAN”
3 category PPE death
risk

with dorsal atwith energy ab2, with two caramaintenance on

Titan Roofer kit composed of :
2-point harness with rear and front
anchorage (front webbing loops).
Automatic rope grab with 10m anchorage line and 30 cm attachment
lanyard. Complete of carrybag.Suitable for maintenance service when its
needed to move.

Packing: 1/10
Packing: 1/10

EN353.2
EN361

EN355
EN361

ART.BA.1011890
1-POINT HARNESS
“TITAN”

EN361

ART.K.0020101AF
1-POINT HARNESS
Harness with 1 dorsal D-ring for fall
arrest system. Adaptable. Adjustable
thighs. Highlights: shoulders and thighs
distinguishable thanks to the use of 2
different colors.
Ergonomics: ideally positioned underglute strap to guarantee better comfort
to the user.

Harness with 1 attachment point (dorsal D-ring) with fast opening buckles
and adjustable leg loops.
(Available also in 2-points version:
BA.1011891).
Packing: 1/1.

Packing: 1/1.

EN361

REVISIONS AND REPAIR CENTER FOR FALL ARREST SYSTEMS

EN361

ART.BA.1032876
“H - DESIGN ™”
TWO POINTS HARNESS
WITH ELASTIC TAPE
WITH AUTOMATIC
BUCKLES,
ANTI SWEAT

ART.BA.1032852
H - DESIGN™
TWO POINTS HARNESS
WITH AUTOMATIC
BUCKLES,
STANDARD TAPE,
PROTECTED LABELS

Shoulder straps: elastic textile tape,
with water-repellent / stain-proof treatment. Resistance to breaking:>
2200/2700 daN. D-ring for dorsal and
sternal anchorage. Automatic buckles
for greater practicality.
Size: 2.

The two-point harness with automatic
buckles, sternal attachment with metal
ring, drop indicator, protected labels for
easier traceability, water repellent tape,
adjustable chest strap.

(Available

also in belt
version
BodyFit
Art.
BA.1033541 - CE EN361 EN358).

(Available
also
in
the
bigger size version Art.
BA.1032853 for weight from
120/140 kg).

Packing: 1/1.

Packing: 1/1.

Size: 2.

EN361
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Fall protection
ART.EP.05017
HARNESS FOR
CONFINED SPACES
EN1497

ART.K.0060101AF
HARNESS
FOR CONFINED SPACES
EN1497

2-point harness complete with extension
belt for rescue complete with ring. 1
sternal and dorsal D-ring attachment. 5
adjustment buckles. Adjustable shoulder
strap and thigh-straps. Designed to facilitate the intervention of rescue services in
confined spaces.
Maximum user weight: 140 Kg

Harness 2 attachment points. Complete
with extended belt with ring for rescue.
1 sternal and dorsal d-ring attachment. 5
adjustment buckles.
Adjustable shoulder strap and leg straps
with straps.
Designed to facilitate the intervention of
rescue services in confined spaces.
Maximum user weight: 140 Kg.

Size: universal

Size: universal

Packing: 1/1.

Packing: 1/1.
EN361
EN1497

EN361
EN1497

ART.BA.1032921
2-POINTS HARNESS
“H - DESIGN™”
WITH ELASTIC RIBBON
COMPLETE OF HIGH
VISIBILITY VEST

(Available also in orange color)
Packing: 1/1.

EN361
EN20471/2

Harness with 2 attachment points with
high visibility yellow work vest, incorporated in the high visibility vest in an
indissociable way. Polycotton jacket
(240g / m2). Attachement points - 1
dorsal D-ring, 1 sternal attachment consisting of 2 textile buckles for fall arrest
system. Thigh straps are equipped with
self-locking buckles. Belt under glute
ideally positioned to provide the user
with better comfort. Breathing material,
reflective tapes and adjustable zip system.
Conform to Norms EN 361 EN 20471/2.
Packing: 1/1

EN361
EN20471/2

Miller H-Design ® 2-point harness with
elastic straps, front and rear attachment
point and quick buckles. Vest with repellent fabric H.V. yellow with reflective tapes certified to EN ISO 20471/2.
Side sliders with double slider. Internal
hinges for easy access to the harness
for adjustments. Removable vest, easy
to attach to the harness thanks to its
quick-coupling system (buttons). Vest
suitable for any Miller H-Design harness: complete with various pockets. 1
slit on the back with Velcro to support
the rear D-ring.
Size: 2.

ART.K.0020301AF
2-POINT HARNESS
COMPLETE OF HIGH
VISIBILITY VEST

REVISIONS AND REPAIR CENTER FOR FALL ARREST SYSTEMS
ART.K.Y554PNEW

EN361
EN358
EN813
EN12277

HARNESS WITH BELT
AND PADDED COSCIALS,
AUTOMATIC BUCKLES
Ideal harness for fall arrest, positioning,
climbing, descent and rescue. Back
and chest with D-ring. 2 rings at the
waist, 1 in the abdominal area to work
in suspension, elastic straps anti-trauma. Automatic buckles in stainless steel. Resistant to UV rays. Quick stitching
for eyepiece control.
Prepared for release in the upper part
for climbing.

ART.K.1020201AF

EN361
EN358
EN813

HARNESS WITH BELT
AND PADDED COSCIALS,
AUTOMATIC BUCKLES
Ideal harness for fall arrest, positioning,
climbing, descent and rescue. Back
and chest with D-ring ring. 2 rings at
the waist, 1 in the abdominal area to
work in suspension, elastic straps anti
trauma. Automatic buckles in stainless
steel. Resistant to UV rays.
Maximum user weight: 140 Kg.

Packing: 1/1.
Packing: 1/10
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Fall protection
ART.BA.1003017.R
HARNESS MILLER
R ‘TST WITH
INCORPORATE
SEAT

ART.BA.1014433
HARNESS
MILLER
“ROPAX”

The Miller R’TST 2-point harness is specifically designed for operators in the
high voltage electrical sector, as it provides maximum comfort and flexibility
during maintenance work on overhead
power lines. 180 ° rotation. Supplied with
a screw-in carabiner and seat for built-in
suspension.

3-point harness (dorsal, sternal and ventral) with belt. Suitable for rope and suspension work. Padded thighs, automatic
buckles. Textile ribbon in black polyester.
Ergonomic design and new triangular
suspension position. This distributes the
forces between the leg loops and the
waist belt on 4 pressure points rather
than concentrating on the legs, thus reducing the risk of suspension trauma.
The V-shape of the shoulder straps allow you to place them at a distance from
the neck. Easy to use and wear: the leg
loops and anchorage points are clearly
identified. Excellent chemical and abrasion resistance: the black polyester tape
and the stainless steel components offer
optimal durability. Adaptability: climbing
seat.
Packing: 1/1.

EN358
EN813
EN361

Size: 2.
Packing: 1/1.

EN361
EN358

ART.K.0021201AF
DIELECTRIC
3-POINTS HARNESS
WITH BELT

ART.BA.1006076

EN358
EN361

HARNESS MILLER
ELASTOLIGHT
Harness, elasticated shoulder strap,
front attachments, D-shaped back
ring, comfortable positioning belt.
Designed for “electric” companies,
this harness is the perfect solution
for positioning and ascent, thanks
to the dorsal, sternal and lateral
attachments. Greater freedom of
movement thanks to the extensible
straps that also increase productivity. Convenient: dorsal padding and
straps that are easy to adjust. Adaptable. This harness has been specifically designed for work on electricity
poles.

Dielectric harness, designed for those operating in conditions that foresee
possible electrical risks. The straps of
the shoulders, thighs, the belt and the
chest are all adjustable self-locking. “D”
connection ring and metal adjustment
buckles coated with special insulating polymers to guarantee complete
electrical protection. Elastic material
for greater comfort. Three attachment
points, dorsal, sternal, lateral. Complete with belt.
Size: universal.

Size: 2.

Norm: EN358 / 361.

Packing: 1/1.

Packing: 1/1.
EN358
EN361

REVISIONS AND REPAIR CENTER FOR FALL ARREST SYSTEMS
ART.K.1001201AF
EN361
EN358
EN813

DIELECTRIC HARNESS
WITH BELT AND PADDED
COSCIALS, AUTOMATIC
BUCKLES

ART.K.0011201AF
EN358
EN361

Harness ideal for fall arrest in
the wind energy sector environments, coated for electrical protection. Dorsal and sternal
attachment, complete with 5 D-ring.
Full protection on the back. Automatic
buckles. 3 large tool carrier rings. Ergonomics: elastic straps for prolonged
comfort. Specially cushioned for better
shock absorption.

Packing: 1/1.

FIRE-RESISTANT
HARNESS
FOR WELDING IN
HEIGHT
Fireproofing harness. Designed to
offer a perfect solution in height welding jobs. Adjustable shoulders, thighs and belt. The belts of the thighs
and the belt are equipped with selflocking buckles. 1 ring and 4 buckles.
Equipped with tool belt. Reinforcement at the level of life for better user
support. Ideally positioned subglutea
belt.
Complies with ISO 9150: 1988 and
ISO 15025: 2002.
Sizes: universal.
Packing: 1/10
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Fall protection
ART.K.0090101AF

This harness is designed to provide a
perfect solution for working at height in
explosive atmospheres. It is particularly
suitable for industrial environments
such as petrochemical, mining, etc.
Attachment points: 1 dorsal D-ring in
forged aluminum with extension straps,
1 sternal attachment composed of 2
textile buckles for fall arrest system.
Adaptability: adjustable shoulders and
thighs and chest strap.

EN361

Ideal solution for work in environments
at risk of explosion. Two-point anchorage (integrated extension) and sternal
(holes). Eliminates any spark risk. Automatic buckles.

ATEX 94/9/CE
EN 13463-1 (2001)
EN 13463-5 (2005)

ATEX 94/9/CE
EN 13463-1 (2001)
EN 13463-5 (2005)

EN361

ART.BA.1015075
TWO POINT HARNESS
WITH AUTOMATIC
BUCKELS
CERTIFICATE ATEX
ANTISTATIC

ATEX HARNESS
1-POINT DORSAL
ATTACHMENT WITH
EXTENSION BELT

Size: L/XL.

(Available also size XXL:
Art. BA.1030510 ).

Max user weight: 140 Kg.
Packing: 1/1.

Packing: 1/1.

EN354

ART.BA.1030951
EXTENSION
FOR HARNESS
“MD06”

ART.EP.2841
SELF RETRACTING
LIFELINE MT.20
Automatic retractable with Ø 4.8 mm
galvanized steel cable, technopolymer
housing, max. length 20 mt. Complete
with upper ring and carabiner with 17
mm opening. Swivel bottom hook with
21 mm opening
Complete with carrying handle.

Harness extension full back attachment with two connectors.
EN 354.

Approved for horizontal use.

Packing: 1/10

EN360 - EN 13463-1/5

EN360
EN13463-1/5

Packing: 1/5.

REVISIONS AND REPAIR CENTER FOR FALL ARREST SYSTEMS
ART.BA.1012437

ART.K.0300402AF
SELF RETRACTING
LIFELINE MT.30

SELF RETRACTING
LIFELINE
“MILLER” Falcon MT.20

Automatic retractable with Ø 4.8 mm galvanized steel cable, technopolymer housing,
max. Length 30 m. Complete with upper ring
and carabiner with 17 mm opening. Swivel
bottom hook with 21 mm opening
Complete with carrying handle.

Internal components in aluminum and anticorrosion steel, high impact resistant nylon
casing, ergonomic handle. CARTER GUARANTEED TO LIFE. Visible fall indicator,
rapid activation braking, optimal for horizontal applications. Weight kg. 7.7.
Complete with control card attached to the
product for annual self-certification.

Approved for horizontal use.
EN360 - EN 13463-1/5

Available also in the version with automatic steel hook mounted on a rotating
steel mechanism, and CS20 carabiner
ART. BA. 1011750.

Packing: 1/5.

Packing: 1/10.

EN360
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EN360
EN13463-1/5
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Fall protection
ART.BA.1034139E
SELF RETRACTING
LIFELINE MT. 40

EN360
EN13463-1/5

ART.BA.1004575
GALVANIZED WIRE
RESCUE BLOCK LIFELINE
“MI58 - MightyLite™” MT. 40

Self Retracting lifeline mt. 40, suitable
for onshore and offshore sector oil and
gas.
Completaly sealed to protect the brake system, the feeding spring and the
bearing.
30% more light from the other type.
Work load limit: kgs.140.
Complete of Karabiner and turning ring.

Retractable device in galvanized steel.
Rugged and compact, easy to use, with
metal case, stainless steel spring and fall
indicator. The device is equipped with a
double lever rotating hook.
Tensile strength> 12KN,
Weight (kg) 23.6 kg.

.
(AVAILABLE ALSO IN THE VERSION MT. 15 ART. BA.1034130E).

(AVAILABLE IN THE VERSION MT. 30
ART. BA.1004574)

Norm: EN360/362.

Packing: 1/1.

EN360 - EN 13463-1/5
Packing: 1/1.
EN360
EN362

ART.BA.1011191
TITAN™
AUTOMATIC ROPE GRAB
MT. 20

ART.K.2000502AF
DOUBLE SELFRETRACTING LIFELINE
MT. 2
Double aluminum casing with polyester lanyards. Maximum length : 2 m.,
belt width : 25 mm. weight : 2,80 kg.
Resistenzce : > 15 kN.
Connectors supplied : 2 carabiners
EN360.
Packing: 1/1.

The automatic rope grab and the anchor
line protect the user from falls during the
ascent or descent. Particularly useful on
sloped roofs and, in general, in situations
where retractable devices can not be
used. The automatic guided type device
is equipped with a quick activation locking
system that limits the free fall in a few
centimeters. The rope is 20 meters long.
Packing: 1/10.

EN353.2

REVISIONS AND REPAIR CENTER FOR FALL ARREST SYSTEMS
ART. BA.1032097

ART. BA.1032125

EN 358

MILLER HANDZUP®
Work positioning lanyard
2 mt with SNAP HOOK

MILLER HANDZUP®
Work positioning lanyard
20 mt with SNAP HOOK

The new HandZup® is a unique and
patented workplace positioning system
(EN 358). Leave your hands free and
allow the operator to work in complete
safety. Its ergonomic design makes it
easy to use. The replacement of the
rope is immediate through the openable compartment, ensuring the quick
adjustment. The supplied cable 2 mt
is made of polyurethane material twice
as resistant compared to those on the
market. End-coated with plastic sleeve,
equipped with a hole with twist lock carabiner and carabiner to “D”.

The new HandZup ® is a unique
and patented workplace positioning
system (EN 358). Leave your hands
free and allow the operator to work
in complete safety. Its ergonomic
design makes it easy to use. The replacement of the rope is immediate
through the openable compartment,
ensuring the quick adjustment. The
supplied cable 20 mt is made of
polyurethane material twice as resistant compared to those on the market. Without carabiners and without
protective sheath.
EN 358.

EN 358

Packing: 1/1.
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EN 358.
Packing: 1/1.
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Fall protection
ART.BA.1013431

ART.BA.1002902

TITAN™ FORKED LANYARD
SHOCK - ABSORBING MT.2
IDEAL FOR SCAFFOLDINGS

FORKED SHOCKABSORBING LANYARD
MT. 2 FOR CONTINUOUS
CONNECTIONS

Connectors: 2 scaffold hooks (65mm) and
screwgate karabiner. Complete with energy absorber.
EN355

Packing: 1/1.

EN362

2 mt. fork lanyard complete with energy
absorber, 3 karabiners with screw closure
opening 18 mm.
23 mm tape in sturdy polyester.
Operating temperature
From -30 ° C to + 50 ° C.

Packing: 1/1.

EN355

REVISIONS AND REPAIR CENTER FOR FALL ARREST SYSTEMS
ART.BA.1008278

ART.BA.1008275
TITAN™ B
SHOCK ABSORBING
LANYARDS

SAFE B2 ROPE FALL WITH GIRDER
GRIP AND CONNECTOR
Lanyard with energy absober mt. 2. Complete with one twist lock connector and
girder grip diam. 75 mm.

Lanyard with energy absorber. Made of
polyamide diam. 12 mm. Length 1.8 meters Without carabiners and reinforced
terminal slots.

Ideal for scaffolding
Packing: 1/1.

Packing: 1/1.

EN355

EN355

ART.K.5130403AF
FORKED SHOCKABSORBING LANYARD
“ATEX”

ART.K.5120403AF

Double lanyard with 1.5 m energy absorber. Equipped with 1 carabiner and
two scaffolding hooks with 55 mm opening.
Made of 371 ° temperature resistant
material.
Complies with ISO 9150/15025.

ATEX 94/9/CE
EN 13463-1 (2001)
EN 13463-5 (2005)

FORKED SHOCKABSORBING WEBBING
LANYARD 1,5m
IDEAL FOR “WELDING”

Packing: 1/1.

Forked energy absorbing webbing lanyard with 2 connectors (antistatic). 44
mm wide shock-absorber to have an
impact less than 6 kN in case of a fall.
Complete with 2 aluminium doublesided scaffold hooks with double action
and automatic locking, 60 mm opening,
1 aluminum carabiner with 22 mm opening, with screw locking. Connectors
and buckles: aluminum, length 1.5 m
(connector included).
Packing: 1/10.

EN355

EN 355
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EN362
EN355

ART.K.0260303AF

ART.BA.1015859
DOUBLE LANYARDS WITH
SHOCK-ABSORBER
CERTIFIED “ATEX”

ENERGY ABSORBING
WEBBING LANYARD
ATEX

Atex double lanyard lenght 1.15 mt.,
Complete with 2 GO60 karabiners (60
mm opening, 23 kN resistance) with selflocking opening and rope retainer.
No. 1 karabiner with 16 mm opening in all.
nio (28 kN resistance), energy absorber.
Made of antistatic 25 mm polyester tape.
Operating temperature from -30 ° C to +
50 ° C.

Lanyard with ATEX energy absorber. 44
mm wide energy absorber for an impact
less than 6 kN in the event of a fall. Lanyard in polyester width 44 mm. Connectors:1 aluminium carabiner for scaffolding
with double action automatic closing and
locking, 60 mm opening, 1 aluminum carabiner with screw locking, 22 mm opening. Length: 2 m
Connectors included

EN355
ATEX 94/9/CE
EN 13463-1 (2001)
EN 13463-5 (2005)

ATEX 94/9/CE
EN 13463-1 (2001)

Fall protection

Packing: 1/10.

Packing: 1/1.

EN355

REVISIONS AND REPAIR CENTER FOR FALL ARREST SYSTEMS
ART.BA.1032351

ART.BA.1008285
WORK POSITIONING
ADJUSTABLE LANYARD

MILLER KERNMANTEL
FORKED RESTRAINT
LANYARD 1 MT. WITH 1 TWIST
LOCK KARABINER AND 2
GO55 (MM55) SCAFF. HOOKS.

EN354
EN358
EN362

Work positioning Lanyard - 12mm
Polyamid Rope 1.8mt adjustable.
Breaking strength > 15 kN
Lanyard without connector.

Made with a light green rope with black streaks, which are visible from a distance to increase safety in the workplace, the points are
clearly visible which facilitate safety checks
before use. Length mt. 1 equipped with a steel
screw carabiner and nr. 2 scaffold hooks 55
mm steel opening.

Packing: 1/1.

Packing: 1/1.

EN354

ART.BA.1008270
RESTRAINT LANYARD
1 MT.

ART.BA.1018960
KARABINER
CS20
Karabiner, oval in galvanized steel.
Opening 17 mm, length 104 mm., Width
58 mm.

Polyamide rope restraint lanyard
width: 12mm, 1mt lenght and 2
loops. Its 2 reinforced connection
points High breaking strength.
Breaking strength > 22 kN. No
connector.

(AVAILABLE CHEAPER MODEL:
TWIST LOOK ART.BA.1018963).

Packing: 1/1.
Packing: 1/1.

EN354
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Fall protection
ART.K.0010901AF
SUSPENSION
TRAUMA RELIEF

ART.K.0010009AF
EQUIPMENT ROPE
MAX KG.7

Extremely effective, specially designed to help relieve the negative effects of suspension trauma.
Compact and light-weight. Does not
hamper the activity of worker while
at work.
Allows the suspended worker to
stand up in his harness to relieve pressure. Easy to attach to the
harness with the help of the textile
loop and velcro provided. Easy deployment ; operation is fool-proof.
Material: Polyester.
Buckle material : Steel

It allows to prevent the possible fall of
tools. Keeping them hooked to the user
or to an anchor point. Increased safety
for those working under the user.
Elastic belt complete with aluminum “miniconnector” to be hooked to the belt or
to the user’s harness.
Maximum weight: 7 kg.
Packing: 1/100.

Size: Universal.
Packing: 1/100.

ART.K.0080006AF

ART.BA.1007066

BEAM ANCHOR

“BEAM ANCHOR”

EN795B

Mobile anchoring device for beam, materials: aluminum and brass. Designed to be
installed on beams of width between 100 and 330 mm. Resistance to breaking: 23kN.
Weight: 1.85kg

EN795B

Anchoring device for fully adjustable beams. Suitable for beams of width between
75mm and 360mm .; built in aluminum. Resistance to breaking: 22kN. Weight: 1.4kg.
Packing: 1/1.

Packing: 1/1.

REVISIONS AND REPAIR CENTER FOR FALL ARREST SYSTEMS
ART.K.0051006AF

ART.BA.1007046

DOOR AND WINDOW ANCHOR

EVAC BODY SPLINT FOLDED FOR CONFINED SPACES

EN795B

Door and window anchoring device tested for use with two people. Conceived to be
installed on frames from 60 to 125 cm. Anchoring provided with a special carrying
bag. Resistance to breakage 13kN. Weight: 4.75 kg.
Packing: 1/1.

“EVAC” roll-up stretcher kit. Ideal for evacuation in confined spaces. Once closed
around the injured, it acts as a rigid stretcher. It can be used both vertically and horizontally. Made of polypropylene. Equipped with foot supports.
it can be stored in an easily transportable bag complete with shoulder straps for a
support and protection for the injured person. Packing: 1/1.
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Fall protection
FIXED SYSTEM FOR LOADING / UNLOADING MATERIALS
BY LARGE MEANS OF TRANSPORT
It allows you to work safely, preventing the risks of falling. These simplified assembly and disassembly systems can be positioned near the load thresholds, ensuring operator safety. Each system can support only one operator: fixing the base
to the ground is guaranteed by a ballast of three tons per system. Depending on
the needs, it is possible to choose systems consisting of one or two support arms.
System compliant with EN 795 cl. B.
The anchor point at 6 m height allows you to work up to 5 m above ground level;
if the load system exceeds 6 meters in length, a double system must be used. Systems with double units must always be used together to operate simultaneously
on two 12 m trailers
They can be supplied with prefabricated ballast or adapted to formwork to be filled
with gravel, concrete castings, etc.
Single load system equipment:
• Support frame, consisting of column base and horizontal arm
• Miller Falcon retractable fall arrestor 6.2 m
• Two-point Miller Duraflex harness, size M / L
• Miller harness extender 0,3 m
• Recovery rope
Equipment of the double loading system:
• Support frame, consisting of column base and horizontal arm (2)
• Miller Falcon retractable fall arrestor 6.2 m (2)
• Two-point Miller Duraflex harness, size M / L
• Miller harness extender 0,3 m
• Recovery rope. N.B. Single and double loading systems require 3 and 6 tons of
ballast respectively.

HORIZONTAL FIXED LIFELINE
CUSTOMIZED AND DESIGND
Horizontal life line on rigid guide in compliance with the UNI EN 795 - class D standard, which protects those who work at height from the risk of falling. The tracks can
be installed along the entire perimeter at risk of falling. They offer the advantage
of greater fixing distances, as well as the possibility of having a higher number of
simultaneous users.
Only a few components of the system are required. The carriages slide easily on the
guide rails following the user.

EN795D

ART.BA.1011160
TEMPORARY LIFE LINE
TAPE LENGTH MT. 20
Guarantees a large work area. Can be used by 1 or 2 operators. Maximum working
length: 20 meters. Fixing to permanent anchorage points or temporary anchoring
tapes. Features: 35mm resistant polyester tape, supplied with length adjuster. Bag
included.
EN795B
Packing: 1/1.

EN795B
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Fall protection
ART.BA.1028754
“SAFESCAPE”
CONTROLLED
EVACUATION DEVICE
MT.20

EN 341
EN1496

ART.BA.1002920
PORTABLE PIVOTING
DAVIT COLUMN
“POTEX”
WITH RESCUE WINCH
30 MT.

Thanks to its high-quality anodized
aluminum housing, this device maintains its optimal conditions of use,
even in the most difficult situations.
Descent of 8.000m per 100kg, maximum descent height of 500m, use
in case of emergency for 2 operators
with total weight up to about 250kg.
Re-certification is only required after seven years, thanks to robust
and durable components. Aluminum
pulley, karabiners: 134x75mm Opening: 20mm. Descent speed: 1m /
second.

EN1496

Davit with integrated rescue winch
30m, adjustable feet to adapt to
various situations. Revolving lifting
system. Easy access in confined
spaces.
Height: open: Maximum external
height 2.25m. Folded: Minimum
external height: 2.05m.
EN1496
Length: extended: 1.3m,
EN795b
portrayed 1.3m.
Width: open: Maximum outside: 1.3m
Distance between feet: 1.11m.
Maximum working load: 165
kg.

Norm:EN 341- EN1496.

(THE DEVICE CAN BE RELEASED
FROM THE BASE AND POSITIONED IN THE GRILLS).
Packing: 1/1.

Packing: 1/1.

ART.BA.1034543C
DAVIT
“DURAHOIST™”
WITH SWIVEL AND
REVOLVING ARM
MT.30

ART.BA.1034537
FLOOR BASE
“DURAHOIST™”
Floor base for mounting on horizontal
concrete or steel structures, including
a PVC sheath.
Galvanized steel version.

Davit with integrated 30m rescue
winch, adjustable feet to adapt to
various situations. Rotating and swiveling lifting system. Easy access
in confined spaces. Height: open:
Maximum external height 2,54m.
Folded: External minimum height:
2.01m.
Extended lenght: 0,65 m.
Base: width reg. 1/1,70 mt.
Maximum workload: 300 kg
Maximum worker load: Kg. 136.

(AVAILABLE IN STAINLESS
STEEL ART. BA.1034538).
Packing: 1/1.

Conform to Machinery Directive
EN795b
EN1496
EN360

EN360
EN1496

ART.BA.1034911
TRIPOD MILLER
COMPLETE FOR
CONFINATED SPACES
“DURAHOIST 3POD”

ART.BA.1034430

DURAHOIST 3POD
TRIPOD IN ALUMINUM
FOR CONFINED SPACES

New DURAHOIST 3POD tripod. Easy to
carry with just one knob to secure all legs
together. Adaptable from 1 to 2.50 mt. Tested for 2 people of 140 kg. each. Complete with structure, vericello, retractable
device with recovery system. Points of attachment on the head 3 holes + an eyelet,
adjustable legs. New stronger legs. Brackets for the connection of the quick and
adjustable height. Maximum load 300 Kg
The package includes: tripod, RESCUE/
RETRIEVAL / winch, and 2 hooking brackets.
EN795B
EN 1496
EN360
Packing: 1/1.
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EN795B

EN795

Easy and safe installation in less
than 2 minutes (all legs open simultaneously, 1 single knob fixed
all legs together). Tested for 2
people (up to 140 kg each).
Equipped with 4 anchor points
located on its head, as well as 2
pulley fixed on the legs. It can be
transported by one person. Brackets for easy and quick connection. Rescue device with recovery
position to secure the entrance to
the confined space (fall barrier).
Saving a person Winch for lifting
loads (Maximum load limit 300
kg). Weight kg. 16.5. extension
from 1.40 to 2.90 h.
Packing: 1/1.
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Fall protection
ART.BA.1034612

ART. BA.1005149A

WINCH MATERIAL HANDLING
DURAHOIST 30 MT
(COMPLIES WITH THE
MACHINERY DIRECTIVE)

MIGHTEVAC®
RESCUE/RETRIEVAL
HOIST MT.15
PPE cat. 3 Death risk

DuraHoist winch can be used to make
go down and lift equipment, tools and other
types of materials. The maximum weight load
limit for material handling is 300 kg. To be used
with tripod art.BA.1034430.
Length mt. 30 (available also from 15 mt ART.
BA.1034611).

Fall arrest device with recovery function, equipped with 4.8mm galvanized
steel cable, length 15 mt .. Maximum
load: 136 kg. Easy installation fixing of
the support positioned outside the leg
of the tripod (easy to use for left and
right handed). To be used together with
the DuraHoist 3Pod tripod.
(excluding support articles BA 1034431
- EN795).
EN 1496 - EN 360.

SUPPORT BY PART: ART. BA.1034613.
Complies with
2006/42/CE.

directive

machine

Packing: 1/1.

Packing: 1/1.

EN360
EN1496

EN360
EN 1496

EN13157

ART. BA.1005160A

ART.K.0010006AF
TRIPOD
COMPLETE OF
TRANSPORT BAG

MIGHTEVAC®
RESCUE/RETRIEVAL
HOIST MT.30
PPE cat. 3 Death risk
Combines the superior performance
and reliability for emergency evacuation 30m - Cable self-retracting lifeline
with emergency retrieval winch.
Easy-to-use. Used in conjunction with
the Miller Tripod DuraHoist 3Pod and
dedicated brackets to form the core of
a stable and secure confined entry/
rescue system. Features: 4.8mm galvanised or stainless steel cable. Quickactivating retrieval winch mechanism.
Pressed steel housing and compact
design. Rescue winch (up/down), gear
ratio 5:1. Corrosion-resistant stainless
steel/ aluminum components.
(Excluding support art.BA.1034750 EN 795)
EN 1496 - EN 360.

EN360
EN 1496

Tripode for confined spaces. Equipped
with two pulleys on the tripod head, two
anchor rings, feet in all.nio equipped
with steel soles with rubber pads to increase stability. Resistance of anchorage points> 10kN. Complete with fixing
plate for winch art. K.0030006AF.
Dimension: diam. 150 cm.
EN795B

Height: 115/215 cm.

Packing: 1/1.

Packing: 1/1.

REVISIONS AND REPAIR CENTER FOR FALL ARREST SYSTEMS
ART.K.0310402AF

ART.K.0032006AF
WINCH FOR TRIPOD
(ART.K.0010006AF) MT.20
FOR RISE AND DESCENT OF
THE WORKERS

RETRACTABLE FALL
ARRESTER WITH
INTEGRATED RECOVERY
SYSTEM FOR TRIPOD OR
DAVIT MT.30

Work Winch for rescue, used to rise and descent personnel and materials in confined spaces. Supplied with the fixing system suitable
for the tripod plate. Nominal lift capacity Kg.
125, Length mt. 20, galvanized steel cable of
4.8 mm. To be used in combination with retracting.

EN360

Conforms to Machinery Directive 2006/ 42/CE
EN 13157/2004

EN1496
EN13157

Available also version 20 mt.
(ART. K.0030006AF)

EN360
EN1496

Polymer casing with galvanized steel
cable and integrated system recovery. Rope diameter: 4.5 mm, length:
30 mtr .. Complete with: 1 stainless
steel screw-hook carabiner and a
steel hook-hook carabiner with fall
indicator.
Approved for a user with a max.
weight of 140 kg in vertical use.
Integrated recovery system, the device can be adapted on our tripod, through the adaptation
kit art. K.2010006AF.
Packing: 1/1.

Packing: 1/1.
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Fall protection
ART. K.0022006AF

ART.K.0210402AF

DAVIT ROTABLE 360°
WITH 30 MT WINCH
SUITABLE FOR UP AND
DOWN PEOPLE AND
MATERIAL

RETRACTABLE FALL
ARRESTER WITH
INTEGRATED RECOVERY
SYSTEM FOR TRIPOD OR
DAVIT

EN360
EN1496

Polymer casing with galvanized steel
cable and integrated system recovery. Rope diameter: 4.5 mm, length:
20 mtr .. Complete with: 1 steel snaphook carabiner and a steel hook-hook carabiner with fall indicator.
Approved for a user with a max.
weight of 140 kg in vertical use.
Integrated recovery system, the
device can be adapted on our tripod, through the adaptation kit art.
K.4022006AF.

Provides a secure system for easy access to tight spaces. Complete with
winch and recovery / retractable 30 meters. complete with support plate. The
height of the arm allows the operator to
adjust it in 3 defined points and in height
up to 2.3 m, complete with floor bracket.
Conforms to Machinery Directive 2006/ 42/CE
EN360

Packing: 1/1.

EN795b
EN1496

Packing: 1/1

EN13157

ART.K.0008SK
VERTICAL FALL ARREST
SYSTEM

ART.K.0009SK
VERTICAL FALL ARREST
SYSTEM

Fall arrest anchor for ladder made of
stainless steel. Complete with sliding
carabiner on guide for hooking to the
harness. Modular modules of 3 mt.
Project on request.

Vertical fall arrest system composed
of ladder rungs fixed on an aluminium
rail, a vertical trolley, a top extension,
a rail extremity, an intermediate rail,
mounting bracket. Modular modules of
3 mt.

Packing: 1/1.

Project on request.
EN353-1

EN353-1

Packing: 1/1.

ART.GA.AIR

ULTRA LIGHT
LADDER FOR HIGH
ALTITUDE WORKS
EN131/7

Ladder folding aluminum with
folding basket for working safely.
Made of aluminum, thanks to the
X-shaped legs for a better opening even at high altitudes. Front
legs independently adjustable to
handle uneven surfaces. Minimum floor height from 3.10 up to
7.70 mt., Minimum external height
3.10 up to 4.60 mt. (depending on
the models).

EN131/7

ART.GA.FLY
ULTRA-LIGHT FOLDING
LADDER
Ladder with height adjustable basket,
foldable for transport. Built in aluminum.
Height: from 1.60 to 3.20 meters on the
floor. (depending on the models). Folded:
Minimum external height: 1.94 to 2.42 meters. Pedestrian width 0.79 mt. to facilitate
the passage.
Maximum working load: 150 kg.
Packing: 1/1.

Max load: 150kg.
Packing: 1/1.
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Technical torches
ART.EN.632026
TORCH FOR HELMET
“ATEX”
WATERPROOF

ART.STA.195152
LED TORCH MAX
LIFE2 PROFESSIONAL
ALUMINIUM

4 LED (70 LEDs) Cree XRE. The
white LED can be switched to two
phases. Both red LEDs allow for better night vision to see obstacles in a
better way. The green LED allows for
a better perception of depth and makes it easy to use cards, planning or
pipe inspections. It works with three
batteries (excluded) AA. Zone ex 0,
1 en 2, identification ex I M2 / II 1 G
EEx ia I / IIC T4. IP64.

3 watt Led torch, unbreakable lenses.
120 lumens. Bright white light. Very
concentrated light beam adjustable
from 2mt up to 200mt. Anodised
aluminum body with knurled handle.
Particularly indicated for intensive
use. Uses 3 AAA batteries.
Height 12.5 cm.
IPX4 waterproof.

Packing: 1/3 pieces.

Packing: 1/6

ART.GS.46AP
TORCH FOR HELMET
500 LUMEN

ART.GS.0816-EX
WATERPROOF
ATEX TORCH

Front lamp with aluminum body and
ABS, elastic adjustable polyester
band. It works with 4 AA alkaline batteries included. Features: high, medium, low light, flash.

Torch Atex works with 2D batteries.
120 lumens, up to 15 hours autonomy, room light beam at 80 meters.
The housing is protected against the
penetration of water and dust (IP67).
Can be used in environments with
temperatures from -20 ° to + 40 °

Packing: 6/48.

Weight with battery gr. 350.
Dimensions cm: leng. 20,2 diam. 6,3.
Norm:
CE, IM1 EX IA MA, II1G EX IA
OP IS IIC T4 GA, II 1 D EX IA IIIC
T135°C Zone “0”.
Packing: 1/10 pieces.

ART.STA.FMHT8150 - LAMP FOR YARDS
RECHARGEABLE 1000 LUMENS

ART.SA.WL85
TORCH ATEX
RECHARGEABLE “WOLF”
High performance ATEX stainless steel LED
projector is rechargeable, designed for use
in applications in difficult or explosive environments. It offers unique levels of light emission, operating life and robustness in a battery
powered stainless steel independent lamp.
ATEX Approval for dusty and explosive atmosphere type 1 zone, T4 temperature classification. It does not require bulb replacement.
Long lasting, up to 12 hours at maximum
power, 24 hours at medium power. Lockable
pin head. LED indication of the charge status.
EN600790; EN60079-7; EN60079-18; 50020;
EN61241-0; EN61241-1 Provided with network chargers with integrated charge status
indication. Size: Width. 23 x H. 55 / cm. Light
beam: 5 mt / 210 lux.

Operation with and without wire (up to 8 hours autonomy). New concept LEDs, with
COB technology for maximum brightness and energy efficiency. Works with 2 AA
batteries excluded. Can be hooked to a tripod, special 180 ° rotating support consisting of magnet + clamp 4 “. Two adjustments: low (500 lumens), and high (1000
lumens). Charger included. Protection against rain and dust (IP67).
Packing: 1/3 pieces.
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Dimensions:Width. 23 x H. 55/cm.
Light beam: 5 mt/210 lux
Packing: 1/1 pieces.
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Vacuum, dry and wet
ART.SO.PLANET 152 ATEX
VACUUM CLEANERS FOR
ATEX ENVIRONMENTS
Vacuum cleaner equipped with single-phase single-stage front turbine
suitable for continuous work. All the
components of the machine (motor,
filter, drum etc.) are earthed for the
dispersion of the electrostatic current
(maximum surface temperature 125
° C). Filter cleaning by manual side
filter shaker.
Ideal for cleaning Atex environments
with combustible dust.
Noise 67.5db.
Power W1500, Voltage V230, air flow
m3 / h / 235, drum capacity 35 L, connection
mm. 60, weight Kg. 61.
Dimensions: cm. 66x75x127.
Atex accessory kit Art. R21078 /
60ATX (to be ordered separately).
Norm: CE ATEX II 3Dc T125.

ART.SO.VOLCAN
VACUUM CLEANERS FOR
CLEANING OVENS AND
STOVES
Vacuum cleaner with a two-stage motor. Metal drum for the drain. Complete set of electroconductive kit - ground
electrostatic current and heat filter.
It is a small machine, essential for removing hot ash, for example in ovens,
bakeries, fireplaces, boilers, pellet
stoves, etc. Suitable for suction of
hot residues, max 120 ° C. Complete
with Hepa cartridge and heat resistant
filter. (Tube + brush kit for high temperatures, to be ordered separately). Nr.
1 two-stage motor 1600 W max voltage 220-240, vacuum 2795, intake air
210 mc / h, liters 41.
Dimensions: cm.40x40x90.
Packing: 1

Packing: 1

ART.SO.PULSAR429H
VACUUM CLEANER FOR
TOXIC POWDERS
Special for hazardous powders. Classified as Type H, the PULSAR is designed to aspirate carcinogenic and
pathogenic powders, such as asbestos fibers. The stainless steel 304
tank ensures robustness in the event
of impact and ensures its unparalleled longevity. Ceramic manifold for
a longer life service. Nr.2 two-stage
motors, application for powders and
liquids.
(Supplied with standard accessory kit:
brush, tube, flat lance, brush).
Noise 74 db.
Power W2400, Voltage V220 / 240,
air flow m3 / h / 420, drum capacity
62 L, weight Kg 21.

ART.SO.SPEEDY429
VACUUM CLEANERS FOR
LIQUIDS AND POWDERS
Suitable for suction of dust and liquids. Two high-speed singlestage engines. Suitable for jobs
requiring good suction power, equipped with a market cart. This model
is not suitable for corrosive liquids.
(Supplied with standard accessory kit:
tube, flat lance, brush, brush).
Power W2800, Voltage V230, air capacity m3 / h / 510, drum capacity 62
L, weight Kg. 23.
Dimensions: cm 54x70x89.

Packing: 1

Dimensions: cm 55x60x96
Packing: 1

ART.SO.SPEEDY440
VACUUM CLEANERS FOR
LIQUIDS AND POWDERS

ART.SO.LEO
SILENT AND PORTABLE
VACUUM CLEANER

Suitable for suction of dust and liquids. Three high-speed singlestage engines. Suitable for jobs
requiring heavy work and suction
power, equipped with a market cart.
This model is not suitable for corrosive liquids. (Supplied with standard
accessory kit: tube, flat lance, brush,
brush).
Power W3500, Voltage V230, air flow
m3/h 765, drum capacity 62 L, weight
Kg. 23.

Low noise and high performance
make the LEO vacuum cleaner a
highly professional work tool. The
appliance is equipped with a filter
cartridge, accessories holder and
roller cable. (Supplied with standard
accessories kit: tube, flat lance,
brush, brush, fabric nozzle, accessory holder) + stainless steel telescopic
extension.
Power W900, Voltage V220 / 240, air
flow m3/h 158, drum capacity 12.5 L,
weight Kg 5,8. Noise 76 db.

Dimensions: cm 54x70x89.

Packing: 1
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Dimensions: cm 40x40x33.
Packing: 1 pz.
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First Aid, Medical
ART.PHA.100026
REMOVABLE BRIEFCASE
ABS “EUROCASE”
(Group C)

ART.PHA.6603
REMOVABLE BRIEFCASE
ABS - SICURMED
(Group AB/ over 2 people )

Content: D.L. No. 81, 2 pairs of sterile
gloves, 125 ml of solut. iodopovidone
10% iodine, 250 ml of physiological
solution, 3 compacts of sterile gauze
10x10 cm in single envelopes, 1
comp. of sterile gauze 18x40 cm in
single envelopes, 1 medicine tweezers sterile disposable, cotton wool, 1
pack of patches, 1 roll of patch 2.5 x
5 cm high
1 hem bandage roll 10x5 cm high, 1
pair of scissors, 1 tourniquet, 1 pack
of ice, 1 bag. collection of sanitary waste, istruz. use waiting for the emergency service.
Dimensions: 30,9 x 20,9 x 9,7 cm.
(including wall mounting kit).

Contents: 5 pairs disposable sterile
gloves, 1 lt of iodopovidone skin solution, 1500 ml of physiological solution,
10 tablets of sterile gauze 20x20 cm,
2 tablets of sterile gauze 18x40 cm, 2
disposable sheets 40x60 cm 2 sterile
tweezers, 1 conf. of elastic net, 1 pack
cotton wool, 2 packs patches, 2 patch
rolls, 1 pair of scissors, 3 tourniquets,
2 packs of ice, 2 bags for waste collection, 1 thermometer, 1 device for blood
pressure measurement, instruction on
how to provide first aid. Group A and B Annex 1 D.M.388, adj. D.L. 2008
Dimensions: cm 42 x cm 31 x cm 11.
(including wall mounting kit)

Packing: 1/12.

ART.PHA.8000
EYE WASH KIT

Packing: 1/12.

ART.IT.DMP035
HYGIENING GEL
HANDS

Content:
1 sterile eye wash solution ml 250
1 kidney dish
1 instant ice pack
1 scissors
2 sterile eye pads
2 sterile gauze compresses cm
18x40
2 disposable sterile gloves
1 paper handkerchief pack
1 adhesive plaster roll cm 1x2 m
1 guidance leaflet.
Dimension: cm 25 x cm 16,5 x
cm 7.

Antiseptic effect. Alcoholic sanitiser ready to use with liquorice extracts, specially created
to sanitize the skin of the hands
in a few seconds. Specific for
use after exposure to possible
sources of germs and bacteria. DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
Dosage the product directly on
the palm of the hand and rub
until completely dry. No need
to rinse.
ML.500 with dispenser.
Packing: 1/12.

Colour : GREEN
Packing: 1/12.

ART.PHA.7901
TRAVELKIT ADR -PLUS
Nylon bag, with rigid lower
part suitable for transporting
dangerous goods on the road.
Contents: 1 first-aid kit all.2, 2
signal cones, 2 neoprene gloves, 2 flashing lanterns, 2 batteries, 1 oronasal mask with filters, 1 signal tape, 1 protective
glasses, 2 eyewash solutions
ml 500 ml., 2 gilet high visibility, 1 rubber torch. (On request:
folding blade, overalls, boots,
helmets).
Dimensions: 50 cm x 45 cm x
70 cm.
EC 93/42
Packing: 1/10.
(We pack ADR bags with
content on request).
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ART.PHA.600005
PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL SPHYGMOMANOMETER
“DOMINO”
Innovative design with large
display, it turns into a table
clock with measurement of
the ambient temperature.
Dual battery system to
never lose data. Detects
irregular beats, 120 memories, alarm as a reminder.
Measurement range:
pressure: 40 ~ 260 mmHg,
pulsations: 40 - 160 bpm.
Accuracy: pressure ± 3
mmHg, pulsations ± 5%.
Power supply: 4 AA batteries or adapter (optional).
Dimensions: 15,8x12x12,7
Packing: 1/1.
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First Aid, Medical
ART.PHA.500161 DEFIBRILLATORE SEMI AUTOMATICO
Sudden cardiac arrest can occur
at any time, place and without any
warning. A person affected by ACI
has only a few minutes to be saved. SAVER ONE AEDs are designed for lay use and to guarantee
a safe and fast resuscitation. High
efficiency and simple interface
make it suitable for any competitor.
SAVER ONE AEDs are the ideal
solution to save lives in danger in
any scenario (home, office, school,
hotel, planeport, beach, swimming
pool, gym, etc.) before the arrival
of emergency without Maintenance: Daily, monthly and semi-annual
automatic tests check the various
components. A visual signal (green
/ red status indicator) allows the
user to know at any time if the device is ready for use. Control LED:
Thanks to two special LEDs it is
always possible view device status
and battery level.

ART.PHA.500112
CABINET
INSTRUMENTS
“FOUR DOORS”
Cabinet toolholder in varnished
metal with white epoxy powder,
complete with 4 blinded doors
and two mirrors; Internal shelves
provided.
Dim. 75x36x169 h.

Packing: 1/1.

Packing content (normal configuration): 1 Saver
One AED, 1 LiMnO non-rechargeable battery, 1
Adult single-patient PAD pack (SAV-C0010), 1
carry bag, user manual. 5 year warranty. Dimensions: 26,5 x 21,5 x 7,5 cm. (Can be completed
with the cabinet) art.PHA.200159).
Packing: 1.

ART.PHA.600017
EXAMINATION BED
ART.FOR.3147
STRETCHER
FOLDING IN 4 SIDE
WITH TRANSPORT
SAFEKEEPING BAG

The aluminum structure features its lightness and solidity qualities. Aluminum
feet protected by slipproof rubber. The fabric is made of durable orange nylon coated in waterproof vinyl. Included in the stretcher bag. Size: open cm 221x53x15,
closed cm 110x18x11.
Packing: 1/1

Structure in steel tube and removable legs in tubular with round section. Head
lifting system operated by means of a sliding device with self-locking adjustment.
The padded parts are foam rubber bonded on chipboard supports and covered in
washable self-extinguishing sky.
Dimension: cm 182 x cm 60 x cm 75 h. Packing: 1/1.

ART.PHA.50071 - ONE STEP LADDER

ART.PHA.500075
3-WING SCREEN

The structure is made of chromed tubular steel with plastic
feet terminals. The table top
is in black plastic molded material.
DIM. 33X38X22.

Packing: 1/1.

Structure composed of a tubular frame made of chromed
metal. The supporting legs are
in chromed tubular with swivel
wheels.
The panels are made of plastic, washable.
Panel width size
cm. 50, depth 42 cm, height
167 cm.
Packing: 1/1.
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First Aid, Medical
ART.BOC.SC710
EMERGENCY
SHOWER AND EYEWASH
COMBINATION

ART.BOC.SC380SS
EMERGENCY
EYEWASH FLOOR
WITH DOUBLE
CONTROL

Combined shower with eyewash,
with polypropylene overhead shower,
in green or stainless steel, complete
with manual closing valve with a rigid
pull-rod controlled by a triangle. Eyewash with aerated flow complete with
manual closing valve with opening
by means of lateral push and pedal,
basin in polypropylene in green or
stainless steel. CE mark.

Air-flowed eye-washer, with manual closing valve with double
opening by means of lateral push
and foot pedal, STEEL tray, floor
mounting.
Dim. 40.6X102.0 cm.

Packing: 1/1.

Packing: 1/1.

ART.BOC.SC830
EMERGENCY SHOWER WALL
ART.BOC.SC300SS
EMERGENCY
EYEWASH
WALL

Shower with overhead shower complete with manual closing valve, operation by means of a rigid rod with triangle
handle. POLYPROPYLENE
shower head, wall mounting.
Packing: 1/1.

Ventilated eye-operated eyewash, with manual closing valve by means of lateral
push. STAINLESS STEEL pan, wall mounting.
Dimension: width diam. cm. 29.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.FOR.AR73V - CUPBOARD FOR EQUIPMENT
FIREFIGHTING “SAFER®”
Fireproof cabinet with SAFER®
glass, red, 2 manual doors with
glass. Constructed in 10/10 thick
steel sheet, recessed basin bowl,
4 adjustable feet, ventilation
through lower and upper side air
intakes with anti-theft protection,
easy-to-handle handle, key lock.
DIM. WIDTH. 87X90 H.
DEPTH. 40 CM.

ART. FOR.AV51
KIT FIREFIGHTING
(1 USER)

Content:
Helmet,
half-mask
for
helmet,screen,heatproof
gloves, fireproof blanket
150x200, torch, face mask
with two filter.
Dim. 44x70 h. x 25Depth.

Packing: 1/5.
Packing: 1/1.
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Cleaning - Detergents
ART.IT.1020
SOAP CREAM WITH
DISPENSER 1000 ML

SOAP CREAM
SENSITIVE KG.5

Dermatologically tested. Ultra-moisturizing liquid soap at pH 5.5 with antibacterial, enriched with specific active ingredients. It ensures the utmost delicacy
helping to optimally protect the skin from
daily dehydration while maintaining its natural equipoise.

Dermatologically tested. Ultra-moisturizing liquid soap at pH 5.5 with antibacterial, enriched with specific active
ingredients. It ensures the utmost delicacy helping to optimally protect the
skin from daily dehydration while maintaining its natural equipoise.

USE: for hands and body.

USE: for hands and body

Packing: 1/6.

Packing: 1/2.

ART.IT.1040
INDUSTRIAL HAND
SOAP GEL
DISPENSER ML. 1000
Liquid soap parfumed orange fragrance
for removing greasy dirt and stubborn
mechanical industry, steel industry, chemical industry, etc. Not aggressive on the
skin due to the content of emollient substances.
Packing: 1/6.

Liquid soap with microgranules for stubborn industrial strong dirty, such as grease, oil, glue, rust, tar, inks, etc. Particularly
recommended in workshop mechanical
and construction industries etc .. It respects the epidermis leaving it soft and
pleasantly perfumed Citrus fruits.
USE: For hands and skin in general.

High concentrated cream, complete
with pump. The fluidity of the product
allows it to be used with the dispenser
provided by the flon, not allowing germs
and bacteria from the hands to contaminate the product. On request we can
supply the basket for the wall,tan holder
(Art. 311A).

ART.IT.1031
LIQUID HAND WASH
WITH PUMP
“SECURGERM” KG.5
ANTIBACTIRIAL
Healthy liquid soap with two antibacterial,
germicidal principles. Indicated in areas
where complete hygiene is required, such
as hospitals, agro-food, and also offices
Complete with dosing pump. A HACCP
standard.
Packing: 1/4 pieces.

Packing: 1/2.

ART.IT.2120
“CLORO TABLET”
KG.1
Effervescent tablets based on concentrated active chlorine, sanitizing, detergent
and eliminates odors on all washable
surfaces. USE: all floors, washable surfaces, dishwashers, washing machines,
kitchens, toilets and toilets, tanks and
plants for food industries, hospitals and
restaurants. CONF.1 KG. 300 PCS.
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ART.SB.311

FLUID CREAM
HAND WASH LT.5

Packing: 1/4.

ART.IT.1045
GEL HAND WASH KG.5
FOR WORKSHOP

Packing: 1/24.

ART.IT.1021

ART.IT.1976
REMOVABLE DESCALE
ACID “RUDERAL”
KG.5
Anti-bacterial fragrant cleaning. It remove limestone, rust and bad smells without
damaging the treated surfaces.
APPLICATION: wc, washbasins, shower
box, sanitary , tiles, swimming pools, industrial equipment.
Packing: 1/4.
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Cleaning - Detergents
ART.IT.2215 - DETERGENT
“PRE-WASH”
DEGREASING FOR
METAL/BODYWORK
Concentrated alkaline liquid detergent
for manual prewash or high pressure
washers. Great power degreasing for oil,
grease and gnats from vehicle bodywork,
carpentry, without the aggression of the
superficial. KG.16,5.
Packing: 1/2.

ART.IT.1445
FLOOR WASHING
“MATIC EXTRA”
KG. 5
High concentrate degreaser with specific sanitizing action for the energetic
cleaning of high traffic floors. Also suitable for industrial floors. Hand-operated
or with washer machine. It don’t need
to rinse.
Packing: 1/4.

ART.IT.1979

FLOW GEL
FOR CLOGGED DRAINS
With high specific weight, it easily releases clogged drains without damaging
them by eliminating bad smells. It penetrates into the drains easily removing
any kind of limestone and organic obstruction without damaging the pipes.
Ml 1000.
Packing: 1/12.

ART.IT.1435
FLOOR WASHING
“IGIENIC FLOOR”
KG. 5
Concentrated degreasing universal detergent with hygienic action and active
deodorant on any type of dirt. It leaves
brilliant surfaces and does not require
to rinse.
USE: all floors and washable surfaces.
Packing: 1/4.

ART.IT.1859 - ”EMULSI
CHLOR” DETERGENT
ACTIVE CHLOR
Alkaline emulsifying grease cleanser with
active chlorine antibacterial. Indicated to
degrade vegetable and animal organic
residues from work surfaces, refrigerator cells, utensils, milking facilities, steel
tanks, floors and walls. It guarantees the
removal of germs and bacteria. •
USE: food, agriculture, dairy and meat
processing. KG.17.
Packing: 1/2.

ART.IT.1120
DETERGENT FOR
DISHWASHER
KG. 6 “STOVIL POWER”

Alcoholic hygienic for industrial dishwashers with automatic dosing system.
Excellent greasy power of grease, starch,
etc. Prevents the formation of halos and
limestones on the dishes and on the machine. Prevents permanent corrosion of
glasses responsible for opacity.
(AVAILABLE BRILL POWER
ART.
IT.1130)
Packing: 1/2.

ART.IT.2023
DETERGENT LIQUID
“WASHCOVERALL” KG.5

ART.IT.25020
INSECTICIDE AEROSOL
“ETOFENASE”

Concentrated perfumed liquid cleanser
for antibacterial hand washing and washing machine, work clothes and rags.
It smudges and removes the most stain
from oil and grease from work clothes and
rags from all fabrics.

Suitable for disinfection of warehouses
etc. The cylinder is calibrated for cubic
space 50/60 mt. Suitable for fly insects
(mosquitoes, flies, tarmees, broomsticks,
wasps, dust mites). Ml.150.

Packing: 1/2.
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Cleaning - Detergents
ART.IT.1875
DETERGENT
DEGREASING
”STEELDEGREASER”

LIQUID MULTI-USE
“CRISTALL” SANITIZING
PROFESSIONAL

Stainless steel, degrease, copper, brass
and aluminum superfiber specific deoxidizing detergent. It cleanses removing dirty
and lime without scraping and leaving a
good smell in the rooms of pink grapefruit.
ML.750

Multipurpose liquid Ml.750 complete with
vaporizer. Ideal for any surface, glass, ceramic, steel, plastic, household application.
The specific formulation with silicone does
not leave any anti-dusting effect.
HACCP standard
(AVAILABLE VERSION TANCHER KG.5 art.
IT.2261).

Packing: 1/12.

ART.IT.1866

Packing: 1/24.

ART.IT.1930 - DETERGENT
DEGREASING
“IGIENIKAL BAGNO”
WITH VAPORIZER

Dehumidifying detergent, formulated to
remove dirt, limestone and residues of
water stains from all surfaces. Thanks
to the presence of the Quaternary Ammonium salts, it guarantees antibacterial
action. The specific formulation leaves
brilliant surfaces for a long time and does
not clog chromate. ML.750.
USE: sinks, Taps.

ART.IT.1560

DETERGENT
“CHLOR GEL”
WITH VAPORIZER

Chlorine-active scented gel with a healthy degreasing effect. Cleans perfectly without scraps, ensuring a sanitizing action. Suitable for H.a.c.c.p.
ML.750.
APPLICATION:kitchen, work tops,
equipment, bathrooms, sinks, toilets,
floors.
Packing: 1/12.

Packing: 1/12.

ART.IT.1940
“BLUE WC GEL”
ANTIBACTERIC
ML.750

ART.IT.1808
ULTRA DEGREASER
MARSEILLES 750 ML.

Scented cleansing detergent for cleaning and toilet hygiene. It easily removes dirt and lime, germs and bacteria.
Its gel formulation allows to adhere
evenly to the surfaces by preventing the
formation of limestone.

Concentrated Alchaline. Remove stubborn dirt (grease, oil and carbonized residues). Ideal for: roller shutters, garden
furniture, worktops, hoods, grill, ovens,
pans, clothing with strong spots. Ready
to use.
Packing: 1/12.
.

Packing: 1/12.

ART.IT.1830 “SANIALC”
ML.750 ALCOHOLBASED MULTI
SURFACE CLEANER
Basic scented alcohol-based detergent,
it quickly dries and scrubs quickly without leaving any halons. It cleaning all
the treated surfaces.Does not require
rinsing. Suitable for H.A.C.C.P. For floors and washable surfaces, doors, tables, plastic and metal.
Packing: 1/12.
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WITH VAPORIZER

ART.IT.1821 SANITIZE
“MULTI ACTIV”
WITH VAPORIZER
Healthy slurry alcohol ready for use. The
exclusive formulation with 2 antibacterial
active ingredients, Salt ammonio Quaternary and Diclosan, guarantees the removal of germs, bacteria and smell from all
the treated surfaces. It prevents bacteria
from occurring and therefore does not
need to be used. Suitable for use in the
H.a.c.c.p.
Packing: 1/12 pieces.
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Cleaning - Accessories
ART.PIA.0012H

BROOM “ELEGANT” FOR INTERIORS

ART.PIA.0029B BROOM “INDY 29”
FOR EXTERIOR AND WORKSHOPS (rigid bristles)

Broom of new design, with rubber bumper trim, not to damage furniture.

Broom with rigid synthetic fibers, plastic shell. Optimal
for outdoor cleaning and workshops.
(Also available with soft bristles
Art.PIA.0029A).

Packing: 1/12.

ART.PIA.0020C BROOM “INDY 28”
FOR OUTDOOR plastic shell

Packing: 1/10.

ART.PIA.0095 LITTLE BROOM MATERIAL BROOMCORN
“WORKSHOPS”

Broom for exteriors and workshops, with rigid bristles, plastic shell for deep cleaning.
(Also available with soft bristles
Art.PIA.0020).

Little broom material broomcorn with plastic hadle.

Packing: 12/48.
Packing: 1/12.

ART.PIA.0007

BROOM MATERIAL
BROOMCORN WITH HANDLE
Outdoor broomstick, reinforced with side seams. Complete with wooden handle. Optimal
for cleaning from outside and in the workshop.

ART.PIA.0028A

CLEANDUST “PERFETTO”

Cleandust broom without stick
complete of 1 pack with 20
replacement sheets.
(replacement Art.PIA.0260)

Packing: 1/6.

Packing: 1/10.

ART.PIA.0025B BROOM COLLECTING DUST

Broom collect powder metal
frame and polypropylene
complete parts with fringes
cotton cm. 60.
Ideal for large surface.

ART.PIA.0059B
COBWEB
REMOVER
Removal cobwebs to insert to
normal handle or to the extensible handle.

(Replacement art.
PIA.0026B).
Packing: 1/15.
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Cleaning - Accessories
ART.PIA.0473I

ART.PIA.0470B

INDUSTRIAL CART
EQUIPED

CART “DUO” WITH
METALLIC BASE

Trolley for industrial cleaning, four
tanks. Two (for clean and dirty water), equipped with a mop wringer,
two for general cleaning, a 120 liter sack tray, nr. 4 floors, flank for
brooms.
Size cm .:
width 119x67.5x115 h./cm.
Weight kg. 19.5.

Cart for industrial cleaning with
two tanks (for clean and dirty water), equipped with mop wringer.
Metal supporting structure.
Size cm .:
width 76 x 40x43.
Packing: 1/1.

Packing: 1/1.

ART.PIA.0031H

ART.PIA.0469H

SCREWED STICK ALLUMINIUM

BUCKET “STRONG 15”

Screwed stick aluminum h. cm.
130 diam. Mm 21 (very strong).
Suitable for almost all types of
brooms and brushes. Specif for
canteens, kitchens, fireplaces.

Plastic bucket, double compartment for clean and dirty
water. Lt. 15.

Packing: 1/10.
Packing: 1/12.

ART.PIA.0031C

TELESCOPIC ROD CM. 450

Telescopic rode in aluminum, in three
parts max. cm.450. Ideal for cleaning
sheds, large spaces.

ART.PIA.0483B

PICK-UP RUBBISH “ZINKY
METAL”

Pick-up rubbish metal galvanized, extremely
strong, especially for workshop, building industries sites. etc.

Packing: 1/6.
Packing: 1/12.

ART.SB.018B
BROOM FOR FOOD
INDUSTRY “PBT”
PBT brooms suitable for food
industry lenght. cm. 30.

ART.SB.023A
WATERPUSHING FOR FOOD INDUSTRY
Waterpushing,not sticky with
rust. polypropylene sponge
lenght. cm. 55.
Packing: 12 ( minimum
order).

Multiple packing of 10 pcs.
(not openable)
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ART.PIA.0269A
MULTI-PURPOSE
CLOTH
MICROFIBRE
Pack of 10 pieces
Microfibre cloth dim. 32x32, perfect
to clean all surfaces without detergents thoroughly. Reusable, pack
10 cloths. Light blue.
Packing: 1/12.

ART.3M.56416
PACK 10 PIECES
COMBINED SPONGE
“SCOTCH-BRITE 55”
For daily cleaning, a combination of soft sponge in the upper
part and a rough sponge in the
lower one with the characteristic
of being scratch-resistant - remarkable resistance to wear and
long life.

ART.AN.CUBA

FLOOR CLOTH
40X30 PACK. 100 PCS.
Floor cloth packed in boxex 100
pieces dim. 40x30 colour blue/
white.
Dimension cm.: width 40x30
Packing: 1/1.

ART.PIA.0234

CONF. 10 PZ.
STRONG FIBER

Pack of 10 pieces dim. 15x23 /
cm gr. 85 with medium / strong
abrasiveness.
Packing: 1/12.

Dimension mm. 70x130.
Packing: 1/12.

ART.PIA.0231A
PACK 10
SPONGE CLOTH

ART.PIA.0259B
CLOTH MULTI HOLES
DRYER
Pack 10 pieces

For daily cleaning with high absorbency and long life. Machine washable at high temperatures and comply
with HACCP standards to guarantee
safety and hygiene.

Multi-hole cloth washer-dryer in
synthetic material with high absorbency and degreasing ideal for any
surface.

Dimensions cm. 18x20.

Dimensions:
cm .: 40x45

Packing: 1/25 PACKS.

Packing: 1/8 PACKS 10 pieces.

ART.PIA.0026H
INDUSTRIAL
COTTON MOP
MOP from gr. 400 in twisted cotton.
(ART.PIA.0026I
CLAMP
PLASTIC
MOP).

ART.PIA.0024F
REPLACE MOP
TWISTED COTTON

Replacement cotton twisted gr. 280,
practical and durable, guarantees a
high absorption and a long life.

Packing: 1/48.
Packing: 1/24.
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Cleaning - Bath accessories
ART.ME.150011
SHATTERPROOF
ACRYLIC MIRROR
Acrylic sheet with a mirror finish, ultralight, safe & shatterproof. High optical
property. Easy to hang with screws
or double-sided tape (not included).
Not to install by using silicon. Ideal for
swimming pools, schools, gyms, prisons, hospital, airports. Swing back
brackets on request (cod. 105114)
Size: 50x70 cm. thick. 5 mm.
Packing: 1/10.

ART. PIA.0464G
ROLL HOLDER CART

Roll holder in white painted metal tubular. Ideal for laboratories,
workshops, construction sites.
Dimension cm.:
65X44X78 H.
Packing: 1/2.
(AVAILABLE ALSO IN VERSION STAINLESS STEEL 1/10
ART.MAR.623).
(AVAILABLE IN THE WALL
VERSION IN WHITE PAINTED
METAL.PART.
PIA.0464H
PACKAGING: 1/4)

ART.MAR.581
CENTER PULL
DISPENSER MAXI

ART.MAR.518
DISTRIBUTOR
TOWEL
BENT OR IN ROLL

Dispenser for towel roll with
central extraction, MAXI format - Roll dimen.max Ø 240
x 240mm. Colors: White \
transparent.

COMBI - Dispensers for paper towels folded to “C”, interleaved or roll-away (max
roll Ø155 x 240mm.)

(Rolls item:
Art. RO.SP1320615).

(ALSO AVAILABLE IN
VERSION ON THE SINK
ART.MAR.841).
Packing: 1/4.

Dimension cm.: H. 33,5 x
D. 27,5 x L. 25,6.
Packing: 1/4.

ART.ME.105016
MINI JUMBO
TOILET ROLL
DISPENSER
INOX
Roll holder in polished
stainless steel with lock. For
rolls of toilet paper ø 20 cm.
Made in Italy.
Dimension: diam. 22,0 cm.
Depht: 11 cm.
Packing: 1/1.
(Available cheaper model
art. ME.105001).
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ART.MAR.850ADVAN
ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIAL ROLL
DISPENS
Dispenser ”NO-TOUCH” for industrial coils, compliant with
H.A.C.C. P. regulations, ideal
for environments: food, catering,
hospital and industrial. Equipped
with AUTOMATIC SENSOR, it
contributes greatly to reducing
paper consumption. It can be
used either on the wall or on a
workbench. (Take 800 reels for
normal reels). Power supply: 4
batteries D (optional transformer)
Dimensions: (height) 395 mm. x
(depth) 320 mm. x (width) 370
mm.
Packing: 1/1.
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ART.MAR.752
ELECTRONIC
TOWELS
WITH PHOTOCELL

ART.ME.704200
ELECTRONIC TOWELS
ENERGY SAVING
WITHOUT RESISTANCE

High-power electronic (photocell) towels (in lacquered
metal) - 250W motor - 2,500W
resistors.

Towels for high-user areas. Thanks to two
brush motors, they work simultaneously
reaching a total power of 1750 W, without
electrical resistance. Vertical insertion of
hands, whose presence is detected by
an infrared sensor. Perfect drying in just
10-12 seconds. To guarantee the highest
hygiene standards: in addition to the
HEPA filter option. Collecting tray on the
bottom. Rated power: 1.750 W. Motor power: 875 W (x2), Voltage: 220-240 V.
Dimension:
30X23X65 H./cm.
Colour: white.

Dimension: H.32,5 x D.16,4 x
L. 26,7 cm.
Colour: white.

Packing: 1/1.

Packing: 1/1.

ART.MAR.701
DISTRIBUTOR
SOAP LT. 0.60
FILLING

ART.MAR.507
DISTRIBUTOR
ROLL TOILET
JUMBO
“Linea acqualba” Dispenser roll holder jumbo.

“Linea kompatto” soap dispenser 0.60
liters filled.
Dimension: 23x11,6x11,5 cm.

Dimension 37x37x13 cm.

Colour: white.

Rolls of diameter cm. 34.

Colour: transparent/white.

Packing: 1/4.
Packing: 1/6.

ART.CA.80370I
MINI JUMBO
TOILET ROLL
DISPENSER
INOX
Roll holder in polished
stainless steel with lock. For
rolls of toilet paper ø 20 cm.
Made in Italy.
Dimension: diam. 22,0 cm.
Deeph 11 cm.

Steel pedal dustbin AISI 430 - lt.20 capacity. Plastic interior.
(also available in the version 3 lt art.
PIA.0445).
Dimension: cm. diam. 29.3x 44,7.
Packing: 1/12.

Packing: 1/1.
(Available cheaper
art. ME.105001).

ART.PIA.0448
PEDAL BEEN STEEL
Lt. 20

model
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Cleaning - Absorbent paper
ART.RO.AS1320220
TEAR-OFF ROLLS
KG.4
PURE CELLULOSE
TWO TISSUE
PACK. 2 ROLLS

ART.RO.132B0220
TEAR-OFF ROLLS
KG.4 PURE
CELLULOSE THREE
BLUE TISSUE
PACK. 2 ROLLS

Pack two rolls twoembossed tissue, whiite pure cellulose Suitabe to food contact.
kg. 4,0.

Pack two rolls with three
embossed tissue pure cellulose blue.
Suitabe to food contact.
kg. 4,0.

Packing: 1/60 pack.

ART.RO.IRP10
PACK. 120 ROLLS
TOILET PAPER
SAVE-SPACE

Pack 120 rolls toilet embossed
paper twin tissue pure cellulose. Tot. Kg. 6,50.

Packing: 1/60 pack.

ART.AB.3300506
PACK. 6 ROLLS
PAPER JUMBO

Pack. 6 rolls.Toilet paper jumbo twin tissue pure
cellulose mt. 650.
Gr. 1300 each roll.
Packing: 1/48.

Packing: 1/24 packs.

ART.RO.AV2414C
TISSUE “C”
PACK 3720 PIECES
CELLULOSE TWO
LAYERS
Conf. 3720 Tissue “C” 23X33
in pure white cellulose two layers,
first choice.
Packing: 1/36 packs.

ART.AN.RUGA ROLLS TNT UNIVERSAL GOFFRED
ideal for cleaning and maintenance CONF. 2 ROLLS
Pack 2 rolls non-woven fabric of
blue color, gr. 78 h. 26, 340 rips kg.
2.5. High absorbency of any type of
liquid (oil, inciostro, water). It does
not leave lint. Ideal for cleaning reflective surfaces, it does not leave
streaks, without silicone, it is resistant to solvents. Ideal in precision
mechanics. If you need a thorough
cleaning (glass cleaning, engine
cylinders). Also used in clean rooms.

Packing: 1/80.

ART. LOR.LAV3
RAGS TO CLEAN
WHITE PACK. 20 KG.

ART. LOR.PL5
RAGS TO CLEAN
COLOURFULL COTTON
PACK 20 KG.
Conf. da 20 kg. of rags to clean colorufull cotton.
Packing with nylon.

Conf. of 20 kg. rags in white tablecloths.
Packing with nylon.

Packing: 1/12.

Packing: 1/12.
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ART.C.DUS351

ART.C.DUS101
GRANULAR ABSORBER
KG.9,5 - FOR OIL,CHEMICAL PRODUCTS,
HYDROCARBONS, UNIVERSAL LIQUIDS

“SOLFONET BAGS KG.5”
ABSORBER POWDER NEUTRALIZER FOR SULPHURIC ACID
COME OUT FROM BATTERIES AND ACCUMULATORS

Specific powder for the absorption of oils, greases, gasoline, diesel, paints and chemical products, and universal liquids. It is fast acting (chemically non-reactive), rapidly encapsulated in the porous structure of the granules reducing the volume. This
means that the savings for disposal will be further. It is a natural mineral product. It
is not water repellent and does not float on water. Can be used before maintenance
of various situation. With its small size, it can absorb liquids even in depth.
Absorbing power: 20 lt for bag
BAG 9,5
Packing: 1/105 bags.

Specific for the neutralization and absorption of dangerous liquids, it solves the
sudden leakage of sulfuric acid from the accumulators (batteries) caused by the
breaking of the structure and / or accidental spills, avoiding damage to people and
preventing it from being absorbed by the ground. Absorbs totally absorbing the sulfuric acid of spilled batteries without ever releasing it. The surface remains clean,
dry and walkable. Thanks to the content of a mixture of special powders that give
an exothermic reaction (neutralization heat) that lasts about 3-4 minutes, SOLFONET neutralizes absorbed sulfuric acid. After the neutralization phase, dispose of
everything according to the regulations in force, bearing in mind that what results after the two phases of SOLFONET can be classified as special waste not dangerous.
Absorbing power: 10 lt for bag
BAG kg 5
Packing: 1/20 bags.

ART.C.ASU014
BOX 20 PILLOWS FOR ALL TYPES OF SPILL
(UNIVERSAL LIQUIDS) POWER ABSORB. 64 LITERS

ART.C.ASU017
ROLL ABSORBENT
FOR ALL TYPES OF SPILL
(UNIVERSAL LIQUIDS)

Roll absorber, drilled and pre-cut,
highly absorbent and resistant compound in polypropylene fiber, suitable
for all types of spills, leaks or dripping
of industrial liquids (water, solvents,
oil, lubricants, chemical ...). Waterrepellent.
They are used to absorb spills in every situation. They are static products
to facilitate the handling of flammable
liquids. Easy to use and reusable.
Roll: h. cm. 96 ml. 44.
Absorbent power: 178 lt. per roll.
Product highly absorbent and resistant. Composed of polypropylene fiber, suitable
for all types of universal spills (water, solvents, oil, lubricants, chemicals ...). Waterrepellent. They are static products to facilitate the handling of flammable liquids.
Box containing nr.20 pillows dim. cm. 25X25, nr.4 containment tanks.
Absorbent power per box liters 64.

Packing: 1/2.

Packing: 1/20.
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ART.C.B302

SPLIT KIT
INTERVENTION ALL PETROLEUM-BASED
LIQUIDS WHILE REPELLING WATER

Ideal for spills in a handy bag. Consisting of: a bag, 3 socks cm.7,5x120, 20 absorbent pads cm.48x43, 3 bags for waste, a can of premixed suitable for dabbing
small holes on drums, a pair of work gloves.
Absorbent power: l.45.
Dimensions: 50x50x20 cm.

ART.C.KIT034O
KIT FIRST AID EMERGENCY ADR WITH ABSORBENT
MINIMUM 31 LITER.

Nylon bag kit with shoulder strap and transparent PVC window. Contains: No. 25
pads 41x46, Nr. 2 socks diam. 7.6 length 122 cm., 2 pillows 25x25 cm., 2 pair of
protective gloves, 2 disposal bags.
Absorbent power: 31 lt.
Dimensions: 50x60x15 cm.
Packing: 1/10.

Packing: 1/1.

ART.C.EX48
“CONTAINS TANKS FOR
ABSORBING CLOTH” CM. 43X48

ART.C.TPT002
CARPET COVER MANHOLE 60X60
THICKNESS 1,3 - EXTRA WEIGHT
Offers a cost effective and
simple solution for drain protection. Tough, durable and
flexible this polyurethane
drain cover is resistant to oil,
water and most chemicals.
The drain cover is quick to
deploy whilst being reusable
with simple washing. Provides a positive sticky seal
combined with being high in
visibility due to its bright yellow color. Resistant to oil, water and most chemicals. High
visibility.
Reusable with simple washing.
Tough, durable & flexible.

Flexible drip trays in 100% polyester with PVC coating designed to contain absorbent cloths art. C.ASU011 / C.ASU011. The edges are filled with foam that is
resistant to the passage even of heavy vehicles. They are ideal for containing leaks
under compressors, cars, veterans and emergency generators and can also be
used for temporary containment of petroleum products.
Absorbing power: lt.19,5 for cloth.
Weight: kg. 0.85.
Inside dimensions: 43x48 h. cm. 10 cm.
Packing: 1/50.
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Dimension: 60x60 cm.
Packing: 1/10.
Also avaible in cheaper
version thickness mm.
0,8 - Art. C.TPT002/8.
(Minimum purchase: 50
pieces)
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ART.C.ASU015
BOX 20 SOCKS ABSORBERS FOR ALL TYPES OF SPILLS
(UNIVERSAL LIQUIDS)

Box containing nr.20 sock absorbers diam. 7,5 lenght 120 cm. Absorbent power
90 liters per box. They absorb: fats, petrol, diesel, paints and chemical products
present on the ground of the working environment.
Packing: min. 1/20 box.

ART.C.ASU011
BOX 100 PADS ABSORBENT FOR ALL TYPES OF SPILLS
(UNIVERSAL LIQUIDS)

Box dispenser 100 pads, perforated precut. Highly adsorbent and resistant product
composed of polypropylene fiber, suitable for all types of spills, leaks or drippings
of industrial liquids (water, solvents, oil, lubricants, chemicals ...). Water-repellent.
Very useful in industrial environments, they guarantee a clean and safe workplace.
Absorbent power per box: 115 lt. Dimensions: 43X48 cm.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.C.ASU011C
BOX 100 PADS ABSORBENT FOR ALL TYPES OF SPILLS (UNIVERSAL LIQUIDS)
ABSORBENT POWER 67 L
Box dispenser 100 pads, perforated precut. Highly adsorbent and resistant product
composed of polypropylene fiber, suitable for all types of spills, leaks or drippings
of industrial liquids (water, solvents, oil, lubricants, chemicals ...). Water-repellent.
Very useful in industrial environments, they guarantee a clean and safe workplace.
Absorbent power per box: 67 l.
Dimensions: 43X48 cm.
Packing: 1/36.
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ART.C.MPSP
PLASTIC PAILS
REPAIR TANK
OILS AND VARIOUS

Bentonite clay granules that forms a barrier to liquids. No surface preparation required. Non-toxic. Allows for rapid response to leaks. Sticks to dirty/rusty/greasy
surfaces instantly. Pre-mixed plugging and sealing puttyis ready to use. Applies
directly onto leaking container to form a seal. Supplied in a plastic pail.
PLASTIC PAILS: kg. 0,5.

ART.C.03
TANK REMOVAL OIL AND HYDROCARBONS
PACK 2 PCS
LT. 10 TOTAL

Professional product to be diluted to 2% in hot water. Fragrant scented. Designed for
areas where waste product can only be disposed of in drains. It is a safe alternative
to many highly alkaline products used for similar tasks. Effective to eliminate oil from
asphalt surfaces and oil platforms, garage floors, ship decks, diesel islands, yards. The
product does not contain sodium hydroxide or potassium hydroxide.
10 liters of diluted product becomes liters 10.000.
Packing: 1/24.

Packing: 1/24.

ART.C.RIM025
TANK REMOVE OF HYDROCARBON
ON ASPHALT

ART.C.DUS001.ONU
KIT ABSORBING OIL COMPLETE OF BUCKET APPROVED
ADR/ONU

Biodegradable product, also suitable for porous surfaces, does not damage surfaces; based on enzymes it is indicated for the removal of oily residues on road
surfaces or on vehicles. It is also used for the removal of fresh paints and resins.

Kit bucket approved ADR/ONU liter 12 complete of absorber granular for oil and chemical products. Suitable also for the collection.

Canister: 25 liters.
Packing: 1/24.

Dimensions: diameter 26,5 - height 26,4 cm.
Packing: 1/12.
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ART
MU.211479ALD
CUTTER
NAUJAC S
DETECTABLE
CONFORM
TO NORM
“BRC 4.8.3.2”
FOR FOOD
INDUSTRY

Cutter made of composite material suitable for contact with food, detectable on teflon base. 18 mm stainless steel blade (13% Cr). Compliant with BRC ART. 4.8.3.2.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.MU.821452ALD
CUTTER “AUROS” DETECTABLE SAFETY

Composite safety cutter suitable for contact with food, detectable, automatically
bend safety blade. Stainless steel blade (13% Cr).
Packing: 1/10.

ART.IN.DTM0332
BOX 5 CUTTER
SAFETY FOR FOOD
INDUSTRY
Pack 5 detectable cutter with hook,
made of polypropylene stainless steel blade. It complies with all hygiene
and safety regulations for the food
industry

ART.NI.SK10 - CUTTER “OLFA”
BLADE MM 18 TO BREAK
Safety cutter 4 positioning points
adjustable blade. . Perfect for
shrink-wrap, straps, plastic covers, pluriball, straps, bags and
cutting tape.
Packing: 1/6.

Packing : 1/12.

ART.NI.SL1
CUTTER “OLFA”
BLADE MM 18 TO
BREAK
Cutter quick block., packing with two
replace blade of mm. 18.

Packing: 6/120.

ART.GS.01NK
SAFETY CUTTER
RETRACTILE BLADE
SAFETY PREVENTION
Cutter designed for safety, equipped
with retractable spring system that responds to any uncontrolled movement
of the user..

ART.NI.SK4
SAFETY CUTTER
RETRACTILE BLADE
IN RULE WITH NORM
D.L. 626
Cutter openboxes with blade retractable spring system.
Packing: 1/6.

ART.STA.6TR150L
STAPLER/NAILER
Aluminum body, soft handle,
handle lock, easy insertion of
stitches and nails up to 15 mm..

Packing: 1/6.

Imballo: 12/144.
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ART.NI.4210
CALCULATUR
12 NUMBERS
Portable electronic desktop calculator in ABS, dual power with
very large keys.
Dimensions cm .: 13.5x19x3.
Packing: 4/60.

ART.ST.1303028
MAGNETIC BLACKBOARD
WITHBACKGROUND
ERASEABLE
Writable magnetic board with lacquer
bottom. Anodized aluminum perimeter frame. Gray plastic angles. Size
90x120. (Also available 60x45, 60x90)
Packing: 1/1.

ART.ST.1102002
SNAPSHOT FRAME A3V
LIVE ANGLE
Snap frames with sharp edge - 25 mm
profile. in anodised aluminum. Anti-reflective PVC protection. Plastic bottom
PS. Prepared for vertical or horizontal
use.
Useful size: 29.7x42 cm
(also available A4V, 50X70, 70X100)

ART.AB.4091740
BOARD FOR INTERIOR
Wall-paperr board with magnetic steel
base, writeable and erasable. Anodized aluminum frame, transparent crilex
door, lock with lock, complete with magnetic clips and locking lugs.
Dimensions: 70x100.
Packing: 1/12.

Packing: 1/12.

ART.IN.MP0029BT
MARKERS ROUND
TIPS “FOOD”
(for food companies)
Pack 10 Indelible detachable metal
detectors and X-rays. Rounded tip.
They are a high-visibility tool to demonstrate a truly efficient and modern HACCP system.
Available in blue colors.

ART.NI.60335
MARKER BLUE ROUND
TIPS
PACK.10 PIECES
Marker Universal Round Tip, Permanent
Alcohol Based Ink. Writes on paper, rubber, leather, plastic and metals.
Color: blue / black.
Packing: 10/10.

Packing: 1/12.

ART.NI.2062
MARKER MEDIUM TIP FOR
WORKSHOP

ART.NI.3027
COMPRESSED AIR
ML.400

White marking pigmented ink white
water resistant. Great on glass, plastic,
metal. indelible. White color.

Compressed air cylinders in ecological
formulation of ml. 400. .

Packing: 12/144.
Packing: 1/12.
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ART.EU.PP36NN
TAPE PACKING
MM 50 X 66 MT.
COLOR: HAVANA,
TRANSPARENT,
WHITE

Packing adhesive tape
THICKNESS 0,048 thousandths. Support BOPP
acrylic adhesive. Unrolling
silensioso, extra tough.
Resistant to aging. Available in colors: Havana, white or neutral.
Dimensions mm 50 x mt.
66.
Packing: 6/36.

ADHESIVE
TAPES

HIGH
PERFORMANCE

CUSTOMIZED
WITH YOUR
LOGO

ART.EU.MSK60.38
PROFESSIONAL
BODY SHOPS
MASKING TAPE
MM.38
Masking tape suitable for
the building and bodywork
sector. Support from 58 gr
/ mq. adhesive in dry natural rubber and resins, total
thickness 125 microns. On
removal, it does not leave
adhesive.
Dimensions: h. 38 mm, 50
ml.
(Available also in the
heights: 19/25/50/75).
Packing: 6/48.

ART.EU.PVCCO
TAPE
COLORED PVC
ADHESIVE
MM.50
PVC tape, thick 59 micron
rubber adhesive. Optimal
for packaging and various
types of operations.
Available in colors:
blue and yellow.
Dim. 50x66 mt.
Packing: 12/36.

ART.3M.H180
TAPE DISPENSER

Tape dispenser for tape roll
packaging.
Adjustable, hub-mounted tape
brake offers control of tension
and delivery.
Packing: 1/12.
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ART. SB.518
MANUAL STRETCH
FILM

Stretch film with manual unwinding in polyethylene for packaging.
Kg. 2,6 - My 30.
H. cm. 50.0.
Packing: 6 rolls.
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ART. STA130687
STANLEY
FLEXOMETER 3MT. TYLON
Shockproof ABS case, very
compact. Complete coating
non-slip rubber. Professional
quality tape with polymerised coating and coated with
Tylon ™ synthetic materiel film
(thickness 0.14 mm). Hook clip.
Length 3 mt., width 12.7 mm.

ART.STA130697
STANLEY
FLEXOMETER - 5 MT.
TYLON

Shockproof ABS case, very compact.
Complete coating non-slip rubber.
Professional quality tape with cured
varnish and coated with Tylon ™ mat.
Film (thickness 0.14 mm). Hook clip.
Length 5 mt., width 19 mm.
Packing: 1/12.

Packing: 1/12.

ART.P.PN362
FLEXOMETER MT.5 “MASTER”
“Stopmaster”
measuring tape 5 mt. with metal clip, rubber sheath,
complete with case.
Material: plastic / metal.
Dimensions: 6.5x7 cm.
Packing: 10/60.

ART.STA133442
FLEXOMETER
STANLEY - 10 MT.
Carbon steel tape covered in Mylar,
Hook clip.
Length 10 mt.
Belt width mm. 25.
Packing: 1/12.

ART.STA133198
FLEXOMETER
STANLEY - 8 MT.

Carbon steel tape covered in Mylar,
Hook clip.
Length 8 mt.
Belt width mm. 25 full rivet.
Packing: 1/12.

ART.STA.177348
LASER LEVEL CROSS
GREEN RAY
Self-leveling, it projects a horizontal
line, a vertical line with respect to the
horizontal line. Green laser diode 515
Nm - class 2. Line capacity: 20 meters
depending on the brightness. Line width
up to 130 °. Function with receiver for
outdoor work. Power supply: 3 AAA LR6
alkaline batteries. Autonomy 20 hours.
Accuracy ± 3 mm to 10 meters.
Packing: 1/12.

ART.STA.STH177139
METER LASER TLM165
(50 METRI)

ART.STA.177140
METER LASER TLM330
(100 METRI)

Flow rate: from 10 cm to 50 meters.
Two-line screen. Typical accuracy: ±
1.5 mm. Functions: distance, area, volume, Pythagoras (two / three auxiliary
measures), minimum / maximum measurement, addition and subtraction.
Multifunction folding terminal fitting - allows precise measurement of corners
and fixtures. Waterproofed screen and
keyboard. Sound alarm that highlights
the measurements made. The package
includes: batteries, manual, sheath hooked to the belt.

Flow rate: from 5 cm to 100 meters.
Accuracy: ± 1 mm. Functions: distance, area, volume, calculator, tracking,
partial measurements, Pythagoras (3
functions), angles. 20 values in memory. Folding terminal fitting for measurements from the corners. Waterproofed
screen and keyboard. Sound alarm - highlights the measurements made. With
scabbard.
Packing: 1/1.

Packing: 1/1.
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ART.BA.938413.1
METAL LOCKOUT
HASP - MS86

ART.BA.938403.1
NYLON SAFETY LOCK
HASP - MS01

M-Safe ® padlock with HASP block,
dim. 60x127 mm. Opening of the
jaws mm 38. Scissor model, resistant
to heat and cold. Highly flexible. Dielectric. Accept six padlocks with six
lock tags. Made of hardened steel.
High visibility red. It is the ideal solution for multiple control of energy
sources designed to avoid unnecessary deaths and serious injuries to
service and maintenance personnel.

Made of heavy nylon, bright red color
for maximum visibility. Indestructible.
Resistant to heat and cold, extremely
flexible. Contains 6 padlocks, dielectric.
It is the ideal solution for multiple
control of energy sources designed
to avoid unnecessary deaths and
serious injuries to service and maintenance personnel.
Dimensions: 18.5 x 4 / cm.
Opening: 38 mm.

Packing: 1/72.

Packing: 1/96.

ART.BA.938408.1
VALVE COVER V-SAFE “VS02”

ART.BA.938404.1
VALVE COVER V-SAFE “VS04”

It encloses the entire valve, so it can no longer be opened or closed. The V-SAFE
valve cover consists of two flattened half-moons that completely cover the valve.
Made of dielectric polypropylene, extremely resistant to scratches and abrasions,
resistant to sudden changes in temperature.
Dimensions: up to diam. 2.5 “.
Packing: 48.

It encloses the entire valve, so it can no longer be opened or closed. The V-SAFE
valve cover consists of two flattened half-moons that completely cover the valve.
Made of dielectric polypropylene, extremely resistant to scratches and abrasions,
resistant to sudden changes in temperature.
Dimensions: from 2.5 “up to 5”.
Packing: 24.

ART.BA.938420
PANNEL
LOCKOUT / TAGOUT

ART.BA.938405.1
VALVE COVER V-SAFE “VS06”

Station built in double molded
polystyrene and are equipped with
metal or plastic hooks to hang
padlocks and hasps lock. Supplied
without content.

Packing: 1/1.

It encloses the entire valve, so it can no longer be opened or closed. The V-SAFE
valve cover consists of two flattened half-moons that completely cover the valve.
Made of dielectric polypropylene, extremely resistant to scratches and abrasions,
resistant to sudden changes in temperature.
Dimensions: from 5 “up to 6.5”.
Packing: 1/18.
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ART.PIA.0451C
SWING PAPER BIN
LITER 52

ART.MP1/120/5
WASTE BIN LITERS 120
WITH WHEELS AND COVER

Pedal bin with swing lid, in painted metal.
Liter 52. Ideal for canteens, kitchens, bathrooms.
Colour: silver.
Dimension cm.: diam.38 h. 89
Packing: 1/2.

Ideal for recycling, made of high-density
polyethylene HDPE, with wheels for easy movement.
Available colors: red, grey, blue, green, yellow,
brown.
Size cm .:
width 48 deep 48 height 93.
Ring sack: ART. MP.1 / 120.
Packing: 1/10.

ART.MP.100 - BLB
WASTE BIN WITH
WHEELS
LITERS 100

ART.OD.574
WASTE
CONTAINERS LT. 87
Containers in PL, with antidepress holes to facilitate the
change of bags. To be completed with various lids: with
hole for paper, bottle hole, with
handle.
Dimensions: cm. width 27.9,
depth 55.8, height 76.2.

External hook 4 corners for waste bag,
lids with clip closure, ergonomic and
reinforced handle for easy transport.
Easily stackable bin with anti-skid
mounted wheels.
Available colors: grey / yellow, grey
/ blue.
Dimension cm.:
width 49 deep 54 height 85.

Packing: 1/12.

Packing: 1/12.

ART.MP69/110V
LIGHTWEIGHT LITER 110
WITH WHEELS AND COVER

ART.MP8/0100
“BIN INDUSTRIAL
LT. 100 “
Bin without lid in PEHD, black color with
handles.
Cover: Art.MP77 / 100.
Dimensions cm .: diam. 52,
height 67.

Ideal for recycling, made of high-density
polyethylene HDPE, with lid.
Available colors: green.
Dimensions cm .: diameter 53, height 87.
Packing: 1/12.

Packing: 1/12.

ART.PIA.0470G
CART FOR SACK
WITH WHEELS

ART.PIA.0358NEW
BAGS FOR TRASH
EXTRA WEIGHT
GR. 100 conf. 150 pz.

Cart for sack with pivoting wheels; built
in metal painted with red epoxy powders.

Sacks for trash “Hercules” cm. 80x110/
lt.130, thickness 100 micron.

To combine
PIA.0358A.

Dimension cm.: width 80x height 110.

with

the

Dimension: 55x55x100 cm.

bags

art.

Packing: 1/15.

Packing 1/4 pieces.
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ART. SB.DEPBOMB
STORAGE
FOR 9/12 TANKS
Grid walls with closed bottom.
Two hinged doors with latch,
designed to lock with a padlock.
It is delivered assembled.
Steel structure particularly
robust, welded and hot-dip
galvanized for use in outdoor
environments. Fork entries.
Size cm .:
width 113, depth 96, height
197.5.

ART.C.MOV890
INFORCABLE
FILLING ROLLS
Fixed diameter for 200
liters drums. Load 500
kg. Manual front rotation
(handwheel and gearbox
with 1:70 ratio).
Dimension cm.:
width 125, depth 100,
height 45.
Weight: kg. 90.
Packing: 1/1.

Packing: 1/1.

ART. SB.E202
CONTAINER
STORING
FOR 4
TANKS

Container for storing and
displacing of drums filled
with environment
dangerous liquids. Made of
watertight steel sheet.
Hot galvanised movable
grid shelf made steel Capacity 280 litres.
(WITHOUT SUPPORT).

ART.SB.E207
CONTAINER
INCLINED TANK

For tanks from lt. 1000 or
6 drums of 200 lt. Grilled in
galvanized and varnished
tub in eposyric. Prepared
for cart handling.
Dimension cm.: width
135, height cm. 62/110,
depth cm. 165.
Packing: 1/1.

Dimension cm.:
width cm. 134, depth
125, height 30 cm.
Packing: 1/1.

ART. SB.PE1000
TANK CONTAINER
FOR 1 TANK
Polyethylene collection tank
for 1050-litre container.
Dimension cm.:
width cm. 135, depth 135,
height 97,5 cm.
Capacity: 1050 lt.
Packing: 1/1.
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ART.C.SER440
TANK FOR
OIL-EXHAUST ADR
1.1.3.1 .C
Transport PE tank with electric
pump. Counter and gun with automatic stop with 4 m of carbopress
tube, 4 meters of electric cable
and clamps for connection to the
battery. Transportable oil tank
produced in linear polyethylene
with rotational molding. Procedure that makes the structure compact but at the same time light.
The equipment includes: 2-piece
aluminum filler cap, double-valve
safety cap. Safety faucet transfer
unit. Swivel connector inlets for
full lifting with forks. Handles for
vacuum lifting ..
Size cm .:
width cm. 96, depth124, height
62.2.
Capacity: 440 lt. Empty weight:
52 kg. Packing: 1/1.
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ART.MG271 STORAGE
CABINET FOR
FLAMMABLE AND
OXIDING PRODUCTS

ART.MG268
STORAGE CABINET
PHYTOSANITARY
Suitable for storage of pesticides,
plant health or pollutants for water.
Hinged doors, made of cold pressformed sheet. Reinforced pre-assembled structure, epoxy powder
coating. 4 adjustable watertight galvanized containment tanks. Natural
protected aeration system. Closure
with handle rod and key lock. Predisposition for earthing device. Storage
capacity per tank 105 Liters with container max. 35 liters.
Compliance with the following
laws: DPR 290/01, Direttiva 89/391/
CE, Direttiva 91/676/CE, Direttiva
96/61/CE, D.Lgs. N. 81/2008, ISO
3864 Stocking capacity per tray
105 liters, with box max 35 liters.
Dimensions cm.: width 102.3,
height.200, depth 55.5.
Packing: 1/1.

Storage cabinet for flammable and
oxidising products, with two hinged
doors, made of cold press-formed
sheet steel, suitable for storing containers for flammable or oxidising
liquids. Equipment: 3 adjustable
shelves and collection tank (capacity
38 L). Natural ventilation system, rod
closure with handle and key lock.
Safety signs according to law; provision for earthing device.
Directive 89/391 / CE, Legislative
Decree No. 81/2008, ISO 3864.
Supplied already assembled.
Dimensions cm .: width 102.3,
height.200, depth 55.5.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.MGBIGBAG
BIG BAG
STRUCTURE
MODULAR

ART.MG780
BASKET FOR OIL
EXHAUSTED

Made of painted steel for outdoor
use. Folded with a fiber system set
up with structural reinforcements.
Modular structure.
Nominal weight and degree of finish as per UNI parameters.

Patented range of tanks for the waste collection of MOTOR oil exhausted. Made of polyethylene, black,
with incorporated safety sump (double tank), with basket drain filters
removable round shape, incorporated in the manhole protected by
circular lid and space for load and
unload motor oil exhausted.

Also available in the version
with a holding tank.
Dimensions cm .: width 113.0,
depth 113.0 height135, capacity
kg. 1000.

Dimension
cm.:
diam.100,
height.135, capacity lt.500.
Packing: 1/1.

to be completed with:
Bag Big Bag UN 90x90x120 art.
C.BIGONU.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.SB.TNO
CONTAINER FOR
HAZARDOUS
WASTE

ART.MG295
EXAUSTED
BATTERY
CONTAINER

Approuved bin for stockage of depleted batteries, according to ADR law. Equipped
by a label identifying the batteries which is possible to stock. Superposable. Capacity max. 300 kg., when superposed kg. 1200. (Cover Art. MG295C).
Dimension cm.: width 100, depth 70, height 65. Capacity: lt.450.
Packing: 1/1.

Range of containers for the collection of DANGEROUS WASTE. Composed
from a tank equipped with a polyethylene hinged removable lid yellow. The tank
body is housed inside a metal structure painted antacid with function of hermetic
containment tank (double container) that allows handling and stacking up to three
units. A dedicated space allows you compile your CER code contained. Dimesion
cm.: width 135, depth 117, height 104. Capacity: lt.850. Packing: 1/1.
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SIGNAL
STANDARD AND
CUSTOMIZED

RACKINGS MOUTH CONTAINER
VARIOUS DIMENSIONS
AND MODELS ON REQUEST

METALLIC CONTAINERS, NETWORK, METAL
PLATFORM, IN VARIOUS SIZES AND MODELS

CONTAINERS FOR SCRAP, TILTING, OPENABLE BOTTOM
IN VARIOUS SIZES AND MODELS
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SHELVING MODULAR SERIE
“GAMMA”
GAMMA shelving is a structural jointing system, indicated for pallet storing, and offers
a wide variety of components. It is composed
by main parts and accessories. Sides are
assembled with specific bolts; the profile has
buttonholes with distance of 50mm height.
Bars are of boxed sheet, of various sections
and capacities, and offer specific solutions
to various requests. Galvanised shelves and
various fittings complete the offer for storing
different kind of materials.
Safety rules: The capacities are given for uniformly distributed charges in maximal
stress condition. Labels indicating the maximal charge for each shelf and for each side
must be placed in the right point. After assembling the shelving must be aligned in the
sense of its depth and of its length.
CUSTOMIZED COMPOSITIONS.

ART. SERIE ALFA
SHELVES WITH HOOKS

Shelving suitable for storing middle-light
products in warehouse and archives.
The shelf is fastened on the side by means of
hooks. Equipped with many optionals: chests
of drawers, containers and partitions.

WE PERFORM THE ANNUAL
PERIODICAL VERIFICATIONS
EN 15635 OBLIGATORY

RICHIEDI PREVENTIVO

ART.CANTILEVER
SHELVING COMPONIBLE
“CANTILEVER”
FOR DEVELOPED LOADS

Ideal solution, for the storage of loads developed in
length, such as bars, pipes, profiles, wood panels,
sheets, coils, etc. thanks to the free load front. The
structure consists of four elements: column, arm,
bolzone and cruise.
The stability and rigidity of the structure are guaranteed by the brace cruises fixed to the columns with
bolts and the special inclination of the holes on the
column improves the locking of the shelf as the load
increases.
Our Cantilever can be realized, in single or doublesided version with standard heights up to 8 meters
and out of standard up to 12 meters, painted or hot
galvanized, static or dynamic (on electromechanical base units). Its modularity in height and depth,
allows you to adapt the structure to any environment
according to the most varied needs.
1. Easy modularity, 2. Possibility of height
adjustment, 3. Easy and quick installation, 4. economic efficiency.
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ART.MG103
MONOBLOC BENCHES

ART.MG103SA
MONOBLOC BENCHES WITH DRAWER

Monoblock benches with sheet metal top.
(to be combined with the drawers 3 drawers art.MG.117, No. 1 drawer item MG116)
Capacity kg.400.
Dimensions cm .: width 200, height 70, depth 89.
Packing: 1/1.

Monobloc benches with sheet metal top complete with 1 drawer MG116
(dim.50,5x62,22,4 h.).
Capacity kg.500.
Dimensions cm .: width 200, height 70, depth 89.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.MG107SA
MONOBLOC BENCHES WITH DRAWER

ART.MG107SC MONOBLOC BENCHES
WITH 1 DRAWER AND 1 OPENING WITH DOOR

Modular benches with top made of wood mm 35, complete with a drawer with a
closure lock.
Capacity kg.500.
Dimensions cm .: width 200, height 70, depth 89.
Packing: 1/1.

Monobloc benches, with plywood top, complete with drawer unit composed of a
drawer and a single-door compartment with removable inner shelf, with lock.
Capacity kg.500.
Dimensions cm .: width 200, height 70, depth 89.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.MG560
HANGING TOOL - HOLDER

ART.MG.11101
BANK FOR PACKAGING WITH LEGS
ADJUSTABLE IN HEIGHT
Bench with roll holder, Ral
7035 painted, melamine
wood top. Legs adjustable in height. Complete
with bar holder.
Capacity: 500 kg.
  
Dimensions cm .: width
200.0 height 78.3 / 115.3,
prof.80.
Packing: 1/1.

Hanging tool-holder furniture or bench equipped with
pierced sheet on the back (pitch 4 mm). Insulated rolling
shutter made of aluminium, with lock.
Dimension cm .: width 170, height 90, depth 20.
Packing: 1/1 pcs.
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ART.ACP16P
PC CLOSET FOR
WORKSHOPS

ART.MG6000E
CABINET
INDUSTRIAL WITH
ACCESSORIES

Composed of an upper compartment for monitors, useful
dimensions mm. 570x650x520
h., Closed by hinged door with
polycarbonate, with lock. Central
compartment with pull-out keyboard tray, closed by a lockable
door. Lower compartment of dim.
mm. 570x650x740 h., Equipped
with an adjustable shelf and closed by a pair of doors with a rod
lock.Constituted by the following
accessories: cooling fan with dust
filter, 1 magnetothermic differential switch, 1 bipolar switch, 1 fuse
holder, 3 civil socket 10/16 A ita /
ted 220 V, 1 suction fan.
Dimensions cm .: width 71.7,
height 160, depth 61.
Packing: 1/1.

Closet with doors and lock
with rod and 4 floors plus a
drawer h. 10 cm.
Dimensions cm .: width
1002, height 200, depth 5.55.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.MG.203
CABINET
INDUSTRIAL
Closet with doors and lock with
bar, 2 adjustable shelves.

ART.MG202
CABINET
INDUSTRIAL

Capacity kg.40 for sherves.

Lockable cupboard, 2 adjustable
shelves.
Capacity kg.40 per shelf.

Dimensions cm .: width 100,
height 100, depth 40.

Dimensions cm .: width 50, height
100, depth 40.
Packing: 1/1.

Packing: 1/1.

ART.MG.M10072VP
CLOSET WITH
7 DRAWERS
TOTAL EXTRACTION

ART.MG.XL10071P
CLOSET WITH
7 DRAWERS
TOTAL EXTRACTION

Closet with 7 drawers total estration.
Capacity 75 Kg. No. 2 from 75 mm, 1
from 100 mm, 3 from 150 mm, 1 from
200 mm.
Equipped with lock with simultaneous
closing system.
Capacity kg. 75.

Closet with 7 drawers from 125 to total
extraction, capacity 70 Kg. Equipped with
lock with simultaneous closing system.

Dimension cm.: width 71,7, height 100,
depth 72,5.

Capacity: kg.70.
Dimension cm.: width 60, height 100,
depth 62.
Packing: 1/1.

Packing: 1/1.
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ART.MG.291
DRUM-HOLDER
TROLLEY

ART.MG.408
TROLLEY
FOR PACKS

Drum-holder Trolley, for
drums up to 200 litres. Wheels ø 200 mm.
Capacity Kg 250.

Trolley for packs. Wheels made of
rubberised nylon Ø 200.
Shovel size mm 450x155.

Dimension cm.: width 48,
height 137, depth 24.

Dimension cm:
width 50, hight 110, depth 38.

Capacity 200 kg.

Packing: 1/1.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.MG.45505N
MODULAR
TROLLEY

ART.MG405
MONO-BLOC
TROLLEY

Trolley with 2 sides in mesh
and central plate in sheet
metal.
Rubber wheels diam.150 (2
fixed and 2 swivel).

Mono-bloc trolley with 3 shelves. Wheels Ø 125 mm (2
revolving and 2 fixed) Shelf
Capacity kg. 100.

Capacity: 300 kg.
Wheels diam. 15.
Dimensions cm.:
width.131.6 alt.101.3,
prof.79.4.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.MG431
TROLLEY
WITH 1 CLOSED
EDGE

Modular Trolley with closed
edge. Wheels ø 150 mm (2
revolving, 2 fixed) - Capacity
350 kg.
Capacity:400 kg.
Dimension cm.: width 96,6,
height 101,3, depth 69,4.
Packing: 1/1
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Capacity: 300 kg.
Wheels: diam. 15.
Dimension cm.: width 92,0
height 84, depth 60.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.
MG.XLM12001
BENCH
MOVABLE
WOODEN PLAN
Movable bench on 150
wheels with 4 drawer
drawers (no.2 h 12.5 no.2
h 15.00) and floor. Beech
plywood top mm. 35.
Capacity 450 kg.
Dimensions cm.120,
height. 91.5, depth.70.
Packing: 1/1.
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ART.MG.XLM12002
WORKBENCH WITH TOP MADE OF WOOD
Workbench on wheels (
Ø 150 ), with drawer unit
that includes 4 drawers
(2 drawers 125 mm and
2 drawers 150 mm) and
closed
compartment
with door and adjustable
inside shelf. Top made of
wood tickness mm. 35.
Capacity 450 kg.
Wheels diam. 15.
Dimension cm.: width
120,0
height
91,5,
depth 70.

ART.MG142A
BENCHES ON
WHEELS WITH
TOP MADE OF
WOOD
Bench on wheels Ø 150 mm
(2 rigid and 2 swivel casters)
equipped with 1 chest and 1
drawer with lock.
Capacity 250 kg.
Wheels diam. 15.
Dimension cm.: width
100,0 height 91, depth 70.
Packing: 1/1.

Packing: 1/1.

ART.MG49501
CONTAINER
TROLLEY
DISPLACING
DOUBLE SIDED
Trolley complete with 6 shelves
(front and back) for nr. 18 boxes
30x20x12h., One side panel in
the upper part with tool holder
hole, rear side panel with slotted
hole for containers.
Dimensions cm .: width 102.0
height 156.5, depth 60.6.
Packing: 1/1 pcs.

ART.MG49503
CONTAINER
TROLLEY
DISPLACING
DOUBLE SIDED
Two-sided trolley on one side
with 1 perforated cake tray and
nr. 1 panel with slotted hole for
trays.
Rear side with tool holder lock.
Lower part with shelves
complete with 12 containers
14.7x23.5x12.5 and nr. 4 containers 21x36x14.5.
Dimensions cm:
width.102,0 height
depth 60.6.

156.5,

Packing: 1/1.

ART.MG224
TOOL-HOLDER TRUNKS

Metal trunk with padlock.
Dimension cm.: width 70,5 X height 35,0 depth 35,0.
Packing: 1/1.
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ART.MG225
TOOL-HOLDER TRUNKS

Metal trunk with padlock.
Dimension cm.: width 80,0 X height 40,0, depth 43,0.
Packing: 1/1.
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ART.STP.A16SCSA4Q

ART.STP.A071S/200

Professional stool with a structure,
completely in aluminum and wide
anti-slip steps of 200 mm deep.
Uprights in square tube 25x25 mm,
tread surface with non-slip surface of
420x600 mm. 250 mm lift, 2 125 mm
wheels in the rear. Non-skid covers at
the ends of the uprights.
Size cm .:
H. on the 100 floor, steps including
the floor 4.
Capacity: kg. 150.
D.L. 81/2008 ART.113.
Packing: 1/1.

Opening ladder with 275x260 mm
platform in ABS, automatically foldable, and with steps, 80 mm tops fixed
to the uprights with triangular reedgeing. Industrial type, very robust,
it is built in aluminum. It is equipped
with an ABS storage box, non-slip
caps at the base of 70x20 mm and
anti-opening straps.
Size cm .:
H. total 186, H. at floor 112,
steps including floor 5.
Capacity: kg. 150.
EN 131-1 / 2/3.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.STP.A071S/250
OPENING ALUMINUM
LADDER H. 236
(7 steps)
“ISSIMA”

ART.STP.A071S/300
OPENING ALUMINUM
LADDER H. 286
(9 steps)
“ISSIMA”

Opening ladder with 275x260 mm
ABS platform, automatic tipper, and
with 80 mm flat steps fixed to the
uprights with triangular re-edgeing.
Industrial type, very robust, it is built in aluminum. It is equipped with
an ABS storage tray, with anti-drip
plugs. at the base of 70x20 mm and
anti-opening straps.
Size cm .:
H. total 236, H. on floor 158,
steps including floor 7.
Capacity: kg. 150.
EN 131-1 / 2/3.
Packing: 1/1.

Opening ladder with 276x260 mm
platform in ABS, automatic tipper,
and with 80 mm flat steps fixed to the
uprights with triangular re-edgeing.
Industrial type, very robust, it is built in aluminum. It is equipped with
an ABS storage tray, with anti-drip
plugs. at the base of 70x20 mm and
anti-opening straps.
Size cm .:
H. total 286, H. on floor 204,
steps including floor 9.
Capacity: kg. 150.
EN 131-1 / 2/3.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.STP.A19SCAF/250
MOBILE WORK
FOLDABLE
PLATFORM LADDER
ALLUMINIUM H. 250

ART.STP.A27ALPOJR320
SCAFFOLD QUICK
FOLDABLE HIGH 310

ALUMINIUM STOOL
(4 steps)
“TREAD EXTRA
SIZE CM 20”

D.L. 81/2008 ART. 113. It is made of
aluminum, foldable. Equipped with a
removable iron expander with 2 wheels that allows easy movement. The
130 mm deep steps with anti-skid
shapes. Anti-slip aluminum platform
with foot guard, size 600x465 mm.
ABS object tray: 480x190 mm. Folding handles.
Size cm .:
H. total 350, H. on floor 250,
steps including the floor 10.
Packing: 1/1.
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LADDER OPENING
ALUMINUM H. 186
(5 steps) “ISSIMA”

Foldable
aluminum
scaffolding
equipped with quick couplings to facilitate closing operations. Compact
dimensions that make it practical
storage and handling.
Complete with feet c / stop.
Maximum load kg. 200. (Including 2
people).
Basic dimensions: cm. 193 x 91
H. total cm. 310.
H. at floor 208.
Floor dimensions: 150x62 / cm.
Packing: 1/1.
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ART.ST.203103

FOLDING LADDER FOR TANKS
(AVAILABLE IN VARIOUS DIMENSIONS AND MODELS)

Two-pieces ladders with platform and ring, adjustable in height. Suspension with 4-wheel base, non-slip steps. Base with 4
wheels, with latch. Height adjustment, mounted laterally, by winch from one branch to the other. Platform with grid. Foldable
in two 2 parts and protection basket.
The tanker ladder serves only as access for operational and inspection work during loading and unloading.
Dimensions cm.:
Total height Cm. 537
Total lenght mm max.: 4500
Total width cm.: 203
Platform height mm max. 4270
Height of the platform mm min. 2940
Approx weight Kg.380.0
Load kg 150.0
Protective basket approx mm 1500 x 1500 x 600
PACKING: 1/1.
(AVAILABLE VARIOUS ITEMS FOR TANKS, AIRCRAFT ETC.)
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ART.ST.1424020 - RDT/80
TOTEM “RONDO SIGNAL”
CUSTOMIZABLE

ART.EF.B307 SPIRAL BIKE
RACK “MAESTRALE”

Self-supporting information structure on
alubond mm3, composed of two uprights
with painted metal base, customizable
panel on both sides. (Useful cm 70x177),
complete with fixing clamps. Suitable for
both indoor and outdoor environments.
Color: aluminum.
(Customize excluded).
Dimensions: alt. cm. 190/180, width 70
cm. - Weight Kg. 20.
Packing: 1/1.

Bicycle rack line MAESTRALE A SPIRALE cm 100 made entirely of stainless steel
AISI 304 (also available in galvanized version). Available lengths up to 312 cm.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.OS.DIME1

ART.CB.ALASKA

MAT “DIME” - 90X150 DOUBLE
FUNCTION (CLEANING AND DRYING)

MAT DRY FOOTPRINT WASHABLE AT 60°
60X85

Double vinyl curl entrance
mat complete with perimeter
non-slip edge. Ideal for shoe
cleaning and drying. Product
positioning: building entrances
to remove and trap dirt and water from shoes for pedestrian
traffic. Also used in interior
walkways and corridor areas.
Tested Fire Class 1. Resistant
to UV rays.
Color: anthracite.
Dimensions: height. cm 90,
lenght.150 cm.

Made of HTN and equipped
with a vinyl / rubber support, so easy to clean in the
washing machine. (60C),
highly absorbent and natural in
appearance. Ideal for walking
in and out. Fire class 1.

(available also in misure 60x90
art. OS.DIME2, rool h. 135
lenght. 20 ml
with cut to size art. OS.DIME3.

Packing: 1/12 pieces.

Color: anthracite grey.
(also available in roll on order)
Size cm .:
width 60 height 85.

Packing: 1/1.

ART.CB.PRIME EXCLUSIVE

ART.CB.INON
MAT DRY FOOTPRINT 85X115

MAT DRY FOOTPRINT CUSTOMIZED YOUR LOGO

Made of HTN and equipped
with a vinyl / rubber support, so
easy to clean in the washing
machine. (60C), highly absorbent and natural in appearance. Ideal for walking in and out.
Fire class 1.
Color: anthracite grey.
(also available in roll on order).
Size cm .:
larg. 85 alt.115.
Packing: 1/6 pieces.
(Also available in 115x200
size Art. CB.INONEX)

Mat dry foot with printed nitrile bottom. Double edge in nitrile rubber. Customized
with your logo (to be delivered in high resolution JPG). Guaranteed 200 industrial
washings. Gr. 900 gsm.
Certified CFL1. Dimensions: 85X150 cm.
Packing: 1/1
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ART.GI.DRENANTE
CARPET FOR OUTDOOR AND INDOOR
PVC curl carpet suitable for
outdoor use.
Tested Fire Class 1. Resistant
to UV rays.
Color: grey or anthracite.
(available on order colors: red,
natural, brown and black)
Dimensions cm.: h.120 x 600,
thk. mm 14 .
Packing: 1/6 pcs.
(we make the cut to
size).

ART.ZIG ZAG 3D
ROLL 3D VYNIL

ART.GI.RTRALLY

PVC MAT WITH
BOTTOM
PVC roll with 8/9 mm support.
Ideal as an office entryway.
Tested Fire Class 1.
UV resistant.
Color: medium grey.
Dimensions: H.cm. 120,
lenght.600 cm.
Packing: 1/1.
(we make the cut to
size).

ART.CB.SS010001

COVERING FOR
WORKING PLACES
Robust ergonomic tile modules in
natural rubber (Fatigue-Step). They
prevent disturbances arising from
long periods in an upright position
effectively. Safe drainage thanks to
the construction surface
open. R10 anti-slip resistance, according to EN13552.
Resistant to temperatures -20 ° +
160 °.
Thickness: 19 mm.
Borders with 75mm x 1m corners
(optional)
Black colour.
(also available in nitrile rubber).

3D rolls thick mm 5 or mm 12. Roll length: mt. 15, roll height 122/90 cm.
Resistant to UV rays. Reaction to fire in class two. Particularly suitable as antifatigue mat behind counters, or behind workstations.

ART.CB.GRP010003
GRAY COVER FIBERGLASS 80x120

Dimensions: height cm.90, length
90 cm.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.CB.CDS010001C
ROTOLO “COBADOT”
H. CM. 120
Cobadot nitrile (natural rubber / nitrile). Ideal for industrial and commercial environments. Studded surface
is elegant and functional, for greater
grip underfoot. Extremely resistant
to oils, greases and chemical degradation. It can be spread or glued to
the floor surface.
Product thickness: 3mm. H. roll
cm. 120 customized length (maximum mt.10).
Black colour.

Grid cover in fiberglass, 5 mm overall. Resistance to fire and slipping. To be
placed on the floor. Suitable for the passage of forklifts
EN 13501, EN ISO 9239-1, ISO 11925-2, Classification R13.
Color: black, yellow, grey.
Dimensions cm .: width 80 alt. 120.

Packing: 1/1.

Packing: 1/6 pieces.
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ART.CB.DTB010003C
CARPET WELDING
“DIAMOND TREAD”
Ergonomic rug two layers with non-slip diamond plate surface. Double layer: lower
side in PVC foam and robust flame retardant upper side. The bevelled edges reduce
the risk of tripping. Prevents disturbances arising from long periods in an upright
position effectively and safely.
Fire class Cfl-s1, flame retardant (DIN 4102 class b1),
EN 13501.
Dimensions: larg. cm. 90
Thickness: 12.5 mm
custom length (up to 18.3 meters).
Packing: 1/1.

ART.CB.SD010707C -

MAT ANTIFATIGUE DECKPLATE CON EDGE ANTI
STUMBLE YELLOW

Vinyl and foamed PVC, diamond pattern, self-extinguishing, provides resilience to
many chemicals. Optimal as a support for fatigue relief. Supplied with bright yellow
ramp edges. Product height: 14mm. Operating temperature: 0 ° to + 60 ° C. Typical
applications: packing stations, assembly areas. Fire class 1.
Color: black / yellow.
Dimensions: alt. cm.90, lung. to measure (MAX 18 MT).

ART.SB.352H
LINE MARKING MACHINE
Line marking machine “NEW
PERFECT STRIPER”. Simple
to use: with the new patented
system, the can is automatically positioned in the appropriate
support.
Possibility of easily adjusting
both dispensing and stopping
the paint, and the width of the
line from 3 to 10 cm.
Increased stability: 4 large
wheels that allow to draw
perfectly straight lines. Reinforced frame, Wind protection
structure, Adjustable arrow to
follow existing or pre-tracked
tracing.
(cans, item SB.354H).

Packing: 1/1.

ART.CB.TP010702

ADHESIVE TAPE FLOOR SIGNAL

ART.CB.GRP070003N
ANGLE OF SIGNAL STEPS
Designed to help prevent
slipping on the stairs. Suitable
for use on existing steps. Beveled rear edge. Thick yellow
fiberglass material mm.3.
EN 13501 - Reaction to fire
ISO 9239-1, EN ISO 11925-2,
DIN 51130 Classification R13.
Size cm .:
5.5x5.5x lung. 150 / cm.
Packing: 1/12 pieces.

Floor marking tape, also ideal for industrial applications.
Color: yellow / black.
Dimensions: height mm. 50, lung.33 mt.
Packing: 1/1.
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ART.SB.AS2PSP18
LOCKER
FOR 2 PERSONS
Wardrobe for 2 person, equipped with
each individual vertical partition compartment for the subdivision of dirty /
clean clothes. Each compartment is
equipped with clothes hangers, side
hooks, nr.2 floors. Each door is equipped with umbrella hooks and drip tray.
External ventilation and aeration holder. Made of 6/10 sheet steel painted
with electrostatic powders
of epoxypolyester resins.

ART.MG219
LOCKER
FOR 2 PERSONS
“PREMIUM”
Wardrobe 2-persons with separating
dirty / clean clothes, equipped with a
shelf, clothes rod, ring and umbrella
tray. Reinforced doors with slots, lock.
Color: Ral 7035 gray.
External dimensions cm:
width 100, depth 50, height 180.

Color: RAL 7035 gray
External dimensions: width 100
cm, depth 50, height 180 cm.

Packing: 1/1

Weight kg. 47.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.MG218
LOCKER
1 PERSON “PREMIUM”
1-place wardrobe with partition for
the separation of dirty / clean clothes,
plain, wardrobe hanger, ring and umbrella stand. Reinforced doors with
slots, lock.
Color: grey Ral 7035.

ART.SB.AS2X2018
MULTIPLE TIER LOCKER
4 PLACES
Cabinet made of 6/10 high-grade steel
sheet DC01 - UNI EN 10130. 20 mm
lock with clip-on lever in nickel-plated,
double duplicate. Painted with electrostatic powders of epoxypolyester
resins, after treatment of phosphodegreasing.

Dimensions external:
width. 51,5 cm, depth.50, height. 180
cm.

Comply with the standards: UNI EN
16122-2012.

Packing: 1/1.

Color: grey RAL 7035.
Dimensions external: width.60
cm., depth. 50, H.180 cm.
Weight: kg 32.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.MG232
MULTIPLE TIER
LOCKER
6 PLACES
Cabinet with 6 separate spaces closed by doors with lock.
Dimensions cm.: width. 102,
depth 50, height 180.
Color: gray Ral 7035
Packing: 1/1.

ART.SB.AS4X2018
MULTIPLE TIER LOCKER
8 PLACES
Cabinet made of 6/10 high-grade steel
sheet DC01 - UNI EN 10130. 20 mm
lock with clip-on lever in nickel-plated
steel, double duplicate. Painted with
electrostatic powders of epoxypolyester resins, after treatment of phosphodegreasing.
Comply with the standards:
UNI EN 16122-2012.
Color: grey Ral 7035.
Dimensions external:
width.120 cm.,depth.50, height.
180 cm.
Weight: kg 57
Packing: 1/1.
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ART.MG231
MULTIPLE TIER
LOCKER
12 PLACES

ART.MG207A
CABINET
FOR BROOMS

Cabinet with 12 separate space closed by doors with lock

Cabinet with doors and lock
with rod, vertical divider with net
adjustable and coat hanger rod.

Dimensions cm.:
width 102 depth 50 height cm 180.

Dimensions cm.:width.80
depth. 40, H. 180.
Color: gray Ral 7035

Packing: 1/1.

ART.SB.SB002010
SECURITY
CABINET
Cabinet made with self-supporting
modular structure, in steel sheet.
Painted with electrostatic powders of
epoxy-polyester resins, after phosphodegreasing treatment. Equipped with 4
shelves adjustable on rack. The doors
rotate 180 ° on steel hinges, the lock is
composed of 3 very sturdy keys, blocking the door in the middle, up and
down, operated from the outside by a
handle and controlled by a safety lock
with double-bit key. All the devices are
protected by
manganese sheet.

Packing: 1/1.

ART.MS.3504
MULTIPLE TIER
LOCKER
4 PLACES
Structure in 8/10 steel sheet, painted with electrostatic powders of
epoxypolyester resins, after phosphodegreasing treatment. Equipped with
4 compartments, size 29x39 with lock.
Color: RAL 7035.
(On request: white, metalized,
antracite.)
Dimensions external: width 37
cm., depth 50, H. 180 cm
Weight: kg. 30.

Color: grey.
Dimensions external: width. 100
cm.depth.50, H. 200 cm.
Weight: kg. 245.

ART.MG300

CLOSET WITH
ROLLING SHUTTER
Cabinet with rolling shutter lock, 4
adjustable shelves
Dimensions cm.: width. 120,
depth. 50, H. cm.200
Weight: 50 Kg
Color: RAL 7035.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.MS.7008
MULTIPLE TIER
LOCKER
8 PLACES
Structure in 8/10 steel sheet, painted with electrostatic powders of
epoxypolyester resins, after phosphodegreasing treatment. Equipped with 8
spaces 29x39 with lock.
Color: RAL 7035.
(On request: white, metalized,
antracite.)
Dimensions external: width. 71
cm., depth. 50, H. 180 cm
Weight kg 55.
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ART.SB.S0002018
METAL CLOSET WITH
SLIDING DOOR
with 8 shelves cm. 180

ART.SB.B0002010
METAL CLOSET
WITH DOORS

Sliding door cabinet made of steel sheet, complete with eight internal adjustable shelves set up on a rack also
prepared for inserting hanging folders.
Equipped with lock.

Cabinet with hinged doors made of
sheet steel, complete with four adjustable internal shelves on a rack also
arranged for the insertion of hanging
folders. Equipped with lock.

Color: grey Ral 7035.

Color: grey Ral 7035.

Dimensions external:
width. 180 cm., depth. 45, H. 200 cm.

Dimensions external: width. 100 cm.,
depth 45, H. 200 cm.

Weight kg. 118.

Weight kg. 76.

Packing: 1/1.

Packing: 1/1.

(AVAILABLE ALSO WIDTH
CM. 150)

ART.MS.ME618
METAL CLOSET WITH
SLIDING DOOR depth. 60
with 8 shelves cm.180

ART.SB.BST00818
METAL CLOSET WITH SLIDING DOOR
WITH MELAMINE TOP

Sliding door cabinet made of steel sheet, complete with eight internal adjustable shelves set up on a rack also
prepared for inserting hanging folders.
Equipped with simultaneous lock.
Color: grey Ral 7035.
Dimensions external: width. 180 cm.,
depth. 60, H. 200 cm.
Weight kg. 136.
Packing: 1/1.

Structure in painted steel sheet, complete with 1/1 internal shelves adjustable in
3 cm steps; prepared for inserting suspended files. Equipped with a glazing unit
and a melamine top.
Dimensions cm. width 180, depth. 45, height cm.87.
Color: grey Ral 7035.

AVAILABLE ALSO WIDTH
CM. 150)

Packing: 1/1.

ART.FI.218690
METAL CLOSET WITH SLIDING DOOR
WITH MELAMINE TOP DEPTH CM 60

ART.160BL
CLUSTERS SEATING 4 SEATERS

Structure in painted steel sheet, complete with 1/1 internal shelves adjustable in 3
cm steps; prepared for inserting suspended files. Equipped with lock and melamine
top. (on request also without top)
Dimensions cm.: width. 180, depth. 60, height cm.90.
Color: grey Ral 7035.
Packing: 1/1.
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Monoblock table with swivel seat. Supporting structure completely in 2 mm thick
steel painted with black anti-scratch thermosetting powders.
Polypropylene seat. Dim.140x80.
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Lockers, Metal cabinets, Community furniture
ART.VO.FAZ2CHAIR
BAR TABLE COMPLETE OF TWO STOOLS

Canteen table metal frame, laminate top.
6 seats. According to HACCP.
Dimensions: width 180, depth 80,
height 72.

ART.SB.TM4GO180
CANTEEN TABLE 6
SEATS WIDTH CM. 180

Packing: 1/1

Made of polypropylene injected with fiberglass. Stackable. Available in different
colors. Article suitable for indoor and outdoor use.
Dimensions cm: table 50x50x100H, stools: h 87, depth. 45, height seat cm. 66.
Color: white, ecru, brown, yellow, black dove grey.
Packing: 1/4.

ART.SHELL

ART. ME.789000
CONTAINER
FOR CANTEEN
WITH TILTING
DOOR

KITCHEN MONOBLOCK
FOR SMALL CANTEEN /
CONTAINER
Kitchen vanish system complete
with home appliances. Closed looks like a wardrobe, open is a fully
equipped kitchen. Ideal for small
canteens, coffee-rooms equipped
for enterprises, or who want keep
everything in order simply closing
the doors.

Stainless steel structure AISI 430 satin finish.
Lower invertible bottom
with triangular key closure. Upper top with trailing
rail (option ME.789010).
Adjustable feet. Designed
to accommodate a 120 liter container inside.

Dimension: lenght 155 depth 60
height 217,6.

Dimensions cm. 61.5,
height 112.5 / 124.0,
depth 56.
Packing: 1/1.

Color: melamine colours as
choise.
Packing: 1/1.

ART. MG2421
METAL BENCH
WOODEN
STAVES, WITH
HANGERS
WIDE 200 CM.

ART.MG2420
METAL BENCH WITH WOODEN STAVES LENGHT. 200

Metal bench, wooden
staves, 6 clothing hangers, composable.
Dimension cm.: width
200, height 180, depth
36.
Packing: 1/1.

Metal bench, wooden staves, composable.
Dimensions cm.: width. 200, depth. 32, height cm. 48,5.
Avalable also version of cm. 100 art. MG2410.
Packing: 1/1.
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Furnishing and Office complements

Furnishing and Office complements
ART.FR.PTO518 DESK “POP TEE”

ART.FR.PNO518 DESK
“POP PANEL” PANELED STRUCTURE

STRUCTURE “T”

Melamine wood desk, ABS finishes and 28 mm top. Finishing: Melamine with wood
or plain color decoration.
Dimension:
160x80x75 h./cm.
Packing:1/1.

Melamine wood desk with ABS finishes and 28 mm top. Finish: Melamine with wood
or plain color decoration.
Dimension:
160x80x75 h./cm.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.AR.FO138F - F.LOAT O.FFICE
DESK “ARCHIUTTI” WITH TRESTLE LEGS

ART.SB.C3C00061
METAL PEDESTAL WITH THREE DRAWERS
WITH WHEELS

Structure: in tubular steel painted with epoxy powders, adjustable feet. The tops are
18 mm thick wood agglomerate (Also available the 65/85 height adjustable version).
Color: light grey. (Available on request colors: white, ivory,turtle)
Dimensions: width. 180, depth. 80, height. 73.
Packing: 1/1.

Metal pedestal with three drawers with minimal design and high functionality thanks
to its professional features and essential dimensions can be combined with any
office or small office furniture. Complete with centralized lock with folding key.
Color: aluminium. (Available on requst colors: white, antracite,black, Ral 705 grey).
Dimensions: width. 42, depth. 57, height. 58.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.AR.S6012

PEDESTAL WITH
THREE DRAWERS
WITH WHEELS

ART.SB.CL4C0135
4 DRAWERS
FILING CABINET
METAL

Pedestal with 3 drawers and simultaneous lock with folding key.
Melamine wood coating.

Made of sheet steel, painted RAL;
drawers slide on telescopic guides with
ball bearings. Anti-tipping system.
Lock with simultaneous lock.

Finish: Melamine
Color: white, grey.

Color: grey Ral 7035.

Dimension:
41,4x58,2x53,8 h./cm

Dimension:
width 49, depth 64, height 134 cm.
Weight: KG. 69.

Packing: 1/1.
Imballo: 1/1.
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Furnishing and Office complements
ART. ST.124001 RONDO’ LIMIT COLUMN
Signposting and elimination system from the new design. The
self-braking system inside the
housing and the rounded corners of the fittings are absolute
guarantees in the area of safety.
Central column in painted metal,
cast iron base with two-color insert.
Dimension:
height cm. 95 diam. 34 cm.

ART.PIA.0459
WASTEPAPER BASKET
COLOUR SILVER
Wastepaper in perforated metal.
Dimension: diam. 29 height 34 cm.
Color: silver.
Packing: 1/12.

ART.CA.275I
STAINLESS STEEL
PLANTER “PRISMA”
Planter in AISI 430 steel, modular with
products of the line (umbrella stand,
ashtray, wastepaper). Also available in
AISI 340 stainless steel.
Dimension: 35 x 34 x H 50 cm.
Color: inox.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.CA.414GR
WASTEPAPER BASKET

Stackable waste paper basket, made of painted
technopolymer, metallic grey color. The upper
edge is strengthened by a ribbing and radius, r
= 2 mm, to avoid accidents due to accidental impacts. The inclination of the edge facilitates the
use of the basket.
Accessories: holding bag.
Dimension: height 35 cm, Ø 28 cm
Packing: 1/10.

ART. CA.415GR

BAG HOLDER FOR
RECYCLING

Bag holder for recycling collection in polypropylene, to be combined with article
CA.414GR.
Packing: 1/1.

ART. CA.280GA BASKET
FOR RECYCLING
WASTE SEPARATION
“CENTOLITRI”

Baskets designed for separate waste collection, entirely made of epoxy
powder coated steel, silver grey color.
Complete with cover, bag holder, folding.
Capacity 100 liters.
Top choice in colors, grey, red, green,
blue, yellow.
Dimensions: height cm. 85, 35X35
cm.
Packing: 1/1.

ART.CA.427GR

ART.CA506GA
UMBRELLA HOLDER
BASKET HI-TECH

Recycle bin for separate collection
entirely made of technopolymer. The
basket is supplied as standard with
an internal divider and relative top fastener which can be freely positioned
interlocking allowing to obtain compartments with the desired capacity.
Color: Gray. (on request also available in white color).

Baskets for wastepaper and umbrella holder made of painted steel with
epoxy powder. Upper ring and base
in technopolymer. Can be equipped
with a simple bag holder or recycling
collection bag. Model in grey metallized.

Dimensions: l. 44,5 x h. 31 x d. 22.

Packing: 1/1.

RECYCLING
BASKET

Dimensions: diam. 25 cm., h cm. 50.

Packing: 1/8.
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ART.CA464BO
UMBRELLA HOLDER
BASKET DOUBLE
TRAY

ART. CA.393GA

SELFEXTINGUISH
ASHTRAY SERIES 5A

Umbrella stand bin with removable
tray for little folding umbrellas and
normal one.Made in varnished steel.

Self-extinguishing ashtray, equipped with a particular internal double-bottomed steel structure that
guarantees its fireproof properties. Stainless steel
cover structure, and painted steel for exterior and
interior.

Colori frame: white.
Dimension: width.35,0 cm - depth.
20,0 cm - H 50 cm

Dimensions: height. cm. 60, diam. cm. 25.

Packing: min. 1/1.

Packing: 1/1.

ART.PIA.0456
BASKET ASHTRAY
WASTEPAPER

ART.CA.1563
CLOTHES WALL MODULAR 3 PLACES

Bin ashtray / wastepaper satin inox.
Colour: satin finish.
Dimensions cm .: width diam. 25,
height 61 cm.
Packing: min. 1/1

Coat stand wall chrome plated steel with hooks and supports in polycarbonate.
Modular in lenght.
Dimensions cm.: Lenght 35, Depth 20, Heiht 17.
Colour : black

ART. CA1486N

COAT STAND WITH
UMBRELLA
REMOVABLE MOD.
“SWING”

ART.978

COAT STAND WITH
UMBRELLA
REMOVABLE
MOD. “JOLLY”

Coat stand with removable umbrella
ring with anti rollover plate.
Structure completely black.

Hanger with removable umbrella
stand.
Gray structure with black accessories.

Dimension:
height. cm. 169, diam. 39 cm.

Dimension:
height cm. 168, diameter 40 cm.
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Furnishing and Office complements
ART.CA.1483GA
CLOTHES RACK
WITH UMBRELLA
HOLDER

ART.ME.103018

WASTEPAPER BASKET
FOR OUTDOORS LT. 29

height 64, diam. 39.

Wastepaper with ashtray. Frame
in steel treated with cataphoresis,
painted with epoxy powders suitable
for outdoor use. Galvanized steel inner bucket with handle. Ashtray and
wastepaper blocked from front door
lock with a triangular anti-vandal
key. Plastic supporting feet . Fastening to the ground in 4 points (fasteners included).

Packing: 1/6.

Color: manganese gray.

Clothes rack in painted steel and
techno-polymer, complete with removable umbrella holder,12 hooks.
Frame color: grey aluminium or black
color.
Dimensions cm.:

Dimension cm:
Width 30, depth 28,height 94
Packing: 1/1.

ART.ME.106003

WALL EXTERNAL
ASHTRAY

ART. RO.STRINGT1

TABLE LAMP LED 700 LUMEN
“MADE IN ITALY”

Wall ashtray, satin stainless steel,
fireproof head. Easy emptying by
overturning the ashtray. Wall fixing
(screws included).
Finishing: stainless steel
Dimensions:
h. 16 diam. 14 cm. - Lt. 2.
Packing: 1/6

Aluminum structure, adjustable head with central hole, button inserted in the lower
part and LED source. The movement of the two aluminum arms is made up of
an elastic band in colored fabric. LED 9W, lumen 700, CRI 90, Class A A + A ++.
Colone: silver. (also available in other colors on request).
Dimensions: base 19,5, total height 90 (foldable 44+46), head diam. 10,5 cm.
Packing: 1 pieces.

ART.RO.FRAMEW2
WALL LAMP
“MADE IN ITALY”
FRAME W2

The structure is composed of two
elements in extruded aluminum: one
outside in the shape of a ring and
one inside in a pyramid shape that allows the symmetrical diffusion of light
upwards and downwards. Inspired
by the idea of a wall-mounted handle,
Frame offers a high luminous performance. LED 29W, Lumen: 3,200
CRI: 85, Dim. PHASE - 1-10v - DALI
Class: A A + A ++.
Dimensions: height. cm. 4,8, depth.
10, lenght. 27 cm.
Color: graphite, silver, black, bronze, champagne, brushed nickel,
polished chrome, brushed copper,
brushed gold, white, glossy black,
bronze.
Packing: 1 pieces
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ART.RO.CAPRIF1

ROD FLOOR LAMP
“MADE IN ITALY”
CAPRI F1
It is a family of lamps, whose bell in
turned and laser-cut aluminum recalls a vegetable weave, the reed of
fishermen’s traps. Through the pattern of punctures, light diffuses into
the environment. 2xE27 Alloy ECO
max 77W Class: C, 2xE27 Fluo /
LED. Class: B / A. Led lamp.
Dimensions:
height. cm. 175, diam. 30 cm.
Color: white bright black, bronze.
Packing: 1 pieces.
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Labsit and office chairs
ART.SM.AMALFI
WAITING CHAIRS
STACKABLE
Waiting chairs for colletivity, in
chromed frame shell in coloured polypropylene.
(Available on request
also in class Fire 1).
Color; black.
On request: red, blue.

ART.VO.VOXELSILLA
STACKABLE
POLYPROPYLENE
CHAIR
New aesthetics. Made of
polypropylene injected with fiberglass. Stackable. Perfect architectural conceptual piece for
any space. Presents a unique,
angular and multifaceted structural shape. Its weight is evenly
distributed due to its elegant
shape. Very light and stable.

Dimension cm.: height 79,
width 49, depth 54.

Color: white, black, ecrù.

Sale unit minimum: 4 pieces.

Dimension cm.: height.85,
width. 54, depth. 54.
Packing: 1/4.

ART.VO.KESSILLON
CHAIR
FOR INSIDE /OUTSIDE
AND COLLECTIVITY

Seat with armrests in injected PP
fiberglass. Gas molding technology. U.V. protection Stackable.
Dimension cm.: height. 80,depth
53, width 63.
Color: white, black, ecrù, antracite,
turtle.

ART.78GT
STOOL
BASE AND SEAT
POLYURETHANE
Stool with seat and back in polyurethane, with footrest and black
base, Seating gas head,permanent
contact. Depth adjustment of the
backrest and height, adjustment intensity of the seat.
Dimension cm.:
height 110/67, depth. 54, width. 50

Available also version without
armrests
Packing: 4 pieces (min. each
color)

REQUIRE THE CATALOGUE OF SEATS AND COMPLEMENTS

ART.660GT - SITTING

ART.71WG -

BEECH STOOL

Stool in beech plywood, anatomic
shape with five-star base, black footrest ring. Gas regulation.
Dimenson cm.: height 72, depth
45, width 45.
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WITH HIGH BACK
AND ARMRESTS
(CONFORMING D.L.)
FABRIC: BLACK FIREPROOF

Armchair with high backrest, with
non-deformable polyurethane foam
padded backrest and seat structure.
Mechanism with gas lift, oscillating in
permanent contact, adjustment knob
of the back in height and depth.
Fabric: black fire retardant black series VE.
Warranty: two years.
EN1335/1-2-3.
Dimenson cm.: height 95, depth
45, width 45.
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Labsit and office chairs
ART.161GT - SITTING
“KLIO GRAY”
HIGH BACK
(CONFORMING D.L.)
GREY STRUCTURE
Armchair with new shape and anatomic design, gas lift, permanent contact mechanism, height adjustment
of the backrest with knob. Structure
and nylon wheels. Fire class fabric
1, colors in a folder.
Dimension cm.:
height 95, width 48, depth 56.
Optional: fixed or height adjustable
armrests.

ART.551RGR
SITTING “HORIZON”
DIRECTIONAL
Executive chair, with high mesh back,
black nylon base, syncron mechanism, with lumbar adjustment, up /
dowun backrest, height adjustable
armrests. Padding of the seat in expanded polyurethane, non-deformable, covered with “CLASSE FUOCO
1” fabric. Available colors: choice.
Dimension cm.: height 103, depth
63, width 62.
EN 1335, IM 1.

EN 1335.

ART.6610GR
“CARESS MESH”
HIGH BACK WITH
HEADREST

ART.510R-GRV - SITTING
“MESH”
HIGH BACK
STRUCTURE GRAY
ADJUSTABLE
ARMRESTS

Executive chair with new shape and
anatomical design, mesh backrest
and seat with “V” series covering in
various colors with fire class 1 fabric.
Nylon base and wheels. Armrests
adjustable in height by push-button,
gas lift seat, synchron mechanism
with locking in various positions antireturn system and voltage regulator.

Operative, back in grey mesh.
Armrests adjustable in grey height.
Self-adjusting syncron mechanism,
grey base, grey wheels, new shape
and anatomic design. Fire class 1
fabric, “V” series with folder colors.
Dimension cm.: height 97, depth.
58, width. 56.

Dimensions cm:
hight. 129/47, width. 64, depth.64

ART.140RGR
CHAIR
WITH ARMREST,
LUMBAR SUPPORT
ADJUSTABLE
“RONNIE RETE”
High back in mesh, with loadbearing structure in visible plastic
and lumbar support adjustable
in depth. Internal seat in beech
plywood, padded and upholstered
with V series fabrics, fire class 1,
colors of your choice. Settings:
synchronized mechanism with
regulation up-down of the back,
gas lift of the seat. Adjustable
armrests. Black wheels of 65 mm.

EN 1335, IM 1.

ART.7700GP
SEAT HIGH BACK
AND ARMRESTS
Presidential chair, chromed aluminum base and armrests, gas lift
seat and backrest tilt adjustment
with multi-position lock, seat and
back with inter-pointed mat. Fire
class 1 “V” class fabric with chart
colors.
Dimension cm: height.
width.56, depth.60.

112,

Packing: 1/2.

Dimension cm.:
height 106, depth 61, width 66.
Packing: 1/2
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Labsit and office chairs
ART.E4419 - STOOL
“ESD 100%”
“WORKING ON FOOT”

ART.R9649 STOOL
“CLEAN ROOM”

Silver colored aluminum frame.
The seat is in “ESD” black PU SoftTouch foam. The frame is made of
sanded aluminum. The 20 ° rotating
seat surface ensures that 60% of
the body weight is supported and
therefore relaxes, joints, tendons,
ligaments, and vertebral column.
Support surface with 2 handles.
Recommended in production and
laboratory. The seat height goes up
to 23 cm and therefore supports the
various heights. Technical gas lift.

The stool for clean room has shells
for sitting. Ensures optimal safety
against particle emission. The
metal elements are equipped with
a conductive coating, the plastic
parts are conductive in volume of
color is light grey. The black synthetic leather covering, which is
also conductive, is non-slip and
ensures a solid anti-slip capacity,
even if the user wears a cleanroom clothing.
Equipped with footrest ring.
DIN EN ISO 14644-1, EN 613405-1,
DIN 68877

DIN EN 61340-5-1, 68 877, Guarantee 3 years of full warranty and
5 years long-term proven quality
and high efficiency.

Dimension cm.: height 57/85.

Dimension cm.:
height 62/85, base width cm. 45.

ART.E6019
STOOL ESD
LABORATORY
CLEANROOM

ART.E3019
ESD STOOL
FOR LAB
Automatic adjustment of the seat and
backrest inclination.
Ergonomic padding available in particularly soft synthetic leather or in extremely
robust integral foam. Base with selfbraking rubber wheels.

Specially designed to meet the operational needs in the laboratory. Ergonomic padding, available in particularly
soft synthetic leather or in extremely
robust foam. Fixed rotating pedestal.
Black integral cover. .
DIN EN ISO 14644-1 Conform to
norm GMP, laboratory sicurity from
S1 to S3.

Air purity class 3 second.
DIN EN ISO 14644-1 Compliance with
GMP standards, laboratory safety
from S1 to S3.
Dimensions cm .: seat heigth 40/51
(seat height 45/65 up charge).

Dimension cm.: height 65/85 pedestal diameter cm. 30.
Colour: black.

Color: black.

ART.E1659
ESD TREON SUITABLE FOR LABORATORY AND STUDY

Aluminum cross base with self-supporting wheels or skates, footrest footrest, permanent contact backrest, seat height 590-870 mm, ergonomic package consisting
of: back tension adjustment, seat depth adjustment and tilt seat, as well as height
adjustment of the integral Foam backrest.
EN 61340-5-1
DIN 68 877
Dimension cm: back h.57 seat h.59 / 87 b.47

Colour: black.
Packingballo: 1/1
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Trolleys and travel bags
ART.CC.661
CABIN TROLLEY
EXTRA LIGHT
WHEELS

ART.CC.662
MEDIUM ROLLEY
WITH
EXSTENDING
DEPTH EXTRA

Cabin trolley, fully lined, internal
divider closed with laces. Height
adjustable handle. Equipped with
a TSA lock, four double pivoting
wheels. 100% ABS.

Medium trolley with zip for depth
extension interior with fully lined
clothing compartment, with zipper
separation and closure and elastic
bands to stop clothes. Removable bars to facilitate movement,
removable thanks to the locking
button action, equipped with four
double wheels in ABS. TSA lock
integrated.

Color: silver, blue and black
Dimensions cm: 55x38x20.
Capacity Lt.: 40

Color: silver, blue and black.

Weight: 2.60 Kg

Dimension cm: 66x48x26/31.
Capacity Lt.: 85/100.
Weight: 3.80 Kg

ART.TT.715AP
MULTI POCKETS
BACKPACK WITH
RIGID SHOE HOLDER

ART.GS.809B
TROLLEY MULTI -POCKET

600D polyester sports backpack
with double PVC coating. Detachable rigid bottom in polypropylene with plastic feet. Front zip pocket for easy customization, 2 side
pockets, badge holder. Rigid bottom supplied with the backpack.
Color: blue.
Dimension cm: 36X24X48.
Capacity Lt.: 42
Fabric 100% Polyester 600D 1g with large side pockets for objects and the presence of wheels for ground transport Lining: 190T PU coated fabric.

Packing : 10/10.

Color: black and red.
Dimension cm.: height 28, width 52, length 34.
Packing: 1/8

ART.SIL.12742Q - SPORTING BAG/ADR

ART.GS.909B
TRAVELLING BAG TROLLEY

100% polyester fabric 600D 1g, lined internally. 3 sections with velcro dividers, to
separate the garments. Equipped with wheels for transport, badge holder in transparent plastic, shoulder strap for carrying on the shoulder and side pocket.
Color: black.
Dimensions cm.: height 28, width 34, length 52.
Packing: 1/4.
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Fabric 100% 600D Polyester, with front pocket, shoe compartment without
rigid support, adjustable and detachable shoulder strap. (Optional rigid support
art.SIL.51062S).
Color: Navy blue. Dimensions: cm. 53 × 53 × 34
Packing: 1/5
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Creativity Division

Design ideas and forniture for all
type of Office layouts
and partition systems
Furniture intallation in Italy
and around the world

Head Office, warehouse, showroom: Via della Ceramica, 1/A - 29012 Caorso (PC) - ITALY
Ph: +39 0523 814253 +39 0523 077181 - Fax +39 0523 813470

Design, realization, assembly
of Contract furniture
Furniture intallation in Italy
and around the world

Head Office, warehouse, showroom: Via della Ceramica, 1/A - 29012 Caorso(PC) - ITALY
Ph: +39 0523 814253 +39 0523 077181 - Fax +39 0523 813470

Why Gamma Safety?
Gamma Safety is an established company in the services for production and furnishing f or the tertiary
sector.
Combining a light operational structure with an extensive sales network on both domestic and international
supply, always guaranteeing the best technical, commercial and delivery conditions.
The attention to the custome r’s needs also distinguishes the of fer of Gamma Saf ety, from this preciou s
information begin both the de velopment of ne w solutions and products and the assist ance ser vice
throughout the product life cycle, from the time of purchase to the various stages of the after-saless.
Gamma Safety, the safe partner for safety in your work.

widespread
sales network

fast
delivery

research and
development

complete
assistance
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How to find us

Gamma Safety

FROM PIACENZA
Take the S.S.10 for about
14 km towards Cremona;
After Caorso continue for
about 1 km; turn left
towards the industrial
area

ehouse, showroom:
H
Via della Ceramica 1/A - S.S. 10
29012 Caorso (Piacenza)
tel. +39 0523 814253 - 077181
fax +39 0523 813470
e-mail: info@gammasafety.it
pec: gammasafety@pec.it
web: www.gammasafety.it
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FROM MOTORWAY A21
Exit Highway A21, exit
Caorso; drive direction
Cremona for about 500 m;
turn left towards the
industrial area

FROM CREMONA
Take the S.S.10 for about
16 km towards Piacenza;
Turn right towards the
industrial area about 500
mt. before the motorway
junction

GAMMA SAFETY
di Chiesa Antonella
Via Della Ceramica n.1/A
29012 CAORSO (PIACENZA) ITALY
Tel. +39 0523 814253 - 077181
Fax+39 0523 813470
info@gammasafety.it
www.gammasafety.it

